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Early diagnosis and effective treatment of cancer are essential 
to minimize morbidity and mortality. These goals can be 
achieved by combining 1) disease-specific molecules that may 
serve as both diagnostic markers and therapeutic targets with 
2) imaging and drug delivery tools capable of providing high-
performance intervention on diseased sites without (or only 
marginally) affecting nearby or distant healthy tissues. Despite 
this broadly accepted assumption, progress in patient-tailored 
approaches has been relatively slow, particularly due to the 
paucity of suitable molecular markers. For example, of the 
~1,500 proteins proposed as new cancer biomarkers in the 
decade 2000-2010, only < 20 have been approved by the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) to be used in routine testing [1]. 
On the other hand, applications of nanotechnology to medicine 
(collectively defined as nanomedicine) are experiencing a 
tremendous impact on next-generation cancer management, 
as demonstrated by the number of ongoing clinical trials 

and advanced preclinical studies [2, 3]. A nanomedicine is a 
therapeutic, diagnostic or combined (theranostic = therapeutic 
+ diagnostic) agent embedded in, or otherwise associated to, 
a nanoparticle to provide better biodistribution, improve the 
efficacy and/or reduce the toxicity of the agent itself. In our 
studies, we identified new biomarkers and explored preclinical 
applications of targeted nanomedicines for cancer imaging 
(targeted fluorescent nanoparticles) and treatment (targeted 
drug-loaded liposomes). In this minireview, we outline the 
principal findings of these studies.

Targeted molecular imaging of metastatic 
colorectal cancer

Our research group has described a previously unknown 
complex of α

6
 integrin and E-cadherin, which is present on 

the surface of colon cancer cells but not of normal colon cells 
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[4]. We have also identified a specific ligand to this receptor 
complex, namely angiopoietin-like 6, a factor secreted in high 
amounts by normal liver and physiologically involved in lipid 
metabolism. We have demonstrated that this receptor/ligand 
circuit is operative in secondary tumor spreading: colon cancer 
cells expose the receptor, normal liver cells secrete the 
ligand, and their mutual recognition allows cancer cells to 
colonize the liver and eventually produce a metastatic mass 
in this site [4].

In addition, we have characterized two angiopoietin-
like-6 mimicking peptides that bind the α

6
 integrin/E-cadherin 

complex. These peptides, of sequence CGIYRLRS and 
CGVYSLRS (single letter amino acid code), besides competing 
with angiopoietin-like 6 for binding the receptor complex (and 
therefore inhibiting hepatic metastasis), represent potential tools 
to flag tumor cells that expose both α

6
 integrin and E-cadherin 

[4]. So, we have exploited their binding properties to design 
nanomedicines for cancer imaging [5]. This study was based 
on silica nanoparticles, which exhibit favorable toxicological 
profile and biocompatibility in vivo coupled to ease of 
manipulation in vitro [6, 7]. We produced modular nanosystems 
to obtain an imaging platform consisting of fluorescent silica-
polyethylene glycol (PEG) nanoparticles (SPNs) that expose 
either the CGIYRLRS or CGVYSLRS peptide on their surface. 
These SPNs have a silica nucleus associated to one or more 
alkoxysilane-derivatized fluorescent dyes, included in a micelle 
of the copolymer Pluronic®F127. In other words, they consist of 
a PEG shell incorporating a dye-doped silica core. The external 
PEG provides a standard of stealth polymer for stable dispersion 
in physiological conditions and for prevention of uptake by the 
phagocyte system. Moreover, the PEG tails can be derivatized 
to allow covalent attachment of targeting peptides. Our 
SPNs have a core diameter of 11 ± 3 nm, a hydrodynamic 
diameter of 23 nm and are doped with either Rhodamine A 
(Rhod), Cyanine 5 (Cy5) (single-color), or both (dual-color). 
Their specificity was first investigated ex-vivo on patient-
derived specimens of hepatic metastasis, compared to normal 
liver and to primary colon cancer (Fig. 1). Sections of frozen 
human tissues were incubated with control (untargeted) and 
dual-color peptide-targeted (Rhod+Cy5)-SPNs. Nanoparticle 
selectivity was evaluated by confocal microscopy (imaging; 
Fig. 1 A–D, quantification; Fig. 1 E), revealing specific binding 
of CGIYRLRS- and CGVYSLRS-(Rhod+Cy5)-SPNs on hepatic 
metastasis (Fig. 1 B) compared to normal liver (Fig. 1 A) and 
colon (Fig. 1 C), and to the primary tumor (Fig. 1 D).

The SPNs were also tested in vivo in a mouse model of 
pseudo-metastatic tumor (human colon cancer cells implanted 
into the spleen of non-obese diabetic/severe combined 
immunodeficient mice, NOD/SCID; Fig. 2). Tumor-bearing mice 
were injected with control and targeted SPNs and signal was 
detected after increasing circulation times starting at 1 hour. At 
6 hours, we observed a substantial reduction in background 
fluorescence and this signal-to-background ratio remained 
consistent at 16 and 24 hours. This suggests that clearance of 
untargeted nanoparticles is accompanied by accumulation of 
targeted SPNs in metastatic foci, providing a large timeframe 
for applications to be translated to the clinics. Fluorescence 
imaging by stereomicroscopy and confocal microscopy 
confirmed a metastasis-specific accumulation of (Rhod)-
CGIYRLRS-SNPs (Fig. 2 A, D, G, H), (Cy5)-CGIYRLRS-
SNPs (Fig. 2 B, E, I, J) and (Rhod-Cy5)-CGIYRLRS-SNPs 
(Fig. 2 C, F, K, L, M, N). A tridimensional reconstruction of 
several confocal microphotographs showed that the targeted 
SNPs localize in close proximity of tumor blood vessels 
(Fig. 2 O, P).

The intra-operative use of fluorescence tracers is starting 
to emerge in prostate, gastric, urinary and ovarian cancers 
[8–11]. Fluorescent imaging of externally accessible human 
cancers, namely nonmelanoma skin tumors can be achieved 
[12] and endoscopic fluorescence imaging systems have also 
been developed for applications in colon cancer [13]. All these 
systems are based on untargeted fluorescent tracers, while 
our SPNs have the additional feature of being molecularly 
targeted, providing further proof of feasibility for translational 
consideration.

 
Targeted drug delivery in metastatic neuroblastoma

In the past years, we and our collaborators have also identified 
peptides with unique targeting features for applications in 
tumor treatment. Among these, CPRECES [14] and CNGRC 
[15] (single letter amino acid code) bind with high selectivity to 
the tumor endothelial/perivascular markers aminopeptidase A 
(APA) and N (APN), respectively, so they are optimal for in vivo 
applications of drug delivery via the circulation.

These two peptides were exploited in a first study aimed to 
define the preclinical feasibility of targeted nanomedicines for 
doxorubicin (DXR) delivery to models of infantile neuroblastoma 
[16]. For this purpose, a synthetic version of each peptide was 
produced as fusion with human tumor necrosis factor (TNF) 
and the short linker KY (single letter amino acid code), and then 
coupled to the PEG tails of stealth liposomes (SL) composed 
of distearoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DSPE)-PEG, 
hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine (HSPC) and cholesterol. 
These SLs were loaded with DXR to obtain the targeted 

Silica nanoparticle 

Liposome

Rhodamine B 

Doxorubicin (DXR) 

Cyanine 5 

Targeting peptide 

Targeting peptide 

Lipidic arm 

Lipidic arm 
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Fig. 1. Frozen sections of (A) normal liver, (B) hepatic metastasis, (C) normal colon and (D) primary tumor were fixed in 4% formaldehyde, before incubation with 
untargeted, CGIYRLRS-, or CGVYSLRS-(Rhod+Cy5)-SPNs for 4 hours at room temperature. After washing, SPN-emitted fluorescence was analyzed by confocal 
microscopy and the output was converted into the false-color LUT Fire scale for prompt visualization. Nuclei were stained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). 
Colocalized pixels were identified by ImageJ software. Experiments were performed with similar results on specimens from 10 patients with metastatic CRC; exemplary 
images from tissues of patient #P85 are shown. (E) Quantification of SPN binding is expressed as the intensity of emitted pixel following excitation at 514 nm (Rhod) 
and 633 nm (Cy5), and represents a mean value of 5 images for each tissue. From Soster et al. [5]
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nanosystems CPRECES-SL[DXR] and CNGRC-SL[DXR], 
respectively, with a size of 90–115 nm, drug entrapment of 95% 
and peptide coupling of 4 µg/µmol of SL. For pharmacokinetic 
studies, these SLs were dual-labeled by incorporation of 3H 
and 14C in cholesterol and DXR, respectively, demonstrating 
suitable stability and long circulation times (up to 24 hours) [16]. 
The efficacy of such formulations, either as a single agent or in 
combination regimens (COMBO), was evaluated in orthotopic 
models derived by implant of human neuroblastoma cells into 
the left adrenal gland of nude mice. Starting 21 days after 

tumor cell implant, mice were treated once a week for 5 weeks 
with 5 mg/kg DXR (free or liposome-incapsulated), showing 
that administration of CPRECES-SL[DXR], CNGRC-SL[DXR] 
and COMBO provided a consistent lifespan extension vs. the 
free drug (up to 17, 37 and 66 days, respectively; Fig. 3) [16].

This work demonstrates that targeting a drug to the tumor 
microenvironment increases its efficacy and can therefore be 
exploited for the development of innovative medicines.

Based on these encouraging results, in a successive 
study we performed combined in vitro/ex-vivo screenings of 

Rhod
Cy5
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Fig. 2. NOD/SCID mice bearing a primary tumor and multiple liver metastases were injected with single- [control (A, Rhod; B, Cy5) or CGIYRLRS- (D, Rhod; E, 
Cy5)] or dual-color [control (C) or CGIYRLRS (F)] SPNs. After 16 hours, mice were euthanized and explanted organs were photographed with a high-resolution 
digital camera connected to a fluorescence stereomicroscope. In D, E, and F, orange arrows indicate blood vessels crossing the hepatic metastasis; in E and F, 
white arrows indicate sub-millimetric metastatic foci. Samples of the same tissues were OCT-frozen, cut into 10-µm slices, and evaluated by confocal analysis 
of single- [control (G, Rhod; I, Cy5), CGIYRLRS (H, Rhod; J, Cy5)] or dual-color [control (K), CGIYRLRS (L)] fluorescence. To visualize blood vessels, staining for 
CD31 was superimposed to the SPNs signal and visualized by the secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor®647 (G–H), Alexa Fluor®488 (I–J) and DyLightTM405 (K–N), 
for overlay with (Rhod)-SPNs, (Cy5)-SPNs and dual-color SPNs, respectively. In the case of dual-color SPNs, samples of primary tumors from mice injected with 
either control (M) or CGIYRLRS (N) SPNs are visualized as a further negative control. In O (detail of the field in J) and P (detail of the field in L), tridimensional 
models of 50–80 confocal image series were reconstructed with IMARIS software. From Soster et al. [5]
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phage-displayed peptide libraries to identify novel peptide 
motifs with high specificity for human neuroblastoma [16]. 
These experiments were designed to isolate peptides capable 
of binding the whole primary tumor (n = 26 motifs retrieved) 
or metastatic mass (n = 15 motifs), the primary tumor 
microenvironment (ME) (n = 57 motifs) or the metastasis ME (n = 
23 motifs). The specificity of 5 peptides targeting the metastatic 
mass (phage clone #14, peptide sequence KSFFLSH), the 
primary tumor ME (#1, YEGLISR) and the metastasis ME (#5, 
HSYWLRS; #8, WSWPREL; #10, ALAAHKL) was confirmed 

ex vivo by binding assays on sections of human stage IV 
neuroblastoma and in vivo in mouse models. These peptides 
were therefore synthetized with the addition of an N-terminal 
(YSHS, single letter amino acid code) and a C-terminal 
(GGG, single letter amino acid code) linkers and coupled to 
SLs as described above [16]. The potential efficacy of these 
nanosystems was tested in an orthotopic model derived from 
implant of luciferase-transduced human neuroblastoma cells; in 
addition, a pseudo-metastatic model was obtained by tumor cell 
injection in the tail vein of nude mice. Orthotopically-implanted 
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Fig. 3. Therapeutic efficacy of APN- and APA-targeted liposomal formulations in mouse models of neuroblastoma. Nude mice (8/group) implanted orthotopically with 
human neuroblastoma cells were treated (starting 21 days after tumor implant) by intravenous administration of HEPES-buffered saline (control), CNGRC-SL[empty], 
CPRECES-SL[empty] or 5 mg/kg of DXR, either free (DXR) or encapsulated in untargeted (SL[DXR]), APN- (CNGRC-SL[DXR]) or APA-targeted (CNGRC-SL[DXR]) 
liposomes or an equimolar mixture of CNGRC-SL[DXR] and CNGRC-SL[DXR] (COMBO), once-a-week for a total of 5 weeks. The efficacy of each formulation was 
evaluated in terms of survival and is expressed in a Kaplan–Maier graph as % of alive mice at different timepoints. From Loi et al. [18]

Fig. 4. (A) Therapeutic efficacy of peptide-targeted liposomal formulations in mouse models obtained by orthotopic implant of luciferase-expressing human 
neuroblastoma cells. Treatments started 21 days after tumor implant. Mice (5/group) were administered intravenous with HEPES-buffered saline (control), or 5 mg/kg 
of DXR, either free (DXR) or encapsulated in untargeted (SL[DXR]), scramble peptide- (SCR-SL[DXR] or targeting peptide-functionalized (1-, 5-, 8-, 10-, 14-SL[DRX]) 
liposomes, once-a-week for a total of 3 weeks. Tumor growth was monitored by BLI 5 days after each treatment (days 26, 33, 40 from tumor implant). Values are 
reported as fold increase in tumor volume compared to pre-treatment (day 20). Exemplary pictures of X-ray acquisitions one month after the end of treatment (day 65), 
relative to mice treated with SL[DXR], 5-SL[DXR] or 10-SL[DXR], are shown. (B–C) Therapeutic effect of the targeted formulations evaluated in terms of overall survival 
in both the pseudo-metastatic model (13 animals/ group, B) and the orthotopic model (8 animals/group, C). Statistical analysis: A, p vs. SL[DXR]; B–C, p vs. control, 
SL[DXR] and SCR-SL[DXR]. From Loi et al. [16].
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mice were treated once a week for 3 weeks starting 21 days 
after tumor cell implant, and intravenously-implanted mice 
were treated with the same schedule but starting 4 hours after 
tumor cell implant. In a first series of experiments, growth 
of luciferase-expressing orthotopic tumors was monitored 
by bioluminescence imaging (BLI) at days 26, 33, 40 after 
implant (5 days after each treatment) showing that 5-SL[DXR] 
and 10-SL[DXR] were the most efficient in delaying tumor 
progression, as also confirmed by a whole-body X-ray scan 

performed one month after the end of treatments (Fig. 4 A). 
Successively, the capacity of targeted formulations to prolong 
the lifespan of tumor-bearing mice was evaluated in both 
the pseudo-metastatic (Fig. 4 B) and the orthotopic (Fig. 4 
C) model. Again, treatment with 5-SL[DXR] or 10-SL[DXR] 
provided a survival advantage to neuroblastoma-bearing mice 
when compared to control animals or even to animals treated 
with DXR, either free or included in untargeted liposomal 
formulations [16].
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These preliminary findings were complemented by a 
successive in-depth characterization of the HSYWLRS peptide 
(#5 of the previous study) as a targeting moiety in preclinical 
applications [17]. Binding and internalization specificity was 
confirmed on additional cell lines and tissue specimens from 
animal models and human stage IV neuroblastoma. DXR-loaded, 
peptide-targeted SLs (HSWYLRS-SL[DXR]) were therefore 
produced and tested as in vivo drug delivery nanosystems. 
Vascular permeability was evaluated by administration of Evans 
Blue in neuroblastoma-bearing mice treated with HSYWLRS-
SL[DXR], observing a specific increase in dye extravasation and 
accumulation in orthotopic tumors, but not in non-tumor tissues 
(Fig. 5 A). Treatment with HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] also increased 
perfusion of tumor blood vessels, as determined by intravenous 
injection of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-lectin and analysis 
of emitted fluorescence by confocal microscopy (Fig. 5 B). 
These phenomena were accompanied by (1) enhanced tumor 

Fig. 5. (A) In vivo systemic permeability. Mice (3/group) bearing orthotopic tumors were treated, 28 days after, with a single bolus of DXR (5 mg/kg), encapsulated 
into untargeted (SL[DXR]) or HSYWLRS-targeted (HSYWLRS-SL[DXR]) liposomes, in combination with 1 mg of Evans Blue dye. Control mice (CTR) received HEPES-
buffered saline only. One hour after, mice were perfused, tumors and livers collected and Evans Blue extracted and quantified (O.D. 600 nm). Results are expressed 
as Evans Blue dye per g of tissue. **, p < 0.01: HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] vs. CTR and SL[DXR]. (B) Exemplary tumor sections from control mice or from mice treated with 
SL[DXR] or HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] and inoculated with FITC-lectin (green). Red: CD31. Blue: cell nuclei (DAPI). Scale bar: 40 µm. Graph on the right, numbers of FITC-
lectin positive cells. ***, p < 0.001, HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] vs. CTR and SL[DXR]. (C) Potentiated therapeutic efficacy of HSYWLRS-SL[DXR]. Mice (8/group) bearing 
orthotopic tumors were treated intravenous with 5 mg/kg of DXR, either free (free DXR) or encapsulated into SL[DXR] or HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] liposomes, once-a-week 
for 3 weeks (arrows). Control mice received HEPES buffer only (CTR). Survival: p < 0.0008: HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] vs. SL[DXR]). Insert: mean body weight at different 
timepoints. From Cossu et al. [17]
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accumulation of HSYWLRS-SL[DXR], but not of DRX included 
into an untargeted liposomal formulation, and (2) prolonged 
animal survival (Fig. 5 C) in the absence of toxicity signs such 
as weight loss (Fig. 5 C, inset). Additionally, the therapeutic 
efficacy of HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] was compared to that of 
free DXR by monitoring the in vivo growth of orthotopically-
implanted, luciferase-expressing human neuroblastoma cells 
with BLI, revealing that only the targeted liposomal formulation 
elicits effective antitumor responses (Fig. 6 A–B) and prolongs 
the lifespan of tumor-bearing mice (Fig. 6 C). The effect was 
also validated by positron emission tomography (PET) coupled 
with glucose consumption measurement. This analysis 
revealed that treatment with HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] led to a 
substantial inhibition not only of primary tumor growth but also 
of secondary tumor spreading (Fig. 7 A), which was confirmed 
by animal autopsy in terms of both metastatic foci number 
(Fig. 7 C) and overall metastasis volume (Fig. 7 C).

FITC-lectin
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Fig. 6. (A) Lateral (tumor side) images from mice orthotopically implanted with luciferase-expressing human neuroblastoma cells. Animals were treated intravenously, 
once a week for 2 weeks (arrows), with 5 mg/kg of DXR, either free (free DXR) or encapsulated into HSYWLRS-targeted liposomes (HSYWLRS-SL[DXR]). CTR mice 
received HEPES-buffered saline. Tumor growth was monitored by BLI at day 20 (before treatment) and 40 (end of treatments) after tumor challenge. (B) Antitumor 
effects at the end of treatments; values are reported as fold increase in tumor volume at day 40 over day 20. *, p < 0.05: free DXR vs. CTR; **, p < 0.01: HSYWLRS-
SL[DXR] vs. free DXR; ***, p < 0.001: HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] vs. CTR; (C) HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] show potentiated therapeutic efficacy. Survival: p < 0.0025: HSYWLRS-
SL[DXR] vs. CTR and free DXR. From Cossu et al. [17]
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Fig. 7. Treatment with HSYWLRS-SL[DXR] inhibits secondary tumor spreading. Mice (4/CTR, 5/treatments) orthotopically implanted with luciferase-expressing human 
neuroblastoma cells were treated as reported in the legend of Figure 6 and tumor extension was evaluated by PET after 41 days (A). Glucose consumption maps (white 
arrows: primary tumor; black arrows: metastases). (B) Number and (C) volume of metastases following treatments. *, p < 0.05: free DXR vs. CTR; **, p < 0.01: HSYWLRS-
SL[DXR] vs. free DXR; ***, p < 0.001: HSYWLRS-SL [DXR] vs. CTR
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Together, these data support the development of the 
neuroblastoma-targeting peptide HSYWLRS as a powerful tool 
for therapeutic applications.

CONCLUSIONS

Early tumor diagnosis and efficient treatment (namely, a 
treatment that reaches max antitumor efficacy while sparing 
normal tissues) remain an open medical need. The advent of 

nanomedicine is delivering new tools that could revolutionize 
our approach to cancer monitoring and therapy, provided 
that we identify biomarkers with suitable properties. In 
fact, while the development of nanomaterials is rapidly 
expanding, we still need more selective targets to allow patient-
tailored approaches. In this perspective, our recent work 
contributed a number of targets and targeting moieties that 
were validated preclinically and could be exploited to develop 
clinical tools. 
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Maklygina YuS1     , Romanishkin ID1, Ryabova AV1, Yakavets IV2,3, Bolotin L2, Loschenov VB1,4 

A NOVEL SPHEROID MODEL FOR PRECLINICAL INTERCELLULAR 
NANOPHOTOSENSITIZER-MEDIATED TUMOR STUDY 

Aluminum phthalocyanine nanoparticles (NP AlPc) possess the features that make them a promising photosensitizer. In 
particular, AlPc NPs do not fluoresce in free nanoform, fluoresce weakly in normal tissue, strongly in tumors and very strongly 
in macrophages. Also, such particles fluoresce and become phototoxic when contacting certain biocomponents. The type of 
biocomponents that bind to AlPc NPS defines intensity, lifetime, and spectral distribution of the fluorescence. This study aimed 
to investigate the peculiarities of nanophotosensitizer capturing in 3D models of cell cultures. The data obtained demonstrate 
that AlPc NPs are captured by cells inside the spheroid in the course of the first hour, as the fluorescent signal's growth shows. 
Having analyzed the fluctuations of the fluorescence signal of AlPc NPs inside a spheroid, we have also discovered that the 
cellular 3D models are heterogeneous. Laser irradiation (two-photon excitation at λ = 780/390 nm) resulted in photobleaching 
of fluorescence, which is probably associated with AlPc NP deactivation. Thus, the created model comprised of a 3D cell 
culture and AlPc NPs provides a better insight into metabolic processes in cells than monolayer 2D cell cultures. Besides, the 
model allows to evaluate the photodynamic effect depending on phenotypic properties of various areas in the heterogeneous 
3D-structure. 
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ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ СВОЙСТВ ТРЕХМЕРНОЙ КЛЕТОЧНОЙ МОДЕЛИ 
ОПУХОЛИ С ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕМ НАНОФОТОСЕНСИБИЛИЗАТОРА 
В КАЧЕСТВЕ НОВОЙ ПРЕДКЛИНИЧЕСКОЙ МОДЕЛИ 

Ввиду своих особенностей наночастицы (НЧ), состоящие из фталоцианина алюминия (НЧ AlPc), являются 
перспективным фотосенсибилизатором. НЧ AlPc не флуоресцируют в свободной наноформе, слабо флуоресцируют в 
нормальной ткани, сильно — в опухолях и очень сильно — в макрофагах. НЧ AlPc обладают уникальной особенностью 
приобретать способность к флуоресценции и фототоксичности в контакте с некоторыми биокомпонентами. При 
этом тип биокомпонентов, связывающихся с НЧ AlPc, влияет на интенсивность, время жизни и спектральное 
распределение флуоресценции. Целью работы было исследовать особенности захвата нанофотосенсибилизатора 
в 3D-моделях клеточных культур. Полученные данные демонстрируют захват НЧ AlPc клетками внутри сфероида 
в течение первого часа по росту флуоресцентного сигнала. Обнаружена гетерогенность клеточных 3D-моделей 
по анализу изменения сигнала флуоресценции НЧ AlPc внутри сфероида. В результате лазерного облучения 
(двухфотонного возбуждения с λ = 780/390 нм) наблюдали фотобличинг флуоресценции, который, вероятно, 
связан с деактивацией НЧ AlPc. Таким образом, созданная модель, состоящая из клеточной 3D-культуры с НЧ 
AlPc, позволяет лучше оценивать метаболитические процессы в клетках, чем  монослойные клеточные 2D-культуры. 
Кроме того, модель позволяет оценивать фотодинамический эффект в зависимости от фенотипичных свойств 
различных областей в гетерогенной 3D-структуре. 

Ключевые слова: фталоцианин алюминия, наночастицы, нанофотосенсибилизатор, многоклеточный опухолевый 
сфероид, лазерная сканирующая микроскопия 
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Fig. 1. The stepwise scheme of experiment with spheroid model and AlPc NPs 
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Nanoparticles (NPs), which are based on molecular 
nanocrystals of photosensitizer (PS), are promising agents 
for the fluorescence diagnostics (FD) and treatment by the 
photodynamic therapy (PDT). Aluminium phthalocyanine (AlPc) 
nanocrystals have an advantage over the molecular PS used 
in clinic settings due to the significantly higher accumulation 
selectivity of nanoscale materials [1–4]. Moreover, they are 
able to fluoresce only in monomeric form upon the interaction 
of nanocrystals with biological structures, hereby providing 
appropriate FD detection efficiency [1, 2]. The type of interaction, 
the intensity, the lifetime and the spectrum of fluorescence 
depends on phenotype of the interacting cells. Fluorescence 
intensity of AlPc NPs in pathological tissue (inflammation, 
malignancy) significantly exceeds that in normal tissue [1, 2]. 
Moreover, AlPc NPs can be considered as theranostic probes 
providing both fluorescence for FD and photosensitizing activity 
for PDT treatment. 

The in vitro screening of novel anti-cancer agents, 
particularly PSs, is mainly relied on photocytotoxicity assays 
using established cancer cell lines. Conventional two-
dimensional (2D) 2D cell cultures exhibit a rapid, uncontrolled 
growth phenotype and are not able to mimic the complexity 
and heterogeneity of in vivo tumors. Evidently, in vivo tumors 
grow in a three-dimensional conformation with a specific 
organization and architecture that a 2D monolayer cell 
culture cannot reproduce [5–7]. Three-dimensional (3D) cell 
cultures are considered as a more accurate and reproducible 
model for performing in vitro drug screening. This model 
displays several features of in vivo tumor tissues such as 
presence of extracellular matrix, intercellular interaction, 
hypoxia, drug penetration and resistance [8–10]. Therefore, 
in vitro spheroid model is an intermediate stage between 
conventional 2D in vitro testing and animal models. The sphe 
[11–13].

Thereby, we have chosen 3D multicellular spheroids as a 
model to study accumulation, distribution and PDT efficiency 
of AlPc NPs in HeLa cells. 

 
METHODS

Multicellular spheroids were initiated by seeding 104 HeLa cells 
into 96-well plate previously coated with 1% Agarose. Spheroid 
culture medium was changed every 2–3 days. When spheroids 
reached 140 ± 20 µm in diameter after 7 days, they were 
used for experiments. In this study, aluminium phthalocyanine 
nanoparticles (AlPc NPs, d ~ 100 nm, c = 10 µg/ml) were 
used as the PS. The investigations of AlPc fluorescence 
after different incubation intervals were performed using laser 
scanning confocal microscopy. For microscopy the spheroids 

were finally washed twice with pre-warmed phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS). The images were acquired with laser 
scanning microscope LSM-710-NLO (Zeiss; Germany). The 
20× Plan-Apochromat objective with numerical aperture (NA) 
of 1.4 was used. The novel PS Aluminum phthalocyanine 
(AlPc) (synthesized by Organic Intermediates & Dyes Institute 
(NIOPIK), Russia) was prepeared and studied using the 
spheroid model. The polycrystalline powder was added to 
distilled water to a concentration of 1 mg/ml. The resulting 
suspension was dispersed in Bandelin SONOPLUS HD2070 
ultrasonic homogenizer with KE76 attachment (20 kHz, the 
amplitude of 165 microns) [2]. Using Photocor Complex 
(Russia) multi-angle spectrometer of the dynamic light 
scattering, allowing obtaining the nanoparticles distribution 
by size via the analysis of correlation function of the scattered 
light intensity fluctuations, it was found that the average particle 
diameter in the aqueous colloid was 100–150 nm. AlPc colloid 
(c = 10 µg/ml) was added to the medium of the spheroid 
model to mimic conditions of tumor cells interaction with 
PS NPs. The main AlPc NPs feature is the photoactivation 
ability. The primary AlPc colloid did not luminesce upon the 
laser excitation into the absorption band (at the wavelengths 
633 nm and 780 nm by two-photon ex.) i.e. the PS nanocrystals 
in a free form showed no photoactivity. So, the nanoparticles 
colloid of AlPc was not initially photoactive and did not display 
fluorescent properties. However, during interaction of AlPc NPs 
with cells, the NPs are involving into metabolic cells processes 
and become photoactive (λ

fl
 ~ 670 nm at the excitation 

λ
ex 

~ 633 nm and 780 nm by two-photon ex.).
Thus, the experiment protocol consisted of the following 

steps (Fig. 1.):
1) At the beginning of experiments, 10 spheroids have 

been transferred to separate Petri dish. After that the AlPc NPs 
colloid was added to a set of 10 spheroids at the concentration 
10 µg/ml each. PS incubation was performed at 37 °C for 
15 min in the dark. 

2) During futher incubation the cells autofluorescence was 
excited with 488 nm laser and simultaneously the AlPc NPs 
fluorescence was excited with 633 nm laser under the laser 
scanning microscope. After 1 hour of AlPs NPs accumulation 
the fluorescence signal stopped rising. 

3) After that, the spheroids were washed twice with PBS 
and directly observed on an upright fluorescence microscope. 
Fluorescence images were recorded using 20× objective 
from the spheroid surface. After PS NPs interaction with 
biocomponents the NPs photoactivity was sufficient for the FD 
and PDT. Therefore, the detected interest zones were exposed 
to laser radiation with wavelength 780/390 nm (by two-photon 
excitation) after analysis of PS accumulation.
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Fig. 2. Image of AlPc NP fluorescence flaring up over the time. Autofluorescence (green) excitation at λ
ex

 ~ 488 nm, AlPc NPs fluorescence (red) excitation at λ
ex

 ~ 633 nm: 
15 min (A); 20 min (B); 30 min (C); 40 min (D); 50 min (E); 1 h (F)

А

D

B

E

C

F

140,33 μm

100 μm 100 μm 100 μm

100 μm100 μm100 μm

4) Laser irradiations were performed at 780/390 nm (by 
two-photon excitation). The irradiation times were adapted 
for each irradiation. The assessement of photodynamic effect 
was realized analyzing the fluorescent signal after staining 
with acridine orange (for healthy cells detection — green; 
AO, MolecularProbes®) and ethidium bromide (for dead cells 
detection — red; EB, MolecularProbes®). For staining, the 
spheroids in PBS, previously washed from the culture medium, 
were incubated in the presence of working solution of dyes 
for 5 minutes. Stained spheroids from the 96-well plates for 
in vitro culture have been transferred to Petri dishes with a 
0.17 mm glasse’s thick in PBS solution. AO/EB fluorescence 
signals distribution was studied using confocal microscopy. 
Excitation of fluorescent AO was performed with a 488 nm 
laser, fluorescence was recorded in the range of 495–545 nm. 
Excitation of fluorescent EB was performed with a 561 nm 
laser, fluorescence was recorded in the range of 580–690 nm. 
As a result, fluorescence images of AO (green) and EB (red) 
were obtained in the transmitted light mode. Thus, this 
stepwise approach enabled mimicing the conditions of tumor 
cells interaction with PS NPs at the first hour and the processes 
of FD and PDT with AlPc NPs in vivo.

RESULTS 

AlPc NPs uptake in spheroids was evaluated at different times 
during 1 hour. An intense accumulation was observed during 
the first 30 minutes (Fig. 2 A–C). After 40 minutes of incubation 
the fluorescence signal reached a plateau without considerable 
further changes (Fig. 2 D–F). AlPc NPs fluorescence flaring 
up visualization in space and time allowed tracking of PS 
distribution. It was observed that after first 15 minutes AlPc 
NPs were accumulated in the peculiar regions at the periphery. 
Peripherical cells of spheroids had access to the NPs and 
could be primarly involved into endocytosis. It needed at least 
15 minutes of incubation for the first uptake regions to be 
separated into irregularly shaped areas. Over the time these 
areas have rapidly grown directionlessly into the spheroid 

core (Fig. 2 C, D). After that, the nominal regions have shrunk 
into the single zone with minimal NPs uptake in the center 
(Fig. 2 E). The time and spatial dynamic of AlPc NPs uptake 
described above could be explained by the heterogeneity of 
cells in 3D model in temrs of different metabolic processes and 
phenotypes. Otherwise, the AlPc NPs uptake would have been 
observed as uniform at the periphery and slightly decreasing 
towards the spheroid core concentrically. 

The numerical estimation of PS uptake in various areas 
was obtained by recording fluorescence spectra (Fig. 
3). Before starting the analysis it is worth introducing the 
equivalent diameter, needed in the presence of a non-perfect 
sphericity, and defined as the diameter of a circle with 150 µm, 
corresponding to the average spheroid’s size and having the 
same area as the spheroid section being imaged. Thus, the 
total fluorescent signal from the single area was digitized and 
divided into the auto- and AlPc NPs fluorescent contributions 
(Fig. 3 A, B). Autofluorescence signal was in the spectral 
range of 430–630 nm, excited by the λ

ex
 ~ 488 nm. AlPc NPs 

fluorescence maximum was about 670 nm, excited by the 
λ

ex
 ~ 633 nm (Fig. 3). Analysis of spectra from the concentric 

regions had shown that the AlPc NPs uptake decreased with 
the autofluorescence increasing from the periphery to the 
center of spheroid (Fig. 3 C). 

At the same time the PS NPs uptake distribution was 
represented by the spheroid’s sections of 4 projections to 
simplify visual perception, considering PS NPs fluorescence 
signal alone (Fig. 4). This also demonstrates the maximum of 
PS uptake in the periphery with local minimum in the center.

DISCUSSION

The penetration ability and phototoxicity of AlPc NPs was tested 
by the confocal laser scanning microscopy. Endocytosis was 
assumed to be the kind of uptake of NPs. The NPs penetration 
into the depth of the spheroid was observed over the first 
hour. However, under the assumption that the multicellular 3D 
model is homogeneous, NPs should be able to penetrate deep 
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Fig. 3. The imaging of digital separation signals of (A) spectral image converted to RGB colors and (B) AlPc NPs fluorescence distribution. C. The fluorescence spectra 
recorded with the curve color corresponding to the highlighted areas. The spectra are normalized on each area’s surface

Fig. 4. The graphiс representation of AlPc NPs uptake in the 4 spheroid sections: (A) 0°; (B) 90°; (C) 45°; (D) –45°. It was calculated only from the PS fluorescence 
λ

fl 
~ 670 nm (λ

ex
 ~ 633 nm), excluding cell’s autofluorescnence 
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into the spheroids with a uniform volume distribution, which 
was not observed. So, likely, the uptake diversity in different 
spheroid’s areas is due to the heterogeneity of spheroid model 
containing the cells of different phenotypes. This assumption 
is confirmed by the variety of the phototoxicity effect in the 
different spheroid’s regions, depending on the presense of 
oxygen. 

Therefore, the tumor model oxygenation was estimated 
indirectly. In this way, this model for investigating the uptake 
and photoinduced toxicity of AlPc NPs closely resembles in 
vivo tumors [14–15].

This result could be explained by the difference in the 
cells metabolic processes. Indeed, previous studies reported 
that an apoptotic core begins forming in spheroids of 
approximately 150–200 µm in diameter [16]. Similar to in vivo 

tumors, multicellular spheroids include hypoxic and apoptotic/
necrotic areas, developing as a consequence of the formation 
of oxygen and nutrient gradients. Remarkably, in spheroids, 
hypoxia occurs gradually over time, with the increase of the 
spheroid size [17]. Thus, the AlPc NPs uptake gradient could 
be explained by nutrient gradients and phenotype differences 
in the cells of 3D model. The degree of the molecular oxygen 
avalaibility in the different regions can be estimated by the 
rate of fluorescence signal decrease during the photodynamic 
irradiation upon the condition that phototoxicity depends on 
the presence of molecular oxygen. Phototreatment induces 
the energy transfer as a consecuence of PS fluorescence 
parching and also a production of active oxygen forms leading 
to cell death. The areas with a strong photodynamic effect 
were identified by a comparison of AlPc NPs fluorescence 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of AlPc fluorescence before PDT (A) vs after PDT (B). Autofluorescence excitation λ ~ 488 nm, AlPc NPs fluorescence excitation λ ~ 633 nm.

Fig. 6. Cell viability analysis after PDT, stained with acridine orange (AO) (green — living cells) (A) and propidium iodide (PI) (red — dead cells) (B). Excitation of AO 
fluorescence with 488 nm laser, excitation of 561 nm laser
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before and after PDT. Analysing spheroid regions, the residual 
PS fluorescence signal was observed only in the core, while 
elsewhere the PS fluorescence was absent (Fig. 5). It can be 
related to the heterogeneous structure of spheroid with the 
various accessibility of deep layers to irradiation light and with 
different cells proliferation activity. In particular, this means 
that molecular oxygen is absent in the cental spheroid area, 
leading to limited photodynamic effect with partial fluorescence 
decline. Thus, the oxygen gradient in spheroids could be 
indirectly estimated analysing PS phototoxicity effects. That is 
also inherent to in vivo features of tumors such as hypoxia.

Finally, the photoxicity was estimated by analysing the 
spheroid cells viability using the living and dead cells staining. It 
was shown in comparison with staining of primary spheroid with 
green marked living cells (Fig. 6 A). This evidence consists in 
the detection of green marking living cells only in the spheroid’s 
core after PDT (Fig. 6 B). At the same time red marked dead 
cells constitute the main bulk (Fig. 6 B). It should be noted 
that the distribution of standard dye is homogeneous due the 
staining of cells viability only. 

High PS accumulation and penetration are the most 
important characteristics responsible for anti-tumor efficiency. 
These characteristics must be carefully considered for novel 
PS screening. Furthermore, the main factor of incomplete 
tumor eradication is the PS heterogeneous distribution into 
the tumor. That is why the complex spatial and temporal 
distribution processes in tissues are especially important. 
The spheroid models allow simulating the penetration 
and intratumor transport of photosensitizer nanoparticles. 
Nowadays numerous nanoparticles have been studied for 

efficient and targeted PS delivery. The negative feature of some 
nanocarriers is the limited penetration, but presumably the size 
of nanoparticles matters significantly [18–19]. Summarazing 
the research results, the AlPc NPs are the promising PS 
with high phototoxicity and, more importantly, AlPc NPs are 
the probe for the inderect analysis of oxygen distribution, 
phenotype and metabolic cell processes. At the same time 
by the AlPc fluorescence estimation it was observed that the 
3D multicellular model possesses primary in vivo features of 
tumors such as intercellular interaction, heterogeneity, hypoxia, 
oxygen and nutrient gradients. Thus, we suggest that in vitro 
spheroid model is a good predictive platform for studying the 
nanosized drugs, including the PS, prior to the animal models.

CONCLUSION

Our investigation clearly demonstrated an advantage of using 
AlPc nanoparticles as photosensitizer and multifunctional 
fluorescence probe. AlPc NPs have the sufficient capacity 
to accumulate, diffuse and penetrate into the spheroids. 
Microscopy techniques demonstrated that besides sufficient 
accumulation, AlPc NPs have the dynamic photoactivity 
depending on the bioenvironment. Particularly, AlPc NPs were 
used to evaluate the heterogeneity and to indirectly estimate 
the oxygen concentration, phenotype and metabolic cell 
processes. These are the most important parameters for the 
specific local nanophototheranostics. Received results should 
be useful for the other sighting studies of cell models, for 
example using the co-culture spheroids, which are taken into 
the account the immune response [20–24]. 
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МАГНИТНО-РЕЗОНАНСНАЯ ТОМОГРАФИЯ ДЛЯ ПЕРСОНАЛИЗИРОВАННОЙ 
ОЦЕНКИ И ПРОГНОЗИРОВАНИЯ ЭФФЕКТИВНОСТИ ДОСТАВКИ 
НАНОФОРМУЛЯЦИЙ ПРОТИВООПУХОЛЕВЫХ ПРЕПАРАТОВ 

Магнитно-резонансная томография (МРТ) широко используется для диагностики онкологических заболеваний, а 
также для исследования доставки препаратов на магнитных наноносителях. Накопление наночастиц в опухоли высоко
вариабельно в популяции и зависит от биологических факторов, которые во многом остаются неизученными. В 
последние годы было высказано предположение о возможности использования МРТ для предсказания ответа на 
терапию наноформулированными препаратами на основе скрининговых данных о накоплении в опухоли магнитно-
контрастных диагностикумов. Несмотря на то что пилотные испытания указывают на принципиальную возможность 
предложенного подхода, существует ряд концептуальных проблем и технических ограничений для внедрения технологии 
в клинику. В статье обсуждаются преимущества и недостатки методов, позволяющих стратифицировать опухоли по 
степени накопления наночастиц. Дальнейшие исследования в данной области позволят разработать эффективные 
алгоритмы индивидуального лечения противоопухолевыми препаратами, доставляемыми на наночастицах.

Ключевые слова: противоопухолевая терапия, магнитно-резонансная томография, наночастицы, персонализиро-
ванная медицина
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING FOR PREDICTING PERSONALIZED 
ANTITUMOR NANOMEDICINE EFFICACY

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is widely used to diagnose cancer and study patterns and effectiveness of nanocarrier 
delivery of anticancer drugs. Accumulation of nanoparticles in a tumor varies widely in a given population; it is also highly 
dependent on biological factors, which remain largely unstudied. In recent years, there was developed a hypothesis that 
suggests that MRI can be used to predict response to nanoformulations-based anticancer therapy since it provides data 
on accumulation of MRI contrast agents in the tumor. Pilot tests prove feasibility of the approach based on this hypothesis, 
however, there is a number of conceptual and technical problems and limitations that hamper its introduction into the routine 
clinical practice. This article discusses the advantages and disadvantages of methods to stratify tumors by level of nanoparticles 
accumulation. Further research in this field would facilitate development of effective algorithms of personalized treatment with 
anticancer drugs delivered by nanoparticles.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm of personalized evaluation and antitumor nanodrug delivery efficacy prediction in an animal model
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Oncological diseases are a major cause of death, disabilities, 
poor quality of life of the patients and the associated economic 
loss. Traditional cancer treatment methods, which include radical 
surgery, chemo and radiation therapy, are not highly effective, 
which makes the search for new therapeutic approaches to 
the problem an urgent task. Current cancer diagnostics and 
treatment trends seen worldwide are 1) introduction of the 
highly sensitive diagnostic methods, 2) development of the new 
drugs and methods to deliver them into tumors; 3) transition to 
personalized medicine.

All these trends and the underlying concepts benefit from 
the use of nanoparticles (NPs) [1]. Firstly, magnetic NPs (MNPs) 
allow using MRI for cancer detection. Secondly, there is a number 
of nanoformulations capable of delivering chemotherapeutic 
drugs to the tumor (liposomes, polymeric micelles, albumin-
based NPs) that have already been approved for clinical use. 
Diagnostic and therapeutic potential of NPs enables their use 
in the context of personalized prediction of treatment efficacy. 
Picture 1 depicts the main idea of using MRI in the personalized 
MNP-based therapeutic algorithms. Screening tumors to 
register accumulation of nanocarriers therein aides the selection 
of the appropriate treatment strategy. MRI-assisted estimation 
of the level of contrast agents accumulation in a tumor allows 
predicting accumulation of the selected anticancer drug. The 
hypothesis is that the tumors with higher levels of contrast 
agent accumulation will respond better to MNP-based 
therapy.

There is a number of reasons behind the need for personalized 
treatment effectiveness prediction. Firstly, nanoformulations 
should be prescribed when the EPR-effect (higher blood vessels 
permeability and weaker lymphatic drainage) ensures sufficient 
drug accumulation in the tumor. Otherwise, nanoformulations-
based therapy should be preceded by treatments increasing 
permeability of the tumor's vessels, e.g., local vasodilation 
through heating, injecting nitric oxide, prostaglandins (Fig. 1). 
Increasing arterial pressure with the help of angiotensin II or 
breaking the tumor matrix with collagenase can also facilitate 
delivery of drugs to the tumor [2]. Yet another method to 
counter insufficient accumulation of anticancer agent in the 
tumor is to deliver it on NPs conjugated with cancer specific 
ligands [3, 4]. Secondly, there are purely economic reasons to 
pick the latter when considering nanoformulations and regular 

anticancer drugs: for example, the cost of 20 mg doxorubicin is 
540 rubles while that of Doxil is 42,300 rubles.

Methods and strategies for individual prognosis of 
nanodrug delivery to tumors

Currently, there are no routinely applied clinical algorithms 
allowing to evaluate the EPR-effect and the related efficacy 
of nanoformulated drug in a given patient. The issue is being 
addressed, however: a number of research teams conduct 
respective preclinical and clinical studies.

One of such studies examined the possibility of using 
magnetic particles (ferumoxytol) to estimate the efficacy of 
treatment with paclitaxel nanoformulation. The animals (this was 
an animal model study) were divided into groups by the MRI-
registered level of EPR effect intensity; subsequent treatment 
with nanoformulated drug showed significant differences in the 
tumor cells death rates and response to therapy among those 
groups [5]. In 2017, researchers published the first results of a 
clinical study that implied using MRI to register the magnetic 
nanoparticles (ferumoxytol) delivery data and subsequently 
evaluate the effectiveness of treatment of 13 solid tumor 
patients with irinotecan nanoformulation. High ferumoxytol 
accumulation levels (within 1 to 24 hours) were shown to 
correlate with the therapy-induced tumor involution [6]. The 
suggested approach, however, has a major drawback: the 
difference in physical properties of diagnostic and therapeutic 
NPs was significant; their sizes, in particular, were 23 nm and 
110 nm, respectively. It is well-known that delivery of NPs to 
a tumor depends on their hydrodynamic size: the smaller the 
particle, the more effective its extravasation and penetration 
into the tumor tissues [7]. Intravital microscopy conducted to 
determine pharmacokinetics of ferumoxytol and PGLA-PEG 
revealed the differences in speed and patterns of accumulation 
for these two NP types [5].

Mammography allowed predicting efficacy of breast cancer 
treatment in rats with doxorubicin incapsulated into 100 nm 
iodine-containing liposomes [8]. Contrast agent accumulation 
data was used to identify animals that were supposed to 
respond well to anticancer therapy, a prediction that fulfilled 
later. However, the efficacy of this approach was shown only 
in one tumor model. The method proposed is based on X-ray 
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Fig. 2. EPR effect heterogeneity: intragroup (A–B); between different tumor 
models (A–C)
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examination, which is less sensitive and safe than MRI, the 
factors that limit its adoption in the routine clinical practice. 

Another interesting clinical study investigated the correlation 
between accumulation of doxorubicin-containing 64Cu-labeled 
HER2-directed PEG-modified liposomes in tumor and efficacy 
of therapy in 19 patients with HER2-positive metastatic 
breast cancer. Positron emission tomography and computed 
tomography was applied to detect the radioactively labeled 
NPs. The researchers found a positive correlation between the 
high level of accumulation of labeled NPs and positive response 
to therapy [9]. The original aim of this study was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of breast cancer treatment with a combination of 
liposomal doxorubicin, trastuzumab and cyclophosphamide.  
In this connection, it is difficult to interpret contribution of the 
concomitant factors to the data obtained. Besides, the study 
focused on one tumor type only, so further investigations are 
needed to arrive at a valid conclusion. 

A series of studies that researched doxorubicin 
nanoformulations labeled with radioactive technetium yielded 
similar data. In an animal model, researchers revealed a 
correlation between intensity of signal from the tumor (registered 
with the help of a single photon emission computed tomography) 
and accumulation of the drug in extracted tumors [10]. The 
efficacy of this approach was confirmed in a clinical trial, where 
(99m)Tc-labeled liposomal doxorubicin was administered to 35 
patients with mesothelioma. There was a correlation between 
the level of the drug accumulation in tumors and antitumor 
response [11]. However, due to safety concerns radioactive 
materials are not widely used in clinics, which limits applicability 
of the approach. 

Gene, protein and cellular predictive markers were suggested 
as alternatives to the in vivo visualization methods used to 
assess the EPR effect. For example, liposome accumulation 
can be predicted based on the MMP9 (metalloproteinase 9) 
to TIMP1 (metaloproteinase 1 tissue inhibitor) ratio [12, 13]. 
In addition, growth factors of endothelial cells (VEGFA) and 
fibroblasts (FGF2), interleukins (IL6, IL8), peptides (endostatin), 
as well as endothelial cells and their precursors [14, 15] are 
being researched as potential EPR markers. 

MRI in personalized MNP-based cancer therapy: 
problems and prospects

In our opinion, the approaches based on in vivo imaging, 
confirmed in animal models and being researched in the context 
of clinical trials, are the most promising. Unlike biomarkers 
analysis, these non-invasive methods make use of equipment 
and contrast agents available in the majority of hospitals. 
Besides, compared to the radiological and X-ray examination 
methods, MRI is safer and more widely spread. However, there 
is a number of conceptual problems and technical constraints 
that hamper development of a technology to evaluate and 
predict the effectiveness of nanodrug delivery in a given patient, 
namely:

1) different properties of the NPs used as diagnostic and 
therapeutic agents [5];

2) lack of data on the potential effect the first (diagnostic) 
dose has on biodistribution of the second (therapeutic) dose;

3) lack of data describing the time-related change, if any, 
of the EPR effect in the same tumor (the change that may 
determine differences in accumulation of the first and second 
NP doses);

4) retrospective character of the majority of studies 
delivering the data, as well as their focus on one model of tumor 
only and small samples;

5) lack of studies where investigating the correlation 
between EPR effect and antitumor response to nanodrugs is 
a primary goal and there are no concominant factors such as 
combination therapy 

A comprehensive assessment of the EPR effect heterogeneity 
and its determinants requires studying different tumor models 
(allografts and xenografts, orthotopic and heterotopic) and 
types. The analysis of differences in NPs accumulation in 
different animals within the same tumor model allows intra-
group heterogeneity assessment. We have recently performed 
a number of experiments with MNPs and the results clearly 
demonstrate that MRI can be used to assess the EPR effect in 
different tumor models and various animals (Fig. 2). Based on 
the data obtained, it is possible to rank animals into prognostic 
groups and subsequently assess therapeutic efficacy of the 
nanodrugs. Heterogeneity of the NPs accumulation can also be 
associated with evolution of tumor vessels and changes in the 
tissues architecture, which dictates the need for studying EPR 
effect at the different stages of tumor growth.

An important step in the process of introducing personalized 
nanodrug therapy to routine clinical practice is comparison of 
accumulation of the first and the second doses of NPs. Firstly, 
physicochemical properties of diagnostic and therapeutic NPs 
should be the same. Secondly, there is a possibility that the 
first dose affects subsequent NP administrations. For example, 
earlier studies have shown that first intravenous injection of 
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oncolytic viruses activates subsequent doses capturing by 
monocytes/macrophages. The same phenomenon may be 
peculiar to multiple dosing of NPs. Finally, the EPR effect can 
change dynamically within the same tumor, a factor that should 
be taken into account when assessing predictive power of the 
first dose. NPs conjugated with different dyes can be used to 
model biodistribution of the two doses. Intravital microscopy 
allows evaluating extravasation, diffusion and accumulation 
dynamics of the first and the second doses, as well as target 
cells in the tumor microenvironment. A combination of MRI and 
intravital microscopy also shows promise. The first method 
allows screening and ranking tumors into high and low NP 

accumulation groups, while the second enables investigation 
of the cellular mechanisms defining the differences in the EPR 
effect.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of applying non-invasive methods and MNPs to 
develop individual therapeutic algorithms in oncology seems 
promising and realistic. The use of novel methods studying EPR 
determinants, as well as validation of MRI as a screening method 
in animal models will facilitate introduction of the personalized 
cancer nanotherapy technology to the routine clinical practice. 
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Е. А. Дурович1, Е. Г. Евтушенко1,2     , О. В. Сенько1, Н. А. Степанов1, Е. Н. Ефременко1, А. В. Еременко2, И. Н. Курочкин1,2

МОЛЕКУЛЯРНАЯ ПРИРОДА ГКР-СПЕКТРОВ СУСПЕНЗИИ E. COLI 
ПРИ ДЛИНАХ ВОЛН ВОЗБУЖДЕНИЯ 532 И 785 НМ С ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕМ 
ЗОЛЕЙ НАНОЧАСТИЦ СЕРЕБРА В КАЧЕСТВЕ ГКР-СУБСТРАТОВ

Вопрос о молекулярной природе спектров гигантского комбинационного рассеяния (ГКР) бактерий является ключевым 
для оценки перспектив их дискриминации и идентификации данным методом в целях клинической диагностики, 
обеспечения безопасности пищевых продуктов и др. Ранее было показано, что при использовании в качестве 
ГКР-субстрата агрегированных и покрытых слоем SiO

2
 золотых наночастиц на твердой поверхности источником 

спектра при длине волны возбуждения 785 нм является смесь шести пуриновых производных (аденина, гуанина, АМФ, 
гипоксантина, ксантина и мочевой кислоты), выделяемая клетками в раствор. Целью настоящей работы было показать 
применимость данной интерпретации спектров на примере суспензии клеток Escherichia coli штамма DH5α для другого 
класса ГКР-субстратов — золей наночастиц серебра при длинах волн возбуждения 785 и 532 нм. Золи получали 
восстановлением нитрата серебра хлоридом гидроксиламина в щелочной среде, среднечисловой размер частиц 
составил 43 ± 2 нм. Выявлены две важные особенности: во-первых, спектр пуриновых метаболитов регистрируется 
только при наличии живых клеток; во-вторых, при использовании золей наночастиц серебра в качестве ГКР-субстрата 
спектрам даже одного и того же штамма присуща значительная вариативность вследствие изменения соотношения 
концентраций пуриновых метаболитов, выделяемых клетками в раствор.
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MOLECULAR ORIGIN OF SURFACE-ENHANCED RAMAN SPECTRA 
OF E. COLI SUSPENSIONS EXCITED AT 532 AND 785 NM 
USING SILVER NANOPARTICLE SOLS AS SERS SUBSTRATES

Research into the molecular origin of surface-enhanced Raman spectra (SERS) of bacteria is a crucial step in assessing 
the future of SERS-based discrimination and identification of bacteria in clinical analysis, food quality control, etc. Previous 
studies have revealed that at 785 nm excitation wavelength SERS of bacterial cells placed on a solid surface functionalized 
with in-situ grown aggregated gold nanoparticles covered with SiO

2
 originate from a mixture of 6 purine derivatives (adenine, 

guanine, AMP, hypoxanthine, xanthine, and uric acid) that are released by the cells into the medium. The aim of the present 
work was to investigate whether such interpretation is possible with a different class of SERS substrates: silver nanoparticle 
sols at excitation wavelengths of 785 and 532 nm. The suspension of the Escherichia coli DH5α strain was used as a model 
bacterium. Sols of silver nanoparticles were obtained by reducing silver nitrate in the presence of alkaline hydroxylamine 
hydrochloride. Number-weighted mean hydrodynamic diameter of the particles was 43±2 nm. We confirm that at both 
excitation wavelengths the spectra can be best described as a superposition of 4 purine derivatives: adenine, guanine, 
hypoxanthine, and xanthine. Importantly, we have discovered that 1) the spectra of the purine mixture are characteristic of 
viable cells only; 2) due to the variations in the concentrations of purine metabolites released by the cells into the surrounding 
medium the spectra of a bacterial strain can vary significantly when a silver nanoparticle sol is used as a SERS substrate.
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Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is an optical 
technique that relies on the amplification of the weak Raman 
signal emitted by a molecule located in close proximity to a 
metal surface with nanoscale roughness. Dating back a few 
decades, SERS still has not lost its appeal as a powerful 
detection technique. It is rapid and simple in instrumentation; 

it can be optimized to achieve a very high sensitivity and measure 
multiple analytes. SERS can also be employed for local analysis. 
Metal nanostructures used for signal enhancement are referred 
to as SERS substrates and fall into two major categories: 
nanostructures on solid supports and colloidal sols of metal 
nanoparticles.
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SER spectra of bacteria were first recorded at a 514.5 nm 
laser excitation wavelength (EW) from Escherichia coli and 
Bacillus megaterium [1]. It was soon discovered that excitation 
at 488 or 514.5 nm results in almost identical SER spectra 
from gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, as well as their 
isolated cell membranes: all acquired spectra originated from 
reduced or oxidized riboflavin (RF) [2–4]. The RF extinction band 
overlaps with 488 and 514.5 nm EWs, which induces resonant 
enhancement of the RF spectrum [3]. RF is a component of 
cofactors of redox enzymes and electron transport proteins 
found in cell membranes. If a bacterial cell is applied onto 
the surface of a solid SERS substrate or, alternatively, metal 
nanoparticles are synthesized or absorbed onto the cell, RF 
will come to occur in close proximity to the metal surface [3, 
4]. From a bioanalytical standpoint, it means that laser sources 
with short wavelengths of 488 and 514.5 nm cannot be used 
for the identification of or discrimination between different 
bacteria. 

At the same time, bacterial cells excited at long incident 
EW (785 nm) have SER spectra that do not contain the 
bands characteristic of riboflavin. Moreover, SER spectra 
vary between bacterial species and sometimes strains, not 
to mention intact and inactivated samples of the same strain 
[5–7]. This inspired a hypothesis in the early 21st century about 
the feasibility of SERS for the identification of bacterial species 
and strains excited at 785 nm wavelength. If adopted, this 
approach would have sped up pathogen detection in patients’ 
samples, food products, and environmental objects. However, 
the molecular origin of bacterial SER spectra at long EWs was 
vague. According to a proposed hypothesis, such spectra 
could originate from the molecules localized in the bacterial 
glycocalyx (a slime layer or a capsule) or bacterial envelope 
(a cell wall or a membrane), as was the case with short 
wavelength lasers. Some authors speculated that the spectra 
might originate from N-acetyl-D-glucosamine [6], amino acid 
residues, peptides, protein prosthetic groups, phospholipids, 
metabolites (such as glucose or acetoacetic acid), or DNA and 
its constituents (guanine and adenine) [5, 7–13]. However, the 
proposed hypotheses lacked substance: they interpreted the 
origin of individual bands only ignoring the full spectra. As a 
result, this area of science was long dominated by a formal 
mathematical approach that combined the method of principal 
component analysis (PCA) used to reduce the dimensionality of 
experimental data and discriminant or cluster analysis aimed to 
prove the feasibility of discrimination between bacterial genera, 
species and strains based on their SER spectra [6, 12–15].

But then a study published in 2016 demonstrated 
convincingly that it was 6 purine metabolites released into 
the medium by the bacterial cell that were the source of SER 
spectra at 785 nm EW for 10 investigated samples [16]. The 
purine derivatives included adenine, guanine, adenosine 
monophosphate, hypoxanthine, xanthine, and uric acid. 
The suggested interpretation imposes a dramatic limitation 
on the use of bacterial SER spectra for the identification/
discrimination of pathogens because the differences between 
their spectra are caused by only 6 secreted purine derivatives 
and not the whole diversity of molecules on the cell surface. 
For example, a hypoxanthine-free E. coli mutant with a silent 
adenosine deaminase gene was closer in its SER spectrum to 
Staphylococcus aureus than to the parent strain. The EW used 
in that experiment was 785 nm. Aggregated gold nanoparticles 
grown on a solid surface and coated with a thin silica layer 
were used as a SERS substrate. The aim of our study was to 
verify the authors’ conclusions using a principally different type 
of SERS substrates (silver nanoparticle sols) and to investigate 

the molecular origin of bacterial SER spectra at 532 nm EW 
lying between riboflavin-dominated (488 and 514.5 nm) and 
infrared (785 and 1,064 nm) spectral regions. 

METHODS

E. coli DH5α (Thermo Fisher Scientific; USA) was used as 
a model strain. The cells were cultivated in a liquid culture 
medium consisting of 10.0 g/l tryptone (Difco; USA), 5.0 g/l 
yeast extract (Difco; USA) and 10.0 g/l chemically pure NaCl 
(рН 6.8) (Chimmed; Russia) at 37 °C for 14–16 h until the 
stationary phase was reached. According to the literature [17], 
the cultured cells should be washed thoroughly to remove 
the residual components of the culture medium. Bearing that 
in mind, we applied the following protocol. Briefly, the cells 
were pelleted in the Beckman J-2-21 centrifuge (Beckman 
Coulter; USA) at 8,000 rpm for 7 min. The pellet was washed 
in an equivalent volume of 0.9% NaCl. The procedure was 
repeated twice. The obtained biomass was diluted with 0.9% 
NaСl taken at a volume sufficient for obtaining a suspension 
of 1 • 108 cells per ml. The final concentration was determined 
spectrophotometrically at 540 nm.

For the experiments with partially inactivated bacteria, the 
suspensions were placed into a water bath preheated to 70 °С 
or 90 °С  and kept at this temperature for 1 h. The degree of 
inactivation was inferred from the concentration of intracellular 
ATP measured by the luciferase-luciferin assay using the 
reagent kit and calibration standards by Lumtek; Russia.

A sol of Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs) was used as SERS 
substrate. The sol was prepared by reducing silver nitrate 
with hydroxylamine hydrochloride in the presence of sodium 
hydroxide using AgNO

3
 (ASC reagent, ≥ 99.0%; Sigma-Aldrich; 

USA), NH
2
OH•HCl (purified; Prime Chemicals Group; Russia), 

and NaOH (reagent grade; Mosreaktiv; Russia). Following the 
original protocol [18], the silver nitrate solution was poured into 
the alkaline hydroxylamine solution. The final concentrations 
of the reagents in the mixture were 1 mM AgNO

3
, 1.5 mM 

NH
2
OH•HCl, and 3 mM NaOH. Sols older than 3 days were not 

used in the experiment.
The absorption spectra of the synthesized nanoparticles 

were measured in a UV-visible region (300–750 nm) with the 
cuvette spectrophotometer UV-1800 (Shimadzu; Japan). 
The size and concentration of AgNPs were measured by 
nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) using the Nanosight LM10 
HS-BF system (Nanosight Ltd; UK).

The SER spectra of both intact and inactivated bacteria 
were recorded on the day of sample preparation. Until then, 
the samples were stored at +4 °С. Immediately before the 
measurement, a sample aliquot was centrifuged twice 
at 3,700 rpm for 5 min in the Biofuge A centrifuge (Heraeus 
Sepatech; Germany) and washed in an equivalent volume of 
deionized water. The obtained cell suspension in water was 
mixed with the AgNP sol at a ratio of 1:1 and incubated for 
1 min. Then, the NaCl solution taken at a final concentration 
of 40 mM was introduced into the mixture to stimulate particle 
aggregation and enhance the signal. An aliquot of this mixture 
(260 µl) was transferred into a well of an aluminum well-
plate to minimize the background signal and improve heat 
dissipation. The spectra were measured in 3 to 4 replicates 
per sample; the samples were stirred by pipetting between 
measurements. 

To study the changes in the SER spectra over time, 5 ml 
of the E. coli suspension were transferred to deionized water 
following the procedure described above. The obtained water 
suspension was stored at +4 °С and its aliquots were picked 
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Table. The table shows all spectral bands observed in the SER spectra of E. coli including the filtrates of cell suspensions and their assignment to the purine metabolites 
whose spectra were characterized in [16]. A — adenine, G — guanine, Hx — hypoxanthine, X — xanthine

785 nm 532 nm

Assignment
Peak position, cm-1 Band frequency in the 

spectra, %
Peak position, cm-1 Band frequency in the 

spectra, %

502–515 75 502–512 50 X, G

522–540 100
526 75 G

549–550 25 Hx, A

561–574 100 X, G, A

621–633 50 617–623 (sh) 100 Hx, A, G

653–667 100 648–651 100 G, X, A

680–683 38 X, A

724–735 100 721–728 100 A, Hx

780–792 63 770 25 Hx

788 25 A

838–842 38
833 25

Tyrosine (?)
848–850 50

867–883 63 875–878 25 G, X

925–930 38 Hx

958–966 100 952–955 100 X, G, Hx, A

1002–1008 88 1000–1006 100
Phenylalanine (?), A+Hx+X 

interaction (?)

1027–1033 25 1024–1027 100 G, A, Hx

1043–1045 75 G, X

1084–1096 50 1085–1095 100 Hx

1115–1130 38 1129–1140 100 X, G, A

1157–1160 25 1154 25 Hx

1175–1189 63 G, A

1213–1215 25 1215–1233 100 G, Hx, A

1245–1251 50 1242 25 X

1267–1276 25 1276 25 G, A

1310–1315 25 X, A

1324–1334 63
1322–1325 75 Hx

1330–1331 50 Hx

1341 25 А

1362–1380 63 1371–1379 100 G, X, Hx, A

1389–1390 13 1399 25 X, Hx

1444–1453 88 1444 25 Hx, G, A

1464–1473 75 1457–1468 100 Hx, G, X, A

1508 13 1506 25 A+Hx+X interaction (?)

1528–1534 25 1532–1538 100 G, Hx, К

1568–1578 63 1567–1575 50 G, A

1582–1591 25 1584–1595 25 X, Hx

1630–1721 (broad) 75

1646 25 G, A

1692–1698 100 X, Hx, G

to register SER spectra over the course of 4 h.The filtrate was 
prepared by filtering the E. coli water suspension slowly using a 
syringe filter SFNY030022S (Membrane Solutions; USA) with a 
diameter of 30 mm and a pore size of 0.22 µm.

At 785 nm EW, SER spectra were recorded using the 
innoRam BWS445(B)-785S spectrometer (BWTek; USA) 
with a 785 nm diode laser source and a ×20 PL L 20/0.40 
objective. The instrument was operated at a measuring range 
of 64–3,011 cm-1 and resolution of 4 cm-1. The spectra were 

recorded using the incident beam power of 42 mW, 5 s signal 
accumulation time, and averaging over 20 repeated scans. At 
532 nm EW, SER spectra were recorded using the iRaman 
BWS415-532S spectrometer (BWTek; USA) with a 532 nm 
diode laser source and a ×20 PL L 20/0.40 objective. The 
instrument was operated at a measuring range of 174–4,001 cm-1 
and resolution of 4 cm-1. The spectra were recorded using the 
incident beam power of 20 mW; 5 s signal accumulation time, 
and averaging over 20 repeated scans.
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Fig. 1. SER spectra of E. coli suspensions at 785 nm excitation wavelength. А. Repeatability of measurements for one aliquot and one cell batch. B. Reproducibility of 
the spectra for different batches of cell suspensions. C. Dynamics of SER spectra over time observed in cells stored in water at +4 °С. D. Comparison of the spectra 
of the cell suspension and the filtrate (0.22 µm) of the same suspension. Vector normalization was applied to the spectra (A, B); the spectra (C, D) were not normalized 
to demonstrate the difference in their intensity. Ranges of spectral differences are shown in gray

Fig. 2. Changes in the SER spectra of E. coli suspensions (785 nm) following inactivation by heating. The spectra were not normalized to demonstrate the difference 
in their intensity
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The recorded spectra were processed in OPUS 7.0 (Bruker 
Optik GmbH; Germany). The data outside the 500–1,800 cm-1 
range was discarded, and the baseline was subtracted using 
the Background correction tool. Smoothing was not applied to 
determine peak positions and intensity. However, SERS data 
for plots was smoothened using the Smooth tool with a frame 
width of 9 cm-1. The spectra were processed using vector 
normalization for a clear visual representation of qualitative 
differences. Normalization was not performed when the 
intensities of the spectra were compared. 

RESULTS

The popular hydroxylamine technique for the synthesis of 
AgNP sols [18] is simple and reproducible; the sols it yields 
significantly enhance the spectra emitted by various analytes, 
including bacterial cells [19–21]. The AgNP sols we prepared 
were transparent, deep yellowish-brown in color and did 
not contain any precipitate. They had a broad and intense 
absorption band in the near UV-blue region corresponding 
to the localized surface plasmon resonance of AgNPs with a 
maximum at 407–409 nm and absorption at this wavelength 
ranging from 16.5 to 18 (this accounts for 30-fold dilution with 
deionized water). The number-weighted mean hydrodynamic 
diameter of the particles measured by nanoparticle tracking 
analysis was 43 ± 2 nm in three independent AgNP batches. 
The total particle concentration was (8.0 ± 1.7) • 1011 particles 
per ml. The synthesized AgNS sols aggregated in 40 mM 
NaCl did not have their own SER spectra at both EW except 

for a broad low-intensity band contributed by aluminum (the 
material of the plate) in the region between 1,200 and 
1,700 cm-1. This band can be totally subtracted during data 
processing. 

The reproducibility of intact E. coli SER spectra at 785 nm 
EW was tested in a series of different experiment. First, we 
repeatedly measured the spectra of the same mixture of E. coli 
+ AgNPs + NaCl. Second, we measured the spectra of different 
aliquots of bacterial sample using the same and different AgNP 
batches. Third, we measured the spectra of independently 
cultured and isolated E. coli applied onto one and the same 
AgNP substrate. Repeatedly measured bacterial samples 
demonstrated good repeatability (Fig. 1А). The SER spectra of 
independently cultured bacterial samples varied considerably 
(Fig. 1B). The most significant variations were observed in 
the following spectral regions: 508–532; 655; 730–734; 958; 
1,450; 1,570–1,576 cm-1.

E. coli stored in water at +4 °С for 4 h (Fig. 1C) demonstrated 
a gradual increase in the total intensity of the SER spectrum 
over time accompanied by a change in the intensity ratio of 
its individual bands. For example, the ratio I

730
 / I

655
 = 1.2 

remained constant at all time points, but the ratio I
1325

 / I
655

 
monotonously declined from its initial value of 1.6 to 1.0 over 
the course of 4 h.

The spectra of the intact E. coli suspension in water 
were compared to its filtrate (0.22 µm) in order to locate the 
molecules giving rise to the SER spectra (Fig. 1D). Considering 
the slow dynamics, the spectra of aliquots of the initial bacterial 
suspension were recorded before and after filtration. All spectral 
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Fig. 3. SER spectra of E. coli suspensions at 532 nm excitation wavelength A. Repeatability of measurements for one aliquot and one cell batch. B. Reproducibility of 
the spectra for different batches of cell suspensions. Vector normalization was applied to the spectra. Ranges of spectral differences are shown in gray

Fig. 4. Overlay of SER spectra corresponding to purine derivatives [16] and riboflavin [4, 24, 25] on the SER spectra of E. coli suspension A. Spectral bands of purine 
derivatives in the spectra of E. coli at 785 nm EW. Arrows mark uncharacterized low-intensity bands. B. Spectral bands of purine derivatives in the spectra of E. coli at 
532 nm EW. C. Overlay of spectral bands of riboflavin on the spectra of E. coli at 532 nm EW. The width of riboflavin bands on the graph reflects the variability of their 
positions in literature sources
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bands observed for the cell suspension were present in the 
spectra of the filtrate. Moreover, the total intensity of the filtrate 
spectrum was significantly higher. 

The SER spectra of intact cells and those inactivated 
at 70 °С or 90 °С for 60 min were compared in an attempt 
to understand whether the observed SER spectra can 
indicate the presence of viable E. coli or whether they come 
from an inactivated bacterial biomass (Fig. 2). The residual 
concentration of intracellular ATP was also measured in all 
three sample types (intact bacteria and cells inactivated 
at 70 °С and 90 °С) as it is indicative of cell viability. The 
ATP concentrations were 1 • 10-9, 5.6 • 10-12 and 4.1 • 10-12 
mol per 1 ml of cell suspension, respectively. On the whole, 
considerable variability was observed in the number and 
position of spectral bands. However, the total intensity of 
the spectrum tended to decrease. The spectra of inactivated 
bacteria (90 °C) contained only 4 very low-intensity bands 
characteristic of intact E. coli (730; 1,002; 1,325, and 1,450 cm-1) 
and two low-intensity bands of the amide III (1,230–1,270 cm-1) 
and amide I (1,640–1.680 cm-1) regions.

The reproducibility of the SER spectra of intact E. coli was 
also tested at 532 nm EW. In this case, the intensity of the 
spectra was twice as high as that observed at 785 nm, resulting 
in a higher number of informative spectral bands and a better 
accuracy in locating their position. Similar to 785 nm EW, at 
532 nm the high repeatability of the spectra was observed for 
one and the same aliquot of one and the same bacterial sample 

(Fig. 3A). But the SER spectra of independently cultured and 
isolated bacteria varied considerably (Fig. 3B).

DISCUSSION

Measurements conducted at EW 785 nm demonstrate that the 
SER spectra of E. coli stored in water are not determined by 
a single compound, but rather by a mixture of a few different 
components. This becomes clear when we look at the array of 
all recorded spectra that contains a fixed set of spectral bands 
(see the Table). The ratios of the mixture components slowly 
change over time when cells are stored in water (Fig. 1C) and 
differ significantly between independently cultured batches of 
intact cells (Fig. 1B). Comparison of the spectra of the intact 
bacterial preparation and its filtrate (Fig. 1D) shows that the 
components of the mixture do not originate from the cell 
surface but are present in the solution. Moreover, the cell itself 
can be seen as interfering with the recording of SER spectra, 
as it adsorbs particles on its surface. This is suggested by a 
significant increase in the total intensity of the filtrate spectrum 
in comparison with that of the cell suspension.

Inactivation of bacterial cells demonstrates that the mixture 
of the compounds in question bears connection to cell viability 
(Fig. 2) but is not a product of passive desorption from the 
surface of inactivated cells.

The Table features a list of spectral bands observed in all 
acquired SER spectra of intact E. coli, including the filtrates. 
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Upon analyzing the literature, we concluded that at 785 nm 
EW almost all spectral bands are a product of superposition of 
spectra originating from 4 purine derivatives (adenine, guanine, 
hypoxanthine, and xanthine). This conclusion is consistent with 
[16]. Besides, for every individual SER spectrum, the intensity 
and positions of bands correspond to such superposition 
as well. (Fig. 4А). Unlike the authors of [16] who exploited 
aggregated gold nanoparticles on a solid surface, we used 
sols of silver nanoparticles. Considering the possibility of 
slight variations in the relative intensity of the spectral bands 
associated with the use of different SER substrates and an 
increase in intensity following overlay of spectral bands of 
individual compounds, our description is quite accurate.

Only 3 low-intensity bands remain uncharacterized: 838–
842, 1,002–1,008 and 1,508 cm-1. On the one hand, there is 
a chance that low-intensity bands can be lost during digital 
conversion of the spectra from literature sources. On the other 
hands, it is possible that those bands have never been present 
in the spectra of individual purine derivatives. Then, their origin 
can be explained by two hypotheses. First, the bands can 
result from the interactions between the components of the 
mixture. For example, a SER spectrum of a mixture consisting 
of adenine, hypoxanthine and xanthine contains two bands 
(1,000 and 1,510 cm-1) absent in the individual spectra of 
its constituents [22]. Besides, the presence of 838–842 and 
1,002 cm-1 bands can be explained by minor presence of 
tyrosine (the most intense spectral bands are 824; 847; 928; 
1,046; 1,389 and 1,583 cm-1 [23]) and phenylalanine (the 
most intense spectral bands are 930; 1,002; 1,031; 1,394; 
and 1,602 cm-1 [23]).

The suggested origin of bacterial SER spectra explains 
a considerable variation in the position of peaks observed 
for some bands within E. coli spectra. Thus, the variability 
in the position of the peak of a broad multicomponent band 
ranging from 502 to 574 cm-1 can be explained by an overlap 
of the following bands: xanthine (508 cm-1), guanine (526 cm-1), 
hypoxanthine (550 cm-1), adenine (558 cm-1), and guanine 
(577 cm-1). For the band in the region between 653 and 667 cm-1, 
the contributing bands are 652 cm-1 (adenine), 657 cm-1 
(xanthine) and 667 cm-1 (guanine); for the 724–735 cm-1 

band, 725 cm-1 (hypoxanthine) and 734 cm-1 (adenine); for the 
broad double band with peaks at 1,444–1,452 cm-1 and 1,464–
1,473 cm-1, the contribution is made by guanine (1447 cm-1),
adenine (1455 cm-1), hypoxanthine (1456 cm-1), guanine 
(1466 cm-1), and xanthine (1478 cm-1).

The SER spectra of E. coli are very similar at 785 and 532 
nm EW (Fig. 4A, 4B) with regards to the position and intensity 
of some of their constituting bands (Fig. 1B, 3B). This finding 
encouraged us to describe the acquired SER spectra at EW 

532 nm as representing a mixture of 4 purine metabolites 
(adenine, guanine, hypoxanthine, and xanthine) as well. The 
reference spectra characterized in [16] differ from the acquired 
E. coli spectra in the type of the SER substrate used and EW, 
resulting in slight shifts in band positions. Considering that, our 
description of the experimental SER spectra of E.coli at EW 
532 nm can be characterized as satisfactory. 

We also explored a possibility of ascribing the bands in the 
SER spectra of E. coli at 532 nm EW to reduced or oxidized 
riboflavin and FAD whose reference spectra were borrowed 
from some early works [4, 24, 25] (Fig. 4C). A few high and 
medium intensity bands of E. coli are absent in the SER spectra 
of RF including 650, 725–733, 955, and 1,365 cm-1. In turn, 
the SER spectra of E. coli either miss a number of RF bands 
or include the bands with a strongly different intensity: 528–
529, 834–839, 1,149–1,156, 1,279–1,289, 1,491–1,502, and 
1,523–1,527 cm-1 for oxidized RF and 528, 1,251, 1,501 and 
1,530 cm-1 for reduced RF. Nevertheless, the contribution of 
the RF to the E. coli spectra at 532 nm EW cannot be ruled 
out. It could additionally increase the intensity of a broad band 
in the region between 1,300 and 1,350 cm-1 in comparison 
with the mixture of purine derivatives. However, RF does 
not dominate the spectrum. This somewhat contradicts 
the early conclusions about its dominance in the spectra of 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Bacillus subtilis, and Geobacillus 
stearothermophilus at 532 nm [25]. Such discrepancy can be 
explained by the difference in the used bacteria species.To 
sum up, the SER spectra of E. coli at 532 nm EW can be 
best described as a superposition of the spectra of purine 
derivatives. Similarly to 785 EW, the variability of the spectra 
of bacterial samples from different batches at 532 nm EW 
results from the difference in the concentrations of these 
compounds released by the cells into the solution. 

CONCLUSIONS

The SER spectra of E. coli excited at 785 and 532 nm originate 
from a mixture of purine derivatives released by the cells into 
the solution, given that a silver nanoparticle sol synthesized 
following the hydroxylamine technique is used as a SERS 
substrate. For both excitation wavelengths, the acquired 
spectra are best described as originating from adenine, 
guanine, hypoxanthine, and xanthine. Riboflavin may slightly 
contribute to the spectra excited at 532 nm. The acquired 
spectra are characteristic of viable bacteria cells only. Their 
variability results from the differences in the ratio of the 
contributing components. Such molecular origin of bacterial 
SER spectra imposes serious limitations on the use of SERS 
for bacterial identification and discrimination.
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Е. В. Мельникова, Д. В. Горячев, А. А. Чапленко    , М. А. Водякова, А. Р. Сайфутдинова, В. А. Меркулов

РАЗРАБОТКА ЛИПОСОМАЛЬНЫХ ФОРМ ЛЕКАРСТВЕННЫХ ПРЕПАРАТОВ: 
МЕТОДЫ ОЦЕНКИ И ПОКАЗАТЕЛИ КАЧЕСТВА 

Одним из трендов фармации на сегодняшний день является применение наноструктурных компонентов для производства 
лекарств, в частности для направленной доставки лекарственных средств в заданную область организма, органа или 
клетки. К нанопрепаратам авторы относят средства, содержащие дендримеры, нанокристаллы, мицеллы, липосомы, 
а также полимерные наночастицы. В настоящее время липосомы — одни из наиболее исследованных наночастиц, 
которые рассматривают как современные и эффективные средства доставки различных препаратов. Однако 
увеличение сложности структуры препарата неизбежно приводит к увеличению числа критических точек производства, 
а также к расширению списка показателей качества. Наряду с классическими показателями качества авторы считают 
необходимым оценивать также физико-химические свойства липосомной фракции: форму, размер и заряд частиц; 
эффективность конъюгации маркеров; равномерность распределения действующего вещества. Мы полагаем, что 
для контроля ключевых параметров липосом целесообразно использовать динамическое и лазерное светорассеяние 
в сочетании с электрофорезом, дифференциальную сканирующую калориметрию, криорасщепляющую электронную 
микроскопию, ядерный магнитный резонанс, лазерную дифракцию и гель-фильтрацию.
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DEVELOPMENT OF LIPOSOMAL DRUG FORMULATIONS: 
QUALITY ATTRIBUTES AND METHODS FOR QUALITY CONTROL

The use of nanostructured components in drug manufacturing and, more specifically, targeted drug delivery has recently 
become a major pharmacy trend. Nanodrugs encompass a wide range of pharmaceutical agents containing dendrimers, 
nanocrystals, micelles, liposomes, and polymer nanoparticles. Liposomes are the most well-studied nanoparticles and effective 
drug carriers. However, the more complex their structure is, the more process controls are needed and the more quality 
attributes have to be monitored, including the chemical properties of the liposomal fraction such as the shape, size and charge 
of the nanoparticle, conjugation efficacy, and distribution of the active ingredient. We believe that quality control of key liposome 
characteristics can be carried out using dynamic and laser light scattering coupled with electrophoresis, differential scanning 
calorimetry, cryo-electron microscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, laser diffraction analysis, and gel filtration chromatography.
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Some of the major current challenges before the 
pharmaceutical industry are regulation of all pharmacokinetic 
parameters of a drug (absorption, distribution, clearance and 
biotransformation), ensuring its safety and selective action on 
target organs and other targets, minimization of undesirable 
reactions and side effects. Using nanostructured components 
in general and to deliver drugs to a given body part, organ or 
cell in particular is one of the trends that sees development 
today. Russian legislation does not describe the concepts of 
“nanopreparations” or “nanodrugs”; in reality, all drugs that 
are nanoparticles or contain them are considered to be such. 
This definition mainly applies to the drugs based on liposomes 
and micelles, where nanostructures enable transportation of 
the active pharmaceutical ingredient inside the body, prolong 

its absorption, increase stability, etc. Another case are drugs 
considered to be nanostructured due to the physicochemical 
characteristics of their active ingredients, an example of which 
are antianemic iron preparations that may contain iron (III) atoms 
stabilized by a carbohydrate complex, which defines their 
nanocolloidal structure. Currently, we are developing quality 
assessment and research guidelines applicable to drugs based 
on liposomes and micelles, as well as containing nanoparticles.

Features of the nanodrugs' compositions define the 
individual approaches to assessing their quality. For example, 
quality of liposomal preparations largely depends on their 
individual specific attributes (size of nanoparticles, surface 
morphology, surface charge), which can affect the following 
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties in vivo:
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• rate of release of the active ingredient from liposomes, 
a factor that has an effect on pharmacokinetics (PK) and 
pharmacodynamics (PD) and, consequently, drug's safety 
profile and efficacy;

• bioavailability of the active pharmaceutical ingredient in 
liposome, its biotransformation and clearance.

PK of the encapsulated active ingredient depends on that 
of the carrier, which is determined by the physicochemical 
properties of the nanoparticle material; interactions between 
the nanoparticle's components, active ingredient and biological 
environment (body) should also be taken into account.

We define nanodrugs as drugs that contain dendrimers, 
nanocrystals, micelles, liposomes and polymeric nanoparticles. 
Currently, liposome is one of the best-studied nanoparticles 
among those considered as effective carriers for various 
drugs. In the recent years, global pharmaceutical industry has 
developed and released over 20 liposomal drugs primarily 
used to treat cancer (Dauno Xome (Gilead, NeXstar), Doxil 
(Alza, Sequus), Couloux (Schering-Plow), Muocet (Elan, TLS)) 
and fungal infections (AmBisome, ABELSET (Gilead, NeXstar)) 
[1]. Specific capabilities related to transportation, translocation 
through histohematogenous barriers and cell membranes, as 
well as metabolic transformations, provide liposome-based 
drugs with unique properties that improve their PK.

This article summarizes and analyzes the data describing 
the use of various types of liposomes for drug delivery and 
defines the specifics of the liposome-based nanodrugs quality 
assessment.

Varieties of liposomes and their use 
by pharmaceutical industry

Liposomes are vesicles with a lipid bilayer built of amphiphilic 
molecules enclosing their contents. Recently, liposomes have 
evolved from a simple model that mimics cell membranes 
into an object of active research and practical application [2]. 
In the context of drug delivery, liposomes enable selective 
accumulation of the active ingredient in pathological lesions 
(tumors, inflamed tissues) due to their passive targeting ability. 
This ability is the results of the difference in distance between 
capillary cells in lesions/tumors and normal tissue: the former, 
which is 210 to 1000 nm, is significantly greater than the latter, 
which is approximately 40 nm. Thus, liposomes less than 200 
nm in size cannot escape the bloodstream anywhere except 
the lesions (with the exception of the brain, where tumors 
typically have pores of 7–100 nm [3, 4]), and the active 
pharmaceutical ingredient, which can be toxic, is unlikely to 
contaminate anything but the target. For example, liposomal 
doxorubicin is 2–3 times less toxic than the solution of this 
drug [5]. 

Using target (endothelial) protein antibodies, which 
are specific to vessels of various organs, allows manifold 
improvement of precision of the nanoparticle-enabled delivery 
of active pharmaceutical ingredients and DNA [6–9].

To date, various researchers have described liposome-
based preparations carrying a plethora of active ingredients, 
X-ray and scintigraphic tracers, toxins, peptides, proteins and 
nucleic acids. The overwhelming majority of studies in this field 
has to do with anticancer drugs (most often, anthracycline-
based) [8]. There are five types of liposomes, different in 
composition and action in vivo, that the researchers preferred, 
namely: simple liposomes; sterically stabilized liposomes; 
directed liposomes (immunoliposomes); cationic liposomes; 
liposomes sensitive to physical and chemical stimuli, such as 
temperature, light, and changes in pH [2, 10] (Table 1).

When progress in biotechnology and genetic engineering 
allowed developing a new generation of drugs, such as 
recombinant proteins, peptides (biotechnological drugs), 
drugs based on nucleic acids (gene therapy drugs), liposomes 
acquired a special significance due to the susceptibility of these 
medicines to chemical and enzymatic hydrolysis [8, 39–41]. In 
gene therapy, liposome nanocontainers may carry a plasmid 
with a therapeutic gene sequence, antisense oligonucleotides 
or small interfering RNAs [42-44]. The volume of the liposomes 
allows them to contain genes of various sizes [45]. Vector 
molecules attached to the outer surface of the liposomes target 
delivery, a mechanism similar to that used for cytotoxic drugs 
and paramagnetic contrast agents. 

When liposomes are used as DNA vaccines, they hold the 
antigen in their capsule and double as an immunomodulator 
[46, 47]. In one of the studies, S-antigen sequence of HBV 
(pRc / CMV HBS) enclosed in cationic liposomes was used as 
a DNA vaccine [47]. Balb/c mice received a vaccine of 10 µg of 
plasmid DNA (i.m., per mouse) twice on days 0 and 21. After 
administration of the native HBsAg, the levels of detectable 
cytokines in spleens of mice immunized with the liposome-
based preparation were 4 times higher than those registered in 
intact mice and animals vaccinated with DNA, which suggests 
a possibility of using this liposomal construct as a Hepatitis B 
vaccine.

Both cationic or anionic liposomes and those with a neutral 
surface charge can be loaded with DNA. Neutral liposomes 
circulate in the bloodstream for a much longer period of time 
than the charged ones; moreover, their advantages are lesser 
toxicity and non-specific persorption in organs and tissues. 
However, it is much harder to load them with DNA. In case 
of passive loading, which is a plain emulsification of lipid 
components in the presence of DNA, only 10% of the total 
amount of DNA gets into the liposomes. There are special 
techniques that allow increasing the number to 40%, but, as a 
rule, they also increase the size of the liposomes [45]. Charged 
liposomes can be loaded with more DNA, which is their key 
advantage. However, cationic and anionic liposomes have 
higher levels toxicity and non-specific penetration into organs 
and tissues than neutral liposomes. 

Specifics of the liposome-based drugs quality
and production control

The main stages of production of liposomal drug formulations 
and the controlled parameters thereof are listed below [48].

1) Lipid film production and its dispersion/degradation. 
Controlled parameters: amount of residual organic solvents in 
the lipid film; active pharmaceutical ingredient integration rate 
and size of the liposomes after lipid film dispersion; stability; 
pH value.

2) Production of liposomes of the required size, separating 
the non-integrated active ingredient, sterilization by filtration. 
Controlled parameters: amount of the integrated active 
pharmaceutical ingredient; size of the liposomes; concentration 
of the lipid components; stability; pH value.

3) Lyophilization. Controlled parameters: residual moisture; 
stability and percentage of drug integration into the liposomes 
after lyophilisate rehydration.

The above-listed stages of the technological process 
allow a conclusion that the critical liposome-based drug quality 
checks imply determination of its crucial physicochemical 
properties; therefore, state registration applications for 
such formulations should provide the following information 
(Fig. 1).
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Table 1. Use of different types of liposomes for drug delivery

Types of 
liposomes

Simple Sterically stabilized Immunoliposomes
Cationic 
(lipoplexes)

Thermosensitive and photosensitive

Composition 
specifics

Phospholipids 
(neutral and/or negatively 
charged) and/or 
cholesterol

Phospholipids + 
polyethylene glycol 
(PEG)

Modified PEG-vesicles 
conjugated with 
monoclonal antibodies 
or their fragments, 
peptides, growth factors, 
glycoproteins, etc.

Positively charged 
lipids 

Phospholipids the phase transition 
temperature of which exceeds body 
temperature (thermosensitive). 
1,2-Bis(4-(n-butyl)phenylazo-4'-
phenylbutyroyl)phosphatidylcholine 
(Bis-Azo PC) in low concentrations 
is part of the vesicles of the 
photoisomerized lipid molecule.
May be conjugated with PEG or 
antibodies (AB)

Route of 
administration

Oral, injection, inhalation, 
local, endovitreal 

Injection, 
oral

Injection
Injection, 
intranasal

Injection

Half-life
Several minutes to 2-3 
hours

6–8 hours to several days
Several minutes to 
4-6 hours

Several days

Key 
accumulation 
sites

Liver, spleen, lungs
Determined 
by the attached ligands, 
liver, lungs

Liver, lungs Tumor cells

Mode of action Passive targeting Passive targeting Directed transport Passive targeting Directed transport

Examples 
of use

– part of the virus, 
antibacterial, parasitic 
infection vaccines [11];
– delivery of 
immunomodulators, 
cytotoxic and 
antimicrobial compounds  
to macrophages;
– treatment of 
metastases after surgical 
removal of primary 
tumors 
[12, 13]; 
– delivery of drugs 
against intracellular 
pathogens [14], systemic 
fungal infection, HIV, 
mycobacterial infection 
[13]; 
– carrying radioisotopes 
and contrast agents for 
visualization purposes 
[12, 13]; 
– carrying antigens 
[12, 15] 

– accumulation 
of drugs in solid 
tumors [16–18]; 
– treatment of small 
cell lung cancer 
and cutaneous 
melanoma [19], 
leukemia and lung 
carcinoma [20, 21]

– delivery of drug to the 
tumor [10, 22–26]; 
– treatment of chronic 
B-lymphocytic leukemia 
and acute T-cell leukemia 
[23], various lymphomas 
[27];
– treatment of breast, 
thyroid gland, ovarian 
cancer, that of uterus, 
lung, esophagus, 
stomach, colon and 
rectum, kidney 
[23, 26, 28]

– delivery of 
the genetic 
material to the 
liver, cell therapy 
of endothelial 
pulmonary tumors 
[2, 29, 30];
– antiangiogenic 
therapy;
– treatment of 
tumors of neck 
and head, 
melanomas [30]

– delivery of drug 
to the tumor [2, 31]

Key advantages

Penetrate into the 
relatively inaccessible 
lesions (e.g., in the brain) 
due to their negative 
charge [32, 33]

Contain PEG, which 
prevents liposome 
opsonization, 
hinders their 
recognition by the 
reticuloendothelial 
system cells and 
increases the time 
of their persistence 
in the bloodstream 
[34, 35]

Antibodies allow 
modulating distribution 
of the liposomes in 
organs and tissues.
 Optimization of the 
drug's therapeutic 
properties.
Correction of the 
effective dose

Penetrate into the 
tumor's vessels (as 
opposed to neutral 
or negatively 
charged liposomes) 
[36] 

Offer greater selectivity 
of action compared 
to the free drug [31, 37, 38]

The behavior of the active pharmaceutical ingredient in 
a physiological environment is one of the main parameters 
influencing the liposome-based drug's PK and PD. Therefore, 
for the purposes listed below it is necessary to develop reliable, 
validated methods of assessment of the active ingredient 
release in vitro.

– Monitoring of imitation of the active ingredient release 
from liposomes in the body; a test for "leakage" in vitro in the 
relevant environment under various conditions (e.g., in a certain 
range of temperatures and pH) can be conducted given there 
are grounds for that.

– Monitoring of stability in storage to ensure consistency of lots;
– Investigation of stability and review of the production 

process in the intended conditions of use.

Table 2 provides an example of the certificate data (key 
parameters and quality indicators) describing liposomes [49, 
50] used for delivery of the therapeutic genes' DNA.

We believe that, depending on the specific function of 
the liposomes (e.g., modification of the active ingredient's 
distribution by encapsulation in order to improve the safety 
profile), the following additional parameters should also be 
evaluated in the development of the drug:

– maintaining the integrity of the liposomal formulation in plasma;
– characteristics of the lipid bilayer phase transition process 

(transition temperature and enthalpy);
– determination of the surface charge of the liposomes;
– pH of the inner chamber of the liposomes filled by the pH 

gradient;
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Fig. 1. Information about the quality characteristics of liposomal drug formulations

Lipid components: 
description, source and characteristics, 

production, quantification, impurity profile,
isomers and stability characteristics

Technological process: 
intermediate products identification and control of quality of 
their production; compliance of the "active ingredient to lipid 

components" ratio (at the key production stages) to the 
acceptable range requirements ensuring consistency 

of the drug's functional characteristics

Liposomal nanoparticles: 
morphology, average size, liposome sizes distribution, 

presence of aggregation 

Adjuvants: 
quality, purity, stability

Information 
subject to 

inclusion to the 
registration

dossier 

Finished liposome-based drug: 
– share of the encapsulated active ingredient ("free to encapsulated" ratio); 

– stability of the active pharmaceutical ingredient, lipids and functional adjuvants in the finished product, 
including quantitative assessment of the degradation products (e.g., lysophosphatidylcholine, 

oxidized/hydrolyzed fragments); 
– rate of release of the active ingredient from liposomes in vitro in physiologically/clinically 

relevant environments

– if significant, determination of characteristics of the active 
pharmaceutical ingredient's physical state inside the liposome 
(e.g., formation of a precipitate for doxorubicin);

– distribution of the active ingredient (e.g., on the surface of 
liposomes, in the bilayer, internal environment, etc.);

– for conjugated (eg, pegylated) liposome-based preparations: 
the quality and purity of the pegylated starting material, 
molecular weight of the conjugated lipid and size distribution 
(dispersion), location of PEG on the surface, stability of the 
conjugate.

It is necessary to compile a list of tests each lot should 
routinely be subjected to. This list should be based on the 
parameters used to characterize the drug in accordance with 
the requirements described above.

Legal regulation of liposome-based 
drugs in the world

Table 3 provides the examples of requirements regulator bodies 
from various countries of the world impose on the production, 
quality control, preclinical and clinical studies of liposome-
based forms of drugs.

CONCLUSIONS

Liposome-based drug delivery systems give a drug designer 
control over the active ingredient's absorption and release 
parameters. As a rule, liposome-based drugs are less toxic, 
pose a lower risk of adverse reactions and allow delivering 

Table 2. Liposome-based drugs characteristics

Parameters Analytical/instrumental methods

Physical characteristics

1 Vesicle size and surface morphology Electron microscopy 

2 
Distribution of the vesicles sizes (submicron 
and micron ranges)

Dynamic and laser light scattering, exclusion chromatography (gel filtration)

3 Surface charge Dynamic light scattering

4 Surface pH pH sensitive samples

5 Integrated DNA/free preparation percentage
Methanol-chloroform extraction and centrifugation in separation columns, ion exchange 
chromatography, spectrophotometry, radioactive labeling 

Chemical characteristics

1 Phospholipid concentration Extraction and centrifugation in separation columns 

2 Cholesterol concentration Extraction and centrifugation in separation columns

3 Osmolality Osmometry 

Biological characteristics

1 Sterility Pharmacopoeial sterility test

2 Pyrogenicity LAL test (Limulus аmebocyte lysate test) 

3 Toxicity In vitro and in vivo monitoring, histology
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Table 3. Regulatory documents containing requirements to liposomal drug

State Document Selected aspects

EU countries

Reflection paper on the data requirements for intravenous 
liposomal products developed with reference to an 
innovator liposomal product/21 February 2013 EMA/
CHMP/806058/2009/Rev. 02, Committee for Human Medicinal 
Products (CHMP)

Quality control specifics: 
– composition and authenticity of the components (lipids, adjuvants);
– active pharmaceutical ingredient to lipids ratio;
– liposomes morphology, average size and size distribution, aggregation;
– fraction of the encapsulated active ingredient (free/integrated amount);
– stability of the active ingredient, lipids, adjuvants, critical 
decomposition products;
– in vitro rate of release of the ingredient from liposomes in 
physiologically/clinically significant environments;
– stability;
– recovery;
– maintaining integrity of the liposomal formulation in plasma 

Recommendations. Сommission recommendation 
of 18 October 2011 on the definition of nanomaterial 
(Text with EEA relevance) (2011/696/EU)

Definition of nanomaterials

Reflection paper on surface coatings: general
issues for consideration regarding parenteral 
administration of coated nanomedicine 
products/22 May 2013, EMA/325027/2013, 
Committee for Medicinal Products 
for Human Use (CHMP)

Key critical quality indicators, as well as the requirements for clinical and 
preclinical studies, are included. Special attention is paid to the following 
aspects:
– presence of a coating can affect the critical properties of the 
nanodrugs from the points of view of their safety and efficacy. The 
physico-chemical nature of the coating, uniformity of its surface coating 
and stability (both in terms of attachment and in terms of degradation) 
will determine the drug's PK and biodistribution;
– in some cases, the coating material may cause new biological 
reactions that are not observed either for the coating material or for the 
active pharmaceutical ingredients separately

USA

Guidance for Industry. Liposome Drug Products Chemistry, 
Manufacturing, and Controls; Human Pharmacokinetics and 
Bioavailability; and Labeling Documentation. 
— U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Food 
and Drug Administration Center for Drug Evaluation 
and Research, 2002

Brief description of the liposomes, critical stages of their production 
and quality control, recommendations for conducting research on PK 
and bioavailability of liposome-based drugs and labeling requirements. 
The guideline contains general principles and recommendations for 
registration of the drugs of this class.

 USP41-NF36 <1> Injections and implanted 
drug products (parenterals)-product quality tests 

Contains definition of liposomes and liposome-based drugs and states 
that in the case of liposomes, quality control implies both general and 
special tests.

China
Pharmacopoeia of the Peoples Republic of China. 
Beijing: People’s Medical Publishing Hous. 
2010;  (2). р. A244–245

Definitions of various nanoparticles, requirements, nanodrugs quality 
control criteria and methods are provided. The attributes that should be 
monitored in production and storage of the drugs (e.g., residual amounts 
of organic solvents, shape, particle size and distribution, encapsulation 
rate and amount of drugs in liposomes, liposome oxidation degree, etc.) 
are listed.

the active ingredient to the target part of the body. Innovative 
drugs containing liposomes conjugated with antibodies can 
be targeted with maximum effectiveness and release the 
active ingredient where needed. However, the more complex 
the drug's structure becomes, the more crucial stages its 
production acquires. Moreover, the list of parameters to control, 
those that determine the quality of the drug, grows. Evaluation 

of the liposomal fraction's physicochemical properties is added 
to the classic quality control methods: the shape, size, and 
charge of the particles are being assessed, as well as marker 
conjugation effectiveness and uniformity of distribution of the 
active ingredient. Key methods for estimating the liposome 
parameters make use of the optical effects: dynamic and laser 
light scattering, electron microscopy.
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В. И. Уварова1,3     , Т. Р. Низамов1, М. А. Абакумов1, С. С. Водопьянов1, Т. О. Абакумова2, И. В. Салтыкова3, 
П. С. Могильников4, И. В. Щетинин4, А. Г. Мажуга1,5

ЛИПИДОПОДОБНЫЕ НАНОЧАСТИЦЫ ОКСИДА ЖЕЛЕЗА КАК 
ПЛАТФОРМА ДЛЯ ДОСТАВКИ НУКЛЕИНОВЫХ КИСЛОТ В ПЕЧЕНЬ

Адресная доставка антисмысловых препаратов является перспективной технологией, на основе которой возможна 
разработка высокоэффективных лекарственных средств для терапии широкого спектра заболеваний. Однако 
недостаточная стабильность РНК в биологических средах и гидрофильность, ограничивающая проникновение через 
клеточные мембраны, существенно сужают их использование в клинической практике. Целью исследования была 
разработка средств доставки антисмысловых препаратов в гепатоциты печени с помощью липидоподобных магнитных 
наночастиц (ЛНЧ). Кубические магнитные наночастицы (НЧ) со средними размерами 16 и 27 нм синтезировали 
методом высокотемпературного разложения прекурсора — олеата железа (III) и химически модифицировали 
формуляцией, включающей катионный липидоид С12-200. Магнитные НЧ обладают хорошими МРТ-контрастными 
свойствами, биораспределение ЛНЧ исследовали in vivo на линейных мышах BALB/c с помощью МР-томографа. С 
этой же целью провели последующее гистологическое исследование срезов печени. Наночастицы меньшего размера 
не продемонстрировали цитотоксического действия по отношению к клеточным линиям HepG2 и Huh7, а для НЧ 
кубической формы большего размера IC

50
 составила 21,5 мкг/мл для HepG2 и 126 мкг/мл для Huh7. Выявлено, что НЧ 

меньшего размера аккумулируются преимущественно в гепатоцитах печени, а НЧ большего размера — в селезенке, 
в печени же они накапливаются главным образом в макрофагах. Такая разница может быть вызвана большим 
гидродинамическим размером НЧ, которые имеют больший размер магнитного ядра. Образец с ядром меньшего 
размера является наиболее эффективной платформой для доставки антисмысловых препаратов в гепатоциты.
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LIPIDOID IRON OXIDE NANOPARTICLES ARE A PLATFORM FOR NUCLEIC 
ACID DELIVERY TO THE LIVER 

Targeted delivery of antisense drugs is a promising technology which can provide a platform for the development of highly effective 
therapeuticals against a broad range of diseases. Insufficient stability of RNA in biological media coupled with hydrophilicity 
that prevents the molecule from penetrating cell membranes considerably limit RNA application in clinical practice. The aim of 
this work was to design a system for antisense drug delivery to liver hepatocytes using lipidoid magnetic nanoparticles (LNP). 
Nanocubes (NC) with average sizes of 16 and 27 nm were synthesized through decomposition of iron (III) oleate under high 
temperature conditions and functionalized with a cationic lipidoid С12-200. Magnetic NC demonstrated good MR-contrasting 
properties. Biodistribution of LNP was studied in vivo in BALB/c mice using the MR scanner. Additionally, liver sections obtained 
from the mice were subjected to histological examination. Nanoparticles of smaller size did not have a cytotoxic effect on 
HepG2 and Huh7 cell lines, whereas for larger NC, IC

50
 was 21.5 µg/ml and 126 µg/ml for HepG2 and Huh7 cells, respectively. 

Smaller particles tended to accumulate in hepatocytes. Bigger NC mainly accumulated in the spleen but also ended up in liver 
macrophages. This fact can be explained by a bigger hydrodynamic size of nanoparticles with a bigger magnetic core. Particles 
with smaller cores are a more effective platform for the delivery of antisense drugs to hepatocytes. 
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The term “hyperlipidemia” describes abnormally elevated 
levels of low-density lipoproteins and their metabolites in blood 
serum. Hyperlipidemia is a significant contributing factor in 
the risk of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disorders [1], 
which, in turn, are a leading cause of death worldwide [2]. 
One of the approaches to treating this pathological condition 
is the silencing of genes responsible for elevated lipoproteins 
levels in plasma. [3, 4]. For example, lipoprotein levels can be 
lowered by inhibiting the synthesis of proteins participating in 
lipoprotein metabolism, such as angiopoietin-like protein 3 or 
apolipoproteins B and C3 produced by liver hepatocytes [5]. 
The major obstacles to safe and effective gene therapy aimed 
at reducing lipoprotein levels arise from the difficulties that 
complicate targeted delivery of antisense therapeutic agents 
to hepatocytes and the release of therapeutic agents from 
endocytic vesicles [6, 7]. 

Platforms for the delivery of antisense drugs are traditionally 
classified into viral and nonviral [8, 9]. Viruses effectively 
transport foreign genetic material to cells. However, intense 
debate is continuing about the safety of viral carriers: adenoviral 
vectors can induce a strong immune response and their 
retroviral counterparts pose a risk of insertional mutagenesis 
[10]. Nonviral delivery systems comprise vectors based on 
inorganic nanoparticles (NP) [11], liposomes [12, 13], and 
complexes with cationic lipids or polymers [14, 15]. 

Lipidoids are lipid-like materials holding great promise for 
effective targeted drug delivery. They can be used both as drug 
carriers and NP surface coatings for the subsequent loading 
of nucleic acids. RNA delivery systems based on the C12–200 
lipidoid exhibit high efficacy in laboratory animals, including 
rodents and nonhuman primates [16]. Lipid nanoparticles need 
auxiliary components for better performance. Those include 
fusogenic phospholipids (DSPC), which improve transfection 
efficacy of the system by destabilizing the lipid bilayer of cell 
membranes, PEG lipids (mPEG2000-DMG), which reduce 
immune response by stabilizing  LNP  and protecting them from 
macrophages, and cholesterol, which fills the space between 
the lipid molecules on the NP surface and enhances the activity 
of cationic lipids [17]. 

Transfection methods vary greatly in their efficacy determined 
by the accuracy of drug delivery to a target cell, interactions 
between the carrier and the cell membrane and the release 
of the carrier from endosomes. Once endocytosed, nonviral 
vectors can get trapped by the endosomal compartment of the 
cell, suffering subsequent degradation of the therapeutic gene 
they carry  [18]. New strategies are being sought to facilitate 
release of viral vectors from endosomes, which will naturally 
improve the efficacy of transfection. 

Magnetic iron oxide NP offer a solution to the problem of 
poor transfection efficacy of nonviral vectors. Magnetite and 
maghemite nanoparticles have a few attractive properties 
beneficial for such biomedical applications as targeted drug 
delivery, magnetic hyperthermia, and contrast-enhanced 
MRI [19]. Importantly, magnetic NP can be used to attain 
controlled drug release in biological objects, including cells 
and experimental animals, made possible by the effect of 
Brownian relaxation, which in essence is intense oscillations 
of magnetic particles induced by a low-frequency magnetic 
field. This approach can significantly improve the efficacy of 
therapeutic agents: some researchers report that magnetic 
liposomes (liposomes enriched with magnetic NP) demonstrate 
better performance in the targeted delivery of doxorubicin and 
paclitaxel than their conventional counterparts [20, 21]. 

The functional properties of drug delivery systems based 
on magnetic NP are largely determined by their magnetic 

properties. For example, their suitability as contrast agents is 
influenced by their size and geometry [22]. 

In this study we attempted to design a platform for 
targeted delivery of antisense nucleic acids based on iron 
oxide nanocubes functionalized with a lipid formulation and to 
test the obtained carrier for the efficacy of drug delivery into 
hepatocytes in vivo.

METHODS

The following reagents were used: 1-octadecene, trioctylamine, 
dibenzyl ether, oleic acid, sodium oleate, iron oleate (III), 
anhydrous sodium acetate, cholesterol, 1,2-distearoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-
3-methoxypolyethylene glycol monomethyl ether (DMG-mPEG), 
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (Sigma-Aldrich; USA), hydrochloric 
acid, nitric acid, ethanol, butanol-1, chloroform (SigmaTec; 
Russia), 1,1’-(2-(4-(2-((2-(bis(2-hydroxydodecyl)amino)ethyl)
(2-hydroxydodecyl)amino)ethyl)piperazine-1-yl) ethylazanediyl)
didodecane-2-ol (C12-200), DMEM and DMEM/F12, deionized 
water.

Cell cultures

The initial stock of Huh7 cells was provided by the Department 
of RNA Structure and Functions of A.N.Belozersky Research 
Institute of Physico-Chemical Biology. HepG2 cells were 
purchased from a cell bank (ATCC, HB-8065). Manipulations 
with the cells were carried out in the SafeFAST Elite 212 S 
sterile class II microbiological safety cabinet (Faster; Italy). The 
cells were cultured in the MCO-18AIC CO

2
 Incubator (Sanyo; 

Japan) at 37 °C in 5% СO
2
 environment. The culture medium 

for Huh7 cells was DMEM (Corning, catalog number 10-013-
CV) supplemented with 4.5 g/l glucose, 10% fetal bovine serum 
and 4 mM L-glutamine. HepG2 cells were cultured in DMEM/
F12 (Gibco™, catalog number 21331020) containing 10% fetal 
bovine serum and 4 mM L-glutamine. 

Animal model

The experiments were carried out in adult female BALB/c mice 
(age of 6–7 weeks, weight of 19–20 g) purchased from the 
Central breeding nursery of the Academy of Medical Sciences 
(Andreevka; Russia) and kept in individually ventilated cages. 
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Pirogov 
Russian National Research Medical University (Protocol 1/2016 
dated February 3, 2016).

Synthesis of lipidoid nanocubes

Precursor iron (III) oleate was synthesized following a protocol 
described in [23]. Magnetite nanocubes with an average size 
of 16 nm (CbS) were obtained through thermal decomposition 
of the precursor in a high-boiling organic solvent. The detailed 
description of the procedure is available in [24].

Nanocubes with an average size of 27 nm (CbB) were 
synthesized in two steps. In the first step, magnetic nuclei 
(seeds) were obtained as described above. In the second 
step, the precursor was introduced into the reaction mixture 
to stimulate NP growth. Briefly, 37.5 mg of the seeds, 0.35 g 
of sodium oleate and 0.32 g of oleic acid were loaded into a 
three-neck flask equipped with a mercury thermometer. Then, 
a solvent mix was added consisting of 2.85 g trioctylamine and 
3.13 g of dibenzyl ether. The resulting mixture was heated to 
110 °С under vigorous stirring under argon flow and maintained 
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Fig. 1. A TEM image and a size distribution histogram of the magnetite nanoparticles: size range of 10 to 20 nm (A); size range of 20 to 30 nm (B) 
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under such conditions for 1 h. After that, the mixture was heated 
to a boiling temperature at a rate of 5 °С/min. Subsequently, 
20 ml of 0.2 М iron (III) oleate solution in dibenzyl ether were 
added dropwise to the mixture at 3 ml/h, which was then left 
to boil for 20 min and cooled down to room temperature. The 
synthesized NP were separated from the reaction mixture 
by magnetic decantation in the presence of butanol-1. The 
precipitate was redispersed in chloroform and sonicated for 
5-10 min. 

The nanoparticles were coated with a lipidoid formulation 
using the phase transfer approach [25]. The coating consisted 
of the С12–200 lipidoid [26], cholesterol, DSPC and DMG-
mPEG taken at a mass ratio of 75 : 15 : 7 : 3. The mass percent 
of the lipid formulation used to coat CbB and CbS was 0.9 and 
1% (relative to magnetite), respectively. 

Characterization of physical and chemical properties 
of the obtained nanoparticles

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The obtained nanoparticles were imaged under the JEOL 1200-
EX II transmission electron microscope (JEOL; Japan) operating 
at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Samples for TEM were 
prepared by applying 1–2 µl of the NP solution onto a formvar-
coated copper mesh (d = 3.05 mm) that was subsequently 
left to air-dry. Further manipulations with images necessary 
to determine the distribution of NP sizes and characterize NP 
morphology was done in ImageJ ver. 1.50d (Wayne Rasband 
(NIH); USA). 

X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)

The crystalline structure of the particles was studied by X-ray 
diffraction on the DRON-4 diffractometer (Burevestnik; Russia) 
with the following settings: CoKα radiation with λ = 0.179 nm, 
tube voltage of 40 kV, and current of 30 mA. The samples were 
scanned through a range of diffraction angles 2θ from 20° to 
120° by increments of 0.1°. Exposure time was 3 seconds 
per frame. Phases were identified by comparing the obtained 
data to the database of about 200,000 X-ray spectra in PHAN 
software.

Thermal gravimetric analysis and differential scanning 
calorimetry (TGA/DSC)

TGA and DSC were performed using the simultaneous thermal 
analyzer Netzsch STA 449 F3 (NETZSCH; Germany). The 

samples were placed into alundum crucibles and heated in 
the temperature range from 50 to 800 °С at 10 °С/min under 
argon flow. Before the analysis, solvents were removed from 
the samples by evaporation using a rotary evaporator. 

Vibrating-sample magnetometry

Static magnetic properties of the nanoparticles were profiled 
by applying a range of magnetic fields from –20 to 20 kOe at 
300 K. Measurements were done using the Quantum Design 
Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS; Germany) 
equipped with a vibrating sample magnetometer with an 
oscillation amplitude of 2 mm and frequency of 40 Hz. The 
sensitivity of the system was 10-6 emu.

Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS)

The hydrodynamic sizes and ζ-potential (charge) of the particles 
coated with a lipid formulation were measured by PCS in 
0.5 mg/ml LNP solutions in phosphate-buffered saline (1×PBS) 
or distilled water. The solutions were poured into plastic or glass 
cuvettes. The analysis was carried out at 25 °C using Zetasizer 
Nano ZS (Malvern; Germany). The ζ-potential of the particles 
was measured in distilled water using disposable capillary 
cuvettes for ζ-potential measurements.  

Cytotoxicity of lipidoid nanoparticles in vitro

LNP cytotoxicity was assessed by the МТS-assay 
(3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-
(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium) [27]. Human hepatocellular 
carcinoma cells (Huh7 and HepG2) were seeded onto 96-
well plates at 5,000 cells per well and cultured at 37 °С in 5% 
СO

2
 environment until 70% confluence of the monolayer was 

achieved, which took 48 hours. Then, СbS and CbB were 
introduced into the wells at magnetite concentrations of 370, 
187, 94, 47, 23, 12, and 6 µg/ml and 420, 210, 105, 52, 26, 13, 
and 6 µg/ml, respectively. After that, the cells were incubated at 
37 °С in 5% СO

2
 for 24 h and washed. Then, the MTS reagent 

was added to the wells. Cells incubated in a culture medium 
supplemented with equivalent volumes of phosphate buffered 
saline (1×PBS) were used for control. Optical density was 
measured using the plate reader VictorX3 (PerkinElmer; USA) at 
λ = 490 nm. The proportion of the survived cells was calculated 
as a ratio of optical density of cells treated with nanoparticles 
to the optical density of untreated controls. Graphs were 
constructed and IC

50
 (half-maximal inhibitory concentration) was 

calculated in GraphPad Prism 8.0.0 (GraphPad Software; USA). 
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Fig. 2. Physical and chemical properties of nanocubes: X-ray diffraction analysis (A); hysteresis loops (B); TGA/DSC (C) 

Fig. 3. A. Hydrodynamic size of uncoated nanocubes in chloroform. B. Hydrodynamic size of lipid-coated nanoclusters in water
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Study of biodistribution of nanoparticles

Biodistribution of LNP was studied in BALB/c mice divided 
into 3 groups of 3. The animals from the experimental group 
received 120 µl of the LNP solution (an iron concentration of 
720 µg/ml) intravenously. The control group did not receive any 
injections. 

Studying the dynamics of LNP accumulation by MRI

The animals were scanned by the 7Т animal MRI scanner 
ClinScan (Bruker Biospin; USA). Transverse T2-weighted 
images were obtained in the fat-suppression mode with the 
following Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) parameters: TR/TE = 2000/42 ms,
slice thickness = 1 mm, matrix = 380 x 640, FOV = 34 x 60 mm.
To assess the dynamics of NP accumulation, scans were 
performed before the LNP injection and 1, 12, 24, and 48 hours
after it. 

Histological examination

Forty-eight hours after the LNP injection, the animals were 
euthanized with a lethal dose of Zoletil® injected intraperitoneally. 
After the reflexes were gone, the abdominal cavity was opened 
by a midline incision. The rib cage was cut laterally on both 
sides, perpendicular to the rib bones. The right atrium was 
dissected and perfused with 40 ml of PBS. The solution was 
supplied through a needle introduced into the left ventricle and 
attached to a Janet’s syringe via a cannula. Then the cervical 
vertebrae were dislocated and the organs were excised, 
including the liver, spleen, kidneys, and lungs. The removed 
organs were submerged in 4% paraformaldehyde and stored at 
4 °С until further analysis. Sixty-µm-thick slices were prepared 
using the Thermo Scientific Microm HM 650 V Vibration system 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific; USA) and Perls-stained using the 
Iron Stain Kit (Sigma-Aldrich; USA). Perls staining involves 
treating histological slices with a mixture of hydrochloric 
acid and potassium hexacyanoferrate (II). The reaction 
between the mixture and the deposits of iron compounds 
in a histological slice produces a Prussian blue pigment. Its 
granules of different shades of blue can be seen under a light 
microscope. The samples were washed in distilled water 
twice, incubated in 70% glycerol and imaged under a light 
microscope by Carl Zeiss (Germany) equipped with Axioplan 
2 Imaging camera.

Biodistribution of iron in the internal organs of mice 
assessed by inductively coupled plasma atomic 
emission spectroscopy (AES)

Paraformaldehyde-fixed organ fragments (one-third of the liver 
and spleen, one kidney, one lung and a half of the heart) were 
dissolved in 2 ml of a freshly prepared mix consisting of 1,500 µl 
of concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl) and 500 µl of nitric acid 
(HNO

3
). The fragments were incubated in the acid mix for 24 h. 

Then, water was added to bring the volume of the dissolved 
liver and spleen to 20 ml and of the heart, kidney and lung, 
to 10 ml. After the calibration curve was constructed, iron 
concentrations were measured in the obtained solutions using 
the 4200 MP–AES machine (Agilent Technologies; USA).

RESULTS

TEM images of monodisperse nanocubes with an average 
size of 16 nm (CbS) and histograms of their size distribution 
are presented in Fig. 1A. TEM images of bigger nanocubes 
(CbB) sized 20–30 nm show that CbB samples have distinct 
morphology and a well-faceted cubic shape (Fig. 1 B). 
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Fig. 4. Cytotoxicity of different concentrations of lipidoid-coated CbS and CbB nanoclusters with magnetic core against HepG2 (A) and Huh7 (B) cell lines

Fig. 5. Distribution of magnetic core CbS and CbB nanoclusters in the liver and spleen visualized by MRI (A); in all studied internal organs measured by AES (B) 
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X-ray diffraction analysis yielded very similar results for both 
CbS and CbB samples: the positions of diffraction peaks in the 
diffraction pattern correspond to the inverse spinel structure of 
magnetite with lattice constants of 0.838 nm and 0.839 nm for
CbS and CbB, respectively (Fig. 2A). Hysteresis loops (Fig. 2 B)
indicate that CbS and CbB are ferrimagnetic materials with 
coercivity of 20–30 kA/m. Magnetic saturation (Ms) of CbS is 
61 А • m2/kg. Large nanocubes (CbB) have Ms of 89 А • m2/kg. 
In our study, magnetic saturation was normalized to the amount 
of the iron oxide phase (minus the mass of organic stabilizers) 
determined by TGA/DSC (Fig. 2C). 

The TG curve constructed for CbS has three regions 
indicating abrupt weight loss: the first recorded at 150–300 °C
corresponds to the desorption of organic compounds 
noncovalently bound to the surface of NP; the second recorded 
at 300–450 °C corresponds to the desorption of covalently 
bound stabilizers; the third recorded over a temperature range 
of 600–700 °С occurs when magnetite undergoes phase 
transition. The region of the CbB TG curve showing desorption 
of covalently and noncovalently bound organic molecules looks 
smoother; phase transition is observed at temperatures over 
500 °C. 

Nanocubes with hydrophobic residues of oleic acid on 
their surface can be dispersed in nonpolar organic solvents 
(chloroform, hexane) and can be regarded as a colloid system 
resistant to sedimentation. The average hydrodynamic size of 
CbS and CbB in chloroform is shown in Fig. 3A. The polydispersity 
index (PdI) is 0.113 and 0.151 for NP with an actual average 
sample of 16 and 27 nm, respectively. To stimulate the phase 
transfer of magnetite NP to an aqueous phase, the particles 
were coated with a lipid formulation consisting of the lipidoid 
С12-200, cholesterol, DSPC, and 1,2-DMG-mPEG taken at a 
mass ratio of 75 : 15 : 7 : 3. The average hydrodynamic size 
of the coated CbS in the aqueous phase increased to 50.9 nm 

(PdI = 0.119) (Fig. 3B). Based on the size distribution pattern, 
we inferred that the majority of CbS nanocubes were present 
in the solution as individual particles, while the minority tended 
to aggregate into clusters. The pattern of CbB size distribution 
was completely opposite: the average hydrodynamic size of 
CbB particles was 118.6 nm (PdI = 0.201) (Fig. 3B), which is 
4 times bigger than their actual size, suggesting more vigorous 
aggregation of nanocubes functionalized with lipids. The value 
of the ζ-potential of magnetite-based LNP in water was positive 
and equaled +20.5 mV and +34.3 mV for CbB and CbS, 
respectively. 

The survival of HepG2 and Huh7 cells incubated with CbS 
and CbB is shown in Fig.4. Using the MTS assay, we calculated 
IC50 for CbB: it was 21.5 µkg/ml (magnetite concentration) for 
HepG2 and 126 µkg/ml, which is 6 times higher, for Huh7. CbS 
did not exhibit any cytotoxic activity at studied concentrations. 

Fig. 5A features representative T2-weighted coronal images 
that clearly show that the most pronounced NP accumulation 
could be observed in the liver and spleen of the experimental 
mice 0–48 h after the intravenous injection of the formulation. 
The accumulation of both CbS and CbB was noticeable as 
early as 1 hour after the injection and its level remained stable 
for the next 48 hours. This suggests that intravenously injected 
NP are readily taken up by the liver and spleen. It should be 
born in mind, though, that MRI is a semi-quantitative modality 
and cannot be used to conclusively distinguish between 
the accumulation patterns of different NP types in different 
organs. Therefore, we additionally employed AES to study iron 
accumulation in the internal organs of the experimental mice 
(Fig. 5B). AES revealed that LNP tended to be sequestered 
mostly by the liver and spleen, which was consistent with MRI 
findings (Fig. 5A). LNP deposition in other organs was negligible. 
The CbS sample accumulated in the liver most effectively: the 
liver retained 84% of the injected LNP amount, whereas CbB 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of magnetic core CbS and CbB nanoclusters in liver cells (Perls reaction)

Control CbS CbB

showed poor accumulation in this organ (only 43% of the 
injected LNP amount).

The images of Perls-stained liver slices clearly demonstrate 
that both types of iron-based NP increasingly build up in the 
liver in comparison with the controls (Fig. 6). There was a 
difference in the pattern of iron accumulation between the CbS 
and CbB samples. CbS diffusely spread in the liver parenchyma 
(presumably, depositing in hepatocytes), whereas CbB exhibited 
a mixed discoloration pattern: some of the particles deposited 
in irregular-shaped cells (presumably, macrophages) lying at 
the border between the sinusoids and the parenchyma, and 
some produced diffuse discoloration evident of their buildup in 
hepatocytes. 

DISCUSSION

The classic process of NP growth can be broken down into 
3 stages: in the first stage, the precursor — iron (III) oleate — 
decomposes producing unstable iron-organic intermediates 
until their critical concentration is reached necessary for 
nucleation. In the second stage, the concentration of the 
intermediates declines as these molecules attach to the surface 
of magnetic seeds stimulating their growth. In the last stage, the 
concentration of the intermediates drops to thermodynamically 
stable levels, and the generated NP undergo Ostwald ripening. 
A steady rate of NP growth can be maintained by the controlled 
addition of a precursor, making NP expand in size while retaining 
their monodispersity. Using this approach, one can synthesize 
NP with a programmed size (as large as required) characterized 
by low polydispersity, which is particularly important for the 
particles with dimensions over 20 nm. When added to the 
reaction mixture, a stabilizer (potassium oleate) that can be 
specifically adsorbed onto the plane (111) promotes formation 
of cube-shaped nanoparticles (Fig. 1B).  In our study, the rate at 
which the precursor was supplied to the mixture in the second 
stage of synthesis, its concentration and duration of its addition 
were determined experimentally. At low rates, NP underwent 
Ostwald ripening: the mass was transferred from small 
particles to large, promoting polydispersity. At high rates, the 
concentration of intermediates in the reaction mixture surged 
triggering the mechanism of primary nucleation and increasing 
NP polydispersity. 

For both samples, the results of the conducted X-ray 
diffraction analysis are consistent with the literature [28].

For CbS, magnetic saturation (Ms) agrees with the values 
reported for average-sized magnetite NP comparable in their 
dimensions with CbS particles [23, 29]. The Ms of large cube-
shaped NP (CbB) was very high and comparable to that of a 
massive sample  [30] or huge NP [31].

According to the results of the TGA/DSC analysis (Fig. 2C), 
the amount of the organic phase adsorbed onto the surface of 
iron oxide NP constitutes 15.5% of the total CbS and 11.7% 
of the total CbB masses. For samples with similar masses, 

an increase in the average size of NP entails an increase in 
the ratio of their surface area to their volume. The process 
yields more stabilizing molecules that can be adsorbed onto 
the NP surface. This significantly affects the stability of the 
studied colloidal system largely determined by 2 factors: steric 
stabilization ensured by the presence of long hydrophobic 
residues of oleic acid adsorbed onto the surface of NP and the 
aggregation of those residues caused by mutual magnetism. As 
the magnetic core grows, the PdI of the CbB sample increases 
(as demonstrated by PCS) and  the peak of its hydrodynamic 
size broadens, as compared to CbS, suggesting more vigorous 
clusterization of the particles resulting from the magnetic 
core growth, which, in turn, is caused by intense magnetic 
interactions. 

The hydrodynamic size of NP and the physical and chemical 
properties of their surface largely determine the pattern of 
intercellular interactions, endocytic routes and the efficacy of 
NP uptake by the cell  [32, 33]. The internalization of NP into 
cells causes disorganization of the cytoskeleton [34, 35]. When 
accumulated in abundance, NP induce disruption of the actin 
and microtubule networks in neural progenitor cells of mice 
and primary endothelial cells of human blood vessels [36]. 
We hypothesized that the mere physical presence of sufficient 
amounts of NP captured by large lysosomal structures 
normally found near the nucleus sterically impairs the function 
of the cytoskeleton and causes reorganization of the actin 
network. The results of cytotoxicity tests correlate well with a 
hypothesis that establishes a link between the disruption of the 
cytoskeleton and NP toxicity: the studied concentrations of the 
CbB sample, whose actual size was 1.7 bigger than that of 
CbS, were toxic against the used cell lines, unlike CbS, whose 
phase composition, coating and morphology were similar. 

The initial characteristics of magnetic NP, including size 
and shape homogeneity, resistance to aggregation, and 
stability of the coating, are key to the pharmacokinetics and 
biodistribution of the particles. It is well known that NP with 
the hydrodynamic size of less than 20–30 nm are filtered by 
renal glomeruli and those over 200 nm in size build up in the 
liver [37]. Nanoparticles with the dimensions between 30 and 
200 nm are normally sequestered in the liver: they can be easily 
captured by endocytic vesicles with an average diameter of 
40-60 nm. However, particles over 150 nm in size (the upper 
limit for entering the cell through caveolae) are engulfed by 
macrophages. Therefore, an ideal hydrodynamic LNP size 
to be taken up by the liver would be 30 to 150 nm. The 
histological examination and the analysis of NP biodistribution 
in the organs of mice reveal that the CbB particles are mainly 
accumulated in the reticuloendothelial system, which explains 
the even distribution of NP between the liver and spleen. These 
findings correlate well with other studies [38]. In contrast, the 
CbS sample is not sequestered in macrophages but is caught 
by hepatocytes instead, leading to its buildup in the liver. This 
fact is consistent with the literature describing the behavior of 
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NP with a magnetic core of a comparable size [39]. Perhaps, 
larger nanocubes (CbB) grow in size when introduced into the 
bloodstream of a mouse because they adsorb serum proteins 
on the surface which form a crown of biomolecules [40], thereby 
increasing the hydrodynamic size of NP; as a result, the latter 
accumulate in the spleen. 

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed platform for the delivery of antisense drugs into 
liver hepatocytes has proved to be effective both in vivo and in 

vitro. The synthesized CbS lipid-coated nanoparticles exhibit 
low toxicity against Huh7 and HepG2 cell lines. The analysis 
of in vivo biodistribution of differently sized LNP with magnetic 
cores reveals significant accumulation of the particles in the liver 
as early as 1 hour after the injection. The level of accumulation 
remained stable for 48 hours following the injection.  Nanocubes 
with magnetic iron oxide cores sized 10 to 20 nm and a 
hydrodynamic size of <100 nm increasingly accumulated in 
hepatocytes (>80% of the injected dose) whereas larger NP 
were readily taken up by Kupffer cells and other components of 
the reticuloendothelial system. 
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НАНОЧАСТИЦЫ СПОСОБНЫ НАПРАВЛЯТЬ ТРАНСПЛАНТИРОВАННЫЕ 
МЕЗЕНХИМАЛЬНЫЕ СТВОЛОВЫЕ КЛЕТКИ В ПОСТТРАВМАТИЧЕСКИЙ 
СВИЩ У КРЫС С ПОВРЕЖДЕНИЯМИ СПИННОГО МОЗГА

Травма спинного мозга (ТСМ) — это травматическое повреждение, не являющееся следствием заболевания. 
Мезенхимальные стволовые клетки (МСК) становятся одним из наиболее используемых типов стволовых клеток как 
в научных исследованиях, так и в клинических испытаниях. С учетом предыдущих работ, в которых использовали от 
4 • 105 до 1 • 106 кл., целью данного исследования было определить  количество МСК, оптимальное для трансплантации 
при хронической ТСМ. Магнитные наночастицы (НЧ) использовали для доказательства точности проведенной 
трансплантации. С помощью магнитно-резонансной томографии (МРТ), диффузионно-тензорной визуализации (DTI), 
диффузионно-тензорной трактографии (DTT) и поведенческих тестов мы проверили влияние различного количества 
МСК на уменьшение пораженной полости и посттравматического свища, подавление формирования глиального 
рубца, усиление ремоделирования нейронных волокон, содействие регенерации и прорастанию аксонов, улучшение 
васкуляризации, повышение уровня экспрессии нейронных факторов и улучшение функционирования системы. 
Магнитные НЧ были точно трансплантированы в посттравматический свищ (ПТС). МСК могут восстанавливать функцию 
после хронической ТСМ посредством стимуляции регенерации и прорастания аксонов, уменьшая образование ПТС. 
Таким образом, влияние МСК на ПТС и функциональное улучшение после хронической ТСМ зависит от количества 
клеток, и в диапазоне от 4 • 105 до 1 • 106 наилучшей дозой является 1 • 106.
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NANOPARTICLES GUIDED PRECISE TRANSPLANTATION OF VARYING 
NUMBERS OF MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS INTO POST–TRAUMATIC 
SYRINX IN SPINAL CORD INJURY RAT

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a traumatic injury to the spinal cord which is not a consequence of the disease. Mesenchymal stem cells 
(MSCs) have gradually become one of the most used stem cells in research and clinic trial. Based on the previous reports employed 
the cells ranged from 4 • 105 to 1 • 106, the present study was performed to figure out the best number of MSCs for transplantation 
of the chronic SCI. Magnetic nanoparticles were used for proving the precise transplantation strategy. Using magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), diffusion tensor tractography (DTT), and behavior testing evaluations, we focused the 
effect of varying numbers of MSCs on reducing lesion cavity and post–traumatic syrinx formation, suppressing glial scar formation, 
enhancing neuronal fibers remodeling, promoting axonal regeneration and sprouting, improving vascularization, ameliorating the 
neuronal factors expressional level, and function improvement. Magnetic nanoparticles were precisely transplanted into the post–
traumatic syrinx (PTS). MSCs can restore function after chronic SCI through stimulating the regeneration and sprouting of the axons, 
reducing the formation of PTS. The effect of MSCs on PTS management and functional improvement post chronic SCI was cell 
number–dependent, and within the range of 4 • 105 to 1 • 106, 1 • 106 cells were proved to be the best dose.
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Previous epidemiological research suggested the annual 
incidence in China of spinal cord injury (SCI) reached 23.7 cases 
per million people [1]. The global annual incidence was recently 
reported range from 9.2 to 246 cases per million [2]. Almost half 
of the cases result in complete loss of function below the injury 
level. First–year medical costs for a high tetraplegic patient 
and a paraplegic patient are estimated at over $800,000 and 
$300,000 respectively [3]. In the past decades, the mortality 
rate in the first year has been successfully reduced. However, 
SCI is still regarded as untreatable condition [4]. 

The pathophysiology of SCI can be defined as a biphasic 
process: (1) the primary phase which involves the initial 
mechanical injury and (2) the delayed secondary phase 
which is characterized by inflammation activation, vascular 
disruption, ischemia, oxidative stress, and excitotoxicity [5–6]. 
The secondary phase is divided into the immediate, acute, 
intermediate, and chronic stages of SCI [5]. The main features 
of chronic SCI are glial scar and cavity formation following 
function loss [7–8].

Stem cell transplantation has become a widely accepted 
treatment for overcoming SCI. The first description of 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) occurred in 1991 [9]. MSCs 
have gradually become one of the most utilized methods 
in research and surgery. A number of studies on MSCs 
transplantation for SCI were conducted [11–16]. The increasing 
number of the clinical trials employing MSCs for treating SCI 
indicates that MSCs are considered to be potentially beneficial 
for translational studies despite several questions which still 
need to be examined basic and preclinical research level [10].

In order to promote the MSCs transplantation into formal 
clinical application, the following issues must be addressed, 
optimal transplantation timing, the most effective transplantation 
method and the optimal number of stem cells. Our previous 
research focused on the benefits of employing mesenchymal 
stem cells in the acute and subacute phase of the contusion 
rat model [17]. After a broad literature review, we found that 
the chronic phase could also be considered a potential time 
to perform cell transplantation [11–16]. Two main reasons are 
given: (1) globally, there are many chronic SCI patients eagerly 
waiting for an effective treatment; (2) the microenvironment is 
continuously changing during the acute/subacute phase, while 
it is relatively stable during the chronic stage, which will affect 
the survival or differentiation of transplanted cells. Considering 
the transplanted cell survival, migration and safety, intralesional 
transplantation is preferable, compared with intrathecal 
transplantation and intravenous transplantation [18–19]. Across 
the current studies and clinical trials, the number of employed 
MSCs are not uniform. The number of cells used ranged from 
4 • 105 to 1 • 106 in the animal studies [19–22], and 7 • 105 to 
2 • 107 in the clinical trials [12, 14, 15, 23].

This experiment was designed to determine: (1) to verify our 
strategy for MSCs precise transplantation; (2) to explore the 
best number of MSCs transplantation ranged from 4 • 105 to 
1 • 106 for improvement of chronic SCI. 

METHODS

Nanoparticles transplantation

Nanoparticles were designed and generated as we reported 
[24]. Transplantation was performed under the guidance of 
MRI, as we previously reported [25]. Generally, the rats were 
anesthetized throughout the whole procedure with the E–Z 
Anesthesia system EZ–7000 330 (PA, USA). The fur over T10 
was carefully shaved and the exposed skin was sterilize. The 

skin and the superfcial fascia were opened along the initial 
laminectomy incision. Two silver acupuncture needles (Kazan 
medical instruments plant JSC; Russia) were inserted through 
the erector spinae. The needles were positioned parallel to the 
ground and at a 40–degree angle to the spine with 1 needle 
on both sides of the animal. The tips the needles were passed 
through the muscle and intersected each other, creating a 
cross–like shape. 

The MRI was conducted to calculate both the volume 
of PTS and the 3–dimensionl (3D) coordinates using the 
crossed needles as a reference point. Both the lateral and the 
longitudinal distances between PTS and the crossed needles 
were measured with software MultiVox Dicom Viewer (R3.0 
SP13; USA). The depth of PTS was also calculated.

Animals group allocation

In order to prove the precise intra–PTS transplantation strategy, 
adult Sprague–Dawley rats (n = 3) weighted 180–220 g were 
used to create the chronic SCI models. To evaluate the effect 
of MSCs transplantation, another adult Sprague–Dawley rats 
(n = 24) weighted 180–220 g were used to create the chronic 
SCI models. Rats were randomly divided into four groups with 
6 rats in each group): (1) DMEM group (the cell culture medium 
group); (2) the 4 • 105 cells group; (3) the 8 • 105 cells group; (4) 
the 1 • 106 cells group.

Experiments were carried out in compliance with the 
principles of International Laboratory Animal Care, and the 
European Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 
(86/609/EEC). All efforts were made to minimize the number of 
animals used and their suffering.

Isolation, Culture, and Characterization of MSCs

MSCs were collected from the bone marrow of 4–6–month–
old SD rats. Generally, in a ficoll density gradient 1.077 g/ml 
(Sigma-Aldrich; USA), we centrifuged to isolate the fraction of 
mononuclear cells (300 rpm, 30 min). The cells were cultured in 
RPMI 1640 (Gibco; USA), supplemented with 2 mM glutamine, 
100 U/ml penicillin, 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin (Gibco; USA) and 
15% FBS (Biowest; USA) at 37 °C, 5% CO

2
. Passage 2–4 MSCs 

were used in the present research. The presence of positive 
specific MSCs markers (CD105, CD90, and CD44) and negative 
hematopoietic markers (CD45, CD34) was verified by flow cytometry 
(MoFlo sorter; Beckman Coulter; USA) with the appropriate 
primary–labeled antibodies (Miltenyi Biotec GmbH; Germany).

MSC cells were trypsinized (trypsin–EDTA, 0.25%) 
(Invitrogen; Russia) and counted. Then 4 aliquots of medium 
with the composition of serum free DMEM (Gibco; USA), 
supplemented with 2 mM glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 
0.1 mg/ml streptomycin (Gibco; USA) were prepared. Three of 
them were randomly selected to prepare the cell suspension in 
different concentrations: 1 • 105, 2 • 105 and 2.5 • 105 cells/µl.

Chronic spinal cord injury model

The surgery was performed as we previously reported [17]. 
After intraperitoneal anesthetization with ketamine (50 mg/kg), 
animals were placed on a warm pad in the prone position and 
the dorsal fur was shaved. The surgical area was sterilized. 
The laminectomy at T9–10 segment was performed to expose 
the spinal cord. Then a force of 200 kilodynes was induced 
an impact injury to the spinal cord using the PSI–IH Impactor, 
which has sensors to accurately measure the impact force. 
(Precision Systems and Instrumentation LLC, Fairfax, VA; USA). 
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After flushing the wound with ice saline, the surgical site was 
sutured. A subcutaneous injection of Baytril (2.5 mg/kg/d) (Bayer; 
USA) was administered on the rats. After surgery, the animals 
were returned to their home cages and received manual bladder 
expression twice daily until the recovery of spontaneous 
urinary function.

Stereotactic MSCs transplantation

Cell transplantation was performed at 4w post injury [11]. After 
the induction of general anesthesia, the cell transplantation 
was performed through the skin guided by MRI. MRI was 
employed to locate the injured area of each rat prior to the 
transplantation procedure. Using a Hamilton syringe and a 33–
gauge, 45 degree–beveled needle (Hamilton, Reno; USA), 4 µl 
of liquid was directly transplanted into the injury area with the 
assistance of the microinjection unit and Razel Syringe Pump 
(NE–1002X) (Razel Scientific; USA) in 2 min. The needle was 
held at the injection site for 2 min and was withdrawn slowly for 
another minute.

MRI and DTI scan

All rats were anesthetized throughout the whole procedure by 
inhalation of isoflurane (5DG9621, BAXTER; USA) with the E–Z 
Anesthesia system (EZ–7000 330, PA; USA). MRI and DTI scans 
were performed using 7 Tesla animal MRI scanners (ClinScan, 
Bruker BioSpin; USA) on the first and the fourth week after 
SCI to evaluate the injury area, and the eighth week after SCI 
to determine the effect of MSCs transplantation. For coronal 
images: T2-weighted images in coronal plane were acquired 
by Turbo Spin Echo sequence with the following parameters: 
FOV 120 • 59.2 mm, base resolution 320 • 158, TR = 3850 ms, 
TE = 39 ms, slice thickness 1 mm, number of acquisition = 1, 
echo train length = 9. For sagittal images: T2-weighted imaged 
in sagittal plane were acquired by Turbo Spin Echo sequence 
with following parameters: FOV 100 • 49.2 mm, base resolution 
256 • 126, TR = 3850 ms, TE = 42 ms, slice thickness 1 mm, 
number of acquisition = 3, echo train length = 9.

DTI images were acquired with identical geometry as 
the anatomical images using single shot spin–echo planar 
imaging (EPI) sequence with TR/TE of 4000 ms/88 ms, slice 
thickness of 3 mm, b factor of 1000 s/mm2, bandwidth of 
200 kHz, 25 gradient encoding directions, acquisition matrix 
of 64 • 64, and field of view 10 • 10 mm. To calculate the DTI 
indices, the collected images were analyzed on an independent 
workstation. DTT of the spinal cord was generated using the 
FACT algorithm implemented in Volume–One software, and 
fractional anisotropy (FA) threshold < 0.2 and stopping angle 
of  > 25° were used as parameters.

Macroscopic assessment of injury area

Macroscopic assessment was performed 8 w post cell 
transplantation in each rat. All rats were humanely euthanized 
with the same aforementioned process. Intracardial perfusion 
with saline and then 4% paraformaldehyde was performed 
to flush possible blood components from the sample. The 
spinal cords form the injury level were collected. The images 
of spinal cords from each group were generated by the digital 
camera (Leica Co.; Germany). With Image J software (Basics 
1.38; USA), the macroscopic injury sites on the surface of 
spinal cords were selected and the injury areas were auto–
calculated. The average injury area of each group was gained 
and quantitatively compared.

Hematoxylin-eosin (H & E) staining

After macroscopic assessment, rats were deeply anesthetized 
with ketamine and xylazine, and perfused with saline and 4% 
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. Three spinal cord 
samples from each group were randomly selected. The samples 
were dehydrated gradually in 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% ethanol, 
and embedded in xylene and paraffin. 10 µm longitudinal slices 
were made on the microtome (Rotary microtome) (Microm HM 
650V; USA).

For hematoxylin eosin staining, slices were hydrated 
in 100%, 90%, 80%, 70% ethanol and water, stained in 
hematoxylin for 1 minute, washed in water for 5 minutes, 
followed by staining in eosin for 1 minute. After coversliping 
with entelan, the slices were sent to the light microscope for 
the evaluation of the injured area. Three slices from each group 
were collected, the mean injured area was calculated. With 
Image J software, the injury sites of the slices were selected 
and the injury areas were auto-calculated. The average injury 
area of each group was gained and quantitatively compared.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)

Three spinal cords from each group were randomly selected. 
The samples were embedded in PBS, 50µm longitudinal slices 
were made on the vibratome HM 650V (Thermo Scientific; 
USA). Three slices from each sample were collected and 
analyzed. The slices were incubated with anti-microtubule 
Associated Protein 2 (MAP2; mouse anti–rat; 1 : 400) (Abcam; 
UK), anti–β3–tubulin (β3-tubulin; rabbit anti–rat; 1 : 400) (Sigma; 
USA), anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; rabbit anti–rat; 
1 : 500) (Abcam; UK), Nestin (1 : 400, rabbit anti–rat) (Abcam; 
UK), brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF; mouse anti–rat; 
1 : 400) (Abcam; UK) and vascular ecndothelial growth factor 
(VEGF; mouse anti-rat; 1 : 200) (Abcam; UK) overnight at 
4 °C, followed by TRITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse or FITC-
conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (1 : 200; ZSGB–BIO) for one hour at 
37 °C. The slices were examined using confocal microscopy 
(Nikon, A1+MP) (Nikon; Japan).

3D surface plot was employed for evaluating fluorescence 
measurements semi–quantitatively. The sample’s heatmap of 
each slice was generated based on the fluorescence intensity 
in different fluorescence channels. The sample’s heatmap, 
which is simply a three–column matrix colored from light blue to 
bright red, illustrated the different expressional levels of positive 
proteins. 

Behavioral analysis

Basso, Beattie, and Bresnahan (BBB) locomotor test was 
performed based on the principle of double blind before 
injury and weekly post injury to evaluate the hindlimb motor 
behavior recovery. To assess motor coordination, a rotarod 
test was conducted before the rats were killed (at 8 w post 
transplantation). All rats were placed on a standard Rotarod 
(Med Associates, Inc.; USA) to determine their motor 
performances. The test was not conducted throughout all the 
experimental period because falling from the rod might lead to 
further injuries. Each animal was placed on a 10 cm diameter, 
15 cm long rod, rotating at constant speed. Impairment of 
motor coordination was defined as the inability of rats to remain 
on the rotating rod for a 60 s test period. Animals were pre-
trained on the rotating track before the injury and re-trained 
24 h before the test. The testing protocol comprised of one 60 s
test period every 24 hours for 72 hours. On these continuous 
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days of testing at 4, 8, and 12 rpm on, respectively, 1st, 2nd, and 
3rd day, with a 10 min interval between each trial.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed by SPSS 17.0 software 
package (SPSS Inc.; USA). Results were considered to be 
statistically significant with p < 0.05. All data are presented 
as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM), and repeated 
measures ANOVA (RANOVA) was employed.

RESULTS

Precise transplantation into PTS

The nanoparticles showed low signal change in T2-weighted 
MRI scanning (Fig. 1). Nanoparticle transplantation was 
repeatedly conducted in the rats with PTS. As shown in Figure, 
the PTS volume showed a significant decrease from (5.71 ± 
0.21) mm3 to (3.23 ± 0.364) mm3 post first transplantation 
(p < 0.05), the volume further decreased from (3.23 ± 0.364) 
mm3 to (1.48 ± 0.722) mm3 post sect transplantation (p < 0.05). 
Thus, our transplantation strategy was proved to be precise by 
nanoparticle.

General situation and motor functional recovery

All the rats involved in the present research showed no signs 
of complications or died unexpectedly, during the whole 
experimental procedure.

Preoperatively, the rat BBB scores were 21 points in all rats. 
Immediately after SCI, all rats demonstrated significant loss of 
motor function of the hind limbs and the BBB scores were 
reduced to 0 points (Fig. 2). Gradually, BBB score increased in 
all groups, and reached 5.85 ± 0.83 (DMEM group), 5.94 ± 0.74 
(4 • 105 group), 6.08 ± 0.75 (8 • 105 group) and 6.02 ± 0.84 
(1 • 106 group) at four weeks after injury. Differences in the BBB 
scores among the four groups were not statistically significant 
before cell transplantation.

One week post transplantation, compared with the DMEM 
group, the differences were found to be statistically significant 
in cell transplanted groups (Fig. 2 M). Compared with the 

DMEM group, the behavior ability also suggested the better 
outcome in the cell transplanted groups. Among all the groups, 
1 • 106 group showed the best outcome (Fig. 2 M). Eight–week 
post transplantation, BBB score reached 7.02 ± 1.36 (DMEM 
group), 8.14 ± 1.12 (4 • 105 group), 10.25 ± 1.02 (8 • 105 group) 
and 11.07 ± 1.44 (1 • 106 group). The rats showed different 
behavior abilities on weight support, plantar placement, and 
plantar stepping (Fig. 2 A–M).

The Reduction of PTS

MRI was performed on the first week and fourth week post 
injury, and eighth week post MSCs transplantation. The 
formation of post–traumatic syrinx (PTS) was evaluated. As 
shown in the Table 1, the cases of the animal with PTS on 
different weeks were listed.

As shown in the Fig. 4, the PTS volumes were calculated 
based on the MRI. The volume of PTS decreased in the cell 
transplant groups when evaluated 8 w post transplantation.  
Among all the groups, 1 • 106 group showed the best 
improvement (Fig. 3 S–Y).

The visible injured area was caluated in order to evaluate the 
effect of MSCs on preventing scar formation post chronic SCI. 
As shown in the Figure 4, compared with the DMEM group, 
the differences were statistically significant in cell transplanted 
groups (Fig. 4 E). Among all the groups, 1 • 106 group showed 
the best outcome (Fig. 4 A–E).

The promotion of neural restoration

In order to evaluate the effect of MSCs on promoting the neural 
regeneration and sprouting, DTI and DTT were conducted on 
eighth week post cell transplantation. As shown in the Fig. 
4 and Table 2, the dorsal columns tracts of lesion site from 
each group were evaluated. Compared with the DMEM group, 
the continuity and density of neural fibers were found to be 
improved in cell transplanted groups (Fig. 4 B–D). Among all 
the groups, 1 • 106 group showed the best neural fibers with 
complete continuity and high density (Fig. 4 D). As shown in the 
Table 2, compared with other groups, ADC showed significant 
decrease and FA showed significant increase in the 1 • 106 
MSCs group, the effect showed the cell–dose dependent manner.

Fig. 1. Nanoparticles transplantation and MRI analysis. A. Nanoparticles showed low signal change in T2–weighted scanning. B–E. The volume change of PTS post 
nanoparticle transplantation. PTS volume decreased after the first transplantation, and further decreased after the second transplantation (p < 0.05)
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Fig. 2. Motor function recovery evaluated by BBB score. Differences in the BBB scores among the four groups were not statistically significant before cell transplantation. 
One–week post transplantation, compared with the DMEM group, the differences were found to be statistically significant in cell transplanted groups (M). Compared 
with the DMEM group, the behavior ability suggested the better outcome in the cell transplanted groups. Among all the groups, 1 • 106 group showed the best outcome 
(M). Eight–week post transplantation, the rats showed different abilities on weight support (A, D, G, J), plantar placement (B, E, H, K), and plantar stepping (C, F, I, L)
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DISCUSSION

Based on the present research and the previous reports, it was 
suggested that the beneficial effect of MSCs transplantation 
is dose–dependent [26]. The research into the optimal dose 
is desirable. The optimize number of cells ranged from 4 • 105 
to 1 • 106 was studied in the present research. In order to 
avoid producing additional damage to the spinal cord, high 
concentrations of cells were employed. In the present research, 
1 • 105, 2 • 105 and 2.5 • 105 cells/µl were employed [19–22]. 
As observed, 2.5 • 105 cells/µl is the maximum concentration 
for preparing MSCs. The higher concentration exerted the 
negative influences on cells survival, and required the larger 
caliber of the injection needle, which led to additional damage. 
The smallest possible volume 4µl of cell suspension was used 
due to the volume of the rat spinal cord and the adequate cell 
suspension medium for cells survival [19–22].

Varying strategies for transplantation into the spinal cord 
were reported, including lesion site delivery, single-point with 
various intervals delivery, multi–target point delivery, and twice 

separately delivery [26–28]. Four factors should be considered 
when planning an administration route: (1) а greater number 
of cells could be administered into lesion site and fewer cells 
could be administered into normal tissue; (2) higher rates of 
cell survival; (3) the approach that can be repeated accurately 
in each individual; (4) less added damage. Thus, based on our 
previous reports, the local lesion site delivery was employed in 
the present research [25].

Several studies reported that MSCs transplantation was 
able to positively improve the outcome post SCI [19–22]. Based 
on the present study, MSCs transplantation can stimulate the 
regeneration and sprouting of the axons, improve the motor 
function recovery, reduce the formation of PTS and glial scar, 
promote vascularization and neuro–trophic factor expression. 
In the present research, the effect suggested the cell number–
dependent manner, 1 • 106 cells showed the best outcome 
among all groups. The hypothesis can be drawn that the 
more employed cells, the better gained effect. It was reported 
that one of the main mechanisms of MSCs transplantation 
on treating chronic SCI is MSCs’ paracrine effect [11]. Thus, 

Table 1. The cases counting of PTS formation

1 w post injury 4 w post injury 8 w post transplantation

DMEM group 0 3 3

4 • 105 group 0 3 3

8 • 105 group 0 4 4

1 • 106 group 0 4 3
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Fig. 3. The Reduction of post-traumatic syrinx. Lateral and horizontal MRI scanning was performed in all groups to evaluate the situation of post-traumatic syrinx pre- 
and post- transplantation (A–X). The volume of PTS decreased in the cell transplant groups when evaluated 8 w post transplantation. Among all the groups, 1 • 106 

group showed the best improvement (S–Y). The areas in the red box were magnified in the figures with red frame
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Table 2. The situation of ADC and FA in the injury area

Group
DMEM 4 • 105 MSCs 8 • 105 MSCs 1 • 106 MSCs

ADC FA ADC FA ADC FA ADC FA

8w post 
transplantation

(1792.64 ± 719.28) 
• 10-6 mm2/s

0.34 ± 0.08
(1483.52 ± 924.91) 

• 10-6 mm2/s
0.41 ± 0.10

(1351.77 ± 1024.55)  
• 10-6 mm2/s

0.45 ± 0.09
(1276.39 ± 1214.84) 

• 10-6 mm2/s
0.51 ± 0.12

we hypothesized that the more employed cells, the more 
gained trophic factors. As proved in the present research with 
immunohistochemistry, the expressional levels of BDNF and 
VEGF in the lesion site were the highest after the transplantation 
of 1 • 106 cells among all groups, while after transplanting 4 • 105 
cells and 8 • 105 cells, the BDNF and VEGF expressions were 
also improved compared with DMEM group. Currently, there 
has been no quantitative study looking into the changing of 
trophic factors post chronic SCI, or looking into the detailed 
number of desired trophic factors for treating SCI. Our study 
suggested the more employed cells, the higher expressional 
trophic factors, the better gained behavioral recovery. However, 
prudent planning should be employed when increasing 
cell volume and/or concentration to ensure additional 
damage.

It is a limitation of the present research that the survival 
rates of the transplanted MSCs were not evaluated. Further 

studies on the evaluation of survival rates and cell apoptosis 
would be performed.

CONCLUSIONS

MSCs transplantation therapy for chronic SCI is a safe strategy 
with the concentration of 1 • 105, 2 • 105 and 2.5 • 105 cells/µl, 
and with the cells number of 4 • 105, 8 • 105, and 1 • 106. In the 
present basic study in vivo, MSCs can restore function after 
chronic SCI through stimulating the regeneration and sprouting 
of the axons, improving the motor function recovery, reducing 
the formation of PTS and glial scar, promoting vascularization 
and neuro-trophic factor expression. The effect was cell 
number-dependent, and 1 • 106 cells were proved to be the 
best dose. At the same time, the combined application of DTI 
and DTT could be the quantitative strategy for evaluating PTS 
situation post chronic SCI. 
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Е. A. Гудилин1,2     , A. A. Cеменoвa2, O. Е. Ереминa1, Н. A. Брaже3, Е. A. Гудилинa4, Т. Ю. Дaнзaнoвa4, Г. В. Мaкcимoв3, 
И. A. Веcелoвa1

ПЕРСПЕКТИВНЫЕ МЕТОДЫ НЕИНВАЗИВНОЙ МЕДИЦИНСКОЙ 
ДИАГНОСТИКИ С ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕМ НАНОМАТЕРИАЛОВ: 
CПЕКТРOCКOПИЯ ГИГAНТCКOГO КOМБИНAЦИOННOГO РACCЕЯНИЯ 
В ИССЛЕДОВАНИИ КЛЕТОК, КЛЕТОЧНЫХ ОРГАНЕЛЛ, МАРКЕРОВ 
НЕЙРОМЕДИАТОРНОГО ОБМЕНА

Использование достижений нaнoмедицины и мaтериaлoведения в диaгнoстике заболеваний является перспективным 
нaпрaвлением нaучных исследований. Спектрocкoпия гигaнтcкoгo кoмбинaциoннoгo рaccеяния (ГКР) —
инновационный метод анализа, связанный с применением нaнoмaтериaлoв на основе благородных металлов для 
неинвазивного исследования клеток, клеточных органелл, белковых молекул. В работе обoбщены литерaтурные 
дaнные пo метoдaм ранней клиничеcкoй диaгнocтики рядa нейрoдегенерaтивных и нейрoэндoкринных зaбoлевaний. 
Oбcуждены ocoбеннocти, дocтoинcтвa и oгрaничения рaзличных метoдoв диaгнocтики по низкомолекулярным и 
высокомолекулярным маркерам указанных заболеваний. Прoдемoнcтрирoвaны перcпективы применения oптичеcких 
метoдoв для экспресс-диaгнocтики нарушений нейромедиаторного обмена. Ocoбoе внимaние уделенo нoвым 
пoдхoдaм при coздaнии универcaльных oптичеcких индикaтoрных cиcтем, рacширяющих aнaлитичеcкие вoзмoжнocти 
спектроскопии ГКР, oблaдaющей уникaльнo выcoкoй чувcтвительнocтью, cелективнocтью и вocпрoизвoдимocтью 
результaтoв aнaлизa при oпределении целевых aнaлитoв в биoлoгических мaтрицaх cлoжнoгo cocтaвa. 

Ключевые слова: медицинcкaя диaгнocтикa, нaнoмaтериaлы, наночастицы благородных металлов, гигaнтcкoе 
кoмбинaциoннoе рaccеяние, митoхoндрии, эритрoциты, маркеры нейромедиаторного обмена, наномедицина
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PROMISING METHODS FOR NONINVASIVE MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS BASED 
ON THE USE OF NANOPARTICLES: SURFACE-ENHANCED RAMAN 
SPECTROSCOPY IN THE STUDY OF CELLS, CELL ORGANELLES AND 
NEUROTRANSMITTER METABOLISM MARKERS

Application of advances in nanomedicine and materials science to medical diagnostics is a promising area of research. 
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is an innovative analytical method that exploits noble metal nanoparticles 
to noninvasively study cells, cell organelles and protein molecules. Below, we summarize the literature on the methods for 
early clinical diagnosis of some neurodegenerative and neuroendocrine diseases. We discuss the specifics, advantages and 
limitations of different diagnostic techniques based on the use of low- and high molecular weight biomarkers. We talk about 
the prospects of optical methods for rapid diagnosis of neurotransmitter metabolism disorders. Special attention is paid to new 
approaches to devising optical systems that expand the analytical potential of SERS, the tool that demonstrates remarkable 
sensitivity, selectivity and reproducibility of the results in determining target analytes in complex biological matrices.
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Fig. 1. Contrasting agents in medical imaging (photos are provided by the authors of this article). A, B. A contrast-enhanced ultrasound scan of the liver with a 
metastatic lesion: A — the arterial phase (14 seconds after the injection of SonoVue), 1 — peripheral enhancement; 2 — no enhancement in the central region; B — the 
gray-scale B-mode. C. A contrast-enhanced MR image of a rat’s spleen (enhancement with iron oxide PEG-shell nanoparticles)

А B

C

*** сокр./мин

In the past 10–15 years, the evolution of nanomedicine 
and materials science made possible by the findings of 
interdisciplinary studies at the interface of chemistry, physics 
and biology has been driven by the challenges of medical 
diagnosis [1–3]. Hopes are high for research into targeted drug 
delivery, theranostics, discovery of therapeutic nanoparticles 
and diagnostic nanomaterials, including contrasting agents 
for scintigraphy, CT, MRI and ultrasonography (Fig. 1). Some 
of them have already been launched onto the market and set 
a new standard for medical imaging. Yet, there is a lot to be 
done, including creation of next-generation biosensing systems 
[1, 2, 4–11]. 

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (or spectroscopy, 
SERS) holds an important place among actively evolving 
noninvasive diagnostic techniques. It is an optical analytical 
modality with record-breaking sensitivity that can be applied 
to the study of nature objects; it is also a unique approach 
to rapid detection assays [12–15]. Because of its underlying 
physical principles, SERS urges development of novel silver- 
and gold-derived nanomaterials with programmable properties. 
Noble metal nanoparticles are highly inert, both chemically 
and biologically, and allow effective control over surface 
plasmon resonance and distribution of externally induced local 
electromagnetic fields (Fig. 2).  Among prioritized applications of 
SERS are nondestructive analysis of biological objects, cells or 
cell fragments [16–22], including red blood cells [16, 17, 23–25], 
bacteria [26–28], viruses [29, 30], stem cells [31, 32], human 
tissue cells in general [33], and cancer cells in particular[34–37]; 
quality control in the pharmaceutical and food industries [38, 
39]; detection and quantification of proteins, peptides, and DNA 

molecules [9, 15, 19–21], low molecular weight biomarkers of 
pathological conditions, and toxic agents [9–11, 36, 40–42]. 
Most research works on SERS conducted recently sought the 
way to introduce SERS into routine practice, proving that SERS 
has a big future in biological and medical diagnostics.

SERS has been around since 1974 [43]. However, it was 
not until 2010–2012 that it gradually came to be extensively 
used for noninvasive analysis of living cells and cell organelles, 
which was dictated by the need for novel nanomaterials 
and instrumental approaches [9, 13, 16–20]. SERS can 
be successfully combined with in vivo bioimaging [44] or 
microfluidic systems [45] that significantly expand the scope 
of its application. SERS has remarkable sensitivity crucial for 
the detection and quantification of trace amounts of analytes, 
down to the level of single molecules. Much anticipated is the 
adoption of SERS for multiplex detection of analytes in complex 
matrices. Indeed, SERS has the necessary potential because 
Raman spectra are determined by the molecular composition of 
an analyte. It means that SERS is capable of identifying analytes 
in complex mixtures based on their molecular fingerprints and 
determining molecular conformations.

Although SERS demonstrates exceptional sensitivity in 
detecting the presence of ultralow concentrations (from nM 
to fM) of analytes in complex matrices, it may not be that 
successful at analyte quantitation. SERS is a spatially localized 
analytical technique: signal enhancement occurs at distances 
less than 10–15 nm from a nanostructured surface and largely 
depends on its texture, condition, size, anisotropy, specifics of 
analyte sorption by nanoparticles, their mutual orientation and 
tendency to aggregate [9]. Therefore, the functional properties 
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of a synthetic nanomaterial are determined by its morphology, 
microstructure and a wide range of physical and chemical 
properties. 

SERS modifications tailored to suit specific needs can be 
further refined to improve the reproducibility, sensitivity and 
selectivity of the method and solve the problem of quantitative 
analysis. Here, an important contribution has been made by the 
study of hot spots — areas of a very strong electromagnetic 
field in the crevices between nanoparticles [9]. Hot spots play 
a significant role in the SERS effect because107–108-fold signal 
enhancement is registered in these particular regions. 

Currently existing approaches to chemical synthesis 
are capable of producing high yields of silver nanoparticles 
(AgNP) different in their size and shape (spheres, tetrahedra, 
decahedra, triangular and hexagonal plates, discs, rods, 
threads, more complex shapes) [9, 46–51]. Physical methods of 
AgNP synthesis include laser ablation, thermal evaporation, arc 
discharge, electron-beam deposition, ion-beam sputtering, ion 
implantation, and different types of radiation. Interestingly, AgNP 
can be synthesized using naturally occurring compounds [52–
55]. Planar structures are traditionally obtained using lithography, 
electrochemical approaches, vapor phase synthesis, chemical 
precipitation, Langmuir–Blodgett films, copolymer micelles, 
inoculation of microsphere surface functionalized with amino 
or thiol groups with preformed nanoparticles, and spraying of 
nanoparticles onto scaffolds, such as cellulose carriers, replica 
surfaces, etc. [9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 25]. The listed trends in SERS 
research aimed at designing reliable SERS-active surfaces, 
sensors and analytical techniques are paving the way for SERS 
applications in biomedical diagnostics. 

Noninvasive diagnostic modalities for biological objects

Among the most interesting SERS applications that are being 
explored at the moment is early detection of trace amounts 
of bioactive molecules in physiological solutions (blood, 
saliva and cerebrospinal fluid). One of the recent advances 
in this field is a method that utilizes a combination of SERS 
and immunoassays exploiting the principle of specific antigen 
binding by a complementary antibody [56]. The use of SERS 
labels in combination with composite materials based on 
microbeads and metal nanoparticles facilitates development 
of targeted immunoassays for highly sensitive detection 
of biomolecules [56–58]. Another important field of SERS 
application is biosensors for analyte quantitation that rely on 
plasmon particles with chemically modified surfaces. As a rule, 
such modifications are achieved by coating the surface with 
a monolayer of functional thiol groups and are necessary for 
the subsequent sorption of analytes and preconcentration [59]. 
This approach enables real-time measurement of glucose levels 
(> 25 Mm, which is close to typical glucose concentrations 
occurring in some physiological fluids) in the presence of 
model plasma proteins (bovine serum albumin) or following 
a long (up to 3 days) contact of a sensor with electrolytes 
taken at physiological concentrations. When subcutaneously 
implanted in experimental animals, SERS-based sensors stably 
demonstrate high accuracy and reproducibility of the results 
over the course of at least 2 weeks; this suggests that such 
sensors have a good potential to be used for in situ monitoring 
of biological processes in living organisms [59]. The use of 
nanostructured surfaces for the study of biological objects may 
have an advantage over other methods because nanomaterials 
ensure the reproducibility of signal enhancment  and allow 
integration of SERS-active substrates into a lab-on-a-chip or 
a microfluidic device. No matter what nanostructures are used 

to study biological objects, there are a few requirements they 
must satisfy, including zero toxicity against cells, chemical and 
morpholoigcal stability in biological fluids and solutions, an 
ability to reliably enhance the SERS signal as much as possible, 
zero interference with biological processes inside the cell and 
confirmations of molecules a sensor has a direct contact with. 

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy is also employed 
in cancer research [60, 61]. SERS-based sensors are capable 
of measuring intracellular redox potential. One of them was 
designed to study oxidative stress in cells; the sensor is 
composed of gold nanobeads enriched in quinones that act 
as redox-sensitive molecules and operates in a range between 
–400 and +100 mV exceeding the capacity of fluorescent 
probes [62]. Another example of a SERS-based sensor is a 
highly selective hybrid nanosensor made of silver nanoparticles 
coated with cytochrome c. It was designed to measure 
concentrations of a superoxide anion radical inside the cell and 
has a detection threshold of 10 nM [63]. Its underlying principle 
is as follows: when an electron is transferred from a superoxide 
anion radical to cytochrome c, the band representing oxidized 
cytochrome c in SERS spectra undergoes a shift to the position 
typical of reduced cytochrome с.

Of interest is the approach based on the use of 
nanostructures functionalized with molecules that do not 
produce an intense SERS spectrum but can specifically bind to 
a biological object whose SERS spectrum is recorded instead. 
This approach can be exemplified by a highly sensitive sensor 
that detects the presence of bacteria in blood [64]. The authors 
of the invention coated gold and silver-gold nanostructured 
composites with vancomycin that can specifically bind to 
gram-positive bacteria. Vancomycin causes deformation of 
the bacterial cell wall promoting aggregation of nanoparticles 
and thereby enhancing the SERS signal. Such nanostructured 
substrates can be used in multifunctional biochips: vancomycin 
can be replaced with other glycopeptides, which will expand 
the range of microorganisms and viruses the system can 
detect. Another team of researchers conducted a number of 
experiments involving the use of glass microcapillaries coated 
with gold nanoparticles that was introduced into the cell [65]. 
Depending on where the capillary was located inside the cell, 
signal enhancement occurred in the nucleus or cytoplasm; the 
emitted spectra reflected the functional state of the cell. Another 
novel method is based on the use of surfaces coated with gold 
nanoparticles and serves to detect a secondary messenger —
an intracellular molecule released in response to stimulation 
of cell receptors and activation of primary effector proteins in 
Сa2+-signaling of NADP [66]. A new approach based on the 
use of gold nanomaterials has been devised to perform highly 
sensitive detection of conformational changes in nucleic acids 
and proteins, as well as cell visualization in vivo [9, 19, 20]. 
Another team of researchers suggest that functionalized gold 
nanoparticles can be used to discriminate between different 
types of lymphocytes and detect leukemic cells [67].

One of the most important areas of SERS research 
covers the possibility of highly selective enhancement of 
the SERS signal from those intracellular molecules whose 
conformation and properties are indicators of their functional 
state and the state of the entire cell in general and individual 
organelles in particular. Among the biomolecules that can be 
conveniently used in basic and applied research are heme 
proteins: hemoglobin (Hb) and cytochromes. It is known that 
heme porphyrins and heme proteins produce a strong and 
highly specific SERS effect [68] determined by the redox 
state of the iron atom, heme conformation and conformation 
of its protein microenvironment. This fact makes it possible 
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Fig. 2. The Ag nanostructured surface for SERS-based analysis. A. An optical microphotograph of silver rings. B. Living red blood cells on the nanostructured surface. 
C. Nanostructured elements of the surface (Ag nanoparticles in the substrate channels, TEM). D. “Sesame seeds” on the nanostructured substrate (SEM). E. SERS 
spectra of red blood cells (1) and mitochondria (2 and 3) on the Ag@SiO

2
 nanocomposite at laser excitation wavelength of 532 nm (1 and 3) and 514 nm (2). For 

convenience, the spectra were normalized to their total intensity. Figures above the spectra indicate the position of peak maxima. The inset plot shows unnormalized 
SERS spectra of mitochondria on the Ag@SiO

2
 nanocomposite at laser excitation wavelength of 514 and 532 nm
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to study mitochondrial cytochromes in cells or organs [9] and 
hemoglobin in whole blood, isolated red blood cells or vascular 
erythrocytes in vivo. There are, however, a few limitations to the 
use of traditional spectroscopy in the study of heme porphyrins. 
For example, oxidized cytochromes produce weak and 
therefore undetectable scattering effects. When studying red 
blood cells, one should bear in mind that SERS spectra can be 
obtained only from cytoplasmic Hb (Hb

cyt
), which constitutes the 

largest proportion of total Hb, but not from membrane-bound 
Hb (Hb

mb
) whose conformation can change in patients with 

blood diseases, hereditary or endocrine disorders (thalassemia, 
hemoglobinopathy, etc.) [69], intoxication, or under extreme 
conditions [70]. In those cases, signal enhancement is caused 
by Hb

mb
 located in close proximity to silver nanostructures. 

Thus, the use of SERS-active nanostructures is indispensable 
in the study of heme proteins and can serve as a basis for rapid 
noninvasive medical testing and screening.

The authors of the present article have proposed a novel 
methodological approach, developed and synthesized 
nanostructured materials with planar architecture and 
Ag

2
SiO

2
 nanocomposites, which allowed them to attain highly 

reproducible and selective enhancement of the SERS signal 
from cytochrome c of a respiratory chain (electron transport 
chain, ETC) of intact, normally functioning mitochondria (Fig. 2 D).
Using the original method, the authors were able to study 
conformational changes and redox properties of cytochrome 
c in intact, normally functioning mitochondria under the 
conditions of modulated ETC activity [9, 18]. The study also 
demonstrated changes in the redox state and conformation 
of cytochrome c heme molecules induced by the inhibition 
of ATP synthase and introduction of protonophore FCCP, 
which causes the uncoupling of electron transport and ATP 
synthesis. The SERS-based analyis involving the use of planar 
silver plasmon structures allowed the authors to estimate the 
changes in the relative concentrations of reduced cytochrome c
in mitochondria and the conformational mobility of cytochrome c 
heme both inside mitochondria and in its isolated state (Fig. 2 D). 
Using intact mitochondria, the authors demonstrated that the 
FCCР protonophore capable of uncoupling electron transport 
and ATP synthesis and oligomycin, which inhibits the ATP 
synthase, produce opposite effects on relative cytochrome c 

concentrations and the mobility of methine bridges in heme 
molecules [18], whereas mutant cytochrome c whose heme 
molecules exhibit increased rigidity enjoys lower conformational 
mobility and functional activity of heme. It is hypothesized that 
conformational changes that cytochrome c undergoes might 
be employed by mitochondria to vary the rate of electron 
acceptance from ETC complex III and electron transfer to 
complex IV. The proposed methodological approach is a 
promising tool for further study of ETC in intact mitochondria. 
Application of SERS-active nanostructures to biomedicine 
necessitates discovery of novel analytical methods for 
integrating nanostructures into a lab-on-a-chip.

Rapid diagnosis of neurotransmission disorders

Neurotransmission is a cornerstone of neural mediation in 
both peripheral and central nervous systems [71]. Among the 
key neurotransmitters are 3 catecholamines (CA): dopamine, 
adrenaline (epinephrine) and noradrenaline (norepinephrine), 
and their metabolites, including vanillylmandelic, homovanillic 
and 5-hydroxyindoleacet acids, metanephrine and 
normetanephrine. CA metabolism is a crucial regulator of 
mental and physical activities: through dopaminergic and 
adrenergic receptors, CA control stress response, psychomotor 
activity, emotions, learning, sleep, and memory [72]. Because 
CA are involved in the pathogenesis of many diseases, they 
are extensively used in pharmacology [73]. Neurotransmission 
disorders are divided into two major groups: neurodegenerative 
diseases accompanied by the progressive loss of neural cells 
and the decline in CA levels (and, naturally, the levels of their 
metabolites) and neuroendocrine diseases characterized by 
increased CA synthesis induced by organic pathology or genetic 
defects of the hypothalamus. Among the most important 
neurodegenerative disorders are Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s 
diseases. The most common neuroendocrine catecholamine-
producing tumors are pheochromocytoma, paraganglioma, 
and neuroblastoma. 

Neuroendocrine tumors pose a serious diagnostic 
challenge: the malignancy is often diagnosed retrospectively, 
in its advanced metastatic stages or during a relapse episode. 
In Russia, over 90% of neurodegenerative disorders are 
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misdiagnosed because their symptoms are confused with the 
signs of aging. Many neurodegenerative disorders are alike 
in their clinical manifestations, which also complicates the 
diagnosis [74]. The most dangerous neuroendocrine diseases 
accompanied by increased CA levels are pheochromocytoma 
and paraganglioma — benign and malignant catecholamine-
producing tumors, respectively. They arise from chromaffin cells 
of the sympathoadrenal system and in 90% of cases occur 
in the adrenal medulla [75]. Carcinoid tumors constitute less 
than 1% of all malignancies and are formed by the cells of the 
diffuse neuroendocrine system; these cells are derived from 
the neural crest during fetal development and later migrate to 
other organs [76]. Another malignant tumor, neuroblastoma, 
produces multiple metastases. The majority of these tumors 
occur in the retroperitoneal space, most commonly in the 
suprarenal glands, mediastinum or neck [77]. 

Dopamine, noradrenaline and their metabolites can be used 
as molecular markers to facilitate the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s and 
Parkinson’s diseases: the onset of the disease can be inferred 
from the decline in their concentrations in biological fluids. It has 
been shown that as the symptoms of Parkinson’s progress, the 
ratio of dopamine to dioxy phenylacetic acid (DOPAA) in urine 
decreases and production of dopamine and dioxyphenylalanine 
(DOPA) declines. The patient develops pronounced deficit of 
catecholamine neurotransmitters (dopamine, noradrenaline 
and serotonin) in the early stages of the disease, accompanied 
by dopamine catabolism which results from increased 
oxidative deamination of this neurotransmitter. However, 
early manifestations of Parkinson’s occur in the backdrop of 
increased dopamine turnover compensating for neural loss. As 
cell degeneration progresses, DOPA levels dwindle, as does the 
dopamine/DOPAA ratio, indicating neurotransmission pathology 
and the lack of monoamine oxidase activity, which suggests 
depletion of resources for CA synthesis. Thus, decreasing 
concentrations of CA in Parkinson’s and their relatively simple 
molecular structure make CA promising biological markers of 
this disease. 

In healthy individuals CA levels are very low (about 1 nM), 
shrinking further in pathology (Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s). In 
blood, CA are quickly oxidized by platelet monoamine oxidases. 
Therefore, CA tests should take no longer than 15 to 30 minutes. 
This poses a certain difficulty and necessitates development of 
rapid specific and sensitive assays for determining CA and their 
metabolites in biological fluids. 

At present, early diagnosis of neurodegenerative 
disorders is facilitated by a variety of neuroimaging modalities, 
including MRI, CT, PET (positron emission tomography), 
SPECT (single-photon emission computed tomography), 
1H-MRS (proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy), EEG 
(electroencephalography), etc. [10, 11]. In recent years, PET 
and SPECT have been adopted to clinical practice to aid the 
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. However, 
the availability of these radionuclide-based imaging techniques 
is largely determined by an arsenal of available labeled 
compounds referred to as radiopharmaceuticals (RP) that are 
administered to the patient before the scan. As a rule, RP used 
in PET are based on bioactive short- (18F) and ultrashort-lived 
(11C, 13N, 15O) positron-emitting radionuclides [10]. SPECT, 
another imaging modality, is instrumental in assessing the 
functional state of brain regions. SPECT can help to differentiate 
between neurodegenerative diseases that have similar clinical 
manifestations but affect different parts of the brain. But 
although neuroimaging is an accurate diagnostic tool for early 
diagnosis of neurodegenerative and neuroendocrine conditions, 
it has no prognostic value in patients with neurotransmission 

disorders. Besides, neuroimaging equipment and consumables 
are expensive, and a patient may not have clear indications for 
the procedure. In spite of high prevalence of neurotransmission 
disorders, neuroimaging is often available only to the residents 
of big cities. Therefore, novel approaches are needed to create 
a rapid, cheap, simple and sensitive system for multiplex 
detection of biomarkers associated with neurological pathology. 

Traditional immunoassays are a simple and available 
diagnostic tool for suspected Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s. 
Neurotransmission biomarkers determined by such assays 
comprise a number of high molecular weight compounds, 
such as β-amyloid, the tau protein, and the phosphorylated 
tau protein, in the first place. Patients with Parkinson’s disease 
accumulate synuclein, whereas patients with Alzheimer’s 
develop senile plagues (protein deposits of β-amyloid). A lot 
of effort has been channeled into the development of novel 
techniques for β-amyloid determination in recent years. 
Distribution of β-amyloid in the body can be studied by 
radioisotope-based instrumental modalities, as well as by 
immunoassays of cerebrospinal fluid [10, 11]. The procedure 
of sample preparation for such assays, however, is too 
complicated and time-consuming. On the whole, even though 
immunoassays for measuring concentrations of biomarkers 
associated with neurodegenerative disorders hold certain 
promise, they have limitations related to the object of analysis 
itself and the structure of diagnostic molecules. Besides, 
concentrations of protein biomarkers can vary depending on 
the age and sex of a patient [10] causing the assay to yield 
false results. Neuroendocrine diseases have their own protein 
biomarkers. For example, chromogranin A (CgA) present in 
chromaffin granules of neuroendocrine cells is a biomarker 
of pheochromocytoma, paraganglioma, neuroblastoma, and 
carcinoid tumors [10, 11]. However, this method cannot reliably 
discriminate between the listed pathologies. Therefore, patients 
with suspected neuroblastoma are tested not only for the 
traditional biochemical markers, but also for neuron-specific 
enolase, ferritin, lactate dehydrogenase, and γ-glutamyl 
transferase [10, 11]. High on the agenda are the search for 
and the study of nonprotein biomarkers, such as CA and their 
metabolites, as well as development of simple selective and 
highly sensitive methods for measuring their concentrations that 
will ensure accurate and reliable diagnosis early in pathology. 

The process of neurotransmission involves inactivation 
of CA and their metabolism. CA are methoxylated in the 
presence of catechol-o-methyl transferase; the reaction 
produces metanephrine and normetanephrine. Besides, CA 
undergo oxidative deamination in the presence of monoamine 
oxidase; the end products of this reaction are vanillylmandelic 
and homovanillic acids [10, 11]. Because the levels of CA 
and their metabolites are different in health and pathology, 
these catecholamines can be used as diagnostic markers 
in basic research and clinical tests. Among the methods 
aiding neuroendocrine or neurodegenerative diagnosis 
based on blood or urine levels of CA or their metabolites, 
chromatography combined with electrochemical detection or 
mass spectrometry (MS) is the most popular [11]. In spite of 
high selectivity, sensitivity and availability of electrochemical 
detectors, its results are poorly reproducible, it is sensitive to 
fluctuations of the mobile phase flow rate, is not free of electrode 
contamination, and imposes strict requirements on the origin 
of the mobile phase. High-performance liquid chromatography 
with electrochemical detection (HPLC-ED) suffers high levels of 
background noise (in comparison with a useful signal), does 
not always have sufficient sensitivity and demonstrates low 
separation efficacy. HPLC-MS is significantly more sensitive 
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to CA and their metabolites but at the same time insufficiently 
rapid and has a few limitations related to the elution of certain 
compounds in dead time, high levels of background noise 
and difficulties with peak resolution [11]. In spite of the vast 
body of accumulated knowledge and the extensive arsenal of 
methods for measuring CA in blood plasma and urine, poor 
reproducibility and resolution coupled with time required for the 
procedure produce a whole lot of diagnostic errors leading to 
ineffective treatment. The solution to this problem may lie in the 
development of electrochemical sensors [78]. In the majority 
of such sensors, indicator electrodes are functionalized with 
pre-synthesized compounds with a certain structure ensuring 
selective detection of CA. These compounds comprise DNA 
fingerprints, polymers, synthetic receptors, nanotubes and 
nanocores modified with organic molecules (polyethyleneimine, 
cyclodextrin, metal complexes) [79–81]. Electrochemical 
methods for CA/CA metabolite determination have average 
sensitivity in the range between 0.01 and 1 µM. Unfortunately, 
the majority of electrochemical analytical methods cannot be 
multiplexed, which limits their application in clinical practice. 

An alternative to the methods described above is 
spectroscopy, its primary advantages being the rate of analysis, 
simplicity, low costs, and in some cases higher sensitivity, as 
compared to its electrochemical or chromatography-based 
counterparts. Fluorescence-based modalities capable of 
detecting CA or their metabolites also hold some promise 
as diagnostic techniques. In the presence of enzymes, such 
as peroxidase [82], CA is oxidized by hydrogen peroxide; 
the end product of their oxidation is a compound capable of 
quenching fluorescence of water-soluble synthetic poly(2,5-
bis(3-sulfonatopropoxy)-1,4-phenylene, disodium salt-alt-
1,4-phenylene). The method exhibits low sensitivity towards 
individual CA types (about 0.1 µM), but can be multiplexed to 
selectively detect catecholamines over other molecules [83]. 
There are detection methods that utilize nanoparticles, including 
F

e
3O

4
-based ones. These nanoparticles are used instead of 

horse radish peroxidase. The principle underlying this approach 
exploits the inhibition of Amplex UltraRed reagent (peroxidase 
substrate) oxidation by CA in the presence of hydrogen peroxide 
and Fe

3
O

4
 nanoparticles. The oxidized Amplex UltraRed emits 

an intense fluorescence signal with 587 nm wavelength at 567 
nm excitation. CA covalently binds to the surface of iron oxide 
(III) nanoparticles and quenches fluorescence of the oxidized 
Amplex UltraRed. Although the sensitivity of the method is high 
(detection threshold of 3 nM), it can only selectively distinguish 
between catecholamines and other molecules but cannot be 
multiplexed [84]. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the majority of 
similar methods is insufficient to allow quantitation of nanomolar 
concentrations of catecholamine, which limits the application of 
such biosensing systems to the analysis of biological objects 
[10, 11].

SERS-based methods are more or less free of the major 
drawbacks associated with other analytical modalities 
employed for the detection of CA and their metabolites, such 
as low sensitivity and low rate of analysis. Unoptimized SERS-
based methods can detect neurotransmitters at concentrations 
ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 М [85], which obviously does not satisfy 
the requirements set for the analysis of biological fluids. A 
solution can be offered by highly sensitive and selective optical 

biosensing SERS-based systems, in which enhancement of 
the SERS signal is achieved through the effect of plasmon 
resonance occurring on a nanostructured surface of a noble 
metal, as described above. In such systems, specificity is 
ensured by capturing SERS signals with 1,500–650 cm-1 
wavelength that provide valuable information about individual 
components of complex matrices. SERS is very sensitive 
even to minor changes in the structure and orientation of 
molecules. Considering its characteristics listed above and a 
weak SERS signal of water, SERS seems to be a promising 
analytical method with very little sample preparation that 
can be applied to complex matrices. Importantly, Raman 
spectroscopy ensures signal enhancement at a broad range 
of excitation frequencies, which allows selecting an excitation 
source that has minimal background autofluorescence and 
causes no damage to the sample. Nevertheless, today SERS is 
only making its first steps into clinical practice as a tool for the 
detection of neurotransmitters [9–11, 86]. Recently, SERS has 
been shown to be a feasible method for dopamine detection at 
concentrations between 1 and 10 mM [87, 88]. Some authors 
have attained better sensitivity of 0.01–0.1 fM. SERS-based 
methods have demonstrated selectivity towards dopamine in 
the presence of ascorbic acid, glucose, L-cysteine, tyrosine, 
catechol, phenylethylamine, and serum albumin [89]. SERS 
can be easily combined with other modalities and improve their 
results. For example, selectivity exhibited by electrochemical 
methods for the detection of neurotransmitters in biological 
fluids is limited in the presence of ascorbic acid whose redox 
potential almost coincides with dopamine potential [90]. Using 
colloidal silver solutions, researchers were able to achieve a 
lower detection threshold of 5 nM [91]. Other authors report 
formation of complexes accompanied by charge transfer 
that can help to attain a stable and intense SERS signal [92, 
93]. There is no doubt that the approaches discussed in this 
article can be optimized further to reach pico- and femtomolar 
detection thresholds, promoting the use of SERS in biomedical 
diagnostics. 

CONCLUSIONS

SERS has a very good potential as a biomedical analytical modality 
that can be applied to complex multicomponent matrices. It 
combines high sensitivity and high selectivity and requires little 
sample preparation. It also breaks ground for novel noninvasive 
multiplex detection of analytes in biological matrices. Further 
evolution of SERS depends on a number of factors. Those 
include research into SERS-active nanostructures focusing 
on their application in the clinical setting and comprehensive 
investigation of properties exhibited by such nanostructures 
in biological fluids and in contact with cells. Development of 
analytical methods with little sample preparation for simple, 
sensitive and selective multiplex detection of neurotransmitters, 
their metabolites or other biological markers in living cells or 
cell organelles holds promise for early diagnosis of various 
pathologies. The authors believe that optical systems for 
multiplex detection of pathology-associated biomarkers in 
biological fluids and cells constitute one of the most promising 
areas of research in clinical diagnostics and can significantly 
improve diagnostic accuracy. 
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Р. Дж. Йохансен1,2, А. А. Бухвостов3, К. В. Ермаков3, Д. А. Кузнецов2,3

МАТЕМАТИЧЕСКОЕ ПРОГНОЗИРОВАНИЕ ПАРАМЕТРОВ 
ОПУХОЛЬ-СЕЛЕКТИВНОГО НАКОПЛЕНИЯ ПАРАМАГНИТНЫХ 
НАНОЧАСТИЦ КЛЕТКАМИ РЕТИНОБЛАСТОМЫ

Ретинобластома — злокачественное новообразование, поражающее сетчатку глаза. Целью работы было разработать 
вычислительный подход к прогнозированию опухоль-специфического накопления наночастиц, высвобождающих 
катионы изотопов двухвалентных металлов (25Mg, 43Ca, 60Co, 67Zn, …) в клетках ретинобластомы человека. Предложена 
математическая модель, основанная на применении уравнения Гомперца и оригинальной версии немарковской 
популяционной динамики. Она основана на факте ярко выраженного дискриминационного распределения 
препарата между злокачественными и «соседствующими» с ними нормальными клетками и различиях в параметрах 
их клеточных циклов. Учтены как фармакокинетические, так и фармакодинамические особенности наночастиц 
PMC16 — порфирин-производных фуллерена C

60
, известных благодаря их уникальным возможностям в отношении 

направленной доставки парамагнитных изотопов металлов в раковые клетки, сопровождающейся существенным 
химиотерапевтическим эффектом. Демонстрируя зависимость от скорости роста опухоли, но не от ее массы в 
стационарной фазе, рандомизированный уровень накопления препарата в клетках ретинобластомы формализован 
как ценный в прогностическом отношении расчетный метод, пригодный для оптимизации проводимых в настоящее 
время доклинических исследований катионообменных наночастиц PMC16. 

Ключевые слова: ретинобластома, парамагнитные цитостатики, нанокатиониты, опухоль-селективное накопление 
наночастиц, математическая модель накопления препарата 
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TOWARDS A COMPUTATIONAL PREDICTION FOR THE TUMOR
SELECTIVE ACCUMULATION OF PARAMAGNETIC
NANOPARTICLES IN RETINOBLASTOMA CELLS

Retinoblastoma is a malignant growth affecting retina. An original combination of modified Non-Markov and Gompertzian 
computational approaches is proven of being a reliable tool for prediction of tumor selective accumulation of the bivalent metal 
isotopes (25Mg, 43Ca, 60Co, 67Zn, …) — releasing nanoparticles in human retinoblastoma cells. This mathematical model operates 
with a starting point of the discriminative drug uptake caused by a gap-like distinction between the neighboring malignant and 
normal cell proliferation rates. This takes into account both pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic peculiarities of PMC16, 
fullerene-C

60
 based nanoparticles, known for their unique capabilities for a cancer-targeted delivery of paramagnetic metal 

isotopes followed by an essential chemotherapeutic effect. Being dependent on a tumor growth rate but not on the neoplasm 
steady state mass, a randomized level of drug accumulation in retinoblastoma cells has been formalized as a predictive 
paradigm suitable to optimize an ongoing PMC16 preclinical research.

Keywords: retinoblastoma, paramagnetic cytostatics, nanocationites, tumor selective nanoparticles uptake, drug accumulation 
mathematical model
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Non-Markov population dynamics

The dynamics under various drug regimens of populations that 
differ in life-cycle parameters is simulated using a computer 
model whose simplest form is given in:

where x(t) is population density at time t, λ is the cell birth rate, 
τ is generation time, and D(t) denotes the environmental process, 
so that D(t) > 0 corresponds to the occurrence of effective 
concentration of the drug in the system. Using this model the 
elimination time of malignant population (T

m
) and that of the 

limiting host population (T
h
) were estimated, and the elimination 

coefficient, Z, measuring the treatment efficacy, was calculated 
according to:

The treatment efficacy is a nonmonotonic function of the 
relation between the cell generation time and the period of drug 
administration, with maximal occurring when the limiting host 
cell cycle length is a multiple of the chemotherapeutic period. 
Analytical results further show that in fully periodic systems 
elimination time, T, is given for τ > δ > τ/2:

Here, δ is the duration of the period in which the drug effective, 
and ω is the period in which the drug dosage is below efficiency. 
The point, τ = δ + ω, is a singular point with T being infinite.

This makes possible to assume that a classical non-
Markovian model of population dynamics [12, 14] is indeed 
an appropriate tool to simulate the NP (PMC16) distribution 
between malignant (fast expanding compartment) and the 
hostile normal cell (slow expanding compartment) pools. 
The above mentioned amphiphilic pharmacophore (PMC16, 
cyclohexyl(C

60
)porphyne-based bivalent metal isotopes 

nanocarrier; Fig. 1) is a suitable probe for our non-Markovian 
simulation since this type of NPs was found capable to manifest 
a clear and sharp cytostatic mode in acute myeloblast leukemia 
and RB cell cultures [1, 5, 6].

A two-compartment model we proposed is fitted to the 
following non-Markovian compatible pharmacokinetics data 
with both inter-specimen and randomized effects on CL, V, 
Q, and V2 corrected to an error best described the pattern 
of residual error [12, 13, 16]. So this our model works out for 
both PMC16 tumor uptake selectivity (fast proliferation caused 

Fig. 1. Structure of PMC16 (cyclohexyl(C60)porphyrin), Me2+ — carrying and 
releasing nanoparticles with the marked membranotropic/amphiphilic properties [1]

Human retinoblastoma (RB) is found to be very sensitive to 
some metal paramagnetic isotopes due their ability to promote 
a so called magnetic isotope effects which, in turn, promotes 
a sharp inhibition of DNA repair in malignant cells along with a 
formation of shorted, and hence DNA repair inconsistent, DNA 
sequences [1–4]. This might be taken as a “hopeful pullout” 
for coming up with a new element in RB chemotherapy based 
on administration of 25Mg2+, 43Ca2+, 60Co2+, 67Zn2+ carrying/
releasing nanoparticles (NPs) once the RB cell does indeed 
overexpresses the DNA Polymerase Beta, a target enzyme for 
the nuclear spin selective DNA repair [1, 5, 6].

These complexes of paramagnetic isotopes with PMC16 
(Fig. 1), a peculiar type of amphiphilic low-toxic NPs, were 
in fact deliberately developed to face a requirement for ion 
transporter applicable in both tumor cell targeting and a 
subsequent intracellular controlled drug release [1, 5]. As a 
sign of such paramagnetic impacts, a significant decrease of 
proliferation rates has been observed in Y79 and WERI-RB-1 
retinoblastoma cell strains [2–4].

According to PubMed statistics, the amount of publications 
on nanoparticles (NPs) for a passive targeted drug delivery has 
been increased in the past 15 years from about 40 (year 2000) 
up to nearly 1,800 (2015) taking the solid tumors research 
only [7]. As per the PMC16 passive targeting which would 
presumably take place in RB engaging preclinical studies, 
a tumor selectivity of anticipated NPs uptake looks rather 
obscure and unpredictable owing to a number of the RB-
marking epigenetic factors [8–10].

A reliable prediction on the rate and extent of NP (PMC16) — 
RB selective accumulation would be no doubt a sort of 
beneficial supplement to anti-RB chemotherapeutic strategies 
proposed for a preclinical trial program. This work is an attempt 
to solve this task by employing a certain arsenal of mathematical 
modeling tools.

Noteworthy, an autonomous trend of computational 
approach has already made an essential contribution to 
preclinical and clinical trial scenaria in oncology and related 
areas [11–17].

METHODS

To proceed the simulation data, the most common drug 
(NP) — cell distribution and the RB/RT cell proliferation 
patterns (Table) [8, 9, 15, 18] were treated using a Sigma 
QXL600 software algorithm in HP9107 (Hewlett-Packard, 
Inc; USA)  and Olivetti Riccetta SL110 (Ing. C. Olivetti & Co.; 
Италия) analytical units adopting a slightly modified Penman–
Dalbreaux probabilistic approximation technique [14, 16] to 
harmonize the output with the population dynamics platforms 
based on both non-Markov [12, 14] and Gompertz [11] 
equation systems.

RESULTS 

Drug toxicity to normal tissues and the emergence of drug-
resistance along with a tumor selectivity in drug (NP) targeting/
accumulation processes are no doubt the major limiting barriers 
on a path to chemotherapy of cancer [5, 6, 8]. A computational 
modeling of cell population dynamics in harshly varying object-
surrounding environment could be applied to chemotherapeutic 
paradigm [7, 14, 17, 18]. In several cases, this approach might 
make a difference for improving responsiveness to the phase-
specific drugs (NPs) taking into account their non-discriminative, 
vector-free (“passive”), distribution within a cell pool consisting 
of neighboring slow and fast proliferating populations.

Z = 1 – Tm/Th .

T = τω/|τ – (δ + ω)| .

x(t) = λ x (t – τ)[1 – D(t)] ,
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Table 1. Population turnover in Y79 and WERI-RB-1 cell lines

Parameter Meaning T, hr Ref

TG
1

Duration of G
1
 phase 8.0 [9, 15]

TS Duration of S phase 7.5 [8, 15]

TG
2
M Duration of G

2
M phase 2.0 [8, 18]

TG
0

Duration of G
0
 phase 3.0 [9, 15]

TApoptosis Duration of the apoptotic phase 4.0 [8, 9]

phenomenon) and a routine pharmacokinetic key points 
prediction.

Inter-specimen covariant models

A. Pharmacokinetic model

    

B. Non-vectoral covariative model

C. Population dynamics model
       
 

D. Population parameters

Gompertzian model

The Gompertz equation based models were already used to 
describe cancer growth dynamics [7, 11, 14], these formalisms 
have been also applied to optimize some therapeutic strategies 
dealing with antiangiogenic [11, 12] and radiation treatment 
[11, 13].

The model is fully deterministic. Cell cycle phases durations 
τφ have been discretized in several elementary age intervals 
α ∈ {1,…, Nϕ }  where Nϕ is an integer such as τϕ = dt • Nϕ. Here 
dt is the time step of the cell cycle model. The cell density nα,ϕ 
at age α in phase ϕ  is governed by:

 

In this equation, ϕ ∈ {G
1
, S, G

2
 M, G

0
, Apoptosis  and α ∈ {1,…,Nϕ}.

Pα,ϕ is the cell density proliferation term in phase at age retrieved 
from the cell cycle model. In these simulations, the intracellular 
and extracellular conditions were identified for cells at the end 
of G

1
 phase.

Furthermore, noting that ∑α,ϕ nα,ϕ is constant, so we can 
sum to obtain an expression for the pressure field of the form:

The computer program starts from an initial distribution 
of neighboring RB and RT cells in each state {α, ϕ}. The 
compupations are performed using a splitting technique. We 
run the cell cycle model for one time-step dt, then retrieve new 
values for nα,ϕ and compute Pα,ϕ. This drives to a system:

 

Applied to the cell division cycle key patterns (Table) represented 
as a non-Markov population dynamics model organized in a 
merry-go-round of subpopulations biologically identified as 
phase (G

1
, S, G

2
 and M), this might be re-formalized as:

along with the initial conditions (ni = 0 )
1≤i≤I

.
Cell death rates in phases are noted dϕ and transition rates 

between phases, assumed to be time-periodic. Ki→i+1
. Phase i 

(1 ≤ i ≤ I) may be one of the classical four G
1
, S, G

2
 and M, 

but also an aggregated phase such as S-G
2
, or even a single 

proliferating phase G
1
-S-G

2
-M, or, on the contrary, a subdivision 

inside a phase, e.g., pre- or post-restriction point in G
1
; the 

equation describes the evolution of the densities ni (t, x) of cells 
having age x at time t in phase i.

The above stated two systems that represent two 
neighboring, fast and slow growing, cell populations are 
physically apart from each other. Hence, in this system of 
equations, function g, which represents anti-tumor drug 
efficacy, is assumed, as is function ʄ  for cytotoxicity:

whereas λ, ν, ɛ
D
, α, B

max
, H, φ

B
, ϒ

B
, D

50
 are positive constants, 

identified on tumor growth curves or from literature data 
[8, 15, 18], or else estimated.

Fig. 2. The NP uptake selectivity prediction in a complete accessibility of 
intracellular ligands. P — [NP] uptaken, units per cell; P

0
  — intracellular initial 

concentration of NP-ligands; K
S
 — Gompertz equation vectoral K; K

1
 — an NP 

uptake steady state constant; K
2
 — an efficient constant of saturation of a cellular 

ligand pool at [NP] → 0.5 P
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K
1

K
2
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The difference of behaviors between these two populations 
of cells (RB-RT pair) with respect to drug response is coded as 
φ

A
 – φ

B
 = 13 hours.

Turning back to the roots, a damped harmonic 
approximation stands for healthy (RT) cell population dynamics:

where

and λ, μ, ɛ
C
, α, β, ϒ,  Z

eq
, F, φ

A
, ϒ

A
, C

50
 are positive constants, 

which, again, were identified on tumor growth curves or from 
literature data [7, 10, 15], or else estimated.

These equations represent drug diffusion and elimination by 
first order pharmacokinetics for concentrations in the plasmatic 
and target cell compartments (P and C), from infusion in the 
general circulation according to the instantaneous drug delivery 
flow i (t) ( Ф representing a “tap on-tap off” function), and health 
tissue homeostasis by a linear system showing a stable focus at 
Z

eq
, A

eq
 = β-1 (ϒ – αZ

eq
), perturbed by the drug cytotoxicity function 

which comes to strengthen the natural self-regulation coefficient α.
So our model, as derived from a Gompertz equations row, 

is completely adequate to the tumor cell population dynamics:

Clearly, this is nothing but the way to represent exchanges 
with quiescent population in a still linear model which normally 
means to exclude feedback from quiescence to proliferation, 
considering quiescence only as a sideway expansion cell tank:

       
 

To emphasize a perspective proclaimed, this our model is to 
reveal the action of a cytostatic drug enhancing the way out 
of proliferating cells with density p(t, x) to quiescent cells with 
density Q (t), the drug target here is ʄ, rate of escape at mitosis 
towards the siding phase Q, ʄ to be enhanced by a cytostatic 
drug.

DISCUSSION

Tumor selective NP uptake. Probability and prediction

As seen from above, a probabilistic prognosis for the RB-
selective NP uptake relates predominantly on a ratio between 
malignant and normal cell proliferation rates while the mass of 
a cancer tissue per se (amount of RB cells) might be practically 
neglected (Fig. 2). This derives from a predictive cell response 
to a rapidly in situ diffusing probe (PMC16) once these Me2+-
nanocarriers arrive to the RB/RT frontier area. In this stochastic 
scenario, however, a cellular lattice is nothing but a peculiarity 
reflecting the target cell specific energy landscape [16, 19] 
which makes the drug trapping probability dependent on the 
EL motion and, therefore, on expanding dynamics of a most 
rapidly growing compartment within a given RB/RT pair (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Probabilistic model for NPs distribution between RB and the neighboring RT cells as a function of the discriminative cell cycle turnover. Z-elimination 
coefficient for malignant and the RB-surrounding normal cells (RT) estimated for the drug efficiency duration time (σ) and the drug-free cell functioning time interval 
(ω). σ is normally distributed within a variation range of σ = σ/10, where remain constant while the inner rate of the “newborn” cell appearance is λ = 2, for a starting 
population size x(0) = 5
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A symbolic blue-red shift in Figures 2 and 3 marks a trend to 
predominant accumulation of NPs in the most faster expanding 
cell tank, RT.

So turning back to a background proceeding probabilistic 
approach [12, 14], a tumor selective accumulation of the 
PMC16-specific probe become predictable due to enormous 
difference between RB and RT growth rates [8–10, 12]. This 
allows a rate–discriminative RT–PMC16 uptake described by 
our model (Fig. 2) working in accordance with:

where K
d
 is an Arnauld-Pitot disclaimer approximation constant 

[16,19].

Paul Ehrlich’s “magic bullet”: dream or nightmare?

Meaning the end of a long lasting post–Virchowian era, a truly 
prophetic outlook stated by Paul Ehrlich back in 1908–1913, 
now well-known as a hope for an infamous magic bullet 
in cellular pathology and pharmacology [8, 17], has been 
eventually adopted within a contemporary drug targeted 
delivery concept [5, 7, 19]. The latter requires a broad variety 
of nanodevices, all sorts of the magic bullets, designed to 
conduct both the towards-a-target navigated drug transfer and 
a consequent in situ controlled drug release [1, 5, 17].

However, a new unclear horizon appears straight in 
front of a marksman equipped with the magic bullet loaded 
“cartridge”. Suppose a reasonable amount of the active drug 
molecules or ions have reached the tumor location border 
due to a perfect delivery performed by some nanocarrier. 

A good shot with the bullet though. Then a tumor selective 
intralization of a drug becomes a rather obscure step in a 
whole pharmacokinetic scenario. Indeed, no matter how 
precise the bullet’s trajectory is, a further distribution of 
NPs between the neighboring malignant and normal tissue 
compartments is the case.

That’s why a predictive model we proposed is in fact 
a promising tool the one might need to come up with the 
trustworthy path/dose/exposition plan to follow and a strategic 
roadmap to observe upfront of experiment.

After all, a direct Schlemm channel drug influx and/or 
the intraocular administration paths, often applicable to RB 
particular case [8], would make this approach not only possible 
but even preferable as well. A numerous holistic impacts, 
ineluctable when the routine parenteral administration paths 
involved, should be therefore minimized or merely neglected as 
long as the RB chemotherapy is in a focus.

CONCLUSIONS

A mathematical model proposed is found sustainable to 
predict a quantitative extent of tumor selective accumulation of 
medicinal nanoparticles in human retinoblastoma cells as long 
as these NPs are amphiphilic and membranotropic agents with 
a marked mode for permeability into the target cell.

The C
60

-fullerene based Me2+ — carrying-n-releasing 
members of PMC16 family fit the above specified requirements. 
So our RB/RT proliferation “rate gap” focused computational 
technique might make a difference in optimization of 
the preclinical research program for these and related 
pharmacophores.

AC = Kd[tgαRB/(tgαRB – tgαRT)] ,
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Г. А. Меерович1,2     , Е. В. Ахлюстина2, И. Г. Тиганова3, Е. А. Макарова4, Н. И. Филипова3, И. Д. Романишкин1, 
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НАНОСТРУКТУРИРОВАННЫЙ ФОТОСЕНСИБИЛИЗАТОР НА ОСНОВЕ 
ТЕТРАКАТИОННОГО ПРОИЗВОДНОГО БАКТЕРИОХЛОРИНА 
ДЛЯ АНТИБАКТЕРИАЛЬНОЙ ФОТОДИНАМИЧЕСКОЙ ТЕРАПИИ

Задача повышения эффективности антибактериальной ФДТ делает актуальными создание и исследование 
фотосенсибилизаторов (ФС) на основе поликатионных синтетических бактериохлоринов. Целью работы было изучить 
в широком диапазоне концентраций фотофизические и антибактериальные свойства наноструктурированного 
ФС на основе тетракатионного амфифильного производного синтетического бактериохлорина 3-Py

4
BСHp

4
Br

4
. 

Наноструктурированную дисперсию ФС получили путем его солюбилизации в 4%-м Kolliphor ELP. Исследование 
интенсивности и формы спектров поглощения и флуоресценции в диапазоне концентраций от 0,001 до 0,2 мМ 
продемонстрировало низкую агрегацию этого ФС во всем диапазоне и высокую эффективность фотодинамической 
инактивации грамположительных бактерий S. aureus и грамотрицательных бактерий P. aeruginosa и K. pneumoniae. 

Ключевые слова: фотосенсибилизатор, катионный бактериохлорин, агрегация, наноструктурированная дисперсия, 
флуоресценция, антибактериальная фотодинамическая терапия
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NANOSTRUCTURED PHOTOSENSITIZER BASED ON A TETRACATIONIC 
DERIVATIVE OF BACTERIOCHLORIN FOR ANTIBACTERIAL 
PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY

Making antibacterial PDT more effective is a task that calls for the development of photosensitizers (PS) based on polycationic 
synthetic bacteriochlorins and subsequent analysis of properties of such photosensitizers. This study aimed to explore 
photophysical and antibacterial properties of the nanostructured PS based on 3-Py

4
BSHp

4
Br

4
, tetracationic amphiphilic 

derivative of synthetic bacteriochlorin. The PS was solubilized in a 4% Kolliphor ELP to obtain its nanostructured dispersion. 
We researched the absorption and fluorescence spectra intensity and profiles, studying concentrations from 0.001 to 
0.2 mM, and found that the aggregation level of the PS in question is low throughout the range investigated while the 
S. aureus (gram-positive) and P. aeruginosa and K. pneumoniae (gram-negative) PD inactivation effectiveness is high. 
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Antibacterial photodynamic therapy (APDT) is a promising 
mode of treatment of localized infection sites: surgical and burn 
wounds, trophic and diabetic ulcers, etc [1, 2]. Unlike antibiotic 
therapy, APDT destroys cells of bacteria without promoting their 
resistance to the treatment [3–6]. Most pathogens, including 
antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria, are susceptible to 
APDT [7]. 

Localized infection sites, infected wounds in particular, 
most often contain Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) Gram-

positive bacteria, Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) 
and Klebsiella pneumoniae (K. pneumoniae) Gram-negative 
bacteria, the strains of which may be resistant to many types 
of antibiotics, cause chronic infections and various dangerous 
consequences for the patients [8].

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria are fundamentally 
different in their structure and sensitivity to drug exposure. 
The cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria is just a minor obstacle 
for most photosensitizers (PS). In Gram-negative bacteria, it 
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has an additional structural element, a 10–15 nm thick outer 
membrane, which is heterogeneous and consists of porin 
proteins, lipopolysaccharide trimers and lipoproteins that 
build an external pseudo-surface of densely packed negative 
charges [9–11]. Such a system prevents the humoral protective 
factors from penetrating and enables resistance to many drugs: 
only relatively hydrophilic compounds with a molecular weight 
below 700 Da diffuse through the porin channels, and as the 
size and weight of the molecules grow, the probability of their 
diffusion into Gram-negative bacteria decreases. Only cationic 
PSs effectively interact with Gram-negative bacteria [10, 11]. 
Cationic PS have another advantage: their highly concentrated 
aqueous compositions (solutions or nanodispersions) can be 
used for sensitization, since the Coulomb repulsion of molecules 
of cationic bacteriochlorins negatively affects their aggregation 
[12] and thus improves the efficacy of the photodynamic 
processes.

While selecting PS for APDT, it is necessary to take in 
account that some bacteria, e.g., P. aeruginosa, can infect 
the tissue up to the depth of 12–15 mm [13], which renders 
conventional antibacterial agents (solutions, ointments, gels) 
and PSs phototoxic only when excited with visible range light 
ineffective. Therefore, proper photodynamic treatment of such 
infected sites requires PSs excited by the light in near infrared 
spectral range, at the wavelengths of 720–850 nm, which 
cover the “biological tissue transparency window”. In this 
connection, derivatives of cationic bacteriochlorins are being 
actively investigated for their potential to be PS in APDT. A 
number of studies are dedicated to researching the properties 
of polycationic derivatives of synthetic bacteriochlorins with 
a molecular weight of 1500–1800 Da; according to their 
results, such PSs are capable of inactivating both Gram-
positive S. aureus bacteria and Gram-negative P. aeruginosa 
bacteria, but the minimum bactericidal concentrations of such 
photosensitizers are quite high (> 6 µM for S. aureus and about 
25 µM for P. aeruginosa) [14].

Increasing the efficacy of APDT is a problem that requires 
development of PSs based on polycationic synthetic 
bacteriochlorins having smaller molecular size and mass. This 
study is aimed at exploring photophysical and antibacterial 
properties of the nanostructured PSs based on 3-Py

4
BСHp

4
Br

4
, 

tetracationic amphiphilic derivative of synthetic bacteriochlorin 
meso-tetra-(1 heptyl-3-pyridyl)-bacteriochlorin tetrabromide.

METHODS

Compared to a derivative described in an earlier study [14], 
tetracathionic amphiphilic derivative of synthetic bacteriochlorin 
meso-tetra-(1-heptyl-3-pyridyl)-bacteriochlorin tetrabromide 
3-Py

4
BCHp

4
Br

4
, is less lipophilic and has the molecule of 

a smaller radius. The derivative was synthesized by meso-
tetra-(3-pyridyl)-bacteriochlorin alkylation with heptyl bromide 
in nitromethane in an inert atmosphere. The nanostructured 
dispersion of 3-Py

4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 was obtained through its solubilization 

in 4% Kolliphor ELP (BASF; Germany). Measurements taken 
with Zetasizer Nano Series ZS 3600 (Malvern Panalitical; UK) 
put the hydrodynamic size of nanoparticles within 12–14 nm.

We used Hitachi U-3410 dual-beam spectrophotometer 
(Hitachi; Japan) to study PS absorption in the concentration 
range of 0.001–0.1 mM and LESA-01-Biospec spectrum 
analyzer (BIOSPEC; Russia) to study the spectral-fluorescent 
properties. 532 nm laser was used to excite the fluorescence; 
this wavelength belongs to the bacteriochlorin derivative's 
Q2 band. To study the features of the spectral band shape 
we investigated spectral-fluorescent properties of the PS in 

cuvettes of various lengths (1 mm and 10 mm) and normalized 
its fluorescence spectral intensity to the fluorescence band 
maximum (reduced spectral maximum to 1). Thus, when 
analyzing the spectra, we could separate changes associated 
with reabsorption from those resulting from aggregation.

To measure the luminescence lifetime of aqueous 
compositions of the studied PSs, we used a time-resolved 
spectrometer. The spectrometer consisted of Picosecond 
Light Pulser PLP-10 (Hamamatsu; Japan), a fiber output pulse 
laser emitting 65 ps pulses at 637 nm; Jarrell-Ash fiber input 
polychromator (Division of Fisher Co; USA); Semrock LD01-
785/10-12.5 optical filter (Semrock Inc; USA) at the input, 
which filtered out light outside of the bacteriochlorin derivatives 
luminescence band and minimized background noise. The 
resulting signal was approximated by the sum of several 
exponentials.

We used S. aureus 15, P. aeruginosa 32, K. pneumoniae 
1556 clinical isolates to study the process of photoinactivation 
of planktonic bacteria. The bacteria were grown in LB nutrient 
broth or on 1% LB agar (Difco; USA). To determine the minimal 
bactericidal concentration (MBC) of PS applicable to plankton 
cultures, we incubated them with PS for 30 minutes and irradiated 
at the light energy density of 20 J/cm2 (standard conditions). 
The initial titer of bacteria was 1 • 108 CFU/ml (Colony Forming 
Units per ml). The PS dilution pattern was double, starting at 
1 mM. After incubation, the bacterial suspension was centrifuged 
for 5 min at 7000 rpm in the Eppendorf laboratory centrifuge 
(Eppendorf; Germany), PS removed, bacteria resuspended in 
saline; then the suspensions of each concentration, as well as 
the PS-free control samples, were poured into wells of the two 
96-well flat-bottomed plates, 100 µl in each well. One plate 
was used for the irradiation experiment, the other served as a 
dark control.

SFD-M-760 LED source (ANO MIKEL; Russia) emitting at 
760 nm (wavelength at maximum) and 35 nm FWHM was used 
for irradiation purposes. The power density was 22–25 mW/cm2; 
irradiation lasted for 20 minutes. To control the power density, 
we used Coherent labmax (Coherent; USA) diaphragm laser 
power meter.

After irradiation, 50 µl of suspension from each well were 
added to LB agar Petri dishes, then incubated in the dark 
at 37 °C for 20 h. Examining the dishes, we looked for the 
samples that gave no growth, registered the corresponding PS 
concentrations and took the smallest of them as MBC.

RESULTS 

By studying the dependence of 3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 absorption 

on its concentration in the nanodispersion, we aimed to 
evaluate the severity of the aggregation process. The operating 
absorption band of 3-Py

4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 has a narrow spectral 

contour; its FWHM is about 22 nm, maximum at approximately 
760 nm. According to the research, in contrast to polycationic 
phthalocyanines, there are no expressed signs of aggregation 
in the absorption spectra of the 3-Py

4
BСHp

4
Br

4
 dispersion 

[15]: the shape of the absorption spectrum does not change 
as the concentration grows; the dependence of optical 
density on molar concentration is linear (Bouguer law satisfied) 
and consistent with the extinction values determined at low 
concentrations (Fig. 1).

To confirm the assumption that the studied PS shows low 
aggregation capabilities, we studied the spectral-fluorescent 
properties of its nanodispersion, focusing on the shape and 
intensity of fluorescence spectra, as well as radiative lifetime 
of the excited 3-Py

4
BСHp

4
Br

4
 at high and low concentrations.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of 4% Kolliphor ELP 3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 dispersion absorption on its concentration
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Fig. 2. Normalized fluorescence spectra of 3-Py
4
BСHp

4
Br

4
 dispersions, various concentrations (spectra 1, 2 — 0.005 mM; spectra 3, 4 — 0.05 mM) and lengths of 

cuvettes (spectra 1, 3 — 1 mm; spectra 2, 4 — 10 mm)

The analysis of the PS fluorescence spectra shows that 
increasing the cuvette length from 1 to 10 mm at low (0.005 mM) 
concentrations does not affect the shape of the spectral 
contour (Fig. 2, spectra 1, 2) and leads only to an insignificant 
(0.3 nm) shift of the spectrum maximum due to reabsorption. 
The fluorescence band remains narrow (27 nm).

At high (0.05 mM) concentrations that approximately 
correspond to the PS concentrations in blood plasma 1 hour 
after intravenous administration, reabsorption causes a long 
wavelength shift of the fluorescence band spectrum maximum 

that depends on the length of the cuvette: 1.5 nm in the cuvette 
1 mm long, 3.4 nm — in a cuvette 10 mm long. The half-width of 
the fluorescence band also grows (by 1.1 nm in a 1 mm cuvette, 
by 4.3 nm in a 10 mm cuvette), but the shape of the spectral 
contour does not change, no additional bathochromically and 
hypsochromically shifted peaks appear there.

Studying the radiative lifetime with the help of the approach 
described earlier [16], we discovered two components. In 
water-based experiments, the dominant component has the 
average lifetime of 2.8 ns; its share is approximately 86%. In 

Fig. 3. Dependence of integral fluorescence intensity of 3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 aqueous compositions on their molar concentration: 1 — in water; 2 — in blood plasma
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Bacteria S. aureus P. aeruginosa K. pneumoniae

MBC, μM 0.2 6.2 3.1

Table. 3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 MBC values, standard conditions (incubation time 0.5 h, exposure dose 20 J/cm2)
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experiments with blood plasma, where aggregation is reduced, 
the dominant component has the average lifetime of about 
2.9 ns, and its share is almost 100%.

The dependence of dispersion's integral fluorescence 
intensity on PS concentration is close to being linear up to 
0.03 mM (Fig. 3); at higher concentrations, it becomes sublinear. 
The dependence pattern is the same for the 3-Py

4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 

composition in blood plasma. Furthermore, the shape of the 
curves remains almost unchanged, although the fluorescence 
intensity in blood plasma is 1.3–1.4 times higher than that in 
water. 

Table below contains the discovered MBCs of 3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 

at standard conditions.

DISCUSSION

Investigating absorption of the studied PS, we found that 
its aggregation values are low in the considered range of 
concentrations [15], shape and half-width of the absorption 
band spectrum therein do not change, and the absorption itself 
linearly depends on the concentration.

Analysis of the fluorescence band shape changes 
associated with increased concentrations and cuvette 
lengths allows an assumption that the main reason behind 
the phenomenon observed at higher concentrations of the 
researched PS is reabsorption, and contribution of aggregation, 
which also occurs, is insignificant. This is also backed by the 
investigation of radiative lifetime of the excited PS based on 

3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 and dependence of the fluorescence intensity 

on concentration of 3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 in dispersion, especially in 

blood plasma [17–21].
These data lead to a conclusion that the efficacy of 

photodynamic processes at high concentrations of 3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 

will not deteriorate, which allows using 3-Py
4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 

nanodispersions of such concentrations as sensitizers in APDT.
Compared to the previously described PSs based on 

cationic bacteriochlorins [14], 3-Py
4
BСHp

4
Br

4
 offers significantly 

lower MBC values for Gram-positive S. aureus bacteria and 
Gram-negative P. aeruginosa bacteria in plankton state. 
The MBC for Gram-negative K. pneumoniae bacteria are 
also low.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the research show that tetracationic PS based 
on the synthetic amphiphilic derivative of 3-Py

4
BСHp

4
Br

4
 

bacteriochlorin, the molecular size and weight of which are 
smaller, can photodynamically inactivate Gram-positive S. aureus, 
Gram-negative P. aeruginosa and K. pneumoniae bacteria. 
Investigation of photophysical properties of the PS in a 
wide range of concentrations revealed its low aggregation 
capability in water and blood plasma. The studies conducted 
allow a conclusion that the PS based on a nanostructured 
3-Py

4
BCHp

4
Br

4
 is promising as a component of protocols 

of photodynamic treatment of localized infections by Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria.
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П. Б. Курапов1     , Е. Ю. Бахтенко2

НАНОЧАСТИЦЫ ЗОЛОТА ДЛЯ ДИАГНОСТИКИ И ТЕРАПИИ 
ОНКОЛОГИЧЕСКИХ ЗАБОЛЕВАНИЙ

Химическая стабильность, низкая токсичность, относительная простота методов синтеза и модификации наночастиц 
(НЧ) золота способствуют их использованию в различных областях биомедицины, таких как диагностика in vitro, адресная 
доставка лекарств, фототермическая и фотодинамическая терапия. Высокое соотношение площади поверхности к 
объему этих НЧ существенно облегчает создание на их основе комплексных наноплатформ, используемых сразу в 
нескольких терапевтических и диагностических направлениях. Уникальные электрические и оптические свойства НЧ 
золота, известные как локализованный поверхностный плазмонный резонанс особенно актуальны для диагностики 
различных заболеваний. Рассмотрены основные методы синтеза и модификации НЧ золота, в частности методами 
«зеленой химии», фармакологические аспекты их применения и использования в качестве диагностических агентов. 
По нашему мнению, именно благодаря своим уникальным свойствам наноплатформы для адресной доставки 
лекарственных препаратов и тераностики, созданные на основе НЧ золота, имеют неоспоримые преимущества перед 
другими типами наночастиц.

Ключевые слова: наночастицы золота, нанодиагностика, нанотерапия, адресная доставка лекарственных средств, 
тераностика, онкология 
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GOLD NANOPARTICLES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CANCER 

Due to chemical stability, low toxicity, and relative simplicity of synthesis/modification techniques, gold nanoparticles (NP) enjoy 
a wide range of biomedical applications, including in vitro diagnostics, targeted drug delivery, contrast-enhanced radiation 
therapy, and photothermal therapy. The high ratio of the gold NP surface area to their volume facilitates design of complex 
nanoplatforms for various therapeutic and diagnostic purposes. Unique electrical and optical properties of gold NP known as 
surface plasmon resonance assist medical diagnosis. In this work we look at the basic methods for gold NP synthesis and 
modification, including the so-called green chemistry, talk about the pharmacological aspects of their application and highlight 
their potential as diagnostic agents. We believe that due to their unique properties, gold-based nanoplatforms for targeted drug 
delivery and theranostics have indisputable advantages over other nanoparticles.
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The use of gold nanoparticles (NP) in biomedicine was 
pioneered in the study investigating the possibility of direct 
microscopic visualization of Salmonella surface antigens using 
antibodies conjugated to colloidal gold [1]. That study gave rise 
to an independent field of scientific knowledge focusing on the 
applications of gold NP in biomedical research, diagnostics, 
biosensors, photothermal and photodynamic therapy, as 
well as targeted delivery of pharmaceutical drugs or genetic 
material [2].

The interest in gold NP has been growing ever since, 
yielding an increasing number of publications every year (Fig. 1). 

Gold NP can be categorized into two major groups based 
on their structure and application. The first group comprises 
NP conjugated to molecules that have various functions and 
properties. Such platforms are employed in the targeted 
delivery and controlled release of tumoricidal agents [3], locally 

induced hyperthermia against cancer [4], medical imaging, 
and sensor design [5]. It is important that methods for gold NP 
synthesis should be robust and reliable and the surface of the 
synthesized particles could be effortlessly modified. Today, gold 
NP from this group can be functionalized with oligonucleotides, 
peptides and polyethylene glycol. 

The second group consists of hollow NP with a dielectric or 
magnetic core and a gold shell. These are used to encapsulate 
therapeutic agents. The size of gold NP varies from 20 to 
500 nm, which facilitates their biodistribution following passive 
targeted delivery. Advantageously, these multilayer particles are 
polyfunctional: their functions are distributed between the core 
and the shell. 

Gold NP are characterized by increased absorption and 
scattering cross-sections; their absorption spectra depend on 
their shape and size. Au0 nanospheres of 10–25 nm in diameter 
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Fig. 1. The number of research articles on the use of gold NP in biomedicine published between 2002 and 2017 (figures provided by PubMed.com)
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absorb light at 520 nm, whereas gold nanorods absorb in the 
near infrared region of the spectrum. This can assist in vivo 
diagnosis and further treatment. 

Modified gold NP are lowly immunogenic and highly 
biocompatible. Particles sized 10–22 nm can serve as carriers 
for vaccine delivery [6]. It has been demonstrated that Au0 NP 
enhance the immune response in vivo, especially against viral 
infections, such as tick-borne encephalitis, HIV and hepatitis B.

Unique electrical and optical properties of gold NP and their 
ability to form stable complexes with biomolecules are actively 
exploited in biosensor design. For example, Au0 nanoparticles 
encapsulated in graphene oxide were used to design a DNA 
biosensor for the detection of biomarkers, including proteins 
found on the surface of breast cancer cells. 

It is known that inflammation causes elevated blood 
plasma levels of C-reactive protein of humans. In clinical 
practice, this protein serves as a marker of many pathologies, 
including cardiovascular disorders [7, 8]. A novel sensor for the 
electrochemical detection of troponin I (a specific biomarker 
of myocardial tissue injury) in the blood plasma is based on 
capturing the signal emitted by Au0 NP localized on the 
electrode surface [9].

Methods for gold NP synthesis

Gold NP can be synthesized using two major techniques: 
dispersion and condensation. Dispersion occurs as a result 
of applying a high-voltage electrical current or a similar 
destructive physical force to the metal. Condensed gold NP 
are synthesized from ions of gold salts by chemical reduction 
or following mild physical stress (radiolysis, sonication, etc.) [2]. 
Dispersion yields heterogeneously sized particles. Because 
of this major drawback, condensation remains the preferred 
method for gold NP synthesis. 

Au0 NP obtained through condensation are colloidal particles 
of 5 to 20 nm in diameter derived from gold halides, such as 
hydrogen tetrachloroaurate produced as gold is dissolved in 
aqua regia. Among the chemical reducing agents used for 
condensation are sodium citrate and borohydride, ascorbic 
and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acids, and alkaline solutions 
of hydrogen peroxide. Ultra-dispersed sols of 2–3 nm in 
diameter are synthesized from sodium or potassium 
thiocyanates.

The rate of NP synthesis depends on the concentration 
of the reagents and the chemical composition of the reducing 
agent. A low rate of nucleation and a high rate of particle 
condensation yield relatively small quantities of big particles. At 
a low rate of condensation, small particles are likely to form in 
large quantities. 

Gold 8–120 nm-sized NP for medical applications are 
usually synthesized by reducing hydrogen tetrachloroaurate 
in the presence of sodium citrate; the method was originally 
proposed to fabricate NP of 20 ± 1.5 nm in diameter [10]. Large 
gold NP of > 80 nm in size can be synthesized by condensation 
using isoascorbic acid as a reducing agent and gum arabic as 
a protective colloid.

Monodisperse gold NP sols are sometimes synthesized 
using two-phase techniques. In the first step, metal-containing 
reagents are transferred from an aqueous to an organic phase 
(hexane, toluene); in the second step, solutions of surfactants 
and a reducing agent (butanol) are added to the reaction mixture. 
The surface of nanoclusters is capped with hexadecylamine. 
Its amino groups interact with the metal surface in such a 
way that nonpolar hydrocarbon tails remain outside the
surface [11]. 

The size and shape of gold nanoparticles are affected, 
among other things, by the type of a reducing agent used for 
their synthesis. For example, sodium citrate and hydrogen 
peroxide will yield spheres, whereas hydroxylamine will produce 
cubic crystals with well-shaped facets [12]. 

 NP are stabilized with thiols and disulfides. High affinity of 
sulfur to gold promotes formation of a gold thiolate monolayer 
on the surface of the particles. Gold halides can be reduced 
using both chemical and physical methods; the latter include 
exposure to ultrasound, ultraviolet and infrared ionizing 
radiation, laser photolysis and electrochemistry. The NP yielded 
by these methods do not have any trace amounts of chemical 
reagents of their surface. 

The use of microorganisms, cells of plants, animal or 
humans has given rise to a unique, advanced biotechnological 
approach to the synthesis of gold NP relying on the principles 
of “green chemistry” [13, 14]. Interestingly, green chemistry 
techniques are hardly ever used for the synthesis of other 
NP types.

A recently published review takes a close look at the 
application of plant extracts in the synthesis of metal NP [15]. 
Plants contain bioactive compounds, such as flavonoids, 
phenols, citric and ascorbic acids, polyphenols, terpenes, 
alkaloids, and reductases, that can act as reducing agents [16]. 
Biotechnological production of NP has certain advantages over 
chemical methods due to the ability of plant extracts to play 
the role of both reducing and stabilizing/isolating agents (see 
the Table).

Plants produce NP intra- and extracellularly [23]. To 
stimulate intracellular biosynthesis of NP, plants should be 
grown in organic media or on metal-enriched soils (cell/tissue 
engineering, hydroponics) [24]. Extracellular methods of NP 
synthesis rely on leaf extracts [25]. Biotechnologically produced 
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Table. Plant extracts for the synthesis of gold NP

Common name 
of plant

Latin name 
of plant

Part of plant used 
for extract preparation

Gold NP diameter, nm References

Rose geranium Pelargonium graveolens Leaves 45 [17]

Lemon verbena Lippia citriodora Leaves 36 [17]

Garden sage Salvia officinalis Leaves 29 [17]

Pomegranate Punica granatum Fruit 32 [17]

Dragonhead Dracocephalum kotschyi Leaves 11 [18]

Cinnamon Cinnamomum zeylanicum Leaves 25 [19]

Pomelo Citrus maxima Fruit 15–35 [20]

Black cherry Prunus serotina Flowers 10–20 [21]

Date palm Phoenix dactylifera Pollen 20–50 [22]

gold NP have various sizes and shapes: spheres, rods, cubes, 
and triangles.

A simple, cost-effective and reproducible technique for the 
synthesis of almost monodisperse gold nanocubes of 20 nm in 
diameter is based on the use of extracts derived from fresh or 
dried mango (Mangifera indica) leaves. It takes only 2 minutes 
to fabricate such NP by adding the leaf extract to the solution 
of HAuCl

4
•3H

2
O; importantly, the colloid remains stable for over 

5 months. Smaller and uniformly distributed particles can be 
obtained from a dried leaf extract of the same plant [26].

The size of NP synthesized by green chemistry techniques 
depends on what extract is employed as a reducing and 
stabilizing agent. The olive leaf extract yields Au0 NP of 50–
100 nm in size; the geranium extract, about 12 nm; white 
willow seeds, 50–80 nm [26]. Production of gold NP can be 
assisted by pollen, seed, flower, bark, and root extracts [27]. 
Another method of NP synthesis relies on chitosan that acts as 
a reducing and stabilizing agent. Positively charged chitosan-
containing particles help to mitigate the adverse effects of the 
chemotherapy drug 5-fluorouracil [28].

Au0 nanospheres are a product of HAuCl
4
 reduction 

in colloidal solutions. At the first stage of synthesis, the 
rapid reduction of hydrogen tetrachloroaurate results in a 
supersaturated gold solution. Then reduction slows abruptly 
and the new phase condensates producing very small NP 
nuclei of less than 2 nm in diameter. The rate of nucleation 
in the new phase is determined by the degree of saturation 
of the solution and the concentrations and chemical structure 
of the reducing agent. At a low rate of nucleation and a high 
rate of condensation, a small amount of relatively large particles 
is produced. Higher rates of nucleation and smaller rates of 
condensation are more likely to yield large quantities of small NP.

Nonspherical colloidal gold NP are synthesized on hard 
silica or aluminum oxide matrices under artificially created 
anisotropic conditions by electrochemical methods [29]. 
Nanorods are synthesized on soft matrices (micellar solutions 
of surface-active agents) through chemical reduction. 

The last few years have witnessed a rapid evolution of 
nanomedicine involving the use of ultra-small NP with a 
diameter of less than 6 nm. Gold nanorods with a diameter 
of < 6 nm have the same electrical and optical properties as 
their large counterparts, but are devoid of their flaws which is 
important for biomedical applications [30]. Gold nanothreads 
are thermally derived from gold NP adsorbed on the surface of 
nanotubes. Tubular gold nanothreads with an external diameter 
of 10 nm can be obtained by thermally removing residual 
nanotubes. DNA molecules can also be used as a matrix for 
nanothread synthesis. 

Spherical gold nanoshells consist of a dielectric nucleus 
of 100 nm in diameter coated with a thin layer of gold. The 

optical properties of such particles can be tuned by varying 
the diameter of the nucleus and the thickness of the shell. 
Gold nanoshells hold great promise for biomedical research, 
diagnosis and therapy. One of the methods for nanoshell 
fabrication consists of 4 major steps: first, spherical silica cores 
are synthesized and then their surface is functionalized with 
amino groups onto which gold particles are absorbed [31]. 

The physical and chemical properties of synthesized 
NP and their average diameter and shape are traditionally 
controlled and measured by electron microscopy and 
spectrophotometry. The NP size can also be assessed by laser 
correlation spectroscopy (dynamic light scattering). Differential 
centrifugation, scanning/atomic force microscopy, small/wide 
X-ray scattering, X-ray diffraction analysis, mass spectroscopy, 
and other methods are less common.  

Methods for gold NP surface modification 

Adsorption and hemadsorption are two major methods for 
Au0 NP surface modification. Adsorption of biomolecules onto 
the NP surface facilitated by hydrophobic and electrostatic 
interactions stabilizes nanoparticles. A strong negative charge 
of the gold NP surface ensures stable adsorption of a wide 
range of high molecular weight compounds. 

Biocompatibility of Au0 NP can be improved by 
functionalizing their surface with coatings, layers, and linkers. 
The same strategy is employed for creating diagnostic 
or therapeutic platforms. At the molecular level, surface 
modifications are required to confer specificity, sensitivity and 
biological compatibility to the nanoparticles.

Gold NP are capable of interacting with immunoglobulins, 
lectins, enzymes, hormones, lipoproteins, etc. As carriers, 
they have numerous advantages over other platforms. Gold 
NP improve the solubility of therapeutic agents and protect 
them from deterioration on the way to the target. Gold NP 
can actively or passively accumulate in the target organ and 
enable controlled release of the carried drug. Their magnetic 
and photothermal properties expand the arsenal of therapeutic 
techniques that can be applied to a patient and reduce the 
toxicity of a carried drug ensuring the desired therapeutic effect 
at lower drug doses.

Methods for Au0 NP surface modifications can be covalent 
and noncovalent. Advantageously, noncovalent methods 
do not require a therapeutic agent to be modified, too, 
and ensure easy release of the drug from a carrier, which is 
a prerequisite for successful therapy. Charged or hydrophilic 
groups accumulated on the surface of nanostructures increase 
their solubility and facilitate interactions with biomolecules. 
Amphiphilic polymer coatings also improve the solubility of 
the complex, promote nonspecific interactions with biological 
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macromolecules, increase compatibility of the nanostructures 
with proteins and their affinity to cell membranes. Polyethylene 
glycol coatings enhance the efficacy of NP uptake by body 
cells, prevent NP aggregation in the medium characterized 
by high ionic strength and increase their circulation time in the 
blood stream.

Surface-modified Au0 NP demonstrate an improved 
ability to penetrate blood vessel walls and cell membranes. 
Nanoparticles interact with therapeutic agents and reduce their 
cytotoxicity. The most common method for gold NP surface 
modification is thiolation by bifunctional thiols, whose additional 
functional group allows them to conjugate to biomolecules. The 
surface of gold NP can be stabilized with modified dextran. The 
appeal of such structures is grounded in their ability to reversibly 
change their properties depending on the temperature or pH of 
the environment. 

Modification of gold nanostructures by self-assembled 
monolayers or complex molecular aggregates is described in 
detail in a number of works [32]. Also, there is a plethora of 
functional molecular linkers, including aryl diazonium salts, that 
can be used to modify the surface of gold NP [33, 34]. 

Gold nanoparticles in diagnostics and therapy 

Aurotherapy of arthritis was first attempted in 1929. Its underlying 
mechanism is based on the ability of gold compounds to 
inhibit macrophages in vivo and suppress pathological immune 
response.

Gold nanorods actively absorb in the near infrared spectrum 
for which the human body is relatively transparent. Therefore, 
they are ideal for photothermal therapy (selective destruction 
of pathogens by heating). For example, gold NP complexes 
with antibodies can kill intracellular Toxoplasma gondii that 
causes toxoplasmosis. Antibodies allow NP to selectively bind 
the target.  Exposed to laser radiation, NP get heated inducing 
death of up to 83% of toxoplasma cells. 

Until recently, gold NP were not used in cancer research. An 
increased interest in these particles is evoked by their unique 
optical and electronic properties (surface plasmon resonance) 
that can revolutionize the approaches to the diagnostics 
and treatment of cancer. Theranostic platforms combining 
diagnostic and therapeutic functions enable control over 
patients’ response to treatment [35].

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EFGR) expressed 
on the surface of many cancer cells can be exploited as a 
diagnostic marker in the treatment of malignancies. The 
selective effect of gold NP on tumor tissue may be explained 
by the specifics of tumor architecture and growth. Cancer 
cells grow rapidly forming gaps between each other and 
fenestrations on their surfaces. This phenomenon is referred 
to as enhanced permeability and retention, EPR. It allows NP 
to easily penetrate a cancer cell. Increased acidity inside the 
cancer cell is also a beneficial factor aiding targeted and timely 
release of therapeutic agents into the lesion. 

Once gold NP have bound to their target, the affected 
organ is irradiated with low-energy infrared laser beams. This 
energy is absorbed by the nanoparticles, which emit ultrasound 
and thermal waves in response. The emitted ultrasound waves 
lay the basis for the photoacoustic imaging of malignancies 
whereas the produced heat kills cancer cells (photothermal 
therapy). Locally induced hyperthermia stimulates targeted 
release of drugs entrapped in a gold capsule [36].

Photoacoustic imaging can be performed with gold 
nanorods. But the best therapeutic effect is achieved by 
using star-shaped gold NP sized 25 nm with 5–10 sharp-

tipped branches. Owing to the large surface area of such NP, 
increased amounts of a therapeutic agent can be loaded onto 
the “star” whose shape stimulates light absorption and ensures 
targeted drug delivery.

Biocompatible gold NP functionalized with molecules that 
can selectively interact with cancer cells are an ideal tool for 
hyperthermia-based therapy against cancer [37]. 

Inhibition of metastases with gold nanoparticles 
by increasing the rigidity of nuclear membranes 
of cancer cells

As the tumor grows, its cells migrate to neighboring tissues and 
organs forming metastases. Therefore, curbing their metastatic 
spread is a critical clinical task. Au0 HP modified with ligands 
consisting of L-arginine, glycine and L-aspartic acid (RGD 
peptide) and nuclear localization signal (NLS) peptides were 
used to design a drug that increased the rigidity of nuclear cancer 
cell membranes. It stimulated overexpression of A/C lamin 
proteins and reduced the ability of cancer cells to metastasize. 
Free RGD peptide is often employed in cell biology research 
and biotechnology as it is capable of inhibiting intercellular 
interactions [38]. Inhibiting the spread of metastases leaves a 
doctor and a patient more time to fight cancer [39].

Gold NP as platforms for molecular diagnostics 
and therapy of cancer

In clinical practice, diagnosis and treatment do not take place 
simultaneously. Theranostics is a combination of the two 
comprising an entire range of medical services from early 
diagnosis to therapy to follow-up observation. Theranostics 
involves the use of targeted therapy and diagnostic tests based 
on the so-called nanoplatforms and has an important role in 
oncology.

Au0 NP-based platforms have certain advantages over 
other carriers due to their unique optical characteristics, high 
efficiency of photothermal conversion and a high value of X-ray 
absorption coefficient. The energy absorbed by the particle is 
partly emitted as scattered light and partly turns to heat. Thus, 
gold NP find their application in both diagnostics and treatment 
based on optical hyperthermia. By tuning the shape of NP, one 
can vary their analytical and therapeutic parameters. 

Some authors have demonstrated that gold NP sized about 
13 nm are ideal for theranostics. They are potent contrasting 
agents for CT and X-ray modalities and can be successfully 
used to create theranostic platforms [40–42]. 

Photothermal therapy

Conventional chemotherapy is a systemic treatment that 
affects every organ. Chemotherapy drugs have serious adverse 
effects. Au0 NP are a suitable material for biocompatible 
and highly effective photothermal platforms that can absorb 
and convert near infrared light to heat causing a local rise in 
temperature, which destroys cancer cells. This phenomenon is 
known as optical hyperthermia [43]. 

Chinese researchers have designed unique theranostic 
nanoplatforms capable of simultaneous detection and killing of 
cancer cells. The hollow gold NP components of the platforms 
contain iron oxide that has paramagnetic properties; the surface 
of these NP is functionalized with antibodies against some 
cancer cells. The NP are administered to a patient by injection. 
Their migration to organs and tissues can be monitored by 
CT thanks to the properties of iron oxide. Heated by infrared 
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light, the NP localized in the tumor destroy cancer cells (the 
phenomenon of optical hyperthermia, see above) [44]. 

Another type of nanoplatforms was created based on 
the traditional anticancer drug doxorubicin and gold NP 
encapsulated in heat-sensitive liposomes. This nanoplatform 
combines a thermal tumoricidal effect with the effect produced 
by doxorubicin that is released directly into cancer cells 
following their irradiation with infrared light. The concentration 
of the drug in the tumor increases as the liposome membrane 
degrades [45].

So far, two gold-based intravenous drugs (AurImmune™ 
and AuroLase™) have been approved for clinical use [46, 47]. 

The therapeutic effect of Au0 NP is based on the narrowing 
of blood vessels that supply nutrients to the tumor and inhibiting 
angiogenesis in the affected organs and tissues. Normally, 
angiogenesis is moderately intensive. It is stimulated when 
tissue needs regenerating, in thrombosis and inflammation, 
scarring and other regenerative processes; it is also vital for 
the growth and development of an individual. In cancer tissues 
angiogenesis is very vigorous; therefore, cancer cells are 
continuously supplied with sufficient amounts of blood and 
nutrients boosting their growth. 

The majority of existing angiogenesis inhibitors are 
represented by antibodies against VEGF. (vascular endothelial 
growth factor) and cause serious adverse reactions. Unlike 
most of them, gold NP suppress VEGF function without 
producing a toxic effect on the cells [48]. 

Radioactive gold and its application in cancer research

Colloidal solutions of radioactive gold are used as tumoricidal 
agents. Au0 has found its medical application in oncology in 
the form of a radioactive isotope 198Au obtained through the 
irradiation of the naturally occurring Au0 with neutrons. The half-
life of 198Au does not exceed 3 days. It emits β- and γ-rays that 

help to locate the isotope inside the body. Radioactive gold 
colloids selectively accumulate in the cells of the mononuclear 
phagocyte system and connective tissue and therefore can be 
used for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Radionuclide-
based diagnostic procedures utilize colloidal solutions with 
Au0 NP concentrations of 3–6 mg/ml and a particle size of 
10–30 nm. 

Mono- and polydisperse colloidal Au0 NP solutions 
produce a therapeutic effect on cancer patients. Radioactive 
concentration of the drug must not exceed 4 mCi/ml; it is 
achieved by diluting the initial drug with 0.25—0.5% solutions 
of novocain or sodium chloride. 

CONCLUSIONS

Rapid evolution of technologies for the synthesis of gold NP 
has yielded an abundance of diversely shaped, sized and 
structured nanoparticles with various optical properties. 
Modification of NP surfaces with specific molecules is critical 
for the biomedical application of NP, as it improves their stability 
in vivo and specificity to a biological target. At present, thiolated 
derivatives of polyethylene glycol and some other molecules 
are considered to be the best NP stabilizers. Particles modified 
with polyethylene glycol circulate in the blood stream longer and 
are better protected against immune cells. Gold NP conjugates 
are potent biomarkers of cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, AIDS, 
hepatitis, TB, diabetes mellitus, and other disorders. Plasmonic 
photothermal laser therapy is now being tested in the clinical 
setting. The success of this technology is determined by how 
fast researchers will be able to develop reliable methods for 
in vivo targeted drug delivery and to improve control over 
photothermolysis in situ. We believed that diagnostic and 
therapeutic targeted drug delivery platforms based on gold NP 
and synthesized by green chemistry techniques hold the best 
promise for nanobiomedicine. 
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НАНОЧАСТИЦЫ НА ОСНОВЕ ГИДРОКСИАПАТИТА 
И ПОРФИРИНФУЛЛЕРЕНА ДЛЯ ДИАГНОСТИЧЕСКОГО 
И ТЕРАПЕВТИЧЕСКОГО ПРИМЕНЕНИЯ ПАРАМАГНИТНЫХ ИОНОВ 
И РАДИОНУКЛИДОВ 

Использование наночастиц как носителей лекарственных средств широко изучается. Одним из важных вопросов 
остается изменение размеров и цитотоксических свойств частиц в процессе их получения и применения. Целью 
работы было исследовать возможную агрегацию [67Zn]порфиринфуллерен-наночастиц (BFNP) в зависимости от 
времени и провести сравнительный анализ свойств наночастиц гидроксиапатита (HAP), полученных различными 
способами. Оказалось, что агрегация BFNP качественно не влияет на функцию наночастиц, но количественно 
уменьшает их воздействие на лейкемические клетки. Варьирование способов получения и обработки наночастиц 
НАР позволяет менять их форму, размеры и сорбционную способность по отношению к ионам металлов, а также 
лигандам и комплексам. Используя ферментативный метод, мы получили НАР с заранее заданными свойствами путем 
варьирования условий синтеза. Полученные наночастицы НАР представляют собой радиопрепараты, содержащие 
короткоживущие изотопы цинка и меди (в виде ионов и соединений — производных тиазина и пиримидина). Эти 
наноконструкции содержат два антиопухолевых компонента (радионуклид и лиганд или комплекс), что определяет их 
фармакологический потенциал для диагностики и лучевой терапии.

Ключевые слова: гидроксиапатит, порфиринфуллерен, производные тиазина и пиримидина, HL-60, K-562, MOLT-4, 
радионуклиды цинка и меди
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HYDROXYAPATITE AND PORPHYRIN-FULLERENE NANOPARTICLES FOR 
DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC DELIVERY OF PARAMAGNETIC IONS 
AND RADIONUCLIDES

Nanoparticles for drug delivery are the subject of extensive research. Importantly, they can transform in size during synthesis 
or actual use, thereby changing their cytotoxic properties. The aim of the present work was to study the tendency of [67Zn] 
porphyrin-fullerene nanoparticles (BFNP) to aggregate over time and to compare the properties of hydroxyapatite (HAP) 
nanoparticles obtained through 3 different techniques. We found that aggregation of BFNP nanoparticles does not affect 
their function but attenuates their cytotoxicity against leukemia cells. We were also able to obtain HAP nanoparticles with 
programmable properties (such as size, shape or the capacity to adsorb metal ions, ligands and chemical complexes) through 
enzymatic synthesis by varying its conditions. The synthesized HAP nanoparticles contain short-lived isotopes of zinc and 
copper (in the form of ions and complexes with pyrimidine or thiazine derivatives). These tumoricidal components (a radionuclide 
and a ligand or a complex) determine the diagnostic and therapeutic potential of the obtained radiopharmaceutical agents.
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The evolution of contemporary medicine prompts researchers 
to seek new approaches to drug design and administration, 
especially when it comes to highly toxic tumoricidal agents 
whose delivery to a biological target must be strictly precise. 

Attention is increasingly paid to monoclonal antibodies [1], 
biological transporters [2], nanostructures and nanoplatforms. 
Especially worth mentioning are such carriers as fullerenes [3], 
nanodiamonds [4], inorganic nanoparticles of different nature 
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Fig. 1. The structural formula of the compounds used in the present study

(L1) (C2)

(C3)(C1)

[5, 6], liposomes [7], nanoporous silicon [8], and hydroxyapatites 
(HAP) [9]. There are a few important goals that novel drug delivery 
systems are intended to achieve. First, they are expected to 
reduce the toxic effect of a carried drug on healthy organs and 
tissues. A good example here is doxil, the liposomal formulation 
of doxorubicin [10], Second, they can enhance the tumoricidal 
effect through the synergy of the drug/carrier complex [11]. For 
example, synthetic Buckminsterfullerene (C

60
)-2-(butadiene-

1-yl)-tetra(о-γ-aminobutyryl-o-phthalyl) porphyrin (BFNP) 
nanoparticles can be used to deliver magnetic isotopes 25Mg 
and 67Zn, which have a biological activity of their own. Such 
complexes can alleviate metabolic acidosis induced by post-
chemotherapy hypoxia [12]. Third, drug delivery systems aim 
to increase the bioavailability of the drug (which can be done 
by using, say, albumin as a carrier), ensure its sustained release 
(nanofullerenes, HAP) and enhance the tumoricidal effect by 
binding to the target specifically (monoclonal antibodies). 
Fourth, a carrier and a drug constituting a delivery system 
can have different tumoricidal effects. For example, fullerene 
derivatives capable of killing cancer cells are used as carriers 
of magnetic isotopes or radionuclides [13]. This principle is 
employed in designing radiopharmaceuticals for anticancer 
radiation therapy.

HAP nanoparticles are attractive drug and radionuclide 
carriers due to their biodegradability, biocompatibility and 
bioresorbability. These qualities are determined by their calcium-
phosphate origin, which mimics the chemical composition of 
the human bone mineral fraction [14, 15]. 

The aim of this work was to study the properties of НАР 
obtained through different methods of synthesis (and therefore 
exhibiting different properties) and BFNP in relation to their use 
as bioactive metal ion carriers, including radionuclides, and 
ligands with tumoricidal activity. 

METHODS

Zinc complexes

The N(5,6-dihydro-4Н-1,3-thiazine-2-yl)benzamide (L1) ligand 
in the form of L1HBr was synthesized following a previously 
described technique [16]. To obtain the L1ZnCl

2
 (С1) complex, 

L1HBr in the aqueous solution was converted to its basic form 
in the presence of NaOH (Fig. 1). A solution of zinc chloride in 
diethyl ether at a ratio of 1 : 1 was gradually added to the L1 base 
in diethyl ether. The solution was stirred for 0.5 h. The white 
crystalline precipitate was separated and washed with ether. 
The reaction yield was 64%. Ligand L2 was 2-aminopyrimidine 
(Sigma; USA), ligand L3 was 2-aminopyrimidine salicylate. 
Their complexes with zinc Zn(L2)

2
Cl

2
 (C2) and Zn(L3)

2
 (C3) were 

obtained as described in [17]. The composition of all complexes 
was characterized by element analysis and 1H-NMR (Bruker 
CXP-200 spectrometer; Germany). 

Spectrophotometry

Spectrophotometry was performed using the UV-1280 
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu; Japan). Calibration curves were 
constructed for the ligands and the complexes in the aqueous, 
physiological saline and alcohol solutions.

Protonation and stability constants

The constants were determined by potentiometry using the 
automatic titrator Metrohm 848 Titrino plus (Metrohm AG; 
Switzerland). The stability constant was measured using the 
glass electrode. Computations were done in Hyperquad 2013.

HAP synthesis

Coprecipitation. There are different methods of HAP synthesis 
[18–20] producing end products with different parameters. 
We synthesized HAP

1
 at room temperature using the 

stoichiometric Са/Р molar ratio of 1.67 [21]. All reagents were 
taken in the amount sufficient to produce a 5% (solid mass 
content) suspension [22]. Trace amounts of calcium and zinc 
in the residual liquid were determined by inductively coupled 
plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) on Optima 
100 DV (Perkin Elmer; USA). To obtain HAP

2
, the suspension 

was continuously heated to 90 °С without boiling for 4 h. 
Enzymatic hydrolysis. HAP

E
 was synthesized through 

the enzymatic hydrolysis of calcium glycerophosphate in the 
presence of alkaline phosphatase (Merck; Germany). Reaction 
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Compounds
LC

50
, μmol/ml

HD cells К-562 MOLT-4 MOLT-4 (res) HL-60 B-ALL*

       ZnCl
2
 ** 1.6 ± 0.3 0.52 ± 0.05

ZnSal
2
(H

2
O)

2
 ** 0.68 ± 0.06 0.41 ± 0.05

С3 1.0 ± 0.2 0.25 ± 0.04

L1 10.6 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.3

C1 4.5 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.2

С2 0.24 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.02 0.062 ± 0.008 0.040 ± 0.009 0.039 ± 0.009 0.061 ± 0.007

HAP
1

>> 5 • 10-3 mol/l 3.5 • 10-3 mol/l > 5 • 10-3 mol/l

HAP
2

>> 5 • 10-3 mol/l 4 • 10-3 mol/l > 5 • 10-3 mol/l

HAP
Zn1

>> 5 • 10-3 mol/l >> 5 • 10-3 mol/l > 5 • 10-3 mol/l

HAP
Zn2

>> 5 • 10-3 mol/l >> 5 • 10-3 mol/l 6,5 • 10-3 mol/l

HAP
Cu

>> 5 • 10-3 mol/l >> 5 • 10-3 mol/l 5 •10-3 mol/l

Table 1. Lethal concentrations (LС
50

) of Zn-BFNP and 67Zn-BFNP complexes for leukemic cell lines and healthy lymphocytes depending on the nanoparticle size

Table 2. Survival (LC
50

) of different cells in the presence of the studied zinc salts, chelators and HAPs

Note: *HD — lymphocytes obtained from healthy donors.

Note: * — B-ALL designates BM cells of patients with B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia; ** — according to [17].

Complex
LС

50
, μg/ml                                   

B-ALL AML HD*

Zn- BFNP 60 ± 8 64 ± 3 81 ± 9

67Zn- BFNP 16 ± 3 63 ± 8 79 ± 9

Average size of nanoparticles and LC
50

Zn- BFNP 25 nm 55 nm

67Zn- BFNP 37 ± 3 μg/ml 78 ± 6, μg/ml

Average size of nanoparticles and LC
50

Zn- BFNP 50 nm 80 nm

67Zn- BFNP 10 ± 2 μg/ml 23 ± 3 μg/ml

conditions were varied, including the enzyme concertation, the 
medium (water, glycerol buffer, tris buffer), pH (7 to 10), calcium 
concentration and the reaction time. The glycerophosphate 
hydrolysis reaction was triggered by adding the enzyme solution 
to the calcium glycerophosphate solution taken at a concentration 
of 0.02 mol/l. Working concentrations of the enzyme ranged from 
0.02 to 0.4 µg/ml. Depending on the conditions, the reaction time 
was varied between a few hours and a few days. 

Introduction of zinc and copper ions during HAP synthesis. 
Weighted amounts of zinc or copper oxides (chemically pure, 
C. P.) corresponding to the anticipated Zn(Сu)/Ca molar ratio of 
5 (15 mol%) were dissolved in H

3
PO

4
. The obtained solution 

was introduced dropwise to the suspension of Са(ОН)
2
 under 

continuous stirring. The samples of HAP
Zn1

, HAP
Zn2

 and HAP
Cu

 
were obtained. Some of those samples were dried, annealed 
in a muffle furnace in air at 900 °С for 3 h and subsequently 
studied with XPA (see below).

Electron microscopy of HAP samples 

Some of the samples were sonicated in a sonic bath for 30 s
at 22 kHz frequency and 50 W power. The samples were 
prepared for microscopy using a standard technique and then 
inspected under the JSM-6380LA microscope (JEOL; Japan) 
at the accelerating voltage of 20 kV.

Metal nuclides

69mZn (Т
1/2

 = 13.7 h; Еγ = 438.7 keV) was produced by the 
photonuclear reaction 71Ga(γ, np)69mZn as described in [21]. To 
obtain a labeled compound, a reaction of isotope exchange 

was carried out between the С1 complex in physiological saline 
and ethanol solutions (1 : 1) and a concentrated solution of 
carrier-free 69mZn eluted from a chromatography column. To 
obtain labeled С2 and С3 complexes, the ligands in the basic 
form were treated with 69mZnCl

2
 solution under continuous 

stirring and heating.
64,67Cu (Т

1/2
 = 12.7 h and 61.8 h, respectively; Еγ(

64Сu) = 
1345.8 keV, Еγ(

67Cu) = 184.5 keV) was produced by the reaction 
natZn(γ,np)64Cu; natZn(n,β)67Cu. Copper was separated from zinc 
by extraction in the 0.001% dithizone solution in CCl

4
 followed 

by re-execration in 6М HCl and ion-exchange chromatography 
in the column with Cu-Resin (Triskem; France). Radioactivity 
of the reaction products was measured using a gamma-ray 
spectrometer with the GC 3020 HPGE detector (Canberra; 
USA). 67Zn and 25Mg (Isotope; Russia) are stable isotopes with 
s of –5/2 and +5/2, respectively (enrichment in 67Zn is 94.5%, 
isotope 25Mg frequency is 99.9%). 

Size of nanoparticles 

Nanoparticle sizes were measured by dynamic light scattering.

Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) 

For TLC we used Silufol plates with different eluents. The plates 
were developed with iodine vapors.

 
Autoradiography (ARG)

After TLC, the plates with the obtained radioactive compounds 
were analyzed using Cyclone Plus, the storage phosphor system 
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Fig. 2. MOLT-4 cells treated with L3 (A) and С3 (B) under the confocal laser 
scanning microscope

Fig. 3. Absorption spectra of 10–2 mg/ml L1 solution that was in contact with 
HAP

2
 (A) and HAP

1
 (B) for 0 min (1), 5 min (2), 10 min (3), 15 min (4), 30 min (5), 

and 60 min (6)
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for digital ARG (Perkin Elmer; USA), and storage phosphor 
screens coated with BaFBr:Eu by the same manufacturer.

X-ray diffraction phase analysis (XPA)

The analysis was performed on the automated X-Ray 
diffractometer DRON-3 (Innoscope; Russia) with a Cu-Kα 
anode using the software supplied by the manufacturer. The 
size D of crystallites was determined by the Sherrer equation:   

 

Measurements of adsorption

Measurements were done using the ASAP 2000 analyzer 
(Micromeritics; USA). The specific surface area was calculated 
in the Micromeritics software supplied by the manufacturer. 

MTT-assay

The protocol of the assay is described in [13]. The cell lines 
used in the present study included HL-60, K-562, MOLT-4,
and MOLT-4 (res) (res. means the cells were resistant to 
asparaginase, one of the main drugs used in children with 
acute leukemia). The cells were cultured following the standard 
protocol. Statistical analysis included the Mann Whitney U test. 
Each series of measurements consisted of at least 5 tests 
carried out in 3 replicates. 

Isolation of mononuclear cells from bone marrow 
and peripheral blood

Bone marrow (BM) cells collected from patients with B-cell 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL), acute myeloid leukemia 
(AML) and T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (TALL) were 
kindly provided by D.Rogachev National Research Center of 
Pediatric Hematology, Oncology and Immunology. Blood tests 
demonstrated that the proportion of blast cells in the peripheral 
blood mononuclear fraction was at least 80%. 

Cell morphology was inspected under the fluorescence 
microscope LEICA DM6000B (Leica Microsystems; Germany) 
or the confocal laser scanning microscope LSM 710 (Carl 
Zeiss; Germany). The images were captured and saved by a 
digital camera. 

RESULTS

Relationship between the size of porphyrin-fullerene 
nanoparticles and their cytotoxicity

Some findings suggest that increased aggregation of 
nanoparticles (in particular, fullerene-based) promotes survival 
leading to a rise in LC

50
, i.e. attenuates the cytotoxic effect of a 

drug [23–26]. However, there is counterevidence to that, mainly 
for nanoС

60
. So, we decided to study the effect of aggregation 

in BFNP.
Table 1 presents data on the survival of leukemia cell lines 

and BM cells of untreated patients with acute leukemias in 
the presence of BFNP loaded with a naturally occurring zinc 
isotope or enriched in magnetic 67Zn. The table demonstrates 
the relationship between LС

50
 and the nanoparticle size. In 

all cases, cell survival improved with increased nanoparticle 
aggregation, but the specificity of the studied complexes did 
not change.

Sonication caused the average nanoparticle size to shrink 
to 15–20 nm. However, a week after the average nanoparticle 
size reached 20–30 nm; 2 weeks after, 30–40 nm; one month 
after it was as big as 50–60 nm.

Morphological examination revealed that not only 
nanoparticles but also cells treated with 67Zn-loaded BFNP 
tended to aggregate increasingly (these data are not provided 
in the table). 

Effect of ligands and HAP-ligand compositions on the cells

Both ligands and their complexes with metal ions, such as 
zinc or copper (which can be substituted with radionuclides to 
produce a radiopharmaceutical), can be regarded as potential 
tumoricidal chelating agents and used for HAP doping. Ligands 

D
HKL 

=
 

λ

βcosθ
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Parameter HAP
1

HAP
Zn1

HAP
Zn2

HAP
2

Length, nm 120 ± 5 110 ± 5 98 ± 4 56 ± 2

Width, nm 36 ± 3 23 ± 2 26 ± 2 19 ± 1

Table 3. Average sizes of HAP nanoparticles obtained through precipitation and HAP nanoparticles doped with zinc

Fig. 4. Electron microscopy (A) and X-ray diffraction phase analysis (B) of HAP
1
 synthesized from the suspension of calcium oxide and phosphorus acid

А B

200 nm

and metal ions can be loaded to HAP together as complexes 
or separately. In both cases, the complex and its components 
will produce either synergistic or independent effects.

Table 2 compares the survival of K-562 cells and 
lymphocytes of healthy donors (HD) in the presence of L1 and 
complexes. Both healthy lymphocytes and MOLT-4 и MOLT-4 
(res) cells demonstrated very high survival rates when treated 
with different HAP samples, including those that contained zinc 
and copper ions. 

The studied chelators and complexes displayed a tendency
to increased (decreased) toxicity against healthy lymphocytes 
and cancer cells. The lymphocytes of healthy donors 
demonstrated the following pattern of survival rate decline: 
L1 > C1 > ZnCl

2
 > C3 > ZnSal

2
(H

2
O)

2
 > C2.  With chronic 

myeloid leukemia cells (K-562), the pattern changed: С1 > L1 > 
ZnCl

2
 > ZnSal

2
(H

2
O)

2
 > C3 > C2. The therapeutic window (or the 

therapeutic index TI = LC
50

 (HD)/LC
50

 (leukemia cells)) declined 
in the following fashion: L1 > C3 ~ C1 > ZnCl

2
 > C2 > ZnSal

2
(H

2
O)

2
. 

This leads us to conclude that all 3 studied complexes have a 
potential to be considered as tumoricidal agents.   

When comparing the toxic effects of С2 on leukemia cell 
lines and BM cells obtained from patients with B-ALL, we 
observed the following pattern: HD cells > K-562 > HL-60 ~ 
MOLT-4 > MOLT-4(res) ~ BM (B-ALL). Importantly, С2 exhibited 
higher toxicity towards MOLT-4 (res) than to MOLT-4 cells, 
meaning it has specificity to the cells with the most resistance 
to chemotherapy. The complexes tended to exhibit higher 
cytotoxicity than the ligands, perhaps due to the development 
of necrosis in addition to apoptosis (Fig. 2).

Stability of ligands and their complexes in aqueous/
physiological saline solutions is their important property.  
Unfortunately, much more common are bioactive chelating 
ligands and complexes that are poorly soluble. They need a 
special shell or a carrier to be delivered to a target.  HAP meets 
this requirement only partly.

Spectrophotometric measurements of stability of the 
studied complexes in water, ethanol and physiological saline 
solutions revealed that С1 was the least stable complex: it 
tended to hydrolyze over time producing thiazine that, however, 
has mild tumoricidal and strong radioprotective properties. 

Other complexes were quite stable when dissolved, which 
makes them more suitable for clinical purposes.  

As determined by the potentiometric titration of the ligand 
L1 performed in aqueous and physiological saline solutions 
with varying рН (at С (L1) = 1 • 10–3 mol/l, I = 0.15 NaCl 
(0.1 mol/l KNO

3
)), the values of protonation constants (log K) were 

5.1 ± 0.1 (aqueous solutions) and 5.3 ± 0.2 (physiological 
solutions). Attempts to potentiometrically determine the stability
constant of С1 failed. This might have been due to the 
production of zinc hydroxide that interfered with titration. For 
С2 the stability constant logK (С2) was 10.4 ± 0.5.

Behavior of nanoHAP doped with ligands, metal ions 
and/or complexes

Fig. 3 (А, B) shows sorption of the ligand L1 by HAP
1
 and HAP

2
. 

Changes occur when sorption starts and are probably due to 
the interaction with calcium released as nanoHAP dissolves. It 
means that the ligand L1 does not bind to hydroxyapatite. The 
same behavior was observed for L2 and L3.

The morphology of nanocrystals can be visualized using 
electron microscopy, while the composition of the solid phase 
(biohydroxyapatite) can be inferred from the results of X-ray 
diffraction phase analysis. For HAP

1
, results of these analytical 

modalities are presented in Fig. 4. When subjected to heating, 
both zinc-loaded and “pure” nanoparticles shrank in size. 
This transformation was considerable for “pure” samples and 
almost insignificant for those doped with zinc (Table 3). 

The major phase of HAP
E
 (Fig. 5А) was hydroxyapatite 

(Fig. 5В); HAP
E
 nanoparticles tended to have a spherical shape 

and formed aggregates. The specific surface area of the studied 
sample determined by nitrogen absorption was 300 m2/g. Pore 
sizes varied considerably (2–300 nm). The size of crystallites 
in the samples with crystal structure was calculated using 
the Sherrer equation (12–14 nm). Crystallites and aggregates 
significantly varied in size; their average dimensions are shown 
in Fig. 6.

We synthesized 6 different types of HAP: 3 without metal 
ions (HAP

1
, HAP

2
, HAP

E
) and 3 with metal ions (HAP

Zn1
, 

HAP
Zn2

, HAP
Cu

). HAP
E
 were big-sized hollow spheres that 
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Fig. 6. Differential function of nanoparticle diameter distribution in the sample synthesized in the tris buffer (pH = 9.2) in the presence of alkaline phosphatase taken at 
a concentration of: 1) 0.02 µg/ml (the average nanoparticle size was 1.57 µm); 2) 0.1 µg/ml (the average nanoparticle size was 2.22 µm)
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Fig. 5. Laser scanning electron microscopy (A) and X-ray diffraction phase analysis (B) of HAP
E
 synthesized from the aqueous solution of calcium glycerophosphate 

(0.2 mol/l) at the alkaline phosphatase concertation of 0.1 µg/ml

А B

exhibited increased sorption capacity. Averages sizes of other 
nanoparticles were as follows: HAP

1
 > HAP

Zn1
 > HAP

Zn2
 ~ 

HAP
Cu

 > HAP
2
.

We measured specific adsorption of zinc/copper ions by 
HAP

1
 and HAP

E
 and calculated adsorption isotherm constants 

using Langmuir and Freundlich methods. Adsorption of copper 
ions corresponded to the Langmuir model, while adsorption of 
zinc ions (with equal correlation coefficients) could be described 
by both Langmuir and Freundlich models.

The sorption capacity of HAP towards copper ions was 
significantly higher than towards zinc ions. Introduction of zinc 
into the reaction during HAP synthesis did not seriously affect 
the size of nanoparticles. However, average sizes of a thermally 
processed HAP

2
 were smaller than those of HAP

1
. HAP

2
 

particles acquired a more regular isometric shape growing in 
thickness, as compared to HAP

1
, and therefore had a smaller 

specific surface area. As a result, the maximum sorption 
capacity of HAP

2
 decreased.

Complexes with zinc and copper radionuclides

Complexes 69mZnC
1
 (I), 69mZnC

3
 (II) and [(L2)

2
64,67CuСl

4
] (III) were 

obtained through isotope exchange and analyzed by TLC, 
ARG and γ-spectroscopy. The time of isotope exchange 
was selected experimentally to be sure that the R

f
 values 

of radioactive complexes and those that did not contain a 
radionuclide were the same and also to prevent formation of 
side products. The obtained compounds were sorbed onto 

HAP and physical and chemical measurements were then 
repeated. The ready pharmaceuticals had similar properties, 
but the copper complex disintegrated during HAP

1
 doping. 

HAP
1
 absorbed only copper ions. Perhaps, this problem can 

be solved by loading HAP with the copper complex during HAP 
synthesis. 

DISCUSSION

Previously, it was demonstrated that the magnetic isotope 
25Mg (amounting to 11% in the natural isotope mixture) hyper-
activates magnesium-dependent regulation of ATP synthesis, 
which makes the delivery of this isotope to hypoxic tissues/
cells an ambitious pharmacological task [12]. Here, BFNP 
nanoparticles capable of sustained release of Mg2+ and Zn2+ 

ions can be used as carriers. However, the major constraint for 
the clinical application of fullerene derivatives is their possible 
uncontrolled aggregation accompanied by changes in their 
initial cytotoxicity and physiological properties. Our study 
demonstrates that size transformations do not lead to critical 
changes in the properties of nanoparticles but attenuate their 
cytotoxic effect. The fundamental finding of this study is that 
survival of BM cells of untreated patients with B-ALL decreases 
6–7-fold in the presence of 67Zn-BFNP, as compared to natZn-
BFNP. Aggregation of nanoparticles can be slowed down by 
sonication. 

HAP nanoparticles have good prospects as drug delivery 
systems. There are a lot of methods for their synthesis that 
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produce particles of different sizes, shapes and sorption 
capacity. HAP nanoparticles are also lowly toxic. Introduction of 
ligands and complexes into the reaction during HAP synthesis 
is a clever trick that helps the components of the complex 
to retain their properties. Enzymatic synthesis seems to be 
especially promising as it allows varying reaction conditions and, 
therefore, the parameters of the end product. This significantly 
expands the area of the potential application of nanoparticles.

Zinc and copper are essential micronutrients [27, 28]. They 
are cofactors for the majority of regulatory and antioxidant 
enzymes; they also are involved in DNA repair and the work of 
transcription factors. Complexes of short-lived zinc and copper 
radionuclides can be used to solve a number of diagnostic 
and therapeutic tasks, either simultaneously or consecutively. 
HAP can serve as a scaffold for a drug ensuring a synergistic 
sustained effect. To achieve it, a vector is needed, monoclonal 
antibodies being the most optimal. Importantly, HAP itself has 
an ability to integrate into bone tissue and become a vector. 
This matters in the therapy of bone and blood cancers aimed 
at eliminating malignant stem cells. 

In our experiments, the specific activity of the obtained 
radioactive agents was not high, because the experiments were 
preliminary and aimed to demonstrate that such complexes 
can be synthesized in reasonable time for the use in the clinical 
setting. We have sufficient resources to improve their specific 
activity. 

CONCLUSIONS

Transformation of 67Zn-BFNP sizes following their aggregation 
does not affect their function but attenuates their cytotoxicity 
against leukemic cells. By applying different methods of HAP 
synthesis and processing, one can alter the sorption capacity 
of HAP towards metal ions, ligands and complexes. HAP

E
 with 

preprogrammed properties can be synthesized by varying 
reaction conditions. We have synthesized HAP nanoparticles 
containing short-lived zinc/copper isotopes in the form of ions 
and compounds. These nanostructures have a good potential 
to solve a number of diagnostic and therapeutic tasks in 
patients with cancer. 
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ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ КОЛЛОИДНЫХ КВАНТОВЫХ ТОЧЕК AGINS
2
/ZNS В 

КАЧЕСТВЕ ФЛУОРЕСЦЕНТНЫХ МЕТОК ДЛЯ ТЕРАНОСТИКИ: ФИЗИЧЕСКИЕ 
СВОЙСТВА, БИОРАСПРЕДЕЛЕНИЕ И БИОСОВМЕСТИМОСТЬ 

В последние годы отмечается повышение интереса к использованию коллоидных квантовых точек (КТ) в биологии 
и медицине. В частности, КТ могут представлять собой перспективные наноразмерные объекты для тераностики, 
при которой за счет специфического накопления нагруженных лекарственным соединением КТ в патологическом 
очаге происходят одновременно его визуализация и таргетное терапевтическое воздействие. Одним из ограничений 
использования КТ в медицине является их потенциальная токсичность, особенно если материал нанокристалла 
содержит такие элементы, как кадмий и свинец. В связи с этим перспективной представляется разработка меток 
на основе КТ относительно менее токсичных полупроводников группы I-III-VI, таких как CuInS

2
 и AgInS

2
. Целью 

работы было исследование биораспределения и биосовместимости КТ на основе соединения AgInS
2
 в оболочке 

ZnS. Для этого проводили синтез КТ инжекционным методом, изучали размеры получаемых КТ, их спектры 
поглощения и фотолюминисценции. Методом флуоресцентного имиджинга исследовали in vivo биораспределение 
КТ. Биосовместимость образцов определяли in vivo по динамике изменения массы тела животных и при помощи 
гематологических исследований. При изучении биораспределения было выявлено накопление КТ в таких органах, 
как печень, легкие, сердце и почки. Показано, что КТ в диапазоне доз от 2 • 10–7 до 4 • 10–6 моль/л при внутривенном 
введении крысам не оказывают значимого влияния на динамику массы тела и основные гематологические показатели 
на протяжении 30 дней. Таким образом, КТ на основе соединения AgInS

2
 в оболочке ZnS могут быть использованы 

для визуализации тканей и органов при различных патологических процессах, а возможность иммобилизации на их 
поверхности лекарственных средств позволит рекомендовать их к применению для тераностики. 
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ZAIS-BASED COLLOIDAL QDS AS FLUORESCENT LABELS FOR 
THERANOSTICS: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, BIODISTRIBUTION AND 
BIOCOMPATIBILITY

In recent years there has been an increase in interest in the use of colloidal quantum dots (QDs) in biology and medicine. In 
particular, QDs can be a perspective nanoscale object for theranostics, in which due to the specific accumulation of drug-
loaded QDs in the pathological focus, its simultaneous visualization and targeted therapeutic influence occur. One of the serious 
limitations of the use of QDs in medicine is their potential toxicity, especially when the nanocrystal material contains elements 
such as cadmium or plumbum. Therefore, it is promising to develop labels based on QDs of relatively less toxic semiconductors 
of group I-III-VI, such as CuInS

2
 and AgInS

2
. In this study, biodistribution and biocompatibility of QDs based on the AgInS

2
 

compound with a ZnS shell (ZAIS) are considered. In the study of biodistribution, the accumulation of QDs in organs such as 
liver, lungs, heart and kidneys was revealed. It was shown that QDs in the dose range from 2 • 10–7 to 4 • 10–6 M/L at intravenous 
administration in rats does not have a significant effect on body mass dynamics and basic hematological parameters for 30 
days. Thus, ZAIS QDs can be used to visualize tissues and organs in various pathological processes, and immobilization of the 
drugs on their surface will allow to approach their application for theranostics.
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Table 1. Groups of animals and concentrations of injectants for the study of QDs biocompatibility

Group designation Injectant
Concentration 

of injectant, M/L
Dose of the active 

substance, ml
Time of the experiment, 

days
Number of animals 

in the group

QDs-L(15) QDs 4 • 10-6 1 15 5

QDs-M(15) QDs 2 • 10-6 1 15 5

QDs-S(15) QDs 2 • 10-7 1 15 5

Control NaCl – 1 30 5

QDs-L(30) QDs 4 • 10-6 1 30 5

QDs-M(30) QDs 2 • 10-6 1 30 5

QDs-S(30) QDs 2 • 10-7 1 30 5

Recently, a new approach to the development of pharmaceutical 
compositions has been actively developed, consisting in 
the simultaneous resolution of therapeutic and diagnostic 
problems [1]. For this purpose, various fluorophores can be 
used as diagnostic markers [2]. However, in world practice 
only two fluorophore are allowed for clinical use, indocyanine 
green and various combinations of fluorescein [3]. Besides, 
fluorescent dyes have a significant disadvantage, the ability 
to fade with time. A material in which there is no fading out 
are colloidal quantum dots (QDs) [4]. Besides, many QDs have 
toxic properties [5]. The main disadvantage of these systems 
is the toxicity of the crystal core of the material when used in 
biomedicine. Since in core-shell-like structures, the core is 
often a compound containing a heavy metal, the shell does 
not always cover the core or can be destroyed, which leads 
to the release of heavy metal ions into the body. Also, it was 
suggested that the toxicity of QDs can be correlated with the 
physicochemical properties of the shell, the nature of surface 
“ligands” (providing colloidal stability), the presence of other 
surface modifications and interactions with various molecules 
(e.g., proteins) present in biological environments [6–11]. 
Therefore, an important practical task is the development of 
non-toxic QDs and the study of their biocompatibility. The 
results of studies carried out in recent years decisively showed 
that modifying the surface of QDs or using QDs of a certain 
composition is accompanied by a significant increase in the 
biocompatibility of these objects. For example, ZnS-CdSe QDs 
conjugated with tripeptide arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) 
in systemic administration in mice showed no toxic properties 
in the histological study, and analysis of the tissue samples by 
mass spectrometry did not reveal Cd2+ ions [12]. In [13], a shell 
of biocompatible copolymers based on 2-(2-methoxyethoxy)
ethyl methacrylate and oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylate was 
grown on the surface of ZnO QDs by surface-initiated radical 
polymerization. Analysis of cytotoxicity to human colon cancer 
cells HT29 has revealed that QDs with polymer coating showed 
virtually no toxicity at concentrations up to 12.5 µg/mL, whereas 
when loaded with doxorubicin, high cytotoxicity and decreased 
viability of HT29 cells occur. In [14], nanocomposites based 
on silver selenide QDs with an average size of 11.4–12.7 nm, 
luminescing in the transparency region of biological tissues 
(705 nm), were obtained and characterized in detail. The 
absence of toxic properties of materials is achieved using 
the stabilizing potential of the galactomannan, a natural 
polysaccharide, as well as a simple, environmentally friendly 
way of generating highly reactive selenide anions acting as a 
selenium-containing agent. Carbon QDs and their combinations 
with various nanoparticles (e.g., based on iron [15]) also are 
non-toxic.

QDs that do not contain potentially toxic elements in their 
composition are of specific interest. Such QDs include, in 
particular, QDs based on the AgInS2 compound in the ZnS 

shell (ZAIS). In the present work, the physical properties, 
biodistribution and biocompatibility of ZAIS QDs were studied.

METHODS

Synthesis of colloidal quantum dots

The study objective in this research were ZAIS colloidal 
quantum dots. Chemical synthesis of QDs was carried out by 
injection method in an aqueous medium. To achieve a balance 
of the reactivity of indium and silver cations in the synthesis, 
ligands such as L-glutathione and sodium citrate were used. 
Precursors of silver nitrate, AgNO

3
, (0.005 mM) and indium 

nitrate, In(NO
3
)
3
•4.5H

2
O, (0.02 mM) were placed and dissolved 

in 5 mL of distilled water in a 10 mL flask. Subsequently, 
0.01 mM of L-glutathione and 0.08 mM of sodium citrate (200 µL 
of an aqueous solution) were added to this solution. The anion 
precursor solution contains of 0.04 mM Na

2
S•9H

2
O in 500 µL 

of distilled water. The precursor solution of sulfur was injected 
into the initial solution at room temperature, then it was heated 
to 95 °C for 40 min by the flask heater. To create a shell consisting 
of zinc sulfide, 0.02 mM of zinc nitrate (Zn(NO

3
)
2
•6H

2
O) and 

0.02 mM of sodium sulfide (Na
2
S•9H

2
O) were dissolved in 

200 µL of distilled water. After cooling of the initial solution of the 
nanocrystal cores to room temperature, a precursor solution of 
zinc nitrate and sodium sulfide was simultaneously added into 
it (drop by drop), then it was heated to 95 °C for 40 min. To 
isolate the particles from the initial solution, isopropyl alcohol 
was added followed by centrifugation.

Characterization of colloidal quantum dots

The size of the colloidal quantum dots was estimated by the 
method of dynamic light scattering, which can also be used 
to determine the profile of small particle size distribution 
in suspensions, emulsions, micelles, polymers, proteins, 
nanoparticles or colloids, by laser particle size analyzer SZ-100 
(Horiba Jobin Yvon, Kyoto; Japan) with a range of nanoparticle 
diameters measuring from 0.3 nm to 8 µm.

The optical absorption spectra of the samples were 
measured by a spectrophotometer PE-5400UV (ECROSKHIM 
Co., Ltd.; Russia), and the photoluminescence spectra were 
obtained by a specially developed spectrofluorometer based 
on the monochromator MDR-206 (Lomo Fotonika; Russia).

Estimation of QDs biodistribution

Fluorescent imaging of biological samples was carried 
out on optical imaging system IVIS Lumina LT Series III 
(PerkinElmer; U.S.A.). After preliminary studies of the absorption 
and photoluminescence spectra, the filters were optimally 
matched for ZAIS QDs. The excitation wavelength for these 
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Fig. 1. Histogram of the diameter distribution of the ZAIS QDs obtained in the dynamic light scattering study

Fig. 2. Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of ZAIS nanocrystals in distilled water
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QDs was 535 nm ± 20 nm, the emission wavelength was 
655 nm ± 20 nm.

Study of QDs biocompatibility

Biocompatibility assessment was carried out on SPF Wistar 
male rats (Nursery of laboratory animals “Pushchino”). The 
body weight of the animals was 235 ± 10%. The tested QDs 
were injected into the lateral tail vein for 3 min. The formation of 
groups of animals and their brief characteristics are presented 
in Table 1. To identify the QDs and their concentrations, the 
following notations were introduced: the QDs concentration of 
3.7 • 10-9 M/kg — L (large), 1.85 • 10-9 M/kg — M (medium), 
1.85 • 10-10 M/kg — S (small). At 15 and 30 days after 
intravenous administration of QDs, hematological parameters, 
body mass dynamics were recorded in animals, and animal 
death was also taken into account.

Hematologic studies

Hematologic studies were performed using the hematology 
analyzer URIT-3000 Vet Plus (URIT Medical Electronic; China). 
To assess the influence of QDs on the body, the following 
hematologic parameters were studied: red blood cells 
(RBC), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), white blood cells 
(WBC), hemoglobin (HGB), mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration (MCHC), mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
(MCH), mean platelet volume (MPV), hematocrit (HCT), 
platelets (PLT).

Statistical analysis

Testing the hypothesis on the equality of average sample sizes 
in several dependent samples was carried out by the methods 
of the variance analysis for repeated measurements; the 
values in the groups was analyzed by nonparametric statistical 
methods using median (50th percentile) and interquartile range 
(IQR; 25th to 75th percentile). Testing the hypothesis on the 
equality of average sample sizes in independent samples 
was carried out using the Mann–Whitney test. Differences at 
a significance level of p < 0.05 were considered statistically 
significant. The calculations were performed using the software 
GraphPad Prism 7.04 (GraphPad Software Inc.; U.S.A.).

RESULTS

Characteristics of the ZAIS QDs

Study of QDs by the dynamic light scattering method is shown 
in Fig. 1. According to the study, the largest proportion of QDs 
had an average radius of 3 to 4.5 nm.

Extinction and photoluminescence spectra of aqueous 
dispersion of the ZAIS QDs are shown on Fig. 2. The QDs 
dispersion showed an emission peak at 627 nm.

The photoluminescence spectrum is distinguished by a 
noticeable asymmetry and a rather large half-width at half-
height. Together with a large Stokes shift, this indicates the 
mechanism of photoluminescence due to defects, internal 
and, possibly, surface [16–19]. In this case, the half-width of the 
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the intensity of fluorescent radiation in the rat organs at 1 hour (A) and 24 hours (B) after the ZAIS QDs administration

Fig. 4. Animal body weight in the animals 15 days after QDs administration (A) and 30 days after QDs administration (B)
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spectrum can depend not only on the particle size distribution, 
but also on the distribution and nature of the defects in 
nanocrystals [20]. The absorption spectrum does not contain 
pronounced inflection points or maxima, which is typical for 
nanocrystals of triple metal chalcogenides [16, 21].

QDs biodistribution

Preliminary assessment of QDs biodistribution in ex vivo organs 
was performed at 1 and 24 hours after intravenous QDs 
administration at a dose of 4•10-6 M/L by an optical imaging 
system IVIS Lumina LT Series III (PerkinElmer; U.S.A.) (Fig. 3).

In the study of biodistribution of ZAIS QDs, an accumulation 
of nanoparticles in time was noted in such organs as liver, 
kidneys, lungs and heart. The liver fluorescence intensity 
at 24 hours after the QDs administration was significantly 
higher than at 1 hour after administration, which indicates 
the QDs accumulation in the liver during the first 24 hours 
after administration, whereas significant differences in 
fluorescence levels in other organs at 1 hour and 24 hours 
was not noted.

Body weight of animals

The dynamics of body weight in animals of all experimental 
groups is shown in Fig. 4.

Statistical analysis of the data showed no significant 
differences in the body weight of animals in the experimental 
groups compared with the control throughout the entire 
experiment (p > 0.05).

Hematological parameters

Main hematological parameters, measured on days 15 and 30 
after the QDs introduction, are shown in Fig. 5.

Changes in hematological parameters of experimental 
groups did not show a significant difference in comparison with 
the control group (p > 0.05).

DISCUSSION

QDs are an excellent alternative to traditional organic fluorophores 
because their size, surface chemistry, spectral properties 
and stability can be easily adjusted to optimize in vivo/in vitro 
imaging. The colloidal QDs, synthesized by the injection method 
in an aqueous medium, were used for ex vivo imaging. At the 
moment, QDs are being developed and used in biomedicine for 
various purposes, such as drug delivery, diagnostic procedures, 
tumor visualization [21–30]. It should be noted that the problems 
of QDs biodistribution are currently being studied extensively, in 
particular, according to the publications of foreign authors, their 
use shows a positive result as cell markers for imaging tumors 
of different tissues [31–36]. In this case, the main target organs, 
in which QDs accumulate, are liver, kidneys and spleen [37–39], 
as well as lungs [40], skin, gastrointestinal tract and bladder 
[41], besides these QDs were found in lymph nodes [42]. Our 
data suggest that ZAIS QDs have a significant tropism to the 
liver, as evidenced by fluorescence intensity increase within 1 
to 24 hours after intravenous administration. In addition, QDs 
in the dose range from 2 • 10-7 to 4 • 10-6 M/L did not have 
systemic toxicity, which is confirmed by the absence of significant 
changes in body mass dynamics and significant differences in 
hematological parameters, absence of animal death within 30 
days after administration. Taking into account the fact that in 
most cases the experimental samples of ZnS-Cd/Se QDs [43] 
have pronounced systemic toxicity, which affects, in particular, 
hematological parameters [44], it can be assumed that ZAIS QDs 
after additional testing on animals can be used as fluorophores 
in medical practice, and immobilization of the drugs on their 
surface will allow to approach their application for theranostics.
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Fig. 5. Results of the research of hematological parameters in the control and at 15 and 30 days after QDs intravenous administration at various doses
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CONCLUSIONS

Bioluminescence research of colloidal quantum dots obtained 
by the injection method in the aqueous medium, demonstrated 
them as stable agents that can be used in long-term studies. 

Biodistribution evaluation shows that these ZAIS QDs have 
a tendency of accumulating in organs such as liver, lungs, 
heart and kidneys. A study of the toxic effect on hematologic 
parameters and body mass dynamics showed that these QDs 
have no pronounced toxicity.
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ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ В НАНОМЕДИЦИНЕ И ФАРМАКОЛОГИИ НАНОЧАСТИЦ 
МЕТАЛЛОВ И ИХ НЕОРГАНИЧЕСКИХ СОЕДИНЕНИЙ, ПОЛУЧЕННЫХ 
МЕЖФАЗНЫМ И КОНТАКТНЫМ ВЗАИМОДЕЙСТВИЕМ

Одной из актуальных проблем современной препаративной неорганической химии являются получение и исследование 
наночастиц металлов и их соединений с заданными морфологией и дисперсностью для использования в медицине, 
фармакологии, микроэлектронике. Наряду с традиционным осаждением из водных растворов перспективны, но менее 
изучены межфазный синтез и контактное восстановление. В работе представлены результаты физико-химического 
исследования наночастиц металлов и их соединений, полученных химическим осаждением из водных растворов, 
межфазным и контактным взаимодействием. Для иллюстрации использования синтезированных наночастиц в 
фармакологии и медицине приведены данные по влиянию фазового состава и дисперсности наночастиц меди и 
оксида меди (II) на их противомикробные свойства и результаты исследования возможности применения магнетитовых 
магнитных жидкостей для маркирования мезенхимальных стволовых клеток. 

Ключевые слова: наномедицина, фармакология, нанометаллы, оксиды, сульфиды, магнитные жидкости, стволовые 
клетки, антимикробные средства
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inorganic chemistry. Interphase synthesis and redox-transmetalation interaction are as promising as the traditional precipitation from 
aqueous solutions, but not as researched. This study presents the results of a physicochemical analysis of nanoparticles of metals 
and their compounds obtained through chemical precipitation from aqueous solutions, interphase and redox-transmetalation 
interactions. Data describing the influence of phase composition and dispersity of copper and copper oxide (II) nanoparticles on 
their antimicrobial properties, as well as the results of researching the possibility to use magnetite magnetic fluids for mesenchymal 
stem cells marking, illustrate the application options synthesized nanoparticles find in pharmacology and medicine.
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The problem of synthesizing nanoparticles of metals and 
their inorganic compounds with defined morphology and 
dispersity, which largely determine properties and quality of the 
developed advanced materials, is interesting from the scientific 
point of view and important from the standpoint of practicality. 
Therefore, the search for the new and improvement of the 

already known methods for obtaining nanoparticles of metals 
and their compounds with required properties is a standing 
scientific and technological challenge.

To obtain nanoscale metals and their inorganic compounds, 
chemists often select the traditional and thoroughly researched 
precipitation technique. However, interphase synthesis 
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Table. Results of investigation of nanoparticles of metals and their compounds obtained by interphase synthesis in a two-phase system (non-polar solvent / water)

Colloidal dispersity Reaction products localization phase Average particle size, nm
UV-vis adsoption maximum 

λ
max

, nm  
Reference

Au
Organic, water or interface 

(determined by synthesis conditions)
2.6 514 2

Ag Organic 10.0 440 3

Pd Organic 1.4 440 –

Ag/Pd Organic 2.1 430 –

Ag/Au
Organic, water or interface 

(determined by synthesis conditions)
4.2 470 –

Cu
Organic or water (determined by 

synthesis conditions)
10.0 575 –

CuO Organic 3.2 – 4

ZnO
Organic or water (determined by 

synthesis conditions)
Particle size and shape depend on 

the conditions of the synthesis
– 5

CdS Organic 2.0 311 7

CuS Organic
Particle size and shape depend on 

the conditions of the synthesis
– –

ZnS Organic
Particle size and shape depend on 

the conditions of the synthesis
– –

Fe
3
O

4
/Au Organic 12.8 590 6

Fe
3
O

4
/CdS Organic 10.3 311 7

and redox-transmetalation interaction are as promising as 
precipitation from aqueous solutions, but not as researched. We 
applied the latter techniques to obtain hydro- and organosols 
of some metals, oxides and salts. 

Data describing the influence of phase composition and 
dispersity of copper and copper oxide (II) nanoparticles on their 
antimicrobial properties, as well as the results of researching the 
possibility to use magnetite magnetic fluids for mesenchymal 
stem cells labeling, illustrate the application options synthesized 
nanoparticles find in pharmacology and medicine. These data 
and results are given below.

Interphase synthesis of nanoscale metals and their 
inorganic compounds

Interphase synthesis allows obtaining nanoscale metals and 
their compounds through interaction of reagents dissolved in 
different phases of aqueous-organic media; as opposed to 
reactions in microemulsions, the phases are not allowed to 
mix. These reactions can take place in one of the phases or at 
the interface between them; the conditions in each phase differ 
from each other significantly, which allows obtaining inorganic 
substances with properties different from those received when 
such substances precipitate in homogeneous media, aqueous 
solutions in particular [1–8]. 

The table below and reports [2–8] present the 
physicochemical properties of the organo- and hydrosols of 
metals and their compounds we obtained in the context of 
our study.

Having analyzed the routine and the results of the interphase 
synthesis, we found that state (sediment, film, colloidal solution) 
and localization (organic or aqueous phase, their interface) of 
the reaction products depend on many factors (composition, 
concentration and ratio of reagents, reaction temperature, 
volumes of phases, interface area); therefore, it is currently 
impossible to formulate the patterns of interphase synthesis 
common to compounds of different classes.

At the same time, the data obtained highlight some 
features of interphase synthesis. Firstly, it eliminates the 
need for additional surfactants and stabilizing additives in the 

composition of colloidal solutions obtained. In the context 
of interphase synthesis, particles of the dispersed phase of 
colloidal solutions appear simultaneously with surfactants (oleic 
acid or sodium oleate) and stabilizing additives (quaternary 
ammonium compounds); from this viewpoint, the process of 
obtaining a colloidal solution through interphase interaction can 
be called self-organizing, with the surfactant's concentration 
sufficient to synthesize a colloidal solution achieved during the 
synthesis process and not determined empirically, as is the 
case for ferromagnetic fluids synthesis.

Secondly, interphase synthesis allows obtaining inorganic 
substances under conditions that are significantly milder than 
those seen in chemical precipitation of the same substances 
from their aqueous solutions. As a result, a change in the 
composition of a two-phase system — replacing aqueous 
phase with alcohol phase, for example, and keeping all the other 
parameters unaltered, — allows synthesizing nanoparticles 
with different morphology and dispersity, a phenomenon we have 
demonstrated using zinc oxide as the subject substance [5]. 

In addition, introduction of a polymeric substance into 
one of the phases effects a virtually single-stage synthesis of 
nanocomposites containing nanoscale particles formed directly 
in the polymer matrix, which prevents their aggregation and, 
consequently, allows having the obtained nanoparticles highly 
dispersed.  

Interphase synthesis also offers the opportunity to 
synthesize Fe

3
O

4
/Au and Fe

3
O

4
/CdS bifunctional magnetic 

nanoparticles that feature properties of both a magnetic core 
(Fe

3
O

4
) and optically active shells (Au, CdS) [6–8]. Thus, we 

managed to obtain the Fe
3
O

4
/Au "core-shell" nanocomposite 

systems through reduction of the chloroauric acid in a two-
phase system with one phase being formed of a magnetite 
colloidal solution [8].   

Synthesis of bi- and trimetallic nanoparticles by redox-
transmetalation

We have also applied the redox-transmetalation process to 
obtain bi- and trimetallic nanoparticles (including those with 
"core-shell" structure); this method implies reduction of metal 
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salts with metal nanoparticles that form the core [9]. Compared 
to the "core-shell" composite synthesis methods that involve 
linkers, redox-transmetalation is relatively simple to apply in 
the context of experiments and does not require the use of 
expensive reagents for surface functionalization. 

Making use of the redox-transmetalation method, we 
have obtained and thoroughly researched bi- and trimetallic 
nanoparticles with metallic copper and magnetic Fe and FeCo 
nanoparticles as core (reducing agent). According to our 
findings contact reduction of gold and silver compounds with 
FeCo nanoparticles produces FeCoAu and FeCoAg magnetic 
nanoparticles with a "core-shell" structure [10].  The precious 
metal shells that form on the surface of the easily oxidized 
magnetic nuclei prevent or reduce the degree of their oxidation; 
in addition, it makes the resulting nanocomposites more 
diverse in terms of directed functionalization, thus extending 
their applicability to cover biomedicine, among other fields.  

Effect of dispersity and phase composition on antimicrobial 
properties of cupriferous antimicrobial agents

In the field of the new antimicrobial drugs, a promising trend is 
enriching them with low-toxic metal nanoparticles that cause 
no resistance response and offer pronounced bactericidal, 
antiviral, fungicidal and immunomodulatory potency.  

As a rule, when using nanometals as a pharmaceutical 
substance, the designers seek to have the particles as 
disperse as possible and neglect the costs of development and 
technological adaptation of the superfine particles synthesis 
methods, which can be considerably greater than the effect form 
application of those particles. In this connection, we investigated 
the effect phase composition has on the antimicrobial potency, 
morphology and dispersity of metallic copper and copper (II) 
oxide nanoparticles obtained through chemical precipitation 
from aqueous solutions with polyethylene glycol [11].

The sample preparation technique and the results of the 
study of antimicrobial potency and range of the nanoparticles 
obtained were described in detail earlier [12]. Gram-negative 
(Escherichia coli), gram-positive (Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
Staphylococcus aureus), spore-forming (Bacillus subtilis) 
bacteria and microscopic fungi (Candida albicans) were used as 
test cultures. The control treatments were ointments containing 
chloramphenicol, chlorhexidine and the combination of choline 
salicylate and cetalconium chloride.

The study revealed that copper nanoparticles can suppress 
a wide range of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, but 
their antimicrobial effect is less pronounced than that of ointment 
containing chloramphenicol. At the same time, the antifungal 
properties of copper nanoparticles are only marginally inferior 
to those of drugs containing chlorhexidine, choline salicylate 
and cetalconium chloride.

Having analyzed the dependence of antimicrobial 
effect on size we learned that the antimicrobial potency of 
copper nanoparticles, which vary in size from 14 to 37 nm, 
grows linearly as the size decreases to 14 nm. The findings 
describe copper-containing suspension the concentration of 

which does not exceed 0.5 % wt.; when the concentration is 
0.75% wt., antimicrobial potency of copper nanoparticles in 
such a suspension does not increase with the size of particles 
going down from 37 nm to 14 nm. 

Using magnetic nanoparticles for MSC labeling

The options of application of magnetic nanoparticles for 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) labeling is one of the projects 
part of the magnetite magnetic fluids research effort undertaken 
at the Research Institute for Physical Chemical Problems of the 
Belarusian State University, where such fluids were synthesized. 
Fellows from the Belarusian State Medical University (Minsk, 
Belarus) participated in the project. For nanomedicine, the 
most promising magnetic nanoparticles are nanosized iron (II, III) 
oxides. They are simple to synthesize and their cytotoxicity level 
is low [13]. It is known that magnetic nanoparticles can be used 
for labeling both mesenchymal and neural stem cells with the 
aim to isolate them in cell suspension [14–16], as well as to 
concentrate [17] and to enable MRI visualization [18], which is 
especially valuable when stem cell are transplanted [19]. 

The synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles, MSC labeling and 
corresponding research results are detailed in the reports [20, 
21]. MSC cultures isolated from the bone marrow of sexually 
mature white outbred rats were used for the purposes of MSC 
labeling. Magnetic iron (II, III) oxide nanoparticles were obtained 
through chemical precipitation from aqueous solutions followed 
by stabilization by surfactants.   

The results of the study prove that the synthesized magnetic 
nanoparticles, after 24 hours of incubation and at 0.0069% wt., 
are lowly cytotoxic and can effectively mark MSCs. The findings 
suggest that magnetic nanoparticles localize in vesicles of the 
cells' cytoplasm and remain there when replanted; they do not 
hinder the cells' ability to adhere, spread and proliferate. When 
the cells divide, magnetic nanoparticles get distributed between 
daughter cells. It was experimentally confirmed that stem cells 
labeled with magnetic nanoparticles can be detected in vivo 
by MRI.

It should also be noted that the obtained magnetic 
nanoparticles, stabilized by oleic acid and triethanolamine, 
have several advantages over the known materials based on 
nanoscale iron oxides, which require prolonged incubation with 
stem cells or additional transporters (e.g., protamine sulfate) 
and negatively affect the ability of stem cells to differentiate.

CONCLUSION 

Despite the significant progress in the development and 
research of nanoscale metals, oxides and salts synthesis, 
their application as part of nanocomposite materials designed 
for various purposes requires joint effort of scientists from 
various research fields. With regard to nanomedicine and 
pharmacology, it is crucial to learn to define the morphology, 
dispersity and phase composition of the nanoparticles used 
in order to meet the requirements for the developed medical 
materials and to assess the risks of their practical use.
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ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ ПОЛИМЕРНЫХ КОЛЛОИДНЫХ НОСИТЕЛЕЙ ДЛЯ ТАРГЕТНОЙ 
ДОСТАВКИ МОЗГОВОГО ТРОФИЧЕСКОГО ФАКТОРА ЧЕРЕЗ ГЕМАТО-
ЭНЦЕФАЛИЧЕСКИЙ БАРЬЕР ПРИ ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТАЛЬНОМ ПАРКИНСОНИЗМЕ

Болезнь Паркинсона — одно из распространенных возрастных моторных нейродегенеративных заболеваний, при 
котором дегенерация дофаминергических нейронов считается патогномоничной для развития моторной дисфункции. 
Мозговой трофический фактор (БДНФ) считается ключевым регулятором нейронной пластичности и, являясь крупной 
молекулой, не проходит через гемато-энцефалический барьер (ГЭБ). Синтетические полимерные наночастицы (НЧ), 
покрытые сурфактантом, обеспечивают феномен «троянского коня» и позволяют доставлять БДНФ в ткани головного 
мозга. Целью работы было оценить нейропротективное действие БДНФ, сорбированного на полилактидных НЧ, в 
общепринятой модели паркинсонизма, вызванного применением MФТП. Для моделирования синдрома паркинсонизма 
использовали  нейротоксин 1-метил-4-фенил-1,2,3,6-тетрагидропиридин (МФТП), который внутрибрюшинно вводили 
мышам линии C57BL/6 с последующим внутривенным введением физраствора (1-я группа мышей), раствора БДНФ 
(2-я группа), БДНФ, сорбированного на полилактидных НЧ (3-я группа), и БДНФ, сорбированного на полилактидных 
НЧ, покрытых сурфактантом (4-я группа). Через 90 мин, 24 ч, 72 ч и 7 суток оценивали проявления паркинсонизма  
в поведенческих тестах открытого поля, на рота-роде, по интенсивности тремора, изменению длины тела и шага 
животных. По окончании эксперимента головной мозг извлекали для гистологической оценки изменений в стриа-
паллидарной системе и среднем мозге, а также для определения концентрации БДНФ в тканях головного мозга. 
Результаты показали, что БДНФ, сорбированный на полилактидных НЧ, покрытых сурфактаном, существенно 
уменьшал ригидность скелетных мышц, олигокинезию и тремор, а также достоверно повышал концентрацию БДНФ 
в тканях головного мозга. 
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APPLICATION OF NANOSCALE POLYMER COLLOID CARRIERS FOR 
TARGETED DELIVERY OF THE BRAIN-DERIVED NEUROTROPHIC FACTOR                 
THROUGH THE BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER IN EXPERIMENTAL PARKINSONISM 

Parkinson disease is one of the common age-related motor neurodegenerative diseases, in which dopamine neurons 
degeneration is considered to be pathognomic for the development of motor disfunction. Brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
(BDNF) is a member of the neurotrophin family, which is considered to be a key regulator of neuronal plasticity. BDNF, being 
a large molecule, does not pass through the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Synthetic polymer nanoparticles (NP), covered by 
surfactant, provide the phenomenon of “Trojan hoarse” and enable BDNF to penetrate into the brain tissue. For modelling of 
parkinsonism we used an intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of neurotoxin 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) which 
was injected to the C57BL/6 mice with subsequest treatment with normal saline (group 1), BDNF (group 2), nanoparticulate BDNF 
(group 3) and surfactant-coated nanoparticulate BDNF (group 4). After 90 min, 24 hours, 72 hours and 7 days manifestations of 
parkinsonism were evaluated using behavioural tests of open field, rota-rod, assessment of the tremor, length of the body and 
pace. At the end of experiment the brain was sampled for histological evaluation of changes in the striatum and midbrain and 
concentration of BDNF in the brain tissues. The results of the experiments demonstrated that nanoparticulate BDNF covered 
with surfactant significanltly reduced rigidity of the skeletal muscles, oligokinesia and tremor, and also significantly increased 
BDNF concentration in the brain tissues. 
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The main trend of modern pharmacology is to increase 
efficacy of the medications with decrease of their toxicity and 
side effects. Analysis of modern literature revealed two main 
ways to solve this problem: firstly, to increase selective action 
of the drugs, and secondly, to provide higher concentration 
of the medications at the targeted structures, particularly in 
the central nervous system (CNS) at the expense of directed 
transport of the drugs using specific carriers [1, 2]. Trying to 
implement the first direction, we are facing certain limitations, 
such as presence of the targets with equal sensitivity in different 
structures of the body which makes the desired selectivity 
not feasible; persuing the second direction, we come across
another limitation, such as toxicity of the carriers for the 
distant delivery of the drugs, while high selectivity becomes a 
considerable advantage in this case. Besides, certain potentially 
important medications were recently identified, such as tumor 
necrosis factor, which requires both distant and selective 
delivery to the target organs. Presence of the BBB is an 
essential obstacle for penetration of many medications into the 
brain. Tight junctions between the endothelial cells of the brain 
capillaries interfere with penetration of many high molecular 
weight and hydrophilic substances into the brain tissues, while 
presence of the P-glycoprotein hampers penetration of certain 
lipophilic molecules into the brain [3, 4]. Thus, presence of the 
BBB is a major limitation for the medicinal correction of the 
neurodegenerative diseases, tumors and other pathologies of 
the CNS. 

Many peptides and proteins are known as regulators 
of different functions of the CNS neurons and therefore 
may potentially be used for treatment of different conditions 
accompanied by neurodegeneration [5, 6]. Important limitation 
for clinical application of the peptide medications is their low 
capacity in penetration through the BBB and their liability to 
enzymatic inactivation. Polymer colloid systems are capable of 
providing transport of the medications, including proteins and 
peptides,  into the brain [7].

For modelling of parkinsonism MPTP is a common 
compound which penetrates through the BBB and forms a 
metabolite in the brain which blocks thyrosine-hydroxylase, 
which finally results in deficiency of dopamine in substantia 
nigra [8]. In our research for the purpose of assessment of 
BDNF delivery and achievement of the neuroprotective effect in 
modelled parkinsonism we applied biodegradable surfactant-
coated polylactate NP. 

The objective of this study is to evaluate neuroprotective 
effect of nanoparticulate BDNF sorbed on to the polylactic NP 
in the established model of parkinsonism caused by MPTP. 

METHODS

Experiments were conducted using the C57BL/6 male mice 
weighing 20–25 g (Animal house “LACU”, Institute of the 
Medical Molecular Biotechnology (IMMB), Universiti Teknologi 
MARA, Selangor; Malaysia). All animals were given one week 
to adjust to the laboratory conditions before the experiment 
started. Each mouse was used only once in the experiment. 
The animals were having free access to food and water, 
kept in the temperature of 20–22 °С and humidity 50–60%, 
with a 12/12 dark/light cycle in the standard steel cages 
with 4 mice per cage. To minimise circadian fluctuations and 
avoid chronopharmacological effects, all experiments were 
conducted starting from 9 o’clock in the morning. Each 
experimental group contained 6–8 animals.  

Parkinsonism was modelled using neurotoxin MPTP injected 
i. p. [9]. Evaluation of the major extrapyramidal changes were 

conducted starting from the of MPTP injection continuously 
for 45 min as described below; thereafter the animals were 
divided into 4 groups and  got an  injection  into the lateral tail 
vein of 0.2 ml of one of the medications: 1st group — normal saline, 
2nd group — BDNF, 3rd group — nanoparticulate BDNF, 4th 
group — surfactant-coated (poloxamer 188) nanoparticulate 
BDNF. All behavioural tests and observations were conducted 
90 min, 24 hours, 72 hours and 7 days after injection of neurotoxin. 

After the last test was completed on the 8th day of 
experiment, all the animals were euthanized by decapitation. 
Brain was sampled, with the right hemisphere fixed in the 
10% formalin for subsequent histological examination, while 
the left hemisphere was frozen by liquid nitrogen in –70°
with subsequent determination of level of BDNF in the brain 
using ELISA.  

Chemicals

For parkinsonism modelling we used officinal normal saline  
(0.9% sodium chloride) (Sigma Aldrich; USA); 1-Methyl-4-
phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetra hydropyridine hydrochloride powder 
(Sigma-Aldrich; USA).  

For treatment of parkinsonism the following chemicals were 
used: officinal normal saline (0.9% sodium chloride) (Sigma-
Aldrich; USA); 10% solution of poloxamer 188 (Sigma-Aldrich; 
USA), recombinant human BDNF (Raybiotech; USA); polylactic 
NP of medium diameter 200 nm (Degradex TM PLGA (MW 
45–75 KD) nanospheres) (Phosphorex, Inc.; USA).

For ELISA we used a set of chemicals for ELISA of BDNF in 
mice and rats  (Total BDNF Immunoassay; Quantikine®ELISA, 
Catalog Number DBNT00) (R&D Systems, Inc; USA), 
phosphate buffer (Sigma-Aldrich; USA) and lysis buffer 17 
(catalog #895943; R&D system, Abingdon; UK,).

Modelling of parkinsonism

Solution of MPTP was injected i.p. to all animals in a dose of 
30 mg/kg.

Preparation of nanoparticulate BDNF

Lyophilized powder of BDNF (50 mkg) was dissolved in 1 ml of 
normal saline. Solution of BDNF was added to the suspension 
of NP (40 mg in 1 ml of normal saline) and incubated at low 
temperature  (0–4 °С) for 3 hours with subsequent sonification 
in the ultrasound disintegrator for 15 min at the power 60 w and  
stirred by magnetic stirrer at the speed of 300 RPM for 3 hours.

Preparation of the suspension of NP

Lyophilised powder (40 mg) of NP, containing 23.53 mg 
of polymer, was dispersed in 1 ml of the normal saline until 
a homogeneous suspension of the lacteous white color 
is obtained. Sonification was conducted in the ultrasound 
disintegrator for 15 min with power of 60 w with subsequent 
stirring by magnetic stirrer at the speed of 300 RPM for 3 hours.

Preparation of the suspension of NP with BDNF 
and surfactant

Suspension of nanoparticulate BDNF was added to 0.2 ml 
of 10% poloxamer 188 with subsequest stirring by magnetic 
stirrer. The final 2 ml of preparation contained 1.18% suspension  
of NP covered by poloxamer and 50 mcg of BDNF (5 mcg of 
BDNF per 0.2 ml of the preparation). In this case we used only 
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Fig. 1. Open field test results in experimental and control mice with modelled parkinsonism (m ± SEM). * — p < 0.05 compared to the 1st group, ** — p < 0.01 compared 
to the 1st group, & — p < 0.05 compared to the 2nd group, && — p < 0.01 compared to the 2nd group, # — p < 0.05 compared to the 3rd group, ## — p < 0.01 compared 
to the 3rd group
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0.9 ml of normal saline to dissolve NP and BDNF to maintain 
total  volume of 2 ml of  the preparation. 

Total of 0.2 ml of normal saline or pure BDNF or 
nanoparticulate BDNF or nanoparticulate BDNF with poloxamer 
were injected intravenously (i.v.) to the animals of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th groups respectively into the lateral tail vein 45 min after 
the injection of the MPTP. 

Efficacy of the preparations was evaluated by its capacity 
to attenuate the main manifestations of parkinsonism caused 
by MPTP (oligokinesia, rigidity and tremor). We also considered  
presence and intensity of such symptoms as salivation, 
piloerection, retropulsion and respiratory failure.  

Methods for evaluation of rigidity

For quantitative evaluation of rigidity we used a symptom of 
humpback, the extent of which depends on muscular rigidity 
and may be measured by the shortening of the distance from 
the tail to the base of the tail. Body length was measured from 
interauricular line to the base of the tail using videoimages in 
the open field test. Paws of the animal were marked with a 
special dye using two different colors for front and rear limbs. 
Pace  was measured between the footprints left by the moving 
animals on the tape. Rota-rod test was conducted in the Rota-
Rod ENV-576 (Med Associates; USA) in accelerated mode N5 
(2–20 RPM).

Evaluation of tremor

Tremor was assessed by its intensity in grades and by 
the number of animals with tremor per group. Based on  

localization and  range, tremor was evaluated as  grade 0 — no 
tremor, grade 1 — low range local tremor of the head, front 
paws and tail, grade 2 — local middle range tremor, grade 3 —  
generalized low or middle range tremor of the whole body [10].

Open field test

Parkinsonism induced by neurotoxin causes changes not 
only of quantity of locomotor activity, but of its quality as well.  
The term “oligokinesia” refers to reduction of the volume of 
movements and change of their qualitative features.  Open field 
is a white tetragonal arena with white borders 50 cm high. Its 
space is divided into 64 equal quadrates 10 × 10 cm each. 
After each testing the bottom of the arena was wiped with a 
humid sponge. 

For testing in the open field, the animal was placed into 
the center of arena for 3 minutes immediately after MPTP 
injection and then 90 min, 24 hours, 72 hours and 7 days after 
neurotoxin injection. For assessment of the horizontal activity, 
one crossed quadrate was taken as a unit of distance. Vertical 
activity included rearing of the animal with the front paws 
hanging or leaning against the borders of the arena. Both types 
of locomotor activity were considered as rearing.

ELISA

The following equipment was used for ELISA: microplate 
reader VictorTM X to measure absorbance at 450 nm (Perkin 
Elmer; USA), tissue homogenizer Omni-Ruptor 4000 (OMNI 
International Inc.; US), horizontal orbital shaker with speed of 
500+/–50 rpm (VISION Scientific Co. Ltd; Korea). 
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Fig. 3. Tremor and duration of rotation in rota-rod (sec) in experimental and control mice with modelled parkinsonism (m ± SEM). * — p < 0.05 compared to the 1st 
group, ** — p < 0.01 compared to the 1st group, & — p < 0.05 compared to the 2nd group, && — p < 0.01 compared to the 2nd group, # — p < 0.05 compared to the 3rd 
group, ## — p < 0.01 compared to the 3rd group

Fig. 2. Body length and pace in the experimental and control mice with modelled parkinsonism, mm (m ± SEM). * — p < 0.05 compared to the 1st group, ** — p < 0.01 
compared to the 1st group, & — p < 0.05 compared to the 2nd group, && — p < 0.01 compared to the 2nd group, # — p < 0.05 compared to the 3rd group, ## — p < 0.01 
compared to the 3rd group
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Left hemisphere of the brain was rinsed with phosphate 
buffer and homogenized with a tissue homogenizer in 500 µl
of PBS. An equal volume of lysis buffer 17 (R&D Systems, 
Abingdon, UK) was added and tissues were lysed at room 
temperature for 30 minutes with gentle agitation. Debris was 

then removed by centrifugation at 10,000 g, 4 °C, aliquoted and 
stored at –80 °C before analysis. BDNF level was assesses using 
ELISA kit (Total BDNF Immunoassay; Quantikine®ELISA) (R&D 
Systems, Inc.; USA)  according to the manufacturer protocol 
using microplate reader VictorTM X (Perkin Elmer; USA) with 
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Table 1. Concentration of BDNF in the brain tissue of mice with modelled parkinsonism after treatment with normal saline and BDNF preparations, pg/mg (m+/–SE)

Note: * — p < 0.05 compared to normal saline; ** —  p < 0.01 compared to normal saline; ## — р < 0.01  compared to BDNF; & — p < 0.05 compared to 
nanoparticulate BDNF.

1st group 2nd group 3rd group 4th group

163.91 ± 10.17 184.03 ± 2.28 194.51 ± 1.14*## 204.46 ± 3.71**##&

450 nm wavelength. The optical density reading of sample
at 450 nm wavelength was subtracted with 570 nm wavelength 
to avoid imperfection plate. The results of the ELISA as 
expressed as pg/mg of total protein.

Statistics

The data obtained were processed statistically using Excel 
software with calculation of the mean, standard deviation, mean 
error, Student’s t-test. Difference were considered significant if 
p < 0.05.

RESULTS

As early as  2 minutes past i.p. injection of MPTP the animals 
of all four groups developed symptoms of parkinsonism: at first 
generalized tremor, low or middle range, then within the next 
3–5 min — retropulsion and piloerection. Piloerection was so 
prominent, that in many mice white skin was visible between 
the hair of the black coat, which was especially pronounced 
at the back of the neck. During next 15 min the symptoms 
of skeletal muscles rigidity are dominating, namely staggering 
gait, shortened pace, rotational movements, shortening 
of the body with appearance of a typical humpback in the 
thoraco-lumbar region of the vertebral column. After 1.5 hours 
(45 minutes past injection of BDNF or saline) in mice of the 1st 
group tremor persisted, rearings were absent, while in groups 
2 and 3 tremor was slightly reduced and single rearings might 
be observed, and in the 4th group tremor almost disappeared and 
rearings became much more frequent. Animals of the 4th group 
showed ability to restore the pace and rota-rod rotation, as well 
as to increase the distance walked in the open field. In animals 
of the 1st–3rd groups rota-rod test results and the pace almost 
did not change, while distance walked and body length did not 
change only in the 1st and 2nd groups, but demonstrated a trend 
to increase in the 3rd group of mice. Statistical analysis showed 
that only mice of the 4th group revealed positive dynamics for 
all the listed parameters  compared to all other groups, while 
in groups 1, 2 and 3 they did not differ significantly (Fig. 1–3).

After 24 and 72 hours since the start of the experiment the 
trends observed after 90 minutes for distance walked, pace, 
body length, rota-rod rotation and tremor, persist, though 
with different level of significance (p < 0.05 — p < 0.01). After 
7 days mice of the 3rd and 4th groups did not show any tremor, 
while in the 1st and 2nd groups single twitching took place in 
some animals, but there was no significant difference for this 
parameter due to considerable variations between the species. 
Body length continues to restore in all the groups, but the 
difference between the groups is also not significant. Pace, 
rota-rod performance, distance walked and rearing remained 
significantly different in the 4th group compared to all other 
groups. 

As follows from the table 1, injection of BDNF insignificantly 
(by 11%)  increased concentration of BDNF in brain compared 
to the normal saline (p > 0.05), while nanoparticulate BDNF 
increased it significantly (p < 0.05) and surfactant-coated 
nanoparticulate increased with higher significance (p < 0.01) 

compared to normal saline group. Concentration of BDNF 
in the brain tissues in animals treated with nanoparticulate 
BDNF and surfactant-coated nanopaticulate BDNF was 
significantly higher (p < 0.01) than with pure BDNF. Animals 
treated with nanoparticulate BDNF and nanoparticulate BDNF 
with surfactant also showed significant difference in BDNF 
concentration in the brain tissues (p < 0.05).

DISCUSSION

Our experiments demonstrated that i.v. injection of poloxamer-
coated nanoparticulate BDNF loaded onto PLGA NP  
significantly increases concentration of neurotrophin in the 
brain. As a result, BDNF delivered to the brain tissues provides 
considerable alleviation of the symptoms of MPTP-induced 
parkinsonism. I. v. injection of pure BDNF did not show any 
significant antiparkinsonic effect. Significant reduction of rigidity 
and normalization of locomotor activity was detected only in 
the group of mice with parkinsonism treated by nanoparticulate 
BDNF with poloxamer. This effect was observed starting from 
the 45 minutes after BDNF injection continuously for 7 days. 
Similar effect on MPTP-related tremor was demonstrated in the 
group of mice after application of nanoparticulate BDNF with 
poloxamer. Observed  trend of increased BDNF concentration  
after i. v. injection of pure neurotrophin allows to assume the 
presence of a transporting system in cells forming BBB. The 
data obtained correlate with the results regarding directed 
transport using colloid NP. Experiments with polybutirate NP 
covered by polysorbate 80 demonstrated that nerve growth 
factor (NGF)  may be delivered into the brain. NGF was shown 
to be able to reduce intensity of symptoms caused by MPTP 
in mice [9, 10]. 

Currently activating effect of BDNF on regeneration of the 
nerve tissue is under thorough investigation. Thus, Limongi 
et al. demonstrated that incubation of the nerve tissue in 
the medium containing BDNF will increase density of the 
synaptic contacts and neuronal survival rate [11]. Besides, 
BDNF increases release of acetylcholine and glutamate by 
the synaptic structures of the central and peripheral nervous 
system [12, 13]. These mediators form the key mechanisms 
in functioning of the extrapyramidal system and development 
of parkinsonism. As it was shown by Bhurtel et al., BDNF 
stimulates dopaminergic neurons [14]. At the same time 
direct injection of the BDNF into brain reduced the intensity of 
symptoms of parkinsonism caused by injection of MPTP [15]. 

Thus we presume that BDNF delivered to the brain with the 
aid of NP may decrease intensity of symptoms of parkinsonism 
caused by MPTP  due to direct stimulation of discharge of the 
mediators and/or stimulation of the regeneratory capacity of 
the dopaminergic neurons. 

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained demonstrated that poloxamer 188-coated 
polylactic NP are capable of transporting of the BDNF through 
the BBB, thus creating its concentration in the brain which is 
able to cause significant neurotropic effect in the brain. 
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Ю. В. Стукалов1, Е. Ю. Григорьева1     , А. В. Смирнова1,3, А. А. Липенгольц1,2, И. Ю. Кубасова1, Н. В. Позднякова1, 
М. И. Лукашина4

ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТАЛЬНЫЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЯ ДЕНДРИМЕРНОЙ 
НАНОКОНСТРУКЦИИ С RGD-ПЕПТИДОМ ДЛЯ РАДИОНУКЛИДНОЙ 
ТЕРАПИИ ОНКОЛОГИЧЕСКИХ ЗАБОЛЕВАНИЙ 

Радионуклидная терапия (РНТ) является эффективным методом лечения множественных метастазов злокачественных 
опухолей. Расширение номенклатуры злокачественных новообразований, для которых возможно применение РНТ, 
происходит за счет создания новых туморотропных радиофармацевтических препаратов (РФП). Перспективно 
создание РФП на основе универсальной транспортной платформы, которая может быть модифицирована различными 
терапевтическими и диагностическими радионуклидами, а также векторными молекулами для достижения требуемой 
специфичности к опухолям и терапевтической эффективности. Целью работы было оценить в качестве такой 
транспортной платформы конструкцию на основе оригинального дендримера. Исследование на мышах показало его 
низкую токсичность (ЛД

50
 достигало 779 ± 111 мг/кг). Туморотропность и терапевтическую эффективность дендримера 

исследовали на примере наноконструкции (НК) из дендримера, RGD-пептида и радионуклида 188Re (188Re-НК). В 
качестве опухолевой модели использовали мышиную карциному легкого Льюиса LLC1. Данные биораспределения 
предложенной НК показали ее эффективное накопление в опухоли с коэффициентом дифференциального накопления 
более 1 по отношению к основным органам и тканям и временем удержания в опухоли не менее 6 ч. Введение 
188Re-НК в дозе 185 МБк/кг мышам с подкожно трансплантированной опухолью статистически достоверно (p < 0,05) 
способствовало торможению роста опухоли к 7-м суткам после введения до Т/С = 5%, сохраняющемуся в течение 
6 суток. Проведенные исследования показали перспективность исследованного дендримера как транспортной 
платформы для РНТ.

Ключевые слова: дендример, RGD-пептид, 188Re, радионуклидная терапия, биораспределение, исследование на 
животных, перевивные опухолевые модели
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF DENDRIMER-BASED NANOPARTICLES WITH 
RGD-PEPTIDE FOR ANTICANCER RADIONUCLIDE THERAPY

Radionuclide therapy (RNT) is an effective modality for treating multiple metastases in patients with cancer. The list of malignancies 
that can be managed with RNT expands with the arrival of novel tumoritropic radiopharmaceuticals (RP). A versatile delivery 
platform capable of carrying various therapeutic and diagnostic radionuclides, as well as vector molecules needed to achieve 
sufficient specificity to tumor cells and ensure therapeutic efficacy may hold great promise for radiation therapy. The aim of 
this work was to assess the performance of a delivery system based on the original dendrimer. The dendrimer demonstrated 
low toxicity in mice (LD

50
 was 779 ± 111 mg/kg). To study the specificity of the dendrimer to tumor cells and its therapeutic 

efficacy, we used a nanoplatform (NP) composed of the dendrimer itself, the RGD peptide and 188Re (188Re-NP). Lewis lung 
carcinoma LLC1 was used as a tumor model. The biodistribution analysis revealed that the compound effectively accumulated 
in the tumor demonstrating a tumor-to-normal ratio >1 (relative to healthy organs and tissues) and retention time of at least 
6 hours. Injections of 185 MBq/kg 188Re-NP caused a statistically significant inhibition of tumor growth (p < 0.05) by day 7 
following the injection (Т/С = 5%), which remained stable for 6 days. Our findings suggest that the proposed dendrimer is a 
promising platform for RP delivery. 
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Fig. 1. The nanoplatform based on the dendrimer conjugated to the RGD peptide

The use of drugs that can effectively and selectively accumulate 
in malignant tissue is a key to the success of radionuclide, 
neutron capture and photon activation therapies [1]. Recently, 
there has been a burgeoning interest in dendrimers [2–6], the 
spherical molecules sized 2–10 nm that have a large number 
of functional groups in their outer shell and, therefore, can be 
conjugated to a wide range of different molecules. This facilitates 
creation of targeted drug delivery platforms by attaching a 
tumor-specific agent and a tumoricidal or a diagnostic agent 
to the dendrimer. Previously, we demonstrated the feasibility 
and promise of this approach for the therapy and diagnosis of 
cancer [7–8]. Such platforms can exploit the affinity of cancer 
cell receptors to a number of low molecular weight compounds. 
For example, dendrimers functionalized with β-estradiol have 
been shown to effectively accumulate in transplanted breast 
adenocarcinoma cells (Са755) [9]. In the study below, the role 
of a target-specific component of a tested dendrimer-based 
platform was played by the RGD-peptide capable of biding to 
the integrins present on the surface of cancer cells [10–17]. 

This work aimed to investigate the feasibility of using the 
original dendrimer-based nanoplatform in radiation therapy and 
cancer diagnostics in a series of in vivo experiments.  

METHODS

The original nanoplatform (NP) consisted of a first-generation 
dendrimer covalently conjugated to safranin, which binds 
sodium perrhenate, and a tumor-specific RGD peptide. The 
dendrimer itself was previously described in [7]. Fig. 1 shows 
the NP; its structure was confirmed by nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy.

The radionuclide 188Re with a half-life of 17 hours was 
used as a therapeutic agent. Its decay is accompanied by the 
emission of β-radiation with energies of 2.12 MeV producing 
the tumoricidal effect and γ-radiation with energies of 155 keV 
(15.2%) detectable by a γ-camera that records distribution 
of a radiopharmaceutical agent in a patient’s body 18–23]. 
The GREN-1 188W/188Re generator (Leipunsky Institute of 
Physics and Power Engineering, Russia) used in this study 
was generating 188Re over the course of 4–6 months [24]; 
therefore, the studied compounds could be labeled with 188Re 
immediately before use.

Radiolabeling was performed by combining the studied NP 
and 188Re sodium perrhenate eluted from the generator. The 
amount of 188RE-NP in the working solution was calculated 
based on the molarity of the introduced 188Re (1 MBq 188Re —
0.00015 nM). To make sure every 188Re was bound, NP were
taken at 100-fold excess. The isotope was added to the studied 
compounds еx tempore. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra 
were recorded by the WH-360 spectrometer (Bruker; Germany) 
operating at 360 MHz. Thin-layer chromatography was 
performed using Si 60-coated plates (particle size of 5–17 µm) 
(Fluka; USA). Chromatograms were developed in iodine vapor. 

Due to the high costs of the RGD peptide, acute toxicity 
of 188RE-NP was inferred from the toxicity of the unmodified 
dendrimer measured in healthy male Ваlb/c mice weighing 19–21 g.
(Stolbovaya nursery of the Research Center for Biomedical 
Technologies, Russia). The experiments were conducted in 
full compliance with ethical principles and guidelines for animal 
research [25].  

The animals were kept in the conventional vivarium under 
natural light conditions. For the experiment, the mice were 
distributed into 10 groups of 6. Each group consisted of 
animals of the same age. The dendrimer was dissolved in 0.9% 
NaCl solution containing 10% of DMSO. The animals received 

a single intraperitoneal injection of 0.2 ml of the dendrimer 
solution. In total, ten different dendrimer doses were tested 
for toxicity: 62.5 mg/kg; 125 mg/kg; 187.5 mg/kg; 250 mg/kg; 
375 mg/kg; 500 mg/kg; 750 mg/kg; 1,000 mg/kg; 1,250 mg/kg;
and 1,500 mg/kg. The general health of mice and their 
behavior were monitored for 30 days following the injection. All 
changes were recorded on a daily basis. The animals who did 
not survive the experiment were necropsied and their internal 
organs were examined. Thirty days after the injection, the rest 
of the mice were euthanized by cervical dislocation. Acute 
toxicity of the studied compound was assessed based on the 
number of animals who died during the experiment, the day of 
their death, clinical manifestations of the intoxication, changes 
in behavior, and macroscopic examination of the organs and 
tissues conducted post-mortem [26–28]. Toxic doses were 
calculated in BioStat Pro 2008 5.0.1 (AnalystSoft; USA).

Biodistribution of the synthesized 188RE-NP was compared to 
that of 188Re sodium perrhenate in animals with subcutaneously 
transplanted LLC1 cells from the collection of cancer cell lines of 
Blokhin National Medical Research Center of Oncology, Russia. 
The choice of the cell line was dictated by the fact that the αvβ3 
receptor, which is an RGD-binding integrin, has been reported 
to homogenously distribute in the LLC1 tumor [29]. Male 
С57Bl/6 mice weighing 19–21 g were divided into groups of 6. 
The suspension of cancer cells (4, 000, 000 cells per animal) 
was transplanted subcutaneously in the right thigh of each 
mouse. On day 10 following the inoculation, the mice received 
0.2 ml of 188RE-NP (1.85 MBq per mouse, or 92.5 MBq/kg) 
injected intravenously. The mice were decapitated 1, 3, 6, 9, 
13, and 24 h after the 188RE-NP injection. Tissue and arterial 
blood samples were collected during autopsy. Radioactivity of 
the injected doses was determined using the dose calibrator 
ISOMED 2010 (MED Nuklear-Medizintechnik Dresden GmbH; 
Germany). Distribution of 188RE-NP in the biological tissue of 
mice was studied by direct radiometric measurements. The 
emitted radiation was measured by WIZARD 2480 scintillation 
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of 188Re-NP and 188Re accumulation (% of the injected amount per 1 g of tissue) in the subcutaneously transplanted LLC1male in male С57Bl/6 mice 

Table 1. Dynamics of 188Re-NP and 188Re accumulation in the organs and tissues of mice with subcutaneously transplanted LLC1 cells (expressed as % from the 
injected amount per 1 g of the organ/tissue)

Tissue/organ Compound
Time elapsed from the injection 

1 h 3 h 6 h 9 h 12 h 24 h

Blood

188Re-NP 14.90 ± 0.20 10.40 ± 0.51 7.76 ± 0.25 4.42 ± 0.24 2.31 ± 0.20 1.32 ± 0.12

188Re
15.04 ± 0.12 9.40 ± 0.80 7.36 ± 0.20 5.00 ± 0.34 2.64 ± 0.48 0.94 ± 0.24

p >0 .2 p > 0.2 p > 0.1 p > 0.1 p > 0.2 p > 0.1

Liver

188Re-NP 5.22 ± 0.36 4.09 ± 0.13 3.69 ± 0.23 3.06 ± 0.25 1.02 ± 0.07 0.07 ± 0.01

188Re
5.44 ± 0.29 4.66 ± 0.42 3.53 ± 0.18 1.98 ± 0.51 1.36 ± 0.24 0.15 ± 0.05

p > 0.2 p > 0.2 p > 0.2 p > 0.1 p > 0.1 p > 0.1

Kidneys

188Re-NP 7.27 ± 0.42 5.04 ± 0.21 4.47 ± 0.29 3.32 ± 0.35 1.84 ± 0.19 0.35 ± 0.07

188Re
7.34 ± 0.46 5.35 ± 0.56 3.67 ± 0.35 2.08 ± 0.41 1.44 ± 0.25 0.35 ± 0.07

p > 0.8 p > 0.5 p > 0.1 p > 0.1 p > 0.1 p > 0.6

Lungs

188Re-NP 10.01 ± 0.50 7.46 ± 0.31 5.68 ± 0.16 4.61 ± 0.32 2.75 ± 0.23 0.34 ± 0.06

188Re
10.09 ± 0.50 7.79 ± 0.52 5.52 ± 0.26 3.31 ± 0.38 1.99 ± 0.33 0.30 ± 0.05

p > 0.5 p > 0.2 p > 0.3 p > 0.1 p > 0.1 p > 0.2

Spleen

188Re-NP 9.77 ± 1.17 7.66 ± 0.43 4.74 ± 0.35 4.15 ± 0.30 2.16 ± 0.06 0.29 ± 0.05

188Re
9.52 ± 0.40 6.90 ± 0.37 4.72 ± 0.47 3.01 ± 0.20 1.95 ± 0.33 0.31 ± 0.11

p > 0.8 p > 0.1 p > 0.8 p > 0.1 p > 0.2 p > 0.8

Femoral bone

188Re-NP 5.61 ± 5.61 3.77 ± 3.77 3.14 ± 3.14 2.13 ± 2.13 1.45 ± 1.45 0.44 ± 0.44

188Re
5.02 ± 0.29 3.98 ± 0.38 2.77 ± 0.21 1.58 ± 0.06 1.11 ± 0.09 0.44 ± 0.05

p > 0.1 p > 0.5 p > 0.1 p > 0.1 p > 0.1 p > 0.8

Tumor

188Re-NP 8.16 ± 0.26 8.20 ± 0.14 8.24 ± 0.06 6.54 ± 0.35 3.15 ± 0.35 1.17 ± 0.07

188Re
6.06 ± 0.17 3.82 ± 0.26 2.32 ± 0.42 1.90 ± 0.16 1.14 ± 0.09 0.66 ± 0.07

p < 0.03 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.05 p < 0.05
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gamma-counter (Perkin Elmer; USA). 188RE-NP accumulation 
was evaluated based on the amount of 188Re in 1 g of the 
tissue/organ relative to its injected amount.

The therapeutic efficacy of 188RE-NP was tested in male 
С57Bl/6 mice weighing 20–22 g. The mice were distributed into 
groups of 8. Two days after the subcutaneous transplantation of 
the LLC1 cells, the mice received single 0.2 ml doses of 188Re 
sodium perrhenate and 188RE-NP in 0.9% NaCl solution. The 
following 188Re doses were studied for their therapeutic effect: 
15 MBq/kg, 92.5 MBq/kg, and 185 MBq/kg (0.3 MBq, 1.85 MBq, 
and 3.7 MBq per animal, respectively). The control group 
received 0.2 ml of 0.9% NaCl solution. The size and volume 
of tumors were measured on a daily basis throughout the 
experiment. The T/C value (a standard indicator of a tumoricidal 
effect) was calculated for the control and experimental groups 
using the equation [30]:

                     Т/С = 100 • V
exper

/ V
contr

,

where V
exper

 is an average tumor volume in the experimental 
group and V

contr
 is an average tumor volume in the control 

group.
The data were analyzed in OriginPro 8.0 (OriginLab; USA) 

and Excel 2003 (Microsoft; USA). Statistical significance of the 
obtained results was tested using the nonparametric Mann-
Whitney U test; differences were considered significant at 
р ≤ 0.05.

RESULTS

The acute toxicity of the studied compound was assessed 
based on the number of animals who did not survive the 
experiment and the day of their death following the dendrimer 
injection. We found that the lowest lethal dose of the dendrimer 
was 500 mg/kg; it killed 2 of 6 animals. Four of six mice died 
at a dose of 1,000 mg/kg. A dose of 1,500 mg/kg was lethal 
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Table 2. Comparison of tumor-to-normal uptake ratio of 188Re-NP and 188Re by the organs and tissues of experimental mice 

Tissue/organ Compound
Time elapsed from the injection

1 h 3 h 6 h 9 h 12 h 24 h

Tumor/blood

188Re-NP 0.55 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.04 1.06 ± 0.04 1.48 ± 0.04 1.36 ± 0.06 0.89 ± 0.11

188Re
0.40 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.06 0.32 ± 0.07 0.38 ± 0.05 0.45 ± 0.11 0.72 ± 0.18

p > 0.1 p < 0.05 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p > 0.1

Tumor/liver

188Re-NP 1.57 ± 0.14 2.01 ± 0.09 2.24 ± 0.13 2.15 ± 0.24 3.09 ± 0.29 16.55 ± 2.7

188Re
1.11 ± 0.04 0.82 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.14 1.02 ± 0.37 0.86 ± 0.19 4.65 ± 1.25

p < 0.05 p < 0.004 p < 0.001 p < 0.004 p < 0.001 p < 0.001

Tumor/kidneys

188Re-NP 1.12 ± 0.07 1.63 ± 0.04 1.85 ± 0.11 1.99 ± 0.22 1.73 ± 0.30 3.42 ± 0.85

188Re
0.83 ± 0.07 0.72 ± 0.08 0.63 ± 0.09 0.95 ± 0.27 0.81 ± 0.19 1.91 ± 0.15

p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.05 p < 0.05

Tumor/lungs

188Re-NP 0.82 ± 0.06 1.10 ± 0.06 1.45 ± 0.05 1.43 ± 0.17 3.86 ± 0.80 13.92 ± 2.56

188Re
0.60 ± 0.04 0.49 ± 0.05 0.42 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.10 0.59 ± 0.14 2.18 ± 0.17

p < 0.05 p < 0 . 004 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.02 p < 0.002

Tumor/spleen

188Re-NP 0.84 ± 0.11 1.07 ± 0.04 1.75 ± 0.12 1.58 ± 0.05 1.46 ± 0.12 4.09 ± 0.80

188Re
0.64 ± 0.04 0.55 ± 0.02 0.49 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.08 0.60 ± 0.14 2.26 ± 0.64

p < 0.05 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.004

Tumor/femoral bone

188Re-NP 1.46 ± 0.10 2.17 ± 0.01 2.64 ± 0.23 3.08 ± 0.22 2.18 ± 0.32 2.67 ± 0.15

188Re
1.21 ± 0.10 0.97 ± 0.13 0.85 ± 0.21 1.20 ± 0.14 1.04 ± 0.14 1.51 ± 0.31

p < 0.05 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.004 p < 0.05 p < 0.004

Tumor 188Re-NP/Tumor 188Re 1.35 ± 0.05 2.15 ± 0.19 3.55 ± 0.66 3.45 ± 0.32 2.76 ± 0.51 1.79 ± 0.24

for the entire group. Lethal dendrimer doses caused transient 
motor excitation for the first 30 min that subsequently turned 
into sopor. The mice died within 144 hours after the injection 
depending on the dose of the dendrimer. A transient loss of 
weight (5–8%) and increased motor activity were observed in 
the surviving mice during the first 5 days following the injection. 
Necropsy revealed no visible signs of pathology in the heart, 
kidneys, spleen, and lungs of the animals; no visible pathology 
or hyperthermia were observed in the peritoneum; the liver was 
enlarged and its edges were blunt. The sublethal doses of the 
dendrimer did not induce any visible changes in the behavior or 
general health of mice: no ataxia or local paresis were observed. 
The mice were gaining weight at the rate of the control group. 
Their skin condition was normal. No macroscopic changes 
were noticed in the internal organs during autopsy. Based on 
the number of dead animals in each of 10 experimental groups, 
toxic dendrimer doses were calculated for mice: LD

10 
= 270 ± 

92 mg/kg; LD
16

 = 382 ± 94 mg/kg; LD
50

 = 779 ± 111 mg/kg; 
LD

84
 = 1177 ± 196 mg/kg; LD

90
 = 1289 ± 260 mg/kg; LD

100
 =

1376 ± 367 mg/kg.
Table 1 compares the dynamics of 188RE-NP and 188Re-sodium 

perrhenate accumulation over time in mice with subcutaneously 
transplanted LLC1 carcinoma. The only significant difference 
was revealed for drug accumulation in the tumor, in contrast 
to healthy tissue. The dynamics of 188Rе-NP and 188Re-sodium 
perrhenate accumulation in LLC1 are presented in Fig. 2

Because 188Rе-NP is intended for anticancer radiation therapy, 
its tumor-to-normal uptake is an important pharmacokinetic 
characteristic. Сalculated tumor-to-normal ratio (T/N) values for
the most important organs are shown in Table 2. In the case 
of 188Rе-NP, the T/N value was > 1 for almost all organs and 
tissues 3 h after the injection. This indicates more vigorous 
clearance of the substance from healthy organs than from 
the tumor. The rate of 188Re clearance from the tumor was 
comparable to that measured for the liver and the femoral bone. 

The therapeutic efficacy of 188Rе-NP was being studied 
for 30 days following tumor transplantation. A single injection 

of the compound produced a marked tumoricidal effect 
(р < 0.05) throughout the entire observation period only at 
doses of 185 MBq/kg (Table 3, Fig. 3). Single doses of 188Re-
sodium perrhenate taken at 185 MBq/kg had no therapeutic 
effect at all (Fig. 4). The T/C values for the studied 188Re doses 
are presented in Table 3.

The observed tumoricidal effect was dose-dependent. It 
was significant at a 188Rе-NP dose of 185 MBq/kg, weak at 
92.5 MBq/kg, and insignificant at 15 MBq/kg. The minimal 
effective therapeutic concentration of 188Rе-NP was determined 
based on the curves demonstrating the dynamics of tumor 
growth.

DISCUSSION

This study shows that the toxicity of the proposed dendrimer 
is comparable to the toxicity of its analogs from the same class 
of compounds [31].

Our findings suggest that 188Rе-NP taken up by the tumor 
is retained there for up to 6 hours following the injection. During 
this time period, the amount of 188Rе-NP in the tumor remains 
high, making 8.2% of the injected amount. This may indicate 
the stability of the bonds between 188Rе-NP and the tumor 
tissue. The dynamics of 188Re sodium perrhenate accumulation 
does not follow the same pattern. The maximum ratio of 188Rе-NP 
to 188Re sodium perrhenate uptake by the tumor was 3.55 ± 0.660 
6 hours after the injection.

The 188Rе-NP dose of 185 MBq/kg at which the most 
significant tumoricidal effect was observed in mice was 
converted to a human dose equivalent of 15.42 MBq/kg. This 
is lower than the standard doses of radiopharmaceutical agents 
used in radiation therapy (44–47 MBq/kg) [32]. Consequently, 
the effective radiation dose can be reduced if 188Rе-NP is used 
as a radiopharmaceutical agent. Another advantage of the 
proposed platform is its low toxicity. The studied substance 
was taken at 100-fold excess to ensure the complete 
binding of 188Re; the concentration of NP at 185 MBq/kg was 
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Table 3. The therapeutic effect of the 188Re-NP against the LLC1 carcinoma 

Note: The table shows the results of therapeutic efficacy assessment on days 7, 14 and 18 after drug administration.

Fig. 3. The growth dynamics of the subcutaneously transplanted LLC1 tumor in С57Bl/6 mice following a single injection of 188Re-NP taken at different 188Re doses (А) 
and a single injection of 188Re sodium perrhenate and 188Re -NP (188Re dose = 185 MBq/kg) (B)

Time elapsed from the injection, days 7 days 14 days 18 days

The dose of 188Re, MBq/kg 15 92.5 185 15 92.5 185 15 92.5 185

Т/С, % 100 41 5 74 55 13 87 75 20

А B

Control Control15 000 15 000
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188Re-NP (185 MBq/kg)

4.05 • 10-3 mg/kg (or 2.16 • 10-3 mg/kg of the dendrimer), 
which is lower than LD

10
 by 5 orders of magnitude. Our findings 

suggest that the proposed NP may hold promise as a potent 
radiopharmaceutical.

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed 
dendrimer-based platform for targeted drug delivery of 
tumoricidal agents. We have established the minimally 
effective therapeutic dose of 188Re in the studied compound 

and revealed that the synthesized dendrimer exhibits dose-
dependent activity against tumor cells. Acute toxicity tests 
conducted in mice have shown that the 188Rе-NP platform 
is lowly toxic and ensures a considerable tumoricidal effect 
at doses much lower than LD

10
. The levels of 188Rе-NP 

accumulation in the tumor, as well as the value of the T/N ratio, 
lead us to conclude that the compound can be safely used to 
enhance the therapeutic dose of β-radiation in the tumor. The 
188Re component of the 188Re-NP composition taken at a dose 
of 185 Mbq/kg induces a marked tumoricidal effect 18 days 
following its administration. 
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А. П. Бонарцев1,2     , Г. А. Бонарцева2, В. В. Воинова1, М. П. Кирпичников1, К. В. Шайтан1

ЛЕКАРСТВЕННЫЕ СИСТЕМЫ НА ОСНОВЕ ПОЛИ-3-ОКСИАЛКАНОАТОВ: 
МИКРО- И НАНОСТРУКТУРА

Биоразлагаемые и биосовместимые полимеры, полиоксиалканоаты (ПОА), активно используют для изготовления 
широкого спектра лекарственных форм, придающих лекарственным средствам такие свойства, как пролонгированное 
действие, направленная доставка, сниженная токсичность, увеличенная стабильность. В основном в медицинской 
промышленности используют ПОА, полученные химическим синтезом, но растет интерес к использованию в 
фармацевтике природных ПОА, полученных биотехнологическим путем. В статье обсуждаются разработка и 
исследование разнообразных лекарственных форм, полученных на основе природных ПОА как вспомогательных 
веществ для антибактериальных, противовоспалительных, противоопухолевых, обезболивающих, гормональных и 
других средств, и связь их свойств с микро- и наноструктурой изделий. Лекарственные системы на основе ПОА 
позволят устранить недостатки активных действующих веществ, связанных с особенностями их физико-химических 
характеристик в традиционных лекарственных формах.

Ключевые слова: поли-3-оксиалканоаты, поли-3-оксибутират, микрочастицы, наночастицы, наноструктура, 
пролонгированное высвобождение
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Bonartsev AP1,2     , Bonartseva GA2, Voinova VV1, Kirpichnikov MP1, Shaitan KV1

POLY(3-HYDROXYALKANOATE)-BASED DRUG FORMULATIONS: 
THE MICRO- AND NANOSTRUCTURE

Biodegradable and biocompatible polymers referred to as polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are extensively used in the production 
of pharmaceutical drugs to ensure sustained release, targeted delivery, reduced toxicity, and increased stability of the drug 
substance. Although the pharmaceutical industry ordinarily exploits chemically synthesized PHAs, bioengineered polymers are 
also starting to enjoy growing interest. This article focuses on the research and development of drug formulations based on 
natural PHAs that act as auxiliary substances for antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, anticancer, and hormonal medications, as 
well as pain killers, and discusses the association between their properties and the micro/nano structure of the synthetic drug. 
The problems associated with the poor performance of active components in traditional dosage forms can be overcome in 
PHAs-based formulations.
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The use of poly(3-hydroxyalkanoates) in the design of 
pharmaceutical drugs

The use of micro- and nanoparticles (NP) derived from the 
biodegradable polymers known as poly(hydroxyalkanoates) 
(PHAs) holds great promise for the design of injectable 
systems for sustained drug release. Immobilization of drug 
substances (DS) in polymer matrices composed of micro- 
or nanoparticles facilitates extended release of a drug and 
helps to maintain its optimal concentrations in a target organ 
or tissue for up to several months, ensuring the desired 
pharmacological response. Maintaining constant therapeutic 

yet nontoxic DS concentrations over a long period is one of 
the ways to overcome the adverse effects typically associated 
with conventional drugs, including increased toxicity, poor 
stability, unsteady rates of release, and the inefficient use 
of active ingredients in the manufacturing process. Polymer 
drug delivery platforms enable drug release at a target site at 
a predetermined rate, which is essential in treating chronic 
diseases. At present, the following PHAs polymers are used both 
in clinical practice and scientific research: a group of synthetic 
polymers including poly(2-hydroxypropanoic) acid (polylactic 
acid, PLA, or polylactide), poly(2-hydroxyacetic) acid also 
known as polyglycolic acid (PGA) or polyglycolide, and poly(6-
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Fig. 1. PHB-derived microparticles with encapsulated DS: microparticles loaded with paclitaxel (A); microparticles loaded with doxorubicin (B); coumarin crystals on the 
surface of a microparticle loaded with this substance (C); microparticles loaded with methotrexate (D) 

А

C

B

D

hydroxycaprolactone) (PCL); and a group of naturally occurring 
polymers consisting of poly(3-hydroxybutyric) acid referred to 
as poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB), poly(4-hydroxybutyric) acid 
(P4HB), poly(3-hydroxyvaleric) acid (poly(3-hydroxyvalerate)), 
poly(3-hydroxyhexanoate), poly(3-hydroxyoctanoate), their 
copolymers, and polymers with a similar structure, such as 
poly(p-dioxanone) (PDO). The diversity of currently available 
PHA-based drugs is enormous; more are underway. PHAs 
ensure targeted delivery, extended release, reduced toxicity, 
and increased stability of a drug substance. Since 1981, PHA-
based medications have been permeating the pharmaceutical 
market. Among them are poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-based 
prolonged-release dosage forms of peptide hormones for the 
treatment of prostate cancer (Zoladex, Lupron Depot, Trelstar, 
Eligard), acromegaly (Sandostatin LAR, Somatuline), and 
dwarfism (Nutropin depot); prolonged-release dosage forms of 
antibiotics encapsulated in microparticles (Atridox, Arestin); a 
prolonged-release antitumor medication against glioblastoma 
multiforme produced in the form of an implantable membrane
(Gliadel); prolonged-release anti-inflammatory agents encapsulated 
in microparticles used for treating macular edema (Ozurdex); 
prolonged-release DS to fight alcoholism and drug abuse (Vivitrol); 
prolonged-release atypic antipsychotic DS encapsulated 
in microparticles for patients with schizophrenia (Risperdal 
Consta), and many others [1].

All PHAs possess a unique combination of properties 
paving the way for their application in clinical practice. PHA 
polymers are biodegradable: they decompose safely in the 
human body without producing any toxic agents. PHAs are 
biocompatible with human organs and tissues. They are also 
characterized by good thermoplasticity and have specific 
diffusion properties. The process of PHA production is 

advantageously efficient. Nevertheless, not every PHA enjoys 
wide use in the pharmaceutical industry. The greatest share 
of the pharmaceutical market belongs to synthetic PHAs, 
including polylactic and polyglycolic acids and their copolymers 
(poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acids). These copolymers are synthetic 
analogs of naturally occurring poly(3-hydroxyalkanoates), 
polyesters of 3-hydroxyalkane acids; accordingly, PHB is a 
linear polyester of 3-hydroxybutyric acid. Depending on the 
side radical, a few different P3HA types are distinguished: PHB, 
poly(3-hydroxyvalerate), poly(3-hydroxyhexanoate), poly(3-
hydroxyoctanoate), etc. They all differ considerably in their 
physicochemical properties, specifically in crystallinity, melting 
and glass transition temperatures, hydrophobicity, plasticity, 
elastic modulus, etc. [2].

Naturally occurring PHAs hold promise as polymer 
platforms for controlled-release drugs. PHB and its copolymers 
can be loaded with a wide range of drug substances: model 
DS (2,7- dichlorofluorescein, FITC-dextran, methyl red, 
7-hydroxyethyltheophylline, calcein, Sudan Red 5B (Oil Red O), 
rhodamine B isothiocyanate, thymoquinone), antibiotics 
and antibacterial DS (rifampicin, tetracycline, cefoperazone, 
gentamycin, sulperazone, duocid, sulbactam, cefoperazone, 
fusidic acid, nitrofural, norfloxacin, azithromycin, ceftiofur), 
anticancer drugs (5-fluorouracil, 2',3'-diacyl-5-fluoro-2'-
deoxyuridine, paclitaxel, docetaxel, rubidomycin, tacrolimus, 
chlorambucil, etoposide, doxorubicin), anti-inflammatory drugs 
(indocid, flurbiprofen, ibuprofen, triamcinolone acetate), pain 
relievers (morphine, hydroxymorphine, codeine, bupivacaine, 
tramadol), antiplatelet agents (dipyridamole, nitric oxide 
donors, nimodipine, felodipine), antihypertensive drugs 
(manidipine hydrochloride), immunosuppressants (fingolimod), 
birth control (levonorgestrel), model and therapeutic proteins 
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and peptides (bovine serum albumin, hepatocyte growth 
factor, mycobacterial proteins for vaccine production, bone 
morphogenetic protein, nafarelin, and insulin) [1]. 

PHA-based micro- and nanoparticles for DS loading can 
be obtained using a variety of different methods: precipitation, 
one-, two-, or multiple-step emulsification, spray-drying, layer-
by-layer self-assembly in a solution, dialysis, precipitation in the 
presence of supercritical carbon dioxide, and electrospraying. 
There have been successful attempts to use PHB homopolymers, 
copolymers and composites as components of medicinal 
products loaded with active pharmaceutical ingredients; the list 
of such products comprises experimental films, prototypes of 
medical devices, micro- and nanoparticles, and pharmaceutical 
formulations [1]. 

A number of such PHA-based medicinal products have 
been tested both in vitro and in vivo for their pharmacological 
activity, specifically their antibacterial and antitumor effects 
and cytotoxicity in mammalian cancer cells; their safety and 
therapeutic efficacy has been studied in laboratory rats and 
mice [1].

Micro- and nanostructure of PHA-based drug systems

The inner structure and surface morphology of biopolymer 
microparticles are determined by a number of factors, including 
the method of their synthesis and the physiochemical properties 
of the encapsulated DS and the polymer itself. Biopolymer 
microparticles will be homogenous and nonporous only if the 
encapsulated drug substance is well soluble in a solvent used 
to dissolve the polymer. Fig. 1A shows homogenous PHB-
based microspheres, which were synthesized during one of our 
experiments, loaded with paclitaxel. Unlike the spheres doped 
with doxorubicin (Fig. 1B), paclitaxel-loaded microparticles 
have a smooth surface.

If a loaded DS is not well soluble in the solvent, it can organize 
into crystals inside the polymer matrix of a microparticle, as well 
as on its surface (Fig. 1С) [3]. 

Poor solubility of a loaded DS in the solvent may stimulate 
formation of defective microparticles with lamellar structure, 
undesired porosity and irregular shape regardless of the 
synthesis technique applied (Fig. 1D).

Doping PHA-derived microparticles with high molecular 
weight bioactive agents (therapeutic proteins) yields a 
composite consisting of polymers with very different physical 
and chemical properties. In fact, doping leads to the formation 
of complex supramolecular structures characterized by 
unintended porosity, roughness, and irregular shape. 

Synthesis of NP from PHA is another important area of 
nanotechnology [4]. Nanoparticles are particles with a diameter 
of less than 1 µm. The small size of polymer NP determines 
their biological and physiochemical properties, such as the 
ability to overcome physical barriers, to be taken up by the 
mucosa of the bronchi, nasal pharynx, oral cavity, and stomach, 
and to permeate the cell membrane via endocytosis. The 
lack of interaction with immune cells, such as macrophages 
and lymphocytes, ensures increased bioavailability of DS 
encapsulated in polymer NP [5, 6]. As a rule, amphiphilic PHA 
copolymers are used for NP synthesis so as to extend the time 
of NP circulation in the blood stream; they also allow covalent 
conjugation of NP to the ligands capable of producing a target 
effect [7, 8]. 

The kinetics of DS release from microparticles derived 
from PHB or its copolymers is largely affected by a partially 
crystalline structure of the polymer. As a rule, PHB can organize 
into lamellar crystals of 0.3–2 µm and 5–10 µm in dimensions 
for the short and long axis, respectively (Fig. 2A).

The thickness of PHB crystals varies from 4 to 10 nm 
depending on the molecular weight, the solvent used, and 
crystallization temperature [9]. Fig. 2B shows a stack of parallel 
lamellae of 11–40 nm in width. According to some reports, 
the lamellar thickness of similar films measured by small-angle 
X-ray scattering is 6.4 nm [10]. Such difference in the lamellar 
thickness can be explained by the fact that lamellar planes can 
be spatially positioned at different angles to the film surface 
(Fig. 2B).

The diversity of crystalline structures that PHB can 
assemble into has been demonstrated using PHB-based 
ultrathin films and encompasses crystals resembling seaweeds 
in morphology and two-dimensional spherulites (Fig. 2C). On 
average, these structures rise 4.5 nm above the substrate and 
take different growth directions from the crystal core. Unlike 
“seaweeds”, 2D spherulites are uniform in their growth direction. 

Fig. 2. А. A schematic representation of chain packing in single PHB crystals (Iwata T. et al. [9]). B. The rough (a) and smooth (b) surfaces of a macroscopic PHB film 
and the cross-section of a lamellar stack (marked with a green arrow) (c). C. A topographic image of an ultrathin PHB film; the crystalline structure of the polymer can 
be clearly seen [19]
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The observed partially crystalline PHB structures are analogous 
to the structures occurring in ultrathin films of other polymers, 
such as polyethylene oxide, polylactide, and polystyrene [11].

Controlled release of DS from a polymer matrix derived 
from PHB or its copolymers indirectly depends on the natural 
properties of this biopolymer. In nature, PHB is synthesized in 
PHA granules or carbonosomes of a bacterial cell where it exists 
in a mobile amorphous state [12]. It is hypothesized that water 
that constitutes a small part (5–10%) of native PHB granules 
plays the role of a plasticizer that allows the biopolymer to 
maintain its amorphous state [12, 13]. Once water is removed 
from native granules, the polymer chains organize into a 
lamellar-crystalline structure. An assumption was made that 
water molecules promote formation of cross-linking hydrogen 
bonds between the carbonyl groups of polyether chains. Such 
molecular structure can explain the mobile amorphous state 
that PHB has in vivo [14]. The nanostructure of PHB samples 
precipitated from a solution promotes diffusion of water deep 
into the polymer matrix once the polymer is again submerged 
into an aqueous medium; this stimulates plasticization (to 
a very small degree, though) similar to that occurring in the 
PHA granules of bacteria. At the same time, even if PHB is 
in its mobile amorphous state, its specific structure protects 
it against hydrolytic destruction by water that plasticizes it in 

the granules [15–18]. Water that plasticizes PHB also promotes 
diffusion of DS encapsulated in the medicinal products based 
on PHB-derived micro- or nanoparticles: PHB polymer chains 
are actively synthesized and cleaved in carbonosomes; this 
process is accompanied by the intense diffusion of PHB 
monomer precursors, ATP, NADP/NADPH, and other low 
molecular weight compounds in the matrix of the amorphous 
polymer. This means that the mechanism of synthesis and 
degradation of PHB in the bacterial cell involves diffusion of 
low molecular weight compounds in the polymer matrix and 
that the interactions between the biopolymer and proteins 
occurring in the polymer granule (carbonosome) of the bacterial 
cell render immobilization of proteins and other biomolecules in 
polymer micro- and nanoparticles possible.

CONCLUSIONS

The functional properties of PHA-based drug systems may 
depend on the biomimetic nano- and microstructure of PHA 
that, in turn, is dictated by the natural function the polymer 
exerts in bacterial cells. New biomimetic PHA-based drugs 
will help to overcome the drawbacks of traditional drug 
formulations that often exhibit unsatisfactory physiochemical 
performance. 
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Т. Р. Низамов1     , А. С. Гаранина1,2, В. И. Уварова1,2, В. А. Науменко1, И. В. Щетинин3, А. Г. Савченко1

ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕ МАГНИТНЫХ НАНОЧАСТИЦ ОКСИДА ЖЕЛЕЗА 
СФЕРИЧЕСКОЙ И КУБИЧЕСКОЙ ФОРМ ДЛЯ ДОСТАВКИ 
ДОКСОРУБИЦИНА В КЛЕТКИ ЛИНИИ КАРЦИНОМЫ 
МОЛОЧНОЙ ЖЕЛЕЗЫ МЫШИ 4Т1

Магнитные наночастицы (МНЧ) все больше привлекают внимание в качестве перспективного материала для разработки 
эффективных систем противоопухолевой терапии и диагностики. Целью работы было исследование влияния формы 
магнитного ядра наночастиц (НЧ) оксида железа на эффективность доставки доксорубицина в клетки линии 4T1. 
Наночастицы сферической (СНЧ) и кубической (КНЧ) форм синтезировали методом термического разложения 
олеата железа (III), что позволило эффективно контролировать их форму и размер. Затем НЧ гидрофилизировали 
посредством использования Pluronic F-127. В полученные средства доставки загружали доксорубицин в среде натрий-
фосфатного буфера. Загрузка составила 15,22% для СНЧ и 15,44% для КНЧ. IC

50
 для незагруженного доксорубицина 

оказалась равной 1 мкМ, в то время как для СНЧ и КНЧ с препаратом — 6,4 мкМ и 5,5 мкМ соответственно. В 
протестированном диапазоне концентраций от 1,77 мг/л до 227,2 мг/л цитотоксичность у НЧ без препарата не выявлена. 
Согласно данным динамики накопления доксорубицина, в клетках 4T1 активнее всего идет накопление свободного 
препарата — он локализуется в клеточном ядре. В то же время доксорубицин, загруженный в НЧ, накапливается 
менее интенсивно и первоначально локализуется в везикулах вокруг ядра, обнаруживаясь в самом ядре лишь после 
2 ч совместной инкубации. Противоопухолевый препарат, загруженный в КНЧ, несколько более активно доставляется 
на ранних сроках инкубации с клетками по сравнению со СНЧ, однако данная разница не существенна. 

Ключевые слова: наночастицы оксида железа, форма наночастиц, цитотоксичность, адресная доставка, доксорубицин
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THE USE OF IRON OXIDE MAGNETIC NANOSPHERES AND NANOCUBES 
FOR TARGETED DOXORUBICIN DELIVERY INTO 4T1 MOUSE BREAST 
CARCINOMA CELLS

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) are attracting increasing attention as promising materials for the treatment and diagnosis of cancer. 
The aim of this work was to explore the effect of the magnetic core shape of iron oxide nanoparticles (NP) on the efficiency of 
doxorubicin delivery into 4T1 cells. Nanospheres (NS) and nanocubes (NC) were synthesized by thermal decomposition of iron 
(III) oleate. This method of synthesis enables control over the NP shape and size. The NP were hydrophilized using Pluronic 
F-127. The obtained particles were doped with doxorubicin in a sodium phosphate buffer. The weight fractions of doxorubicin in 
the NS and NC were 15.22% and 15.44%, respectively. The IC50 of free doxorubicin was 1 µM. The IC

50
 of doxorubicin-loaded 

NS and NC were 6.4 µM and 5.5 µM, respectively. Unloaded NP did not exhibit any toxicity towards the cells at a studied range 
of concentrations between 1.77 mg/l and 227.2 mg/l. Free doxorubicin demonstrated more vigorous accumulation dynamics in 
4T1 cells with a tendency to localize in the cell nucleus, whereas doxorubicin loaded onto iron oxide NP was mainly accumulated in 
the vesicles surrounding the nucleus and was able to enter it only after being incubated with the cells for 2 h. We conclude that 
doxorubicin loaded onto cubic-shaped NP is delivered into the cell nucleus a little bit more efficiently at early incubation stages 
in comparison with nanospheres, but the difference is insignificant. 
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Magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) including those derived from iron 
oxide are increasingly seen as holding promise for the design 
of efficient diagnostic platforms and therapeutic anticancer 
agents. State-of-the-art technologies provide tools for the 
synthesis of MNP with programmed properties and chemical 
modification of their surface for targeted drug delivery and 
MR imaging [1–5]. Because MNP have remarkable contrast-
enhancing properties, MNP-based drug delivery platforms can 
be employed to study the distribution of therapeutic agents in 
the target in real time and to assess the efficacy of treatment 
[6]. Other carriers, such as polymer NP, liposomes, micelles, 
etc., do not meet the requirements for contrast enhancement 
and, therefore, cannot be used to monitor drug distribution 
in vivo. That said, MNP have a number of drawbacks: they 
are toxic, tend to aggregate, and typically lack the ability to 
form stable covalent bonds with surface modifiers. These 
drawbacks can be overcome, though, by coating the NP 
surface with biocompatible polymers, thereby reducing NP 
toxicity and minimizing the risk of their aggregation. This 
approach is instrumental in achieving good contrast-enhancing 
properties, improved resistance to aggregation, and low 
toxicity; it also prepares the surface for further functionalization 
with ligands, therapeutic agents, vectors, etc. One approach 
to the design of MNP-based targeted drug delivery platforms 
stands out as innovative and promising. It consists of two 
steps. First, iron oxide nanoparticles are fabricated from iron (III) 
oleate by thermal decomposition in the presence of a stabilizing 
agent (oleic acid). Then, the obtained NP are transferred to 
an aqueous phase using Pluronic F-127, the poly(ethylene 
glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)
copolymer with surfactant properties. The hydrophobic sites 
in the polymeric coating covering the NP facilitate delivery of 
hydrophobic drugs to the target [7–9]. 

There are a few factors driving the interactions between a 
drug delivery platform and biological molecules, including the 
chemical composition of an NP core and surface, as well as 
their geometry. The data describing how the shape of NP affects 
their cytotoxicity and cellular uptake is conflicting, suggesting 
that it is difficult to predict the behavior of nanoparticles in a 
living organism based on their geometry. For example, one 
of the studies demonstrated that carbon nanotubes induced 
more DNA damage in primary mouse embryo fibroblasts 
than less toxic carbon black nanocubes [10]. The authors 
of the study hypothesized that the effect was caused by the 
elongated shape of nanotubes with an aspect (length to width) 
ratio of 625. Another research work reported that zinc oxide 
nanorods with an aspect ratio of 3 were less toxic against MG-
63 human osteosarcoma cells than nanospheres derived from 
the same material [11]. A group of researchers revealed that 
an increase in the aspect ratio of silica NP resulted in a slightly 
more pronounced cytotoxicity and better uptake by A375 
human melanoma cells [12]. Another group investigated the 
impact of Ag NP geometry on the growth of S. cerevisiae and 
the intensity of cellular uptake [13]. Ag nanoplates proved to be 
less toxic than nanospheres, nanocubes and nanorods. The 
authors linked the described phenomenon to the chemically 
active {111} facets dominating the surface of nanoplates that 
enhanced NP cytotoxicity against yeast. In a study carried out 
by different authors, Au nanospheres were more vigorously 
accumulated in MDCK II epithelial cells than Au nanorods and 
exhibited higher cytotoxicity [14].  At the same time, no data is 
available on the role of an MNP shape in targeted drug delivery 
and cytotoxicity. 

Doxorubicin is a well-known and widely used chemotherapy 
drug with antiproliferative activity. It was introduced in clinical 

practice 40 years ago. However, poor selectivity and high 
toxicity against healthy cells impose certain limitations on its 
use. The most dangerous side effects of doxorubicin include 
cardiomyopathy and cardiac failure [15]. They dictate a need for 
innovative targeted drug delivery systems that can overcome 
the drawbacks of doxorubicin therapy. The solution is offered 
by Pluronic F-127-based carriers [9]. Doxorubicin is capable 
of binding to the hydrophobic sites of surfactants that stabilize 
the NP surface. The release of the drug is induced either by 
Brownian relaxation after applying an external magnetic field or 
by the acid environment of lysosomes once the particle is taken 
up by the cell  [16].

The aim of the present study was to investigate the effect 
of spherical and cubic shapes of iron oxide NP modified with 
Pluronic F-127 and doped with doxorubicin on the cytotoxicity 
of the particles against 4TI mouse mammary carcinoma 
cells, the efficacy of their targeted delivery into the cells and 
distribution of the drug inside the cells. 

METHODS

The following reagents were used: Pluronic F-127 (Sigma 
Aldrich; USA); deionized water; chemically pure toluene  
(Komponent-reaktiv, Russia); iron (III) chloride, 97% (Sigma 
Aldrich; USA); oleic acid, ≥99% (Roth; Germany); sodium 
oleate, 95% (Roth; Germany); chemically pure hydrochloric 
acid (SigmaTek; Russia); ferrozine, ≥ 97% (Sigma Aldrich; 
USA); ammonium acetate, ≥ 98% (Sigma Aldrich; USA); 
ascorbic acid, ≥99% (Sigma Aldrich; USA); doxorubicin 
hydrochloride, ≥ 98% (Glentham; UK); sodium phosphate 
buffer tablets, biotechnology grade (Amresco; USA); chemically 
pure isopropanol (SigmaTek; Russia); 1-octadecene, ≥ 95% 
(Sigma Aldrich; USA); ethanol, ≥ 95% (Sigma Aldrich; USA); 
chemically pure hexane (SigmaTek; Russia); MTS (Promega; 
USA); dimethyl sulfoxide, ≥ 99% (Sigma Aldrich; USA); iron 
standard for ICP (Sigma Aldrich; USA).

Synthesis of carriers 
and doxorubicin loading

Synthesis of nanospheres and nanocubes

Nanospheres were synthesized by thermal decomposition of 
iron oleate following the original yet slightly modified technique 
described in [17, 18]. Briefly, sodium oleate (100 mmol) and 
anhydrous iron (III) chloride (33 mmol) were dissolved in a 
mixture of ethanol (66.7 ml), water (50 ml) and hexane (116 ml) 
under vigorous stirring. The resulting solution was heated to 
70 °C and stirred at that temperature for 4 hours. Then, the 
organic phase was separated and the solvent was gradually 
evaporated using a rotovap until a brown waxy complex of iron 
(III) oleate was formed. After that, 2.2 mmol of the obtained 
iron oleate and 12 mmol of oleic acid were dissolved in 10 ml 
of 1-octadecene. The mixture was heated to 320 °C at a rate 
of 3.3 °C/min under vigorous stirring under argon flow and 
then incubated at 320 °С for 60 min. Following incubation, the 
mixture was cooled down to room temperature and diluted 
fivefold with isopropanol. Nanoparticles were collected using 
a neodymium magnet and washed in isopropanol 3 times. The 
precipitate was re-dispersed by sonication in toluene. 

Nanocubes were synthesized by thermal decomposition of 
iron (III) oleate [19]. The original protocol was slightly modified. 
Briefly, 33 ml of a solution containing the iron oleate complex 
(4 mmol), sodium oleate (1.3 mmol) and oleic acid (1.3. mmol) 
were poured into a three-necked flask equipped with a 100 ml 
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Fig. 1. Microimages of iron oxide NS (1) and NC (2), histograms of size distribution and average hydrodynamic size of the particles
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reflux condenser. The mixture was heated to 140°C and kept 
at that temperature for 60 min to remove residual water. Then, 
the mixture was brought to the boiling point at a rate of 4 °C/ min
and was allowed to boil for 30 min. All manipulations were 
performed under argon flow. The obtained solution was cooled 
down to room temperature. The obtained NP were isolated by 
adding 320 ml of isopropanol solution followed by magnetic 
decantation. The final product was washed in isopropanol 
3 times and re-dispersed in toluene. 

Ferrozine assay

Ammonium acetate (385.4 mg), ferrozine (3.2 mg) and 
ascorbic acid (352.2 mg) were weighed and dissolved in 1 ml 
of deionized water. The obtained solution was later used to 
spectrophotometrically measure iron concentrations. 

Phase transfer of nanoparticles assisted by Pluronic F-127

Phase transfer of the synthesized NP to an aqueous phase 
was aided by the nonionic surfactant Pluronic F-127 using the 
technique described in  [20, 21], which we slightly modified. 
Briefly, 15 ml of the NP solution in toluene with an iron oxide 
concentration of 1 mg/ml were combined with the same volume 
of Pluronic F-127 solution in water (Pluronic concentration 
С = 25 mg/ml). The mixture was incubated overnight under 
vigorous stirring. The emulsion was separated by centrifugation 
at 1,000 g and the aqueous phase was collected. Then, the 
aqueous phase was again centrifuged at 12,000 g to stimulate 
precipitation of magnetite NP. Finally, the precipitate was re-
dispersed under sonication in deionized water. The solution 
was diluted to achieve an iron oxide concentration of 0.32 mg/ml.

Loading of doxorubicin onto iron oxide nanoparticles coated 
with Pluronic F-127

The aqueous solution of 5 mg/ml doxorubicin (0.2 ml) and the 
phosphate buffered saline (0.2 ml) concentrated fivefold relative 
to the isotonic solution (pH = 7.4) were added to 10 ml of the 
obtained aqueous solution of NP and stirred on the magnetic 
stirrer at room temperature for 24 h. The total doxorubicin 
concentration in the NP solution С

total
(dox) was 96.0 mg/ml. 

Then the solution was centrifuged to precipitate all NP. The 

collected NP were re-dispersed in the sodium phosphate buffer 
under vigorous stirring using a shaker. 

Characteristics of synthesized magnetic nanoparticles

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The morphology and size of the nanoparticles were examined 
under the 200 kV FE transmission electron microscope JEOL 
JEM-2100F (JEOL; Japan) operated at a beam current of 0.8 А. 
The samples for TEM were prepared by applying 1–2 µl of the 
NP solution onto a formvar-coated copper mesh (d = 3.05 mm) 
and allowing them to air-dry.

Dynamic light scattering

The hydrodynamic size of the nanoparticles and their zeta-
potential were measured in the volumes ranging from 1 to 2 ml 
using the Zetasizer Nano ZS analyzer (Malvern; Germany).

Vibrating-sample magnetometry

Magnetic properties of the particles were evaluated using 
the Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement 
System (PPMS; Germany) equipped with a vibrating sample 
magnetometer (oscillation amplitude of 2 mm, frequency of 
40 Hz, sensitivity of 10-6 emu).

X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)

The crystalline structure of the synthesized MNP was 
characterized using the DRON-4 diffractometer (Burevestnik; 
Russia) with the following parameters: cobalt X-ray source with 
λ = 0.179 nm, voltage of 40 kV, current of 30 mA. The samples 
were scanned through a range of diffraction angles 2θ from 20° 
to 120° by increments of 0.1°. Exposure time was 3 seconds 
per frame.

Spectrophotometry

1. Doxorubicin concentration measurement and loading 
efficiency. 600 mµ of doxorubicin solutions were introduced 
into two wells of a 96-well plate (300 mµ per well). Absorption 
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Fig. 2. Data yielded by the XRD analysis for NS (1) and NC (2)
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was measured at λ = 495 nm by the Multiskan GO 
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific; USA). The concentration 
of doxorubicin was calculated based on a 6-point calibration 
curve (1,0; 2,5; 5,0; 10,0; 25,0; and 50 µkg/ml). The amount 
of loaded doxorubicin (С

load
(dox)) was calculated by measuring 

the residual concentration of the drug in the supernatant 
(С

res
(dox)) yielded by centrifugation, which was subtracted from 

the initial concentration of the drug С
total

(dox) in the solution. 
Encapsulation efficiency was calculated by the formula: 
ω = 100% • С

load
(dox)/(С

load
(dox) + С(NP)), where С

load
(dox) is a 

concentration of the loaded doxorubicin expressed as mg/l and 
С(NP) is a concentration of NP = 308 mg/l.

2. Iron concentration. A series of iron ICP standard solutions 
were prepared with concentrations of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 
1.5, and 2 mg/ml. Briefly, 100 mµ of a sample with known iron 
concentrations were incubated with 400 mµ of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid for 2 h. Then, the solution was diluted 100-
fold with deionized water, and 400 mµ of the obtained mixture 
were combined with 200 mµ of deionized water and 40 mµ 
of the ferrozine assay prepared in advance. Five minutes later, 
the resulting product was transferred to two wells of a 96-well 
plate (300 mµ per well), and its absorption was measured at 
λ = 560 nm by Multiskan GO in the photometry mode. Iron 
concentration was inferred from the absorption data. 

Cell culture

4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma cells (ATCC® CRL-2539™, 
USA) were cultured in the RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco) 
supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine (Gibco) and 10% fetal 
bovine serum (Gibco) at 37 °C and 5% CO

2
. 

МТS cytotoxicity assay

The cells were seeded in a 96-well plate (12,000–15,000 
cells per well) and left there for 24 h before introducing the 
particles. Free doxorubicin, doxorubicin-loaded nanoparticles 
and nanoparticles without the drug were dissolved in the 
sodium phosphate buffer and added to the cells at various 
concentrations. Cell cultures supplemented with the buffer 
were used as a negative control. Cell cultures supplemented 
with dimethyl sulfoxide (20 mµ of the reagent per 100 mµ of 
the medium) were used as a positive control. The cells were 
incubated with the NP and the controls in the incubator at 37 °С 

and 5% CO
2
 for 48 h. Upon incubation, the number of viable 

cells in each well was determined by the MTS assay. Briefly, the 
culture medium was replaced with an MTS solution in the fresh 
medium (20 mµ of MTS per 100 mµ medium) and incubated 
for 4 h in the dark at 37 °C and 5% CO

2
. Then, the plates 

were mounted on a permanent magnet and left to sit there for 
5 min to separate the nanoparticles. After that, samples were 
carefully collected from each well and transferred to another 
plate to avoid contamination with NP. The optical density of the 
samples was measured spectrophotometrically at λ = 490 nm. 
Histograms of cell survival were constructed and standard 
deviation was calculated in Microsoft Office Excel 2007.

Accumulation dynamics of free 
and NP-loaded doxorubicin

The cells were seeded onto Petri dishes at 120,000–150,000 
cells per dish. Free doxorubicin and doxorubicin loaded onto 
NC and NS (drug concentrations of 50 µkg/ml) were introduced 
into culture samples 24 hours later. The cells incubated with 
the drug- or NP-free medium were used as a control. The 
cultures were incubated with the studied samples for 15, 30, 
45 min and 1h, 2h, 4h, 6h, 24 h. Upon incubation, the cells 
were fixed in 3.7% formalin solution in the sodium phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.2–7.4; Gibco) for 15 min. The obtained samples 
were examined under the fluorescence microscope EVOS 
equipped with the LplanFL PH2 ×60 lens (Life technologies; 
USA). The images were processed and fluorescence intensity 
was measured in ImageJ 1.52а (Wayne Rasband (NIH); USA). 
A single factor ANOVA test was applied to carry out statistical 
analysis. Differences were considered significant at р < 0.05.

RESULTS

Iron oxide NP synthesized by thermal decomposition were 
studied using TEM (Fig. 1). The histogram of size distribution 
shows that the technique for the synthesis of nanospheres 
yielded magnetite particles with an average size of 15 nm 
(Fig. 1–1A). As we expected, the fabricated NP had a spherical 
shape. The average hydrodynamic size of the nanospheres in 
toluene was about 18 nm (Fig. 1–1B).

The samples synthesized according to the protocol for 
the fabrication of nanocubes were also characterized using 
TEM (Fig. 1–2). As we expected, the resulting NP with an 
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Fig. 3. Magnetization curves for NS (1) and NC (2)
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Fig. 4. The hydrodynamic size of NP after transfer to an aqueous phase: NS before (1) and after (3) doxorubicin loading; NC before (2) and after (4) doxorubicin loading.
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average size of 16 nm had a cubic shape (Fig. 1–2A). The 
average hydrodynamic size of nanocubes was about 21 nm 
(Fig. 1–2B). 

The X-ray diffraction analysis of the nanospheres revealed 
that the position of the diffraction peaks and their intensity were 
indicative of the inverse spinel structure typical of magnetite 
(Fig. 2–1). Nanocubes had a similar structure (Fig. 2–2). More 
information is available in the Table below.

Measurements of magnetic properties revealed that the 
magnetic saturation Ms of the nanospheres was 50.5 emu/g, 
and coercivity Нс was 20.5 Oe (Fig. 3–1). Magnetic properties 
of the nanocubes were comparable: magnetic saturation was 
60.5 emu/g and coercivity was 20.0 Oe (Fig. 3–2).

The average hydrodynamic size of NP after the phase 
transfer from toluene to water and stabilization with Pluronic 
F-127 increased to 43 nm for NS (Fig. 4–1) and to 50 nm for 
NC (Fig. 4–2), whereas their zeta-potentials were –10 mV and 
–15.1 mV, respectively. After the particles were loaded with 
doxorubicin, the average size of NS reached 68 nm (Fig. 4–3), 
whereas their zeta-potential became positive (+21.1 mV). A 
similar tendency was observed for NC: their hydrodynamic 
size increased to 78 nm (Fig. 4–4), and their zeta-potential was 
now +22.0 mV. The amount of doxorubicin loaded onto the 
NS was calculated as follows: the concentration of the drug in 
the supernatant С

res
(dox) was 40.7 mg/l; therefore, С

load
(dox) =

С
total

(dox) – С
res

(dox) = 96.0 – 40.7 = 55.3 mg/ml. The mass 
percentage of the drug in the NS ω(NS) = 100% • С

load
(dox)/

(С
load

(dox) + С(NP)) = 100% • 55.3/(55.3 + 308) = 15.22%. The 

amount of doxorubicin loaded onto the NC was calculated as 
follows: С

load
(dox) = 39.2 mg/l; then С

load
(dox) = С

total
(dox)  –

С
res

(dox) = 96.0 – 39.2 = 56.2 mg/l. In the case of the NC, 
ω(NC) = 100% • С

load
(dox)/(С

load
(dox) + С(NP)) = 100% • 56.2/

(56.2 + 308) = 15.44%.
It was established that all studied concentrations of NC 

and NS were not toxic against 4Т1 cells (Fig. 5A). However, 
after the cells were incubated with the same concentrations 
of doxorubicin-loaded NS and NC, the number of viable cells 
in the cultures decreased. IC

50
 (the half maximal inhibitory 

concentration) of the NC doped with doxorubicin (NC-Dox) 
was 21 mg/l iron oxide and 5.5 µM doxorubicin. For the NS 
doped with doxorubicin (NS-Dox), IC

50
 was 25 mg/l and 6.4 µM 

for iron oxide and the drug, respectively. IC
50

 of free doxorubicin 
was about 1 µM (Fig. 5B). It means that NC-Dox had a slightly 
more pronounced tumoricidal effect than NS-Dox. However, 
this difference was insignificant. Free doxorubicin was the most 
effective of all drug variations in killing the cells. 

The analysis of the accumulation dynamics of free and NP-
bound doxorubicin in the cells demonstrated than after 15 min 
of incubation with the cells, a weak fluorescence signal was 
recorded coming from doxorubicin. After 30 min of incubation, 
the intensity of the signal emitted from free doxorubicin was 
comparable to that of doxorubicin delivered to the cells by NC. 
However, free doxorubicin tended to accumulate mostly in the 
nuclei, whereas doxorubicin loaded onto NC was visualized in 
the vesicles near the nucleus (Fig. 6A, D, L). The fluorescence 
signal emitted from NS-Dox was significantly less intense than 
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Fig. 5. Toxicity of NP against the 4T1 cell line. The histogram shows cell survival after 48 h incubation with NC and NS (A); after 48-h incubation with NC-Dox, NS-Dox 
and free doxorubicin (B). The MTS assay. Results are presented as mean values ±SD. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01. Percentage of living cells incubated with the sodium 
phosphate buffer was taken as 100%
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that of NC-Dox and free doxorubicin (Fig. 6G). This tendency 
was also observed after 45 min-long incubation of the cells with 
the free and NP-loaded drug. In later periods, the fluorescence 
intensity of the drug did not differ significantly between the 
types of its carriers. However, accumulation of free doxorubicin 
was more pronounced than that of the loaded drug. It should 
be noted that the drug was visualized mainly in cell nuclei only 
after the cells were incubated with NC-Dox and NS-Dox for 2 h. 
Thus, the efficiency of drug delivery is higher for free doxorubicin 
than for the drug carried by NP. It was also established that NC 
penetrate cells more readily than NS, but this difference levels 
out over time. 

DISCUSSION

Thermal decomposition of iron (III) oleate is a method for 
fabricating stable sols of monodisperse iron oxide NP with 
programmed sizes and shapes: spherical [17, 18], cubic 
[19], and some other. [22]. The initial iron (III) oleate complex 
decomposes at high temperatures and can be partially reduced 
to Fe (II) by the components of the reaction mixture producing 
magnetite (Fe

3
O

4
) or maghemite (γ-Fe

2
O

3
) nanoparticles. Both 

oxides have ferrimagnetic properties. The final size and shape 
of NP are determined by the presence of stabilizing agents in 

the reaction mixture, such as oleic acid and sodium oleate. They 
are capable to selectively adsorb to the {111} facets of growing 
NP and shape their geometry. By adsorbing to the surface 
of NP, stabilizing agents confer hydrophobicity critical for the 
design of platforms for the targeted delivery of hydrophobic 
drugs, including doxorubicin.

During the experiment, we fabricated nanocubes and 
nanospheres and stabilized them with Pluronic F-127 (Fig. 1). 
The analysis of their structure (Fig. 2) and magnetic properties 
(Fig. 3) revealed that the synthesized particles were iron oxide 
compositions with the inverse spinel structure. Because the 
NP size identified by TEM did not coincide with the size of the 
coherent scattering region, we concluded that the samples 
were polycrystalline (Table). The coercivity of both samples 
was  >0, meaning the latter were ferrimagnetic.

The samples were stable both in hydrophobic media 
(Fig. 1–1B, Fig. 1–2B) and in an aqueous phase containing 
Pluronic F-127 (Fig. 4–1, Fig. 4–2). This polymer has a 
hydrophobic site of polypropylene glycol allowing it to adsorb 
onto the NP surface and two hydrophilic terminal regions of 
polyethylene glycol pointing towards the outside. Transferred 
to an aqueous phase, NP acquire hydrophobic sites, which 
can bind hydrophobic drugs, and a hydrophilic shell, which 
considerably improves the solubility of NP in aqueous media. 
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Fig. 6. Accumulation dynamics of free and entrapped doxorubicin in 4T1 cells. Fluorescence microscopy (A–J); a histogram showing the relationship between the 
intensity of doxorubicin fluorescence in the cells and the time of cell incubation with Dox, NC-Dox and NS-Dox (K). Results are presented as mean values ±SD. 
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
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Table. Results of the XRD analysis of NS and NC

Phase DTEM, nm
CSR, 
nm

Lattice constant, nm

NS Fe
3
O

4
 (100%) 11–17 6 ± 1 0.8373 ± 0.0004

NC Fe
3
O

4
 (100%) 13–20 6 ± 1 0.8378 ± 0.0004

The increase in the hydrodynamic size of NP in the aqueous 
solution is also associated with the adsorption of a stabilizing agent. 

Doxorubicin is poorly soluble in water; therefore, in clinical 
practice its hydrochloride derivative is used instead. The 
polymer shell of nanoparticles is loaded with the drug in a 
sodium phosphate buffer where doxorubicin hydrochloride 
molecules are deprotonated and crystals start to form from 
its poorly soluble base. If the medium contains NP with 
hydrophobic sites, deprotonated doxorubicin can adsorb onto 
them. This also leads to an increase in the hydrodynamic size 
of NP doped with the drug and surface recharge (Fig. 4–3, Fig. 
4–4). The entrapped drug can be protonated in a more acidic 
environment of cellular lysosomes (рН 4.5–5) and released 
from the polymer shell of the particles [16]. 

Recently a number of publications have demonstrated the 
advantages of nonspheric NP for hyperthermia therapy and 
MR imaging. There are reports that nanocubes [23, 24] and 
octopods [25] have higher SAR in comparison with nanospheres 
and therefore are suitable for magnetic hyperthermia. Besides, 
magnetic nanocubes have higher T2 relaxation values than 
their spherical counterparts [26]. Considering the above said, 
we decided to conduct the comparative analysis of the impact 

of NS and NC on mouse mammary carcinoma cells and on the 
efficiency of drug delivery to the cells.

We established that at concentrations of up to 227 mg/l 
both shapes do not exhibit cytotoxicity. NC loaded with 
doxorubicin induced a slightly more significant cell death than 
NS. A possible explanation here is that NC penetrate the cell 
faster than NS. But this difference was insignificant in our 
experiment. Free doxorubicin has a significantly more powerful 
tumoricidal effect and more readily accumulates in cell nuclei, 
perhaps due to the fact that free doxorubicin enters the cell 
by diffusion, whereas the drug carried by NP is endocytosed, 
which takes longer. Importantly, the particles loaded with 
doxorubicin are first visualized in intracellular vesicles (probably, 
lysosomes) where it is later protonated. Only after that the drug 
can be released from its carrier and transported into the nucleus 
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CONCLUSIONS

Our study revealed that the efficiency of free doxorubicin 
delivery to 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma cells is higher than 

that of the drug loaded onto NS and NC. Free doxorubicin 
enters the cell by diffusion and accumulates in the cell nucleus. 
If the drug is carried to the cell by iron oxide nanoparticles, it 
is endocytosed and then accumulates in the vesicles. Then it 
is gradually released into the intracellular environment. Partial 
release results in lower IC

50
 of the loaded drug in comparison 

with free doxorubicin. Although NC were more efficient than 
NS in delivering the drug into the cells, this difference was 
insignificant.
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ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕ ПЕРЕДОВЫХ ТЕХНОЛОГИЙ ДЛЯ НАНОМЕДИЦИНЫ: 
ПОЛУЧЕНИЕ МНОГОФУНКЦИОНАЛЬНЫХ «ВОЛШЕБНЫХ ПУЛЬ»

Недавние достижения в области нанотехнологии, в том числе современные методы, позволяющие усовершенствовать 
способы приготовления лекарственных средств, открыли новые горизонты в наномедицине, связанные с разработкой 
наноразмерных средств доставки лекарственных препаратов и целых комплексов. Последнее десятилетие большое 
внимание уделяется использованию нанопереносчиков — усилия исследователей направлены не столько на разработку 
новых препаратов, сколько на поиск способов целевой доставки терапевтических и/или диагностических агентов. 
В работе рассмотрены трансдисциплинарный подход к получению наноматериалов, нанокомплексов, нановезикул 
и перспективы их применения в биологии и тераностике. Особое внимание уделено получению нанопузырьков, 
стимулчувствительных наночастиц (НЧ) и наносистем с привитым циклодекстрином при нестандартных условиях, 
таких как действие ультразвука (УЗ) и микроволнового излучения. Помимо использования в процессе приготовления 
НЧ, УЗ можно так же эффективно применять для активации чувствительных нановезикул и НЧ.

Ключевые слова: наночастицы, нанопузырьки, стимулчувствительный, ультразвук, микроволновое излучение
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ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE PREPARATION OF 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL “BULLETS” FOR NANOMEDICINE

Recent advances in nanotechnology, including modern enabling techniques that can improve synthetic preparation and drug 
formulations, have opened up new frontiers in nanomedicine with the development of nanoscale carriers and assemblies. 
The use of delivery platforms has attracted attention over the past decade as researchers shift their focus away from the 
development of new drug candidates, and toward new means with which to deliver therapeutic and/or diagnostic agents. 
This work will explore a transdisciplinary approach for the production of a number of nanomaterials, nanocomplexes and 
nanobubbles and their application in a variety of potential biological and theranostic protocols. Particular attention will be paid 
to nanobubbles, stimuli responsive nanoparticles and cyclodextrin grafted nanosystems produced under non-conventional 
conditions, such as microwave and ultrasound irradiation. Besides nanoparticles preparation, ultrasound can also act as an 
enabling technology when activating sensitive nanobubbles and nanoparticles.
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Engineered nanomaterials can be made from nearly any 
substance; carbon based nanomaterials, natural and synthetic 
polymers, silica, metal and metal oxides can all be used, just as 
lipophilic colloidal nanoparticles (NP) can be made from solid 
lipids and phospholipids. In the field of bionanotechnologies, 
nanomaterials are used for biomedical applications, including 
as drug carriers, contrast agents and biosensors. Many of 
the properties that make nanomaterials useful may also be 
responsible for toxicity to cells and organisms. Their high 
surface area, in fact, allows them to be more readily reactive 
and easily transported through environmental barriers, cellular 
membranes and throughout the body. Attention must be 
paid to safety issues and a rational, science-based approach 

to nanotoxicology must be undertaken if the full potential of 
nanotechnologies is to be realised. 

A number of different approaches to NP preparation have 
been attempted over the years, with both conventional and 
non-conventional methodologies being used in the solid and 
liquid phases [1]. Producing NPs that are homogeneous in 
their size and shape distributions is paramount and a number 
of techniques have been tested for their ability to accomplish 
this task; mechanochemistry has been used in solvent-free, 
solid-phase protocols, while microwave (MW) and ultrasound 
(US) irradiation have mostly seen use in aqueous solution 
syntheses. MW radiation can produce high quality NPs in short 
time periods because it is an efficient heating source. Moreover, 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of cyclodextrin grafted silica prepared under unconventional conditions [6]. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (Martina K, 
Baricco F, Berlier G, Caporaso M, Cravotto G. ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng. 2014;2(11):2595-603). Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society)
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sonochemical irradiation produces high mixing uniformity 
and a reduction in crystal growth, which can also lead to an 
acceleration in chemical dynamics effects and reaction rates. It 
can therefore be considered one of the most powerful tools in 
nanostructured material synthesis [2, 3]. 

Experience in sonochemistry and MW-assisted syntheses 
has been beneficial to the derivatization of carbon-based 
nanomaterials as well as to the production of nanostructured 
cyclodextrin (CD) oligomers and CD-grafted nanomaterials for 
biomedical applications. CD derivatives have been shown to 
host drugs and contrast agents and can thus act as versatile 
and efficient carriers and contrast agent for MRI. Furthermore, 
the grafting of CDs onto NPs increases their water solubility, 
surface accessibility and hosting capability. Nanobubbles (NBs) 
are spherical core/shell structures and innovative nanoplatforms 
upon which to develop multifunctional nanocarriers for targeted 
imaging and therapeutic applications. In the field of cancer 
medicine, nanosystems with stimuli-responsive features have 
attracted a great deal of attention because of their enhanced 
cancer drug targeting.

Interestingly, these nanodelivery strategies can all have a 
key role to play in the success of a therapy as they can provide 
“on demand release” and “personalized treatment”. These 
ideas can be exploited even further by applying the concept 
of “the right drug for the right person in the right moment”. 
This review highlights the current state and future prospects of 
smart drug delivery systems that benefit from their responses 
to specific internal (e.g., variation in redox gradient) and external 
(e.g., light, US and magnetic field) triggers.

Cyclodextrin-based or grafted nanomaterials

The use of nanotechnology for drug delivery applications 
provides new opportunities and may change the landscape of 
the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries as the goal of 
targeted drug delivery, the delivery of drugs to intracellular targets 
and the monitoring of drug delivery sites (theranostics), comes 
ever closer. CDs can play a crucial role in the achievement of 
such challenging goals as they are biocompatible and are well-
known to improve the physicochemical properties of drugs 
(stability, solubility and bioavailability) [4]. Non-conventional 
US and MW irradiation have seen widespread use, besides a 
variety of other synthetic methods, in the production of novel 
and known CD-based structures and have done so with high 
efficiency and in short reaction times.

A water-soluble oligo CD heterononamer has been 
synthesized under US irradiation for use as a dendrimeric 

multicarrier with high hosting ability. Its applicability as an MRI 
contrast agent was demonstrated via the relaxometric titration 
of Gd complexes placed within the dendrimeric platforms, as 
well as by cell viability and binding affinity experiments, which 
all gave excellent results [5].

 CD can be efficiently grafted onto silica under conventional 
and non-conventional conditions [6, 7] (Fig. 1), while this 
hybrid system's ability to absorb organic molecules has been 
extensively studied and applied. An interesting example of 
dual-pore silica NPs has been investigated by J.-H. Lee et 
al. as efficient therapy for gene–chemo cancer. The positively 
charged larger pore was loaded with negatively charged siRNA 
and the smaller pore was loaded with doxorubicin, capped by 
1-adamantanthiol and a CD complex [8].

A one-shot approach to the derivatization of carbon 
nanotubes (SWCNT) with CDs and contrast agents has been 
successfully performed under MW irradiation [9]. The efficiency 
of MW has also been exploited for the preparation of porphine 
grafted graphene oxide [10].

The capacity of CDs to include/release drugs in the field 
of magnetic NPs has been studied. Iron oxide NPs and Au 
nanoroots were modified with CD-conjugated ethylenediamine-
functionalized poly(glycidyl methacrylate) with the aim of 
obtaining a multifunctional theranostic nanoplatform [11]. 
Magnetic NPs were efficiently coated with β-CD under US 
irradiation to provide an increase in magnetization, which was 
likely due to the high crystallinity of the system produced [12]. 

Nanobubbles: a versatile tool for biomedical applications

NBs are another valuable platform, one of the nanotechnology-
based “bullets”, that is sensitive to physical external triggers 
and that has been proposed for imaging and therapeutic 
applications.

NBs derive from microbubbles, which are currently used 
in clinical practice as US contrast agents, but have nanoscale 
sizes. This feature offers some advantages, such as their 
extravasation from blood vessels into surrounding tissues, 
which improves imaging and delivery efficiency. In particular, this 
capability allows tumour tissues to be passively targeted via the 
Enhanced Permeability and Retention (EPR) effect that favours 
their local accumulation over long time periods. In addition, they 
can be triggered by US to enhance their acoustic and targeting 
properties. Indeed, NBs can be used as therapeutic cavitation 
nuclei for US-induced sonoporation, leading to the formation of 
transient pores in plasma membranes and the modification of 
cell permeability [13].
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Table 1. Examples of bioactive molecules loaded into NB formulations

Therapeutic Applications Loaded Drugs Administration Routes

Anticancer Doxorubicin, paclitaxel, docetaxel, cisplatin Parenteral

Antibacterial Vancomycin, erithromycin Topical

Antifungal Itraconazole Topical

Antiviral Acyclovir, valacyclovir Topical

Anti-Inflammatory Prednisolone Parenteral

Gene Therapy DNA, si RNA Parenteral

Hypoxia-Associated Pathology Oxygen Parenteral/Topical

Theranostic System Gd Complexes Parenteral

Others Curcumin, melatonin Parenteral/Topical

They can be described as spherical core/shell structures 
that are filled with gases or vaporizable compounds, such as 
perfluorocarbons, sulfur hexafluoride, air or carbon dioxide 
[14]. The core is a single inner chamber that makes up the 
largest part of a particle’s volume. The use of suitable core 
components is crucial since composition can affect both 
structural and functional behaviour. The use of gases that 
are insoluble in water for the core (e.g. perfluorocarbons) 
reduces the dissolution rate of the gas from the core into the 
external environment, enhancing the shelf life of the systems. 
The compressibility characteristics of the gas core can have 
a significant effect on system volumetric oscillations due to 
the compression and rarefaction cycles of US. The bubble 
volumetric oscillation can facilitate backscatter echoes and 
drug release, which can be useful for diagnostic imaging and 
therapeutic applications, respectively. 

The composition of the shell determines the stiffness of 
the bubbles, their resistance to rupture in the US pressure 
field, recognition by the reticuloendothelial system and 
their biodistribution [15]. The shell generally consists of 
lipids (phospholipids, cholesterol), polymers (Pluronic, 
polysaccharides, PLGA) or proteins (albumin). 

A great deal of research has been focused on a number of 
NB architectures and related compositions, among these we can 
find polysaccharide-shelled perfluorocarbon-cored NB that have 
provided some interesting results [16].  They are polymer/lipid 
hybrid systems that have been purposely tuned to overcome 
NB stability issues and to improve drug-loading capability. 
Moreover, the presence of the polysaccharide shell means that 
functionalization with specific target ligands is possible.

These hybrid systems contain a phospholipid monolayer 
at the NB interface that can interact with polyelectrolytes. 
The formulation design of the hybrid lipid/polymer system 
was based on the knowledge that phospholipid monolayers 
can adsorb charged polymers, such as polysaccharides, via 
various types of attraction, including both electrostatic and 
hydrophobic interactions. 

A number of manufacturing approaches have attempted 
to reduce bubble size. Most of these involve post-formulation 
microbubble manipulation, such as gradient separation by 
gravitational forces, physical filtration or floatation. Another 
approach to achieving this aim, however, is the ab initio 
formulation of nanoscaled systems. In this approach, NBs are 
mainly prepared by sonication, high shear emulsification, thin-
layer evaporation and mechanical agitation; procedures that 
have also been used in microbubble preparation [13].  

NB technology is a versatile tool for the development 
of externally-triggered nanocarriers that provide controlled 
payload release with imaging properties.

Interestingly, NBs show good drug-encapsulation efficiency 
and prolonged-drug release kinetics. Table 1 reports a list of 

bioactive molecules that have been loaded into polysaccharide-
shelled, perfluorocarbon-cored NB formulations using various 
loading methods.

Stimuli-responsive nanosystems 

The efficiency of pharmacological treatment is strongly 
dependent on the success rate with which the active compound 
reaches the target site. Indeed, there are numerous challenges 
that a drug has to tackle before achieving its objective; enzyme 
attack, difficulty in accessing the target area and target-cell 
selectivity in competition with other sites. NP-based drug 
delivery systems (DDS) are therefore a promising strategy with 
which to face these issues, as nanotechnology has shown 
great improvements in target-specific drug delivery thanks 
to advances in passive and active targeted-drug delivery. 
Moreover, new additional properties that can be included within 
the NP-based DDS and that can enhance drug bioavailability at 
the disease site are very promising. 

Conventional NP-based DDS ensures that the drug will 
not freely extravasate during blood circulation, but only be 
released at the target where the NPs accumulate, via either 
a passive or active targeting strategy. The passive strategy 
relies on the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect 
that is observed in some pathological tissues. For instance, 
the accumulation of NPs in tumour tissue is much faster than 
in other tissues and is characterized by uneven distributions 
and particle-size dependency. On the other hand, active drug 
targeting takes advantages of specific target area features by 
decorating a NP-based DDS with monoclonal antibodies or 
bioconjugates [17]. 

However, these conventional NP-based DDSs are often 
accompanied by systemic side effects that are related to their 
non-specific biodistribution and uncontrollable drug release 
characteristics. There are already several NP-formulations of 
anticancer drugs on the market, including Doxil® and Abraxane®, 
which have shown improved safety profiles as compared to 
free-drug formulations. However, drug bioavailability at the 
tumour is still quite low which leads to insufficient improvements 
in therapeutic activity [18]. 

Advanced controlled NP-based DDSs are being developed 
to achieve drug release at target sites in a spatio-temporally 
controlled manner, and thus overcome these limitations. The 
fusion of engineered nanomaterials and pharmaceutical research 
is paving the way for the development of innovative nanoplatforms, 
especially for cancer treatment, where nanomaterials can 
add further functionality to the loaded drug and play a crucial 
therapeutic role. Well-defined nanosystems can increase drug-
targeting efficacy and reduce side effects by taking advantage of 
responses to specific internal or external triggers, giving rise to so-
called “smart” or stimuli-responsive nanosystems [19]. 
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There are a number of stimuli-responsive nanosystems 
that we can primarily distinguish; i) those that recognize 
changes in the biological milieu and thus modulate the 
drug-release rate as closed-loop systems related to disease 
features (internal triggers, such as variations in pH, redox 
gradient, temperature and substance concentrations), and ii) 
those that switch drug release on as a function of specific 
external triggers and thus operate as open-loop systems that 
can provide pulsed drug release when externally activated 
(external triggers such as light, US, temperature, magnetic 
field and high energy radiation).

Sensitiveness to internal or external stimuli can be achieved 
using nanomaterials (mostly polymers) that bear functional 
groups that are able to modify their properties as a function 
of the intensity of the signal, which results in changes in 
DDS features, such as the ability to release the drug. These 
changes can have different levels of complexity, but only when 
these structural changes are reversible and proportional to 
the stimulus intensity can the NP-based DDS be considered 
“smart”. When the target cells are those of a tumour, these 
requirements can be summarised in the 2R2S features, i.e. 
drug retention in blood circulations versus release in tumour 
(2R) and stealthy in blood versus sticky in tumour (2S) [18].

1. Nanosystems that are responsive to internal stimuli

1.1. pH responsive NPs

One typical example of internal-stimuli responsive nanosystems 
can be found in pH-responsive nanocarriers for solid tumour 
targeting. The low pH that exists in the tumour extracellular 
matrix, caused by a high rate of glycolysis, can be used as 
a specific stimulus. Surface charge switchable polymeric 
nanosystems have been designed to enhance tumour drug 
delivery, as surface charge is pivotal for cell uptake. Indeed, 
positively charged NPs display significant cellular uptake 
thanks to electrostatic interactions with cell membranes. 
Moreover, positively charged NPs are capable of acting as 
“proton sponges” that disrupt lysosomes, enhance cytoplasmic 
delivery and induce cancer-cell death [20]. 

A new tetraglucose-based biomaterial, made up of cyclic 
nigerosyl-1-6-nigerose (CNN), has been produced by Caldera 
et al. A cross-linking reaction with pyromellitic dianhydride formed 
solid NPs, called nanosponges (NS). This new nanomaterial is 
biocompatible and able to swell in response to the pH value. 
Doxorubicin was incorporated to a good extent and released 
with very slow and constant kinetics. Interestingly, local pH 
plays a role in controlling the release profile of the drug. The 
pH-dependent and prolonged-release kinetics of doxorubicin 
from CNN-NS and their enhanced anticancer activity mean that 
doxorubicin-loaded CNN-NS acted as a nanomedicine tool for 
local tumour treatment and did so with a favourable toxicology 
profile [21]. 

Interestingly, fluorescent CD derivatives have been used as 
acid-sensitive gatekeepers to block silica mesopores and have 
undergone successful doxorubicin release studies. This system 
presents the significant advantage of operators being able to 
trace the NP pathways using the green fluorescence and thus 
monitor therapy process [22].

1.2. Redox responsive NPs

The design and fabrication of redox responsive NPs is another 
promising means of targeting specific tumour intracellular sites. 
Glutathione (GSH) reduction is a well-known redox system that 

operates within cancer cells, which has led to GSH-responsive 
nanocarriers being proposed for targeted intracellular anticancer 
drug release. Indeed, GSH levels within cancer cells are 100 
to 500 times higher than normal ranges [23]. It is well known 
that intracellular GSH can trigger thiol-disulfide bond exchange. 
Polymers with disulfide bonds can make use of this property to 
facilitate rapid release from carriers when stimulated by GSH. 
In general, there are two ways that disulfide bonds can be used 
in polymer systems; a) via modification of the disulfide bond on 
the backbone, and b) via the use of disulfide bonds as cross-
linkers within the polymeric network. 

Daga et al. have tuned nanosponge-based drug delivery 
systems to be bioresponsive to GSH for rapid nanosystem 
destabilization inside cells. The disulfide bridge remains stable 
in extracellular fluids for long periods before being reduced 
upon internalization within the cytosol. This improves drug 
bioavailability and the efficiency of the reduction-sensitive 
nanosystem as depleting endogenous antioxidants, such as 
GSH, makes cancer cells more chemosensitive. A new class 
of GSH-responsive CD nanosponges (GSH-NS) was then 
designed to preferentially release doxorubicin in cells with 
high GSH content. Doxorubicin-loaded GSH-NS inhibited 
clonogenic growth, cell viability, topoisomerase II activity and 
induced DNA damage with higher effectiveness than the free 
drug in various cancer cell lines. It is worth noting that GSH-
NS were able to reduce human prostatic tumour development 
more than the free drug, without evidence of significant organ 
toxicity in a xenograft model [24]. Doxorubicin-GSH-NS can 
affect cell proliferation at doses lower than the free-form drug, 
which allows effective drug doses and, therefore, systemic 
adverse effects to be reduced.

2. Nanosystems that are responsive to external stimuli

2.1. Light responsive NPs

Light-responsive nanosystems are a way to trigger drug 
release at a desired target using external light at appropriate 
wavelengths. However, the poor penetration depth of light into 
tissues currently limits its applications. Light-triggered release 
can be achieved by conjugating drugs to the nanosystems 
via photo-cleavable bonds or by developing photosensitive 
carriers that are able to provide on/off drug release via changes 
in their nanostructure under light exposure. For example, NIR-
triggered release has been observed in poly(lactic-co-glycolic 
acid) matrix particles containing doxorubicin and covered 
with a gold over-layer [25]. Gold-containing DDSs have 
attracted a great deal of attention in recent years due to their 
enhanced and tunable optical properties, easy production and 
functionalization as well as good biocompatibility. Moreover, 
gold NPs set themselves apart from other nanoplatforms 
thanks to their unique localized surface plasmon resonance 
(SPR), which can be used in the multimodal treatment of 
cancer, an example of which is photothermal therapy [26]. 
Under NIR irradiation, the SPR of the gold NPs causes the 
local temperature to increase above body temperature by 
several degrees. For example, this feature is being used 
in AuroShells, which are gold nanoshells that are already 
in clinical trials for the treatment of solid tumours. After 
intravenous injection, these nanosystems are irradiated with 
a fibre-optic laser to provide high temperatures to the tumour 
area for the photothermal therapy of cancer [27]. Moreover, 
the surface of gold NPs is suitable for the conjugation of drugs, 
oligonucleotides and peptides making gold NPs appropriate 
platforms for DDS that can be activated by external stimuli.
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2.2. Temperature –responsive and US responsive NPs and NBs

Temperature is one of the most convenient and effective factors 
that can be used to control drug release. In pathophysiological 
conditions, such as tumours, tissue temperatures are higher 
than those in healthy tissues. This temperature difference allows 
functionalized nanosystems to be triggered and enhances drug 
release in tumours. Thermo-sensitive nanocarriers are usually 
designed to retain the drug at physiological temperature (37 °C), 
and rapidly release it when the temperature is higher than 
40–45 °C. This is commonly the reason for NB release, but 
a number of different nanosystems have been designed with 
the aim of maintaining safety without losing sensitivity to slight 
temperature differences. 

Tumour-specific drug accumulation can be achieved by 
combining hyperthermia and temperature-sensitive liposomes. 
ThermoDox, which is a temperature-sensitive doxorubicin 
liposome formulation, is probably the closest to clinical use at 
the moment. This nanosystem was designed to simultaneously 
achieve the passive targeting of doxorubicin towards tumour 
tissues and enhanced drug delivery in tumour microvasculature 
by applying an external source of heating, such as US. 
Dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine's lipid-crystallization melting 
temperature of 41.5 °C means that doxorubicin is released from 
the nanosystem at this temperature. Moreover, radiofrequency 
ablation was also used to trigger drug release from ThermoDox. 
Liver-cancer targeted ThermoDox displayed an improved 
safety profile compared to free doxorubicin in a Phase I clinical 
trial. Although the life span after ThermoDox treatment failed to 
reach the 33% threshold in Phase III clinical trials, the treatment 
strategy has a promising future as a stimuli-responsive DDS [19].

2.3. US responsive NPs and NBs

US has been extensively used in clinics for diagnosis and 
therapy because of its intrinsic tissue penetration and high 
safety; low-frequency US can penetrate several centimetres 
into the body with very low scattering [18].

US can affect tissues via a variety of mechanisms, thermal 
and non-thermal, and by tuning frequency, power intensity 
and exposure time. The heat generation produced by US is a 
well-known mechanism and is used in so-called high intensity 
focused ultrasound (HIFU) for the treatment of prostatic cancer 
[28], whereas the therapeutic uses of non-thermal US have 
been investigated less thoroughly. Besides the direct thermal 
effect, the effects of US on tissues include: a) alterations in 
biobarrier permeability (namely sonoporation), b) drug delivery 
and c) sonodynamic activity. The last of these effects has 
opened up new perspectives for cancer treatment, including 
sonodynamic therapy (SDT), in which a nontoxic molecule 
or system (chemical actuator, sonosensitizer) is activated 
by US (physical activator) and yields oxidative damage and 
consequent cancer cell death. SDT is thus achieved by an 
external physical stimulus that activates molecules or colloidal 
systems providing, in turn, a biological effect only when the two 
are combined together. Briefly, acoustic cavitation is defined as 
the formation or activity of gas- or vapour-filled cavities (bubbles) 
in a medium exposed to an US field. Specifically, bubbles in a 
stable cavitation state oscillate, which causes the surrounding 
liquid to stream, resulting in the mixing of the surrounding media, 
whereas gas bubbles in an inertial cavitation state grow to near-
resonance size and expand to a maximum before collapsing 
violently. In this latter case, the extreme temperatures, up to 
10,000 K, and pressures, up to 81 MPa, that are produced 
in the surrounding microenvironment by the energy released 

during implosion are viewed as constituting a “sonochemical 
reactor” [29]. In anticancer sonodynamic activity, NPs may not 
only act as a sonosensitiser vehicle capable of improved and 
spatio-temporal controlled anticancer activity upon external US 
stimulus, but also as a sonosensitiser per se if appropriately 
designed [30]. 

In the field of US-responsive drug delivery systems, the 
use of NB in combination with US is also attractive for the 
targeted delivery of nucleic acids [31]. This could be achieved 
using various loading methods, such as the direct physical 
incorporation of DNA into the shell during fabrication, the 
use of cationic lipids or polymers in the shell to bind DNA by 
electrostatic interaction, and the covalent linking of DNA-NPs.

The authors of the present manuscript have exploited 
the capabilities of various nanosystems and used them as 
delivery systems for US-responsive chemical compounds 
(sonosensitisers), and as US-responsive systems themselves 
for the sonodynamic treatment of cancer. We demonstrated 
the significant anticancer activity of poly-methyl methacrylate 
core-shell NPs loaded with meso-tetrakis (4-sulfonatophenyl) 
porphyrin (TPPS-PMMANP) under US exposure at the target 
site in an in vitro neuroblastoma model [32]. These porphyrin-
loaded core-shell NPs were then engineered for use as in 
vivo sonosensitizing systems, radiotracers and magnetic 
resonance (MR) imaging agents, which may be suitable 
for the selective treatment of solid tumours and imaging 
analyses. Indeed, PMMANP were either loaded with TPPS 
for sonodynamic anticancer treatment, with 64Cu-TPPS for 
positron emission tomography biodistribution studies or with 
Mn(III)-TPPS for MR tumour accumulation evaluation. TPPS-
PMMANP demonstrated US responsiveness, as measured by 
MR analyses of pre- and post-treatment tumour volumes, in a 
syngeneic breast cancer model, proving that this multimodal 
system can efficiently induce selective and externally guided 
anticancer activity [33]. 

The properties of inorganic NPs, in this case gold 
NPs, have been investigated to harness their unique SPR 
phenomenon. Folate-PEG decorated gold NPs (FA-PEG-GNP) 
were tested as sonosensitizers for the treatment of cancer. 
Their US responsiveness in human cancer cell lines that 
expressed varying amounts of folate receptors was tested, and 
FA-PEG-GNP was found to selectively target folate-receptor 
overexpressing cancer cells providing a significant reduction 
in cell growth upon US exposure, along with impressive 
reactive oxygen species generation and an increase in 
necrotic cells [34]. The simultaneous exploitation of the gold 
NP targeting capacity and the sensitizing effect afforded by 
localized external stimuli make these nanosystems promising 
candidates for the site-specific treatment of cancer. This in vitro 
study can be considered proof of concept for gold NP use as 
nanosonosensitizers in the US-based treatment of cancer. 

Formulations that are referred to as “NBs”, prior to 
the application of external stimuli such as US, should be 
considered “nanodroplets” when the core is constituted of 
perfluoropentane, which is a perfluorocarbon that is found 
in the liquid state at room temperature (boiling point 29 °C). 
Release can be activated in the presence of US via the Acoustic 
Droplet Vaporization (ADV) mechanism [35].

The feasibility of combining NB with US as a topical 
treatment for skin disease has been investigated in the design 
of a therapeutic tool to topically treat hypoxia-associated dermal 
pathologies and promote the wound-healing process [36].

Dextran- and chitosan-shelled NBs loaded with 
decafluoropentane (called nanodroplets) or dodecafluoropentane 
(called NBs) have been developed as oxygen delivery systems 
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thanks to the ability of perfluorocarbons to solubilize and 
store oxygen in the core and release it with prolonged kinetics 
[36–39]. Decafluoropentane systems have shown marked 
effectiveness, both in vitro and in vivo, in releasing oxygen to 
hypoxic environments, as demonstrated by complementary 
analysis that made use of oxymetry and photoacoustic 
imaging. Chitosan-shelled and oxygen-loaded nanodroplets 
were proposed [36, 40] as an innovative tool for the adjuvant 
treatment of infected chronic wounds by exploiting chitosan’s 
antimicrobial properties. 

Oxygen-loaded nanodroplets have shown significant 
cytostatic activity against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 
aureus (MRSA) and Candida Albicans, and no toxicity in 
human keratinocytes (HaCaT cells). Moreover, complementary 
US treatment promoted oxygen transdermal delivery from the 
nanodroplets to hypoxic tissues. Much research has been 
devoted in recent years to the study of NB formulations to carry 
oxygen as exogenous oxygen is difficult to deliver into tumours 
that are distant from blood vessels. The high oxygen solubility 
of bubbles is beneficial for hypoxic tissue oxygenation.

New vancomycin-loaded dextran sulfate-shelled NBs have 
been designed [41] for local drug delivery for the treatment of 
cutaneous infectious disease. The combination of vancomycin-
loaded NB and US enhanced the drug’s penetration through 
the skin by sonophoresis and triggered local drug release at 
the site of infection.

Diethylaminoethyl-dextran (DEAE)-shelled NBs have 
been found to incorporate and protect DNA from the action 
of proteases and transfect plasmid DNA across the cell 
membrane without any resulting cytotoxic effects [42]. Another 
NB formulation, consisting of a chitosan-based shell, has also 
been designed for DNA delivery. DNA-loaded chitosan NBs 
with a mean diameter of less than 300 nm and a good DNA 
payload were obtained [43]. In vitro transfection experiments 
were performed by exposing adherent COS7 cells to US (2.5 
MHz) in the presence of varying concentrations of plasmid 
DNA-loaded NBs. NBs failed to trigger transfection in the 
absence of US at all concentrations tested. By contrast, 30 
seconds of US promoted a moderate degree of transfection. 
Cell viability experiments demonstrated that neither US nor NB 
affected cell viability under these experimental conditions. 

Continuous efforts in the field of cancer immunotherapy in 
recent years have led to the development of several vaccination 
strategies that are based on tumour-associated-antigens, such 
as the HER2 oncogene.

Cancer vaccination offers distinct advantages over standard 
therapies. These advantages include higher specificity, lower 
toxicity and reduced long-term effects, which are all due to 
immunologic memory. Nanotechnology has great potential 
to make immune therapy more efficient. Indeed, in order to 
correctly expand the immune response against tumours, a 
vaccine needs to effectively reach the dendritic cells, which 
play a critical role in inducing a proper immune activation. 

A novel immunotherapeutic tool, which is based on chitosan-
shelled NBs loaded with a DNA vaccine and functionalized 
with anti-CD11c antibodies to target DCs, has recently been 
developed for the treatment of HER2+ breast cancer [44]. 
The intradermal injection of pHER2-loaded CD11c-NBs led to 
the migration of dermal DCs to draining lymph nodes and the 
delayed growth of HER2+ tumours, thus promoted cellular and 
humoral immune responses were observed in the mouse model.

Various NB formulations have been investigated as 
theranostic platforms with the intention of exploiting their 
echogenic properties. In fact, polymer-shelled NBs have been 
widely proposed as multifunctional agents with the aim of 

providing cancer cell targeting, US imaging and US-triggered 
cancer therapy.

The authors of the present review have tuned a chitosan-
based NB formulation to act as a theranostic system that 
can provide the double imaging detection of NBs [45]. The 
formulation was designed for the co-delivery of prednisolone 
phosphate, located at the interface with the perfluoropentane 
core, and a negatively charged GD-DOTP complex, which 
was electrostatically bound to the cationic chitosan NB shell. 
The NBs were echogenic, meaning that it may be possible to 
visualize them by means of real-time echography imaging, while 
the ability to generate positive MRI contrast was demonstrated. 

Extracorporeal Shock Waves (ESWs) have also been 
studied as another physical external stimulus with which to 
trigger drug release from NBs, besides US. ESWs are short-
duration (<10 µs) focused acoustic waves that are widely 
used in urology for lithotripsy and for the treatment of several 
musculoskeletal diseases. The effectiveness of using drug-
loaded NBs together with Extracorporeal Shock Waves 
(ESW) was thoroughly investigated. Interestingly, the effects 
of combining chemotherapeutic drug-loaded NBs and ESWs 
have recently been demonstrated in two different types of 
aggressive cancers, anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC) and 
castration resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) [46–49]. Moreover, 
Marano et al. have reported that combined treatment with 
either paclitaxel- or docetaxel-loaded NBs and ESW enhanced 
the cytotoxicity of both the drugs in two different cell lines (PC3 
and DU145) of CRPC, resulting in a paclitaxel GI50 reduction 
of about 55% and in a docetaxel GI50 reduction of about 45% 
(Fig. 2) [48].

2.4. Magnetic responsive NPs

Magnetic stimuli may provide a non-invasive approach to 
the temporal and spatial control of carrier targeting and drug 
release under the programmable exposure of an external 
magnetic field. The most commonly-used core/shell magnetic 
NPs (MNP) exhibit a variety of unique magnetic properties. 
The large surface-to-volume ratio of MNPs provides abundant 
active sites for biomolecule conjugation and thus facilitates their 
precise design and engineering, which should ensure that their 
intended smart capabilities, such as long-lasting circulation 
in the blood stream, target specificity to lesion tissues, and 
therapeutic delivery, operate efficiently under the action of 
a localized external magnetic field. Temperature increases 
can be obtained using a variety of energy sources, with the 
most commonly used being electromagnetic (EM) energy. 
Hyperthermia (HT) is typically performed at high frequencies 
(13 MHz to 430 MHz according to tumour depth) with phased-
array antennas being placed outside the body, while MWs 
(915 MHz or 2.45 GHz) are applied in thermal ablation (MTA) 
through interstitial antennas placed in the tumour centre. Both 
HT and MTA have proven their safety and efficacy in several 
clinical trials [50]. However, both techniques suffer from poor 
reproducibility and difficulties in controlling the temperature 
distribution inside the tumour over the various clinical 
conditions. Research is thus currently being devoted to the 
improvement of heating uniformity and target specificity, while 
aiming to minimise invasiveness. A promising route to this aim 
can be found in MNP-mediated thermotherapies, which are 
used as sources of local heating after their injection into the 
tissue and successive exposure to external magnetic fields. The 
main limitation of magnetic thermotherapy is the poor heating 
efficiency of most magnetic nanomaterials, so that therapeutic 
effects are only observed when large amounts of MNP are 
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injected into the tumour. Significant work is accordingly being 
performed on the optimization of heating efficiency and 
biocompatibility by tuning MNP size and physical properties, as 
well as considering several different coating materials. Magnetic 
nanodisks (MND) and nanorings have recently emerged 
as a valid alternative to MNPs, as they are characterized 
by negligible remnant magnetization and the consequent 
advantageous reduction of the long-range magnetostatic 
forces responsible for particle agglomeration. Preliminary 
studies demonstrated the potential of these nanostructures 
as effective nanomediators for cancer thermotherapy as they 
show improved HT properties with respect to isotropic MNPs. 
Magnetic Ni80Fe20 NPs with a disc shape have been obtained 
by nanolithography and were directly coated with a gold layer 
[51]. Functionalization of the gold surface of coated MNDs was 
performed with a cysteine-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) 
derivative, by the authors of the present manuscript, in order 
to induce random fluorescence for use as a means to evaluate 
intracellular uptake. The magnetization process of all the MNDs 
was characterized by the presence of a vortex which pointing 
to a possible exploitation in drug delivery process and also 
in magnetic hyperthermia. It is worth noting that cytotoxicity 

tests confirmed that gold-coated MNDs displayed higher 
biocompatibility than the bare nanodisks despite not being 
completely coated. The intracellular uptake of the MNDs was 
confirmed by cytofluorimetric analysis using the FITC conjugate 
on the surface of the gold-coated MNDs [52].

CONCLUSIONS

Smart DDSs have proven themselves to be highly efficient in 
biomedical applications. However, their potential druggability 
still requires extensive evaluation before clinical use is feasible. 
Indeed, there are a number of stimuli-responsive nanosystems 
are currently undergoing clinical evaluation, but only a few 
have been approved for clinical use, such as NanoTherms®, 
and most of them are commercialized for research use only 
[18]. Future work on smart DDSs should therefore be focused 
on more feasible and homogeneous preparation methods and 
on clinical translation to ensure that more stimulus-sensitive 
nanomedicines can see use in clinics. Indeed, improving the 
preclinical research of advanced DDSs to make them more 
reproducible and then translate that to success into clinical 
trials will be an enormous challenge for researchers.

Fig. 2. Nanobubble entrance. Cytofluorimetric analysis of PC3 (A) and DU145 (B) cells treated for 24 hours with 6-coumarin-labelled glycol chitosan NBs (15 • 104 NBs/ml), 
either in the absence and in the presence of ESWs, expressed as Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI). Significance vs untreated cells (Basal): p < 0.001 (***); significance 
vs ESWs: p < 0.05 (°); p < 0.01 (°°). Photos by fluorescence microscope of PC3 (C) and DU145 (D) cells treated with 6-coumarin-labelled glycol chitosan NBs at 
15 • 104 NBs/ml, either in the absence and in the presence of ESWs. Pictures were taken at ×200 final magnification (scale bar: 100 µm). The images are representative 
of three independent experiments; for each experiment, 10 fields were quantified. Image-based quantification of 6-coumarin-labelled glycol chitosan NBs in PC3 (E) 
and DU145 (F) cells. Significance vs no ESWs: p < 0.05 (*); p < 0.01 (**). [ref 48]
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ОПРЕДЕЛЕНИЕ АКТИВНЫХ ФОРМ КИСЛОРОДА В БИОЛОГИЧЕСКИХ
ЖИДКОСТЯХ С ПОМОЩЬЮ ПЛАТИНОВОГО НАНОЭЛЕКТРОДА
АМПЕРОМЕТРИЧЕСКИМ МЕТОДОМ

Активные формы кислорода (АФК) являются жизненно необходимыми метаболитами в многочисленных биологических
функциях. Нарушение клеточных механизмов может привести к перепроизводству АФК и вызвать окислительное
повреждение ДНК, белков, клеток и тканей, которое связано с патогенезом ряда нейродегенеративных и воспалительных 
заболеваний. Понимание взаимосвязи между уровнем АФК и этими нарушениями важно при разработке методов 
лечения для борьбы с окислительным стрессом. Целью работы было использование разработанного нами метода 
определения АФК в биологических жидкостях, а именно в слезе и внутриглазной жидкости, с помощью стабильного 
платинового наноэлектрода, позволяющего оценивать уровень пероксида водорода (H

2
O

2
) вплоть до 1 мкМ, а 

также изучение динамики изменения уровня H
2
O

2
 при антиоксидантной терапии. Показано влияние наночастиц 

супероксиддисмутазы (СОД) на уровень АФК в биологических жидкостях. После закапывания наночастиц СОД 
происходило увеличение уровня H

2
O

2
 в слезе через 10 и 30 мин. В случае с внутриглазной жидкостью рост 

концентрации H
2
O

2
 начинается только спустя 30 мин после закапывания, что свидетельствует о постепенном 

проникновении наночастиц во внутренние структуры глаза. Использование метода представляется эффективным 
для диагностики и контроля лечения глазных заболеваний.

Ключевые слова: антиоксидантная активность, платиновый наноэлектрод, активные формы кислорода, наносенсор,
наночастицы супероксиддисмутазы, окислительный стресс
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DETECTING REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES IN BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS BY
PLATINUM NANOELECTRODE APPLYING AMPEROMETRIC METHOD

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are vital metabolites in numerous biological functions. Disorders of cellular mechanisms can 
cause overproduction of ROS and, subsequently, oxidative damage to DNA, proteins, cells and tissues, which is associated 
with the pathogenesis of a number of neurodegenerative and inflammatory diseases. Development of highly sensitive, relatively
simple and fast-to-implement innovative methods to detect oxidative stress requires understanding of how such disorders 
relate to the level of ROS. This research aimed to apply the biological fluids' ROS detection method we have developed (using
the stable platinum nanoelectrode that allows assessing the level of hydrogen peroxide (H

2
O

2
) down to 1 µM) and determine

the level of H
2
O

2 
in lacrimal and intraocular fluids of rabbits, as well as to investigate how the level of H

2
O

2
 changes under 

the influence of antioxidant therapy. The effect superoxide dismutase (SOD) nanoparticles produce on biological fluids' ROS 
level was shown. The level of H

2
O

2
 in lacrimal fluid increased 10 and 30 min after instillation of SOD nanoparticles. As for the

intraocular fluid, H
2
O

2
 concentration starts to grow only 30 min after instillation of SOD nanoparticles, which suggests that the

they penetrate the internal structures of the eye gradually. The method seems to be of value in the context of eye diseases
diagnosing and treatment.
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Oxidative stress in tissues is accompanied by excessive 
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and depletion 
of the endogenous antioxidants reserves [1]. Entering 
endogenous metabolic reactions, aerobic cells produce ROS, 
such as superoxide anion (•O

2
–), hydrogen peroxide (H

2
O

2
), 

hydroxyl radical (•OH) [2]. Organs of vision are some of the most 
vulnerable parts of the body [3]. Tissues of the eye are exposed 
to light for a considerably long time to have radical processes 
constantly photoinitiated and cells damaged, membrane 
lipids peroxidized, protein modified through oxidization, DNA 
damaged through the same process [4]. Many eye pathologies 
are associated with oxidative stress: cataracts [5], uveitis [6], 
retinopathy [7], corneal inflammation [8]. All ROS oxidize cellular 
components, which mostly results in irreversible damage to 
cells. In the body, antioxidant enzymes (superoxide dismutase 
(SOD), catalase) and low-molecular antioxidants (vitamins A, C, 
E, etc.) control concentration of ROS [9].

Thus, learning antioxidant profiles of lacrimal and intraocular 
fluids is an important task. Modern methods of ROS levels 
detection are flawed: their sensitivity is low, and, in most cases, 
the measurements are indirect [10]. The volume of lacrimal fluid 
a laboratory animal can provide is also limited, which makes the 
majority of analytical methods inapplicable [11, 12]. 

Thus, detecting and describing the antioxidant component 
of lacrimal and intraocular fluids requires special, highly effective 
and sensitive methods that allow determining ROS level with 
only a minor volume and concentration of fluids, which is 
important for ophthalmic diseases diagnosing and prevention [13]. 

It is common to apply chemiluminescent and spectrophotometric 
methods [14, 15] to determine the antioxidant activity of lacrimal 
fluid. These methods imply modeling that allows generating 
ROS and then assessing the level of antioxidants in the 
sample based on the model reactions inhibition or stopping. 
The drawbacks of such modeling systems are the medium's 
pH, which is different from the physiological conditions, and 
indirect nature of ROS level measurement process peculiar to 
the majority of methods available, which imposes a number of 
limitations and reduces reliability of the data obtained.

Activation of free radicals is one of the causes of vessel 
neoplasms forming in the context of inflammatory processes. 
Therefore, oxidative stress is an important constituent of 
inflammation pathogenesis. Some of the major triggers of 
inflammation are infections, systemic autoimmune diseases, 
traumatic eye injuries, burns, hormonal imbalance and metabolic 
disorders [16, 17]. For example, choroid inflammation, or 
uveitis, often affects other structures of this organ and translates 
into various vision disorders [18]. Such disorders result from 
sensitization of the eye tissues with infection or other antigens 
and neutrophils penetrating to the nidus. Neutrophils destroy 
microorganisms and produce ROS by NADPH•H oxidase. Another 
major source of ROS accompanying inflammation (regardless of 
the disease etiology) is macrophages [19]. Therefore, antioxidants 
are a feasible addition to anti-inflammatory drugs in the context 
of an anti-inflammatory therapy. Complications associated with 
the inflammatory processes in the eyes mainly result from the 
activation of free radicals oxidation reactions and accumulation of 
ROS [3].

In this case, nanoparticles as carries show promise, since 
they can significantly increase the bioavailability of the drug 
[20]. SOD nanoparticles of block-ionomer complexes, for 
example, are non-toxic, non-immunogenic and biocompatible. 
Due to the repeated reaction with the substrate, antioxidant 
enzymes are more effective than low-molecular antioxidants. 
The major advantage of SOD nanoparticles is their ability to 
circulate in the eye's tissues longer than the native enzymes. In 

vivo experiments have shown that SOD nanoparticles are quite 
effective in the context of immunogenic uveitis and chemical 
eye burn therapies [21].

The goal of this research was to detect ROS in lacrimal and 
intraocular fluids of rabbits by means of amperometry using 
a platinum nanoelectrode, as well as to study the effect SOD 
nanoparticles have on the dynamics of ROS concentration in 
lacrimal and intraocular fluids of intact rabbits.

METHODS

We obtained SOD nanoparticles following the protocol described 
in paper [22]. The method implies spontaneous layer-by-layer 
self-assembly of oppositely charged polyions, which brings 
stoichiometric complexes with 100% efficiency of loading. 
To that effect, protamine (Sigma; USA), positively charged at 
pH = 7.4, was added to a SOD solution in a 0.01 M phosphate 
buffer PBS (pH = 7.4) (Fermentniye tekhnologii, Russia) mostly 
negatively charged under physiological conditions; next, a 
negatively charged block copolymer of polyethylene glycol and 
poly-L-glutamic acid (Alamanda Polymers; USA) was added, 
followed by cross-linking with glutaraldehyde (Sigma; USA). 

The test subjects were samples of lacrimal and intraocular 
fluids of rabbits provided by the Helmholtz Institute of 
Ophthalmology. All in all, 25 chinchilla rabbits (weight 2.0–
2.5 kg each) donated the fluids. They were taken care of in 
compliance with "Experimental Biological Clinics (Vivaria) 
Sanitary Management Rules" approved by the Ministry of 
Health of the USSR on 06.07.73, and order #755 of 12.08.77 
issued by the same ministry. Routine care followed the 
laboratory's SOP. Keeping conditions: indoors, rooms with a 
12-hour lighting cycle, temperature range — 18–26 °C, relative 
humidity of 30–70%, 100% ventilation without recirculation, air 
exchange rate — 7–12 room volumes per hour, one animal per 
cage equipped with drinking bowls and feeders. The rabbits 
were fed «Universal Granulated Compound Feed for Rabbits» 
(Provimi-Volosovo, Leningrad region). 

The pre-tests adaptation period for the animals was 14 
days. During that time, their health was monitored for any 
deviations from the norm. The animals underwent thorough 
examination before being split into groups. Each animal was 
given an individual number. Experimental groups consisted of 
rabbits exhibiting no visible deviations from the normal state of 
health (randomized selection).

In this study, rabbits of the gray chinchilla line were used 
as a test system. This line is a regular choice in the context of 
pharmacological research studying the impact of medicines on 
the eye tissues.

Gray chinchilla has big eyes, which simplifies evaluation 
of clinical manifestations of the disease and allows collecting 
sufficient volumes of fluids from the anterior chamber of the eye.

All operations and activities that involved experimental 
animals complied with provisions of the order #755 of 12.08.77 
issued by the Ministry of Health and the Helsinki declaration. All 
procedures the animals were part of received approval of the 
Helmholtz Institute of Ophthalmology ethics committee.

All rabbits were simultaneously instilled 30 µl of the 
nanoparticles solution (2 mg/ml) into one eye, while the other 
eye served as control. Then, lacrimal and intraocular fluids were 
taken 10, 30, 60, 120 min after the instillation.

We used a number of filter paper circle patches (diameter 
5 mm) to obtain lacrimal fluid samples. The patches were put 
into the posterior fornix of conjunctiva for 5 min, then taken 
out and dipped into 300 µl PBS solution for 20 min. The 
eluate was centrifuged for 10 min at 4000 rpm in a centrifuge 
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Fig. 1. Platinum electrodes production pattern

Fig. 2. А. Volt-ampere characteristics for a nanoelectrode against Ag / AgCl (1 V/s). 
Cyclic volt-amper-grams measured in a 1 mM solution of ferrocene methanol. 
Black shows the current-voltage characteristic for a carbon nanoelectrode, red — 
after deposition of platinum. B. Photograph of the manufactured nanoelectrodes. 
C. Calibration line of the platinum electrode used to determine the concentration 
of H

2
O

2
 in lacrimal and intraocular fluids

(Labsystems; Finland) and the resulting supernatant was used 
for measurement purposes.

To take the intraocular fluid, we punctured cornea near the 
sulcus (paracentesis). Once all samples were taken, the animal 
was euthanized by air embolism.

We applied the amperometric method to determine the 
level of ROS. To this effect, we used platinum-coated carbon 
nanoelectrodes in the fluids and a silver chloride reference electrode. 

Patch-clamp amplifier Model 2400 (AM Systems; USA) 
allowed registering the potential difference between platinum 
microelectrode and reference electrode. USB-6211 ADC-
DAC converter (National instruments; USA) and WinWCP 
software allowed data transfer and recording. PatchStar 
micromanipulator (Scientifica; UK) helped position the 
nanosensor. The desk for all manipulations was the table of an 
inverted microscope (Nikon; Japan).

ROS concentration, namely that of H
2
O

2
, was evaluated at 

the potential of +800 mV to the silver chloride electrode [23]. 
These are the conditions allowing 2Н

2
О

2
 ↔ 2Н

2
О + О

2
 reaction, 

which is catalyzed by platinum; since superoxide radical rapidly 
converts into hydrogen peroxide in the solution, the total 
concentration of H

2
O

2
 determines the general background of 

the oxidative processes [24]. The level of oxygen was evaluated 
at the potential of –800 mV.

Quartz capillaries (inner and outer diameters 0.9 mm and 
1.2 mm, respectively; Fig. 1) were used to make platinum 
electrodes. The capillaries were pulled by a laser puller (Sutter; 
USA) to make two nanocapillaries that had a hole with the 
diameter of 100–500 nm. Pyrolytic carbon was deposited on 
the nanocapillaries through thermal decomposition of butane in 
an oxygen-free environment. 

Nanocapillary was filled with butane through a rubber tube 
that fit tightly around the wide end of the quartz nanocapillary. 
Then, sharp end of the nanocapillary was pushed into a similar 
quartz capillary of the appropriate size. This capillary carried 
the laminar flow of argon. Next, starting with the sharp end of 
the nanocapillary we subjected it to thermal treatment with the 
help of a butane-propane, distance — 1 cm, duration — 15 s.

We applied the electrochemical cavitation method with 
subsequent deposition of platinum [25–27]. The electrode 
was etched in a solution containing 0.1 mM NaOH and 10 mM 
KCl. Both the nanoelectrode and the reference electrode 

were immersed in the solution; reference electrode received a 
symmetrical V-shaped alternating current with an amplitude of 
1.5–2 V. Increasing amplitude signaled of the growing current 
running through the nanoelectrode and, accordingly, of the 
increasing area of carbon on the quartz tube's tip. When the 
signal's amplitude was sufficient, the etching was stopped.

After etching in the 0.1 M KCl/10 mM NaOH solution, 
the treated billets were put into the 2 mM hexachloroplatinic 
acid (H

2
PtCl

6
) solution to electrochemically deposit platinum 

C(H
2
O

2
), (M)
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Fig. 3. Kinetics of the ROS changes in rabbit tear samples after instillation with SOD nanoparticles. Averaged data for 5 rabbits with standard errors. Difference between 
ROS levels in test and control eyes of each animal (lacrimal fluid)

Fig. 4. Kinetics of the ROS changes in rabbit intraocular fluid samples after instillation with SOD nanoparticles. Averaged data for 5 rabbits with standard errors. 
Difference between ROS levels in test and control eyes of each animal (lacrimal fluid) 

onto the tip of the capillary, delivering a 0.8 V symmetrical 
sawtooth-shaped potential to the reference electrode. The 
differences in cyclic volt-ampere-grams of the nanoelectrode 
in ferrocenemethanol in the region of negative potentials before 
and after deposition of platinum indicated the success of the 
operation, i.e. that we had platinum deposited on the electrode 
(Fig. 2А) 

OriginPro 8 software (OriginLab, 2018) was used to process 
the obtained volt-ampere characteristics. We registered the 
average current values at +800 mV (pro rata to the Н

2
О

2
 

concentration) relative to the current level at zero potential.
The platinum electrode and the reference electrode, dipped 

into the samples, allowed measuring Н
2
О

2
 level in lacrimal and 

intraocular fluids taken from the test animals. See fig. 2B for the 
picture of nanoelectrodes.

RESULTS

Prior to measuring the levels in the samples, we calibrated 
each platinum electrode using several standard Н

2
О

2
 solutions 

and plotted a calibration curve that consequently allowed 
determining the level of Н

2
О

2
 in the samples (Fig. 2С)

According to the calibration, the higher the current value, 
the greater the concentration of Н

2
О

2
 in the sample. Left eye 

of the test animals was instilled with SOD nanoparticles; right 
eye, the control, received 0.01 M PBS buffer (pH = 7.4). The 
data describes each rabbit at 5 different time points: before 

the instillation (control) and after 10, 30, 60 and 120 min after 
that. Seemingly due to the individual characteristics of each 
test animal, the results vary to a certain extent at each time 
point. In all animals we have seen the Н

2
О

2
 level decreasing as 

the time elapsed from instillation increased.
Because of the considerable variability of the results, we 

have calculated the difference between Н
2
О

2
 levels in test 

and control eyes of each animal (lacrimal fluid) with the aim to 
visualize the dynamics of the process as it developed in time. 
The data obtained were averaged out and presented for 5 
rabbits as mean values with standard errors (Fig. 3). The values 
indicate that, compared to the control eye (PBS instillation), the 
Н

2
О

2
 level in the test eye (nanoparticles instillation) was growing 

for 30 min after instillation. Then, the level of ROS in both eyes 
became approximately equal.

Next, we measured the ion currents in the intraocular fluid 
samples. Left eye of the test animals was instilled with SOD 
nanoparticles; right eye, the control, received 0.01 M PBS buffer 
(pH = 7.4). After instillation, the Н

2
О

2
 level in the intraocular fluid 

of experimental animals was increasing. As time went by, the 
values registered were growing increasingly varied at each time 
point. The data obtained were averaged out and presented for 
5 rabbits as mean values with standard errors (Fig. 4). Ten min 
after the instillation was over, the values describing test and 
control eyes showed no significant differences, but after 30 min 
the level of Н

2
О

2
 in the test eye (nanoparticles instillation) began 

to grow compared to the control.
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DISCUSSION

SOD nanoparticles catalyze reaction 2O
2
– + 2H

3
O+ ↔ O

2
 + H

2
O

2
 

+ 2H
2
O, which translates into the growing levels of Н

2
О

2
 in the 

samples of lacrimal and intraocular fluids. 
In the lacrimal fluid, the level of Н

2
О

2
 increased 10 and 30 

min after the beginning of instillation and returned to baseline 
an hour after (dome-shaped graph). This is different from the 
ROS level dynamics seen in the intraocular samples, where 
the concentration of Н

2
О

2
 starts growing only 30 min after 

instillation. It is difficult for SOD to penetrate to the intraocular 
fluid, which explains the latent period of about 30 min.

When the SOD concentration in the lacrimal fluid grows, 
that of superoxide radicals decreases significantly, while the 
concentration of Н

2
О

2
 increases (Fig. 3). The Н

2
О

2
 concentration 

reaches the maximum level in 30 min, which indicates a shift 
in the equilibrium of superoxide radical dismutation reaction 
towards generation of Н

2
О

2
. In 1 hour, the Н

2
О

2
 concentration 

returns to baseline because of the two related processes seen 
in lacrimal fluid: firstly, in 1 hour the concentration of SOD 
nanoparticles decreases significantly due to leaching from the 
eye surface, which means the rate of Н

2
О

2
 generation also 

slows down; secondly, the antioxidant system found in lacrimal 
fluid decomposes Н

2
О

2
 to water and oxygen. 

It should be noted once again that the lifetime of 
superoxide radicals is only about 10-6 s because of their 
reactivity. Being a nucleophilic compound, O

2
– is capable of 

oxidizing lipoproteins and phospholipids of the membranes, 
which results in the destruction of cells [28]. In addition to 
the dismutation reaction that results in Н

2
О

2
 generation, 

superoxide radical is also part of the Haber-Weiss reaction 
(O

2
– +H

2
O

2
 ↔ OH– + OH• + 1O

2
). Therefore, it is impossible 

to have superoxide radicals in the lacrimal fluid samples right 
after they are taken, so all the measurements are based on 

the concentration dynamics of Н
2
О

2
 relatively stable under 

physiological conditions. 
The concentration in the lacrimal fluid reaches the sufficient 

level immediately after instillation, but penetrating the intraocular 
fluid takes some time, which is why the concentration of Н

2
О

2
 

increases after a slight delay.
Physiological barriers in the eye greatly hinder topical 

application of conventional drugs; the barriers effectively reduce 
the concentration of the drug at the site of its administration 
[29]. Stability of the enzyme absorbed by the cells in the form 
of nanoparticles increases significantly; presumably, it is the 
result of stabilization of the enzyme molecule against metabolic 
degradation and/or lysosomal destruction, which prolongs the time 
of circulation in the eye tissues compared to the native enzyme [30]. 

In the future, it is possible to measure the level of Н
2
О

2 

directly in the eye tissues with the help of nanoelectrodes. Since 
nanoelectrodes are extremely small (100–500 nm), they can be 
used to penetrate both isolated cells and live eye tissues for 
real-time measurements. 

CONCLUSIONS

Test making use of platinum nanoelectrode may be of diagnostic 
value in assessing the course of eye pathologies associated 
with inflammatory processes. Evaluation of the level of Н

2
О

2
 

by means of the method suggested allows justified application 
of the antioxidant drugs in the context of eye inflammation 
therapy. The technology is simple and sufficiently sensitive, 
and its effectiveness makes it very promising for biomedical 
applications. In the context of our research we have shown a 
method to make sensitive platinum nanoelectrodes that can 
be used to detect ROS in biological fluids. We have come to 
the conclusion that this direct method is more sensitive and 
promising in biological applied research.
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В последнее время в терапии аутоиммунных заболеваний стали активно применять моноклональные антитела (МА). 
Мишенью этих антител служат провоспалительные цитокины и собственно Т- и В-клетки, потенциально участвующие 
в патогенезе заболевания. В данной статье сделана попытка систематизировать используемые препараты и 
привести основные механизмы, лежащие в основе такого рода терапии, описаны нежелательные побочные 
действия. Потенциальными путями и перспективами развития биологиксов в лечении аутоиммунных заболеваний, 
по нашему мнению, являются МА, которые узнают и элиминируют клоны Т- и В-клеток, обусловливающие патогенез 
аутоиммунного заболевания. Поиск аутореактивных клонов  является одной из сложных и актуальных задач 
современной  биомедицины. 
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Recently, monoclonal antibodies (MA) have gained popularity as therapeutic agents for the treatment of autoimmune disorders. 
These antibodies target proinflammatory cytokines, as well as T and B cells potentially involved in the pathogenesis of such 
conditions. In the present work we attempt to give a systematic description of available therapeutic MA, highlight their key 
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As we broaden our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying 
the adaptive immunity, we learn to identify its malfunctioning 
elements posing a risk of autoimmune disorders. The latter 
encompass an extensive array of pathologies affecting almost 
all body tissues. The pathogenesis of these disorders is linked 
to the production of autoimmune antibodies and proliferation 
of effector T-cell clones that recognize self-antigens and 
therefore provoke inflammation both locally and systemically. 
In their anergic (self-tolerant) state, autoreactive T-cells have 
also been found in the bloodstream of healthy donors [1] where 
they are controlled by regulatory T cells (Tregs). The aberrant 
concentrations and abnormal functional activity of Tregs are 
among the possible causes of inflammation accompanying 
autoimmune disorders.

Current approaches to treating autoimmunity are based on 
the suppression of the immune system by therapeutic agents 

that directly or indirectly mitigate inflammation (see the Figure). 
This article looks at therapies for autoimmune diseases that 
involve the use of monoclonal antibodies (MA). Such MA, as 
well as other genetically engineered pharmaceutical agents, are 
referred to as biologics in the literature published in English. 
Some MA have already been proved effective in managing 
autoimmune conditions; some are currently undergoing 
clinical trials. 

Therapeutic MA considerably vary in terms of their 
mechanism of action. They can bind a soluble ligand or a 
receptor on the membrane of a target cell thereby blocking the 
interaction between the receptor and the ligand, modulating 
the signal from the receptor or triggering apoptosis (Fig). 

The mechanisms underlying the depletion of a target cell 
population by MA are diverse. Depletion mediated by the Fc 
fragment can induce apoptosis of the target cell, lead to cell 
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death via antibody- or complementary-dependent cellular 
cytotoxicity (ADCC/CDC) pathways, and provoke antigen-
dependent phagocytosis. The mechanisms activated by the 
blockade of surface costimulatory receptors are fundamentally 
different. They suppress the signal produced in response to 
antigen-induced stimulation or reprogram effector T cells 
into Tregs. 

Therapeutic antibodies causing a decline in the levels of 
anti-inflammatory cytokines (IFNɣ, TNF, IL17, and others) or 
blocking cytokine receptors can only bring temporary remission 
depending on their clearance rate. We think that approaches 
based on the depletion of lymphocyte subpopulations enriched 
in autoreactive T cells are the most promising because they 
allow us to eliminate the cause of an autoimmune disease. 
Another interesting therapeutic strategy is based on the 
functional activation of regulatory T cells in order to boost the 
expression of inhibitory cytokines, such as IL10.   

An overview of the structure of therapeutic 
antibodies and their application

In the past few years, the list of therapeutic antibodies has 
been expanded considerably to comprise drugs with selective 
mechanisms of action used in disease modifying therapies 
(DMT). The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has 
approved about 40 MA for treating various diseases including 
those of autoimmune nature. 

As a rule, the primary products of MA synthesis require 
further optimization. The optimization strategies include 
modification of the Fc fragment aimed to extend the half-life of 
the obtained antibody; humanization by altering the amino acid 
sequence (this ensures the similarity of the synthetic structure 
to human antibodies and therefore reduces the immunogenicity 
of the drug); the use of special cell lines for antibody synthesis 
deficient in glycosylation enzymes, which helps to enhance 
the cytotoxicity of the end product. The cytotoxicity of 
nonfucosylated therapeutic antibodies is 500–1,000 times 
higher than that of the same antibodies with a high degree 
of glycosylation [2]. Recently, there have been proposals to 
introduce modifications to the Fc-fragment to avoid a wide 
range of adverse effects caused by inflammatory cytokines that 
are released in response to the massive death of effector cells 

that accompanies the use of therapeutic antibodies against 
surface markers found in many cell types.

Monoclonal antibodies against cytokines 
and inflammatory factors

The first MA approved in 2002 by FDA for the treatment of 
inflammatory diseases (mostly autoimmune) were anti-
TNF (tumor necrosis factor) antibodies. Recently, the list 
of therapeutic targets has been upgraded with a number of 
cytokines, including IL1, IL6, IL12, IL15, IL17, IL18, and IL23, 
associated with autoimmune pathology. The efficacy of the 
MA designed to fight various autoimmune disorders has been 
discussed in a few review articles [3, 4].

TNF is one of the primary inducers of inflammation in the 
cytokine cascade; therefore, its inhibitors can cause nonspecific 
inflammation in patients suffering from autoimmune disorders, 
such as rheumatoid arthritis or RA, ankylosing spondylitis, 
psoriasis, Crohn’s disease, etc. Today, 4 MA against TNF are 
available clinically: infliximab, golimumab, certolizumab, and 
adalimumab. They are different in their humanization degree 
and the site they target. These drugs are widely used to 
manage rheumatoid disorders of autoimmune nature, including 
ankylosing spondylitis. TNF inhibitors slow down the progression 
of this disease but cannot prevent it from happening. However, 
not every patient responds to anti-TNF therapy. For example, 
one-third of patients with RA do not show any improvement 
when treated with TNF inhibitors. No therapeutic effect is also 
observed in patients with multiple sclerosis. 

Unfortunately, the use of anti-TNF MA contributes to the 
risk of cancer and infection. In addition, TNF blockade does 
not cause any decline in IL1 implicated in cartilage degradation 
and joint erosion, which was demonstrated in mice with 
experimental RA  [5].

Proinflammatory IL1 is another therapeutic target. We still 
think, though, that unlike anakinra (the antagonist of the IL1 
receptor), MA against IL1 may not find wide application in clinical 
practice. For example, an anti-IL1β drug gevokizumab has 
proved ineffective against noninfectious uveitis (the symptom 
of Behcet’s disease). Another fully human anti-IL1β antibody 
(IgG1, canakinumab) has recently completed a phase III clinical 
trial [6]. Although it was able to induce therapeutic response in 
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less than half of patients with RA and juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(JIA) [7], it was still approved by FDA for the treatment of JIA and 
the cryopyrin-associated periodic syndrome (CAPS). Sustained 
remission was observed in 97% of patients with CAPS after a 
single dose of the drug; the adverse reactions were very mild 
[8, 9]. 

Another effective strategy for treating autoimmune 
disorders relies on the blockade of cytokines involved in the 
activation or differentiation of Th1- and Th17-cell populations 
associated with the pathogenesis of many autoimmune 
diseases. IL6 is an example of such proinflammatory factors 
that together with IL23 and TGFβ triggers differentiation of 
naïve CD4+-lymphocytes into Th17 cells [10]. Normally, Th17 
cells participate in the immune response to bacterial and 
fungal infections. Hyperactive Th17 excessively produce IL17, 
GM-CSF, and IL21, promoting inflammation. The Th17/Tregs 
imbalance is observed in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 
in the peripheral blood of patients with RA, at inflammation sites 
in patients with JIA, type 1 diabetes and Crohn’s disease [11, 12].

One of the most effective drugs capable of inhibiting IL6 
is tocilizumab (IgG1). It is a monoclonal antibody against the 
β-chain of the IL6 receptor that competes for this receptor 
preventing its binding to IL6. The drug has been proved safe 
and highly effective for the treatment of RA and JIA. The same 
level of efficacy has been demonstrated by olokizumab (a 
humanized antibody against IL6) that successfully completed 
a phase II clinical trial in 2017. 

IL6 blockade by tocilizumab leads to an increase in the 
proportion of Tregs in the population of CD4+-cells both in mice 
with experimental EAE and patients with RA. This correlates 
with marked remission observed in such patients [13]. 
The therapeutic effect of these MA against IL6 relies on the 
methylation of the Foxp3 promoter induced by IL6, which leads 
to a decline in the functional activity of Tregs [14]. IL6 plays an 
important role in the immune response to bacterial infection 
in healthy individuals. It also exhibits protective properties in 
patients with liver/neural tissue injuries. It should be born in 
mind, though, that the prolonged intake of MA against IL6 can 
increase sensitivity to bacterial and viral infections and poses a 
risk of death in people with liver cirrhosis and strokes.

The blockade of interleukins or their receptors by MA can 
have a better therapeutic effect than methotrexate-based 
treatment or the use of other immunosuppressive drugs. Sadly, 
it is associated with a number of adverse effects (infections, 
pharyngitis, etc.). The drugs described above alleviate the 
symptoms of autoimmune diseases and sometimes slow down 
their progression, but cannot eliminate their cause ensuring 
only temporary remission. 

Blockade of cell response

At the cell level, autoimmunity can be suppressed by the MA 
that specifically recognize unique receptors marking certain cell 
populations (CD2, CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, CD20, and CD22). 
This treatment strategy, however, leads to the inhibition of the 
entire subpopulation of lymphocytes, affects healthy cells and 
causes serious immune suppression. 

CD3

The MA against CD3 perform well in the mouse models of 
autoimmune diseases, including autoimmune encephalitis, 
TNP-KLH-induced colitis, and collagen-induced arthritis. The 
therapeutic effect of these antibodies can be explained by a few 
different yet noncontradictory mechanisms. Anti-CD3 MA bind 

to the ξ-subunit of CD3, and the entire CD3-complex is then 
internalized or blocked. As a result, the T cell temporarily stops 
to respond to antigens presented to it. Anti-CD3 antibodies are 
also reported to cause apoptosis of activated T cells [15]. 

Teplizumab and otelixizumab (ChAglyCD3) are another pair 
of antibodies against CD3. They are capable of halting (not 
permanently, though) the death of insulin-producing β-cells 
in patients with type I diabetes [16]. Currently, teplizumab is 
undergoing a phase III clinical trial (TrialNet) that has recruited 
over 500 patients with stage 2 of diabetes.

Nondepleting antibodies against CD4 and CD8

A few research works have been published recently on the 
use of nondepleting monoclonal antibodies against the 
coreceptors CD4 and CD8. The efficacy of the drugs has 
been demonstrated in mice with experimentally induced type 1
diabetes [17]. The mechanism of their action is based on the 
specific interaction with surface receptors of lymphocytes that 
prevents activation of the immune response. Cell depletion 
does not occur because the Fc-fragment of MA is unable to 
bind the Fc-receptor of the recipient and, therefore, does not 
cause cell death. The mice who received nondepleting MA 
went into long-term remission (over 20 days) characterized by 
the reduction in the hyperproduction of IL2 and IFNγ.  

Anti-CD20

An anti-CD20 MA known as rituximab (Mabthera) has turned 
to be highly effective against some autoimmune diseases, 
such as autoimmune vasculitis, antiphospholipid syndrome, 
myasthenia gravis, RA, SLE, and multiple sclerosis. The 
therapeutic effect of the drug is based on the depletion of B 
cells and lasts for 6 months. In many patients, the response to 
rituximab is delayed: it is often registered a few months after the 
intravenous infusion of the drug. A few possible explanations 
have been proposed: 1) the rate of B-cell clearance from 
the body varies from patient to patient; 2) the half-life of a 
plasma cell can affect the rate of response because the cell 
does not carry CD20 on its surface and keeps secreting 
antibodies; 3) in some patients even low concentrations 
of autoimmune antibodies can trigger pathology, delaying 
response to therapy until the antibodies are cleared from the 
body. The efficacy of rituximab is comparable or higher than 
that of immunosuppressants, such as cyclophosphamide, 
azathioprine, etc. However, rituximab ensures long term 
remission in as few as 20% of patients. Among the adverse 
reactions accompanying the rituximab-based regimens 
are sensitivity to infection, hypogammaglobulinemia and 
neutropenia [18, 19]. In the studies mentioned above 
rituximab was prescribed to patients with severe RA whose 
conventional treatment with glucocorticoids and cytotoxic 
agents had failed. It is likely that rituximab not only induces 
depletion of B lymphocytes, but also leads to the elimination 
of CD20+-Th17-effector cells whose proportion is quite high in 
the blood of patients with RA, which explains the therapeutic 
effect of the drug [20]. Another possible mechanism exploited 
by the anti-CD20 therapy is associated with active production 
of IL6 by B cells: IL6 stimulates the differentiation of T-cell 
precursors into Th17 and inhibits their conversion into Тregs 
[21, 22]. Another humanized anti-CD20 antibody known by 
the name of ocrelizumab has successfully completed its 
clinical trials and is now approved by FDA for the treatment of 
multiple sclerosis; it reduces the number of lesions and slows 
down the progression of the disease [23].
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Immune therapy: reprogramming T cells into Tregs

Тregs ensure immune tolerance in the peripheral organs by 
attenuating the immune response and bringing autoimmune 
reactions to a halt [24]. Tregs secrete anti-inflammatory 
cytokines IL10, TGFβ, and IL35, activate granzyme/perforin 
pathways mediating the apoptosis of effector cells, and 
inhibit dendritic cell functions. On the one hand, attempts 
to intentionally elevate the blood levels of Tregs or stimulate 
hyperproduction of suppressor cytokines can be regarded as 
an approach to treating autoimmune diseases. On the other 
hand, hyperactivity of Tregs leads to the suppression of the 
immune response and promotes malignancy. A new drug 
tregalizumab based on nondepleting MA was tested in 2016; it 
binds the unique epitope on the CD4 molecule, causing CD4+-
lymphocytes to differentiate into Treg cells. 

We believe that combination therapy should be a preferred 
treatment modality in patients with autoimmune disorders. Such 
therapy should include the targeted elimination of T- or B-cell 
clones associated with autoimmunity. The treatment regimen 
can be based on the consecutive administration of several 
biologics that target different components of the immune 
response. For example, cytokine inhibitors and depleting 
MA can be used as a first-line therapy, as proposed recently. 
The second-line therapy could include inhibitors of CD28 co-
stimulation mediators or of homeostatic cytokines [25]. Recent 
studies have demonstrated that inhibition of homeostatic 
cytokines such as IL15 or IL7 can be a promising approach to 
the therapy of autoimmune diseases [26].

So far, identification of unique markers of autoimmune 
inflammation remains an unsolved problem. T- and B-cell 
receptors (TCR, BCR) present on the surface of autoreactive 
lymphocytes can serve as such markers. The search for 
pathology-associated receptors can start from the sequencing 
of TCR and BCR repertoires of peripheral blood lymphocytes, 
as well as of lymphocytes isolated from the sites of inflammation, 
followed by the comparative analysis of TCR and BCR 
repertoires of healthy donors and disease-stricken individuals. 
Today, we know the structure of TCR potentially implicated 
in the celiac disease and ankylosing spondylitis [27–29]. Our 
team has established the structure of TCR associated with 
ankylosing spondylitis [28]; our findings were independently 
confirmed by our British colleagues [29]. We showed that the 
pathological T-cell clone carries a variable gene segment TRBV9 
and synthesized МА that specifically bind and deplete T cells 
carrying the TCR associated with ankylosing spondylitis in vitro 
[30]. The described approach to designing novel therapeutic 
agents and the MA we synthesized may be a good platform 
for the development of drugs against autoimmune disorders in 
general and ankylosing spondilitis in particular. 

CONCLUSIONS

Massive sequencing of immune repertoires of healthy donors 
and patients with severe autoimmune disorders, including 
multiple sclerosis and type 1 diabetes, followed by HLA-typing 
paves the way to the identification of new targets for immune 
therapies. 
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Ю. Е. Кравченко, Д. И. Гагаринская, Е. И. Фролова, С. П. Чумаков

ЭКСПРЕССИЯ ХИМЕРНОГО АНТИГЕННОГО РЕЦЕПТОРА В НАТУРАЛЬНЫХ 
КИЛЛЕРАХ ЛИНИИ NK-92 ПУТЕМ ТРАНСДУКЦИИ ЛЕНТИВИРУСНЫМИ 
ЧАСТИЦАМИ, ПСЕВДОТИПИРОВАННЫМИ ПОВЕРХНОСТНЫМИ 
ГЛИКОПРОТЕИНАМИ ВАКЦИННОГО ШТАММА ВИРУСА КОРИ

Клеточная иммунотерапия с использованием химерных антигенных рецепторов (ХАР) является одним из перспективных 
направлений развития современной онкологии. Собственные Т-лимфоциты пациента с приданной специфичностью 
в отношении неоантигенов опухолей за счет экспрессии ХАР демонстрируют клиническую эффективность, однако 
стоимость такой терапии чрезвычайно высока. В качестве более доступной альтернативы могут быть использованы 
унифицированные носители ХАР на основе линии клеток натуральных киллеров NK-92. Эта культура отличается 
устойчивостью к лентивирусной трансдукции; однако для трансдукции первичных иммунных клеток недавно начали 
успешно применять лентивирусные векторы, псевдотипированные поверхностными гликопротеинами вакцинного 
штамма вируса кори. Целью работы было определить эффективность трансдукции клеток NK-92 лентивирусами, 
псевдотипированными гликопротеинами F и H вируса кори, а также условия селекции NK-92, трансдуцированных 
химерным рецептором против CD20, и оценить их цитотоксическое действие. Результаты исследования показали, 
что максимальный трансфекционный титр достигается при использовании варианта белка H (H∆18) в сочетании с 
вариантом белка F (F∆30), а применение BX795 (ингибитора TBK1/IKKɛ) дополнительно позволяет добиться трехкратного 
увеличения инфекционного титра. ХАР-экспрессирующие клетки NK-92 оказались способными подавлять пролиферацию 
CD20+-клеток линии Raji в меньшей дозе, по сравнению с немодифицированными клетками NK-92.

Ключевые слова: клеточная иммунотерапия, химерные антигенные рецепторы, ХАР, лентивирусные векторы, 
натуральные киллеры, линейные клеточные носители, псевдотипирование, гликопротеины кори
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Kravchenko YE, Gagarinskaya DI, Frolova EI, Chumakov SP

CHIMERIC ANTIGEN RECEPTOR EXPRESSION IN NATURAL KILLER 
CELL LINE NK-92 BY TRANSDUCTION WITH LENTIVIRAL PARTICLES 
PSEUDOTYPED WITH THE SURFACE GLYCOPROTEINS OF THE MEASLES 
VIRUS VACCINE STRAIN

Cancer immunotherapy with T-cells that carry chimeric antigen receptors is currently on cutting edge of modern oncology. 
Autotransplantation of T-lymphocytes with chimeric receptor specific for certain tumor antigen proves to be clinically effective, 
but costly. Linear carriers of chimeric antigen receptors based on natural killer NK-92 cell culture may be an affordable alternative, 
however, this culture is resistant to lentiviral transduction. Recently, lentiviral vectors, pseudotyped with surface glycoproteins 
of the measles virus vaccine strain, have recently been successfully applied for transduction of primary immune cells. The 
aim of the work was to assess the efficiency of transduction of NK-92 cells with lentivirus vectors, pseudotyped with measles 
F and H surface glycoproteins, as well as to establish optimal conditions for selection of NK-92 transduced with the chimeric 
receptor against CD20 and to evaluate the culture’s cytotoxic potential. The results showed that the maximum infectious titer is 
achieved using the H∆18 variant in combination with F∆30, and the use of the TBK1/IKKɛ inhibitor BX795 results in additional 
3-fold increase in the infectious titer. CAR-expressing NK-92 were able to suppress the proliferation of CD20+ cell line Raji in 
lower effector-to-target ratios than unmodified NK-92.
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Cellular immunotherapy is one of the key areas of development 
of modern oncology. By introducing into the patient’s 
bloodstream the immune cells that target tumor antigens it may 
be possible to achieve high specificity of action and treatment 
efficacy, with a low incidence of undesirable effects [1]. In 
research and clinical trials, the most frequent vehicle is the 
patient's own cytotoxic T-lymphocytes with induced specificity 
for a particular tumor antigen or their combination. These 
modifications are performed by expressing a chimeric antigen 
receptor (CAR), consisting of several intracellular signaling 
domains for T-lymphocyte activation and an extracellular 
region that recognizes a tumor antigen [2]. For the introduction 
of constructs expressing CAR, chemical transfection of cells 
[3], electroporation [4], or transduction with viral vectors [5] is 
used most frequently. After transduction, the cell population 
can be expanded in culture to obtain the required number of 
cells. Treatment regimens based on CAR-T cells demonstrate 
good clinical efficacy, but the cost of therapy is often extremely 
high, which is due to the requirement for production of a 
personalized T-cell population for each patient. Another factor 
which constrains the prospects for the massive adoption of 
CAR-T cells in clinical practice is the limited availability of the 
patient's own T-lymphocytes in patients with late stages of 
cancer. It is possible to overcome these drawbacks, but this 
will require a significant improvement in the field of cell culturing 
and production.

Natural killer cell lines that carry chimeric antigen receptors 
may be considered as a less expensive, universal and more 
affordable alternative than CAR-T cell preparations. Out of 
11 established and widely available natural killer lines that 
were obtained from patients with various lymphoproliferative 
diseases, only two — KHYG-1 [6] and NK-92 [7] — have a 
pronounced ability to suppress the growth of tumor cells due 
to intrinsic cytotoxic activity, in the absence of expression of 
Fc receptors [8]. Both cell lines are able to proliferate in the 
presence of IL2 in the culture medium, NK-92, in particular, was 
shown to be able to selectively destroy K-562 lymphoma cells 
cultured in a mixture with normal peripheral mononuclear cells. 
NK-92 cells were also able to maintain cytotoxicity after gamma 
irradiation with a dose of 10 Gray, without being proliferatively 
active, which allows them to be used for the treatment of 
cancer [9].

To enhance the cytotoxic properties of NK-92, genetically 
modified variants have been created that express either their 
own IL2, IL15 [10]; or additional receptors — CD16, for targeting 
tumor cells with antibodies, or CAR, for direct recognition of 
tumor antigens [11]. Functionally, CAR-expressing NK-92 
are similar to CAR-T cells, while the cost of therapy may be 
substantially reduced — the cell line can be expanded in bulk 
quantities; and preliminary procedures for treating a patient 
will consist only in defrosting the ready-to-use aliquot [12]. 
In addition to being used for therapy, NK-92 cells can serve 
as a platform for testing and development of various types of 
chimeric receptors in vitro and in vivo. The main obstacle while 
manipulating with cells of this line is its sensitivity to cultivation 
conditions, as well as high resistance to lentiviral transduction: 
viral vectors pseudotyped with VSV G-protein do not efficiently 
transduce NK-92 cells, and as the amount of viral particles in 
the medium increases, the cells quickly lose viability [13]. For 
lentiviral transduction of peripheral T-lymphocytes and immune 
cells of myeloid lineage, lentiviral vector particles pseudotyped 
with surface glycoproteins of the measles virus vaccine strain 
have been recently developed [14]. Compared to conventional 
lentiviral vectors pseudotyped with VSV G-protein, they have 
shown to posess much higher ability to transduce immune 

cells without either stimulating cell division, or changing their 
phenotype or the profile of secreted cytokines [15]. The aim of 
this work was to determine the efficicacy of transduction of NK-
92 cells with lentiviruses, pseudotyped F and H glycoproteins 
of the measles virus, as well as to determine the conditions 
for isolation and purification of NK-92 cells transduced with a 
chimeric receptor directed against the CD20 antigen, and to 
assess their cytotoxic potential.

METHODS

Plasmids and constructs

For packaging of lentiviral vectors, pseudotyped with VSV-G, 
packaging plasmids psPAX2 (contains lentiviral structural 
proteins) and pMD2-G (encodes VSV G-protein) were 
used. Both plasmids were kindly provided by Didier Trono 
(Addgene plasmid # 12260; http://n2t.net/addgene:12260; 
RRID: Addgene_12260 and Addgene plasmid # 12259; 
http://n2t.net/addgene:12259; RRID: Addgene_12259). For 
pseudotyping with measles glycoproteins, instead of pMD2-G, 
the plasmid pMD2-F∆30 was used, which encodes a fragment 
of the F protein of the measles virus of the ESC vaccine strain 
with a cytoplasmic domain truncated by 30 amino acids. 
For preparation of measles virus cDNA and subsequent 
amplification of target genome fragment by PCR, were used 
primers Fdelta30 dir EcoRI (AGAGGAATTCACCACCATGTCC
ATCATGGGTCTCAAGGTGAACGTCTCTG) and Fdelta30 rev 
EcoRI (AGAGAGAATTCTCAACGCCCCCTGCAGCAACATA
TTAAAGCG), cloning was performed to the vector pMD2-G 
by EcoRI sites. In combination with pMD2-F∆30, the plasmid 
pCG-Hc∆18 was used, provided by Jacob Reiser (Addgene 
plasmid # 84817; http://n2t.net/addgene:84817; RRID: 
Addgene_84817), as well as its variants, with truncation of 24 
N-terminal amino acids of the H protein (pCG-Hc∆24), or with 
addition of 4 alanine residues (pCG-4AHc∆24). The plasmids 
were produced by cloning the original H protein fragment 
amplified with primers Hd24 BamHI dir (AGAGAGGGATCCAG
GGTGCAAGATCATCCACAATGAACCGGGAGCACCTGATG) 
and H rev (CTGATGTCTATTTCACACTAGTACAAAC), or with 
primers Hd24 4a BamHI dir (AGAGAGGGATCCAGGGTGCA
AGATCATCCACAATGGCCGCTGCAGCCAACCGGGAGCAC
CTGATG) and H rev, respectively, by restriction sites BamHI 
and SpeI. Lentiviral vectors pLCMV-tagRFP-puro (containing 
sequence of red fluorescent protein tagRFP (Evrogen; Russia) 
under the control of a cytomegalovirus promoter) and pLSF-@
CD20-229-tagRFP containing the sequence of 3-rd gen 
chimeric receptor against the surface antigen CD20 (CD8 leader 
peptide, ScFv from HB-9645 hybridoma clone, DYKDDDDK 
epitope, 229 amino acid linker region, CD28 transmembrane 
domain, and CD28, CD137, and CD3z signaling domains) 
and tagRFP, with polycistronic expression using the T2A signal 
sequence under the control of the SFFV promoter.

Cell cultures

For lentivirus packaging, the HEK-293T cell line was used, 
cells were cultured in DMEM-F12 (PAA; Austrian) medium with 
addition of fetal calf serum up to 10%, 2 mM alanyl-glutamine 
(PanEco; Russia), 20 mM HEPES and 100 µg/ml penicillin and 
streptomycin.

Cultivation of NK-92 was carried out in RPMI-1640 medium 
(PAA; Austrian) with the addition of fetal calf serum and horse 
serum up to 20% in equal proportions, 2 mM alanyl-glutamine 
(PanEco; Russia), 20 mM HEPES, 0.2 mM inositol, 0.1 mM 
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Fig. 2. Syncytia formed by HEK-293T cells after transfection with plasmid mixture for production of H/F-pseudotyped lentivirus particles. А. pCG-Hc∆18 + pMD2-F∆30. 
B. pCG-Hc∆24 + pMD2-F∆30. C. pCG-4A-Hc∆24 + pMD2-F∆30. D. pMD2-G
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D

Fig. 1. The share of fluorescent HEK-293 cells, measured 48 hours post transduction by H/F-pseudotyped or VSV-G-pseudotyped lentiviral vectors. Axis Х — plasmid 
ratios for vector:psPAX2:pMD2-F∆30:pCG-H
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2-mercaptoethanol, 1 µM water-soluble hydrocortisone (Sigma;
USA), 20 µM folic acid and recombinant IL2 at a final concentration 
of 100 µg/ml.

Raji cells (Burkitt's lymphoma) (ATCC; USA) expressing GFP 
fluorescent protein were used as targets for CAR-expressing 
NK-92 cells. The cells were cultivated in RPMI-1640 medium 
(PanEco; Russia) with the addition of fetal calf serum up to 10%, 
2 mM alanyl-glutamine (PanEco; Russia), 20 mM HEPES and 
100 µg/ml penicillin and streptomycin. All cells were cultured in 
5% CO

2
 conditions at 37 °C.

Transfection and viral transduction

Transfection was carried out on 6-well plates in OptiMEM 
medium (Invitrogen; USA) using polyethyleneimine 25kDA 
(PEI-25, Polysciences; USA) on HEK-293T cells at 40–60% 
confluence seeded the day before the procedure.

For lentiviral vectors pseudotyped with VSV-G, a mixture 
of the following plasmids was prepared: pLCMV-tagRFP-
puro containing marker protein (1.5 µg), psPAX2 (0.9 µg) 
and pMD2-G (0.6 µg) in the ratio of 5 : 3 : 2, respectively. For 
pseudotyping with measles glycoproteins, plasmids pLCMV-
tagRFP-puro or pLSF-@CD20-229-tagRFP (0.9 µg), psPAX2 
(0.9 µg), pMD2-F∆30 (0.79 µg), pCG-Hc∆18 (0.11 µg) or its 
variations pCG-Hc∆24 (0.11 µg) and pCG-4AHc∆24 (0.11 
µg) were used in a ratio of 8 : 8 : 7 : 1. After a three-hour 
incubation of the cells with the transfection mixture, the 
medium was replaced with RPMI-1640 containing the serum 
replacement (Serum Replacement Solution, PeproTech; USA), 
2 mM alanyl-glutamine (PanEco; Russia), 20 mM HEPES and 4 
mM caffeine, in which HEK-293T were incubated for 24 hours 
for the production of viral particles. Viral transduction was 
performed for 8–12 hours on NK-92 cells in the concentration 
of at least 5 • 105 per ml. Polybrene at a concentration of 
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Table. Infectious viral titers of viral stocks, produceв with different variants of 
H protein. All values were calculated per 106 packaging cells

 HEK-293 NK-92

H∆18/F∆30 ~6.15 • 104 ~2.1 • 104

H∆24/F∆30 <2 • 102 <2 • 102

4A-H∆24/F∆30 ~4.3 • 104 ~1.6 • 104

VSV-G ~1.1 • 106 ~3.5 • 103

Fig. 4. Suppression of proliferation of Raji cells upon co-culturing with NK-92 cells. Axis Y — % of Raji with normal phenotype (FSC/SSC) after 2 days of co-culturing, 
compared to control sample (no NK-92 addition). Series: non-transduced NK-92; NK-92, transduced by tagRFP expressor (non-selected); NK-92, transduced by CAR 
@CD20 after selection on magnetic microspheres

Fig. 3. Proliferative activity of NK-92 cells, measured 48 hours post addition of different amounts of BX795 to the cultivation media. All values were normalized relative 
to control (untreated culture). Values below 0.5 are characteristic to the culture that wasn’t proliferating after addition of BX795
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8 µg/ml and all required supplements for the cultivation of NK-
92 cells, as well as BX795 at a concentration of 3 µM, were 
added to the medium containing the virus upon infection. After 
transduction, the medium was replaced with complete NK-92 
culture medium. The result of the transduction was assesed 
after 48 hours. Infectious viral titers and transduction efficiency 
were determined using a flow cytometer by evaluating the 
tagRFP positive fraction.

Cytotoxicity assay

To assess cytotoxicity, NK-92 cells were mixed with Raji cells 
expressing GFP in different ratios. After co-cultivation for 48 
hours, the proportion and number of GFP positive cells were 
assessed on a flow cytometer.

RESULTS

Determination of the optimal ratio 
of packaging plasmids

To assess the efficiency of transduction of NK-92 cells, 
preparations of lentiviral vector particles pseudotyped with 

VSV G-protein or three different variants of measles virus H 
protein in combination with F protein (H/F pseudotyped) were 
used. Several authors reported controversial information on 
the optimal ratio of packaging plasmids, required to obtain 
highest viral titers [15–19]. The known ratios as well as the 
ratios extrapolated from the VSV-G pseudotyped lentiviral 
vectors used for packaging (5 : 3 : 2 for the vector : psPAX2:
pMD2-G) were used to repare lentiviral stocks and then 
determine infectious titers (Fig. 1). Results showed that 
plasmid ratios of 8 : 8 : 7 : 1 and 15 : 9 : 2 : 1 for the pLCMV-
tagRFP-puro : psPAX2 : pMD2-Fd30 : pCG-H∆18 vectors 
showed the most efficient packaging of lentiviral particles for 
the H protein variant ∆18. For all further experiments, the ratio 
8 : 8 : 7 : 1 was used.
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Comparison of variants of protein H

A characteristic feature of pseudotyping with H/F proteins 
is the formation of syncytia in the culture of packaging cells. 
The length of the cytoplasmic tails of proteins H and F directly 
affects the intensity of this process, and the lesser syncytia is 
formed, the longer the packaging cells may be used to collect 
lentiviral supernatants. Excessive truncation of the cytoplasmic 
tails leads to a sharp drop in the infectious titers. The founding 
work on this topic reports that the variant of the H∆18 protein 
in combination with the F∆30 protein produces lentiviral vector 
stocks with highest transfection titer, while shortening to H∆24 
almost completely suppresses the production of the infectious 
virus, and the addition of four alanine residues at the N-terminus 
of a H∆24 mutant restores viral titers to maximum values [16]. 
In another work, researchers used the H∆24 protein variant to 
produce highly concentrated lentiviral stocks [15]. The results 
of our comparison of three variants of protein H showed that 
the size and rate of syncytium formation is maximum for the 
variant of protein H∆18, significantly lower for variant 4A-
H∆24, and is minimal for H∆24 (Fig. 2); the transfection titer 
was also maximal for the H∆18 variant; however, for the 4A-
H∆24 variant, the resulting transfection titer was only slightly 
inferior to the H∆18 variant, and for the H∆24 variant it was 
at least 2 orders of magnitude lower than the H∆18 variant. In 
further experiments, lentiviral particles pseudotyped by H∆18/
F∆30 proteins were used. When measured on HEK-293 cells, 
the average viral titer of H/F pseudotyped lentiviral stocks was 
15–20 times lower than for lentiviruses, pseudotyped with VSV 
G-protein (Table).

Optimization of NK-92 cell 
transduction conditions

The use of VSV-G-pseudotyped lentivirus vectors for 
transduction of NK-92 cells showed that addition of over ~ 105 
i.u. per ml of medium for 8 hours leads to a significant drop in 
the viability of the culture. In addition, NK-92 cells were much 
less efficiently transduced by VSV-G-pseudotyped lentiviruses, 
the difference in transfection titer compared to HEK-293 was 
more than 3 orders of magnitude. To increase the efficiency of 
natural killer transduction, the use of the TBK1/IKKɛ inhibitor 
BX795 at a concentration of 6–8 µM has been described [20]. 
Evaluation of the effect of BX795 on the viability of NK-92 cells 
showed that they retain their viability at concentrations up to 
3 µM (Fig. 3). BX795 allowed to reduce the difference in the 
transduction efficiency of VSV-G-pseudotyped viral particles 
up to 300-fold. Under the same transduction conditions, H/F 
pseudotyped lentiviral vectors were able to transduce NK-92 
cells with three times less efficacy than HEK-293 cells.

Evaluation of the cytotoxic effect of CAR-expressing 
NK-92 cells

Since NK-92 cells require to be cultivated in high densities in 
order to maintain proliferative activity, the tolerable cell:i.u. ratios 
did not allow to obtain sufficiently high percentage of transduced 
cells. Isolation of the tagRFP-expressing populations by FASC 
made it possible to obtain small fractions of CAR-expressing 

cells, however, the stress incurred by the sorting procedure 
led to significant loss of viability. To circumvent this problem, 
we performed sorting of CAR-expressing cells on magnetic 
particles coated with monoclonal antibodies to DYKDDDDK 
epitope. This approach turned out to be more gentle and did 
not lead to suppression of proliferation of NK-92 cells. CAR-
expressing cells obtained with this method were tested for their 
ability to inhibit growth of CD20+ GFP-expressing Raji cells 
(Burkitt's lymphoma). Compared to unmodified cells, @CD20-
NK-92 were able to suppress proliferation of Raji cells in lower 
dosages (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

When comparing different variants of H glycoproteins, we 
found that shortening the cytoplasmic tail by more than 20 
amino acids is impractical because of the strong decrease in 
transfection titers. H/F pseudotyped lentiviral particles showed 
significantly lower packing efficiency compared to lentiviral 
particles pseudotyped with VSV G-protein, but this factor was 
compensated by greater efficiency of transduction of NK-
92 cells. We noted that infection with H/F pseudotyped viral 
vectors leads to less significant suppression of proliferation of 
NK-92 cells, which allows to use of higher concentrations of 
viral particles for transduction, leading to an additional increase 
in efficiency. It is also noteworthy that with respect to NK-92 
cells, BX795 was found to be active in lower concenrations 
than during transduction of primary cultures. In general, the use 
of a combination of H/F-pseudotyped lentiviral vectors, BX795 
and subsequent sorting of transduced cells on magnetic 
microspheres allowed us to consistently obtain populations 
of CAR-expressing NK-92, that demonstrated high levels of 
cytotoxicity against antigen-expressing target cells.

NK-92 cells are distinguished by their sensitivity for cultivation 
conditions and, as the experiments have shown, they are more 
resistant to transduction with lentiviral vectors. However, these 
difficulties associated with the production of NK-92 CAR-
expressing cells can later be compensated by the greater 
versatility of their applications for cellular immunotherapy, or as 
components of complex therapeutic approaches, for example, 
as carrier cells for the delivery of oncolytic viruses.

 
CONCLUSIONS

The results of the study showed that the optimal variant 
of the H protein of the measles virus for producing of H/F-
pseudotyped lentivirus vectors is H∆18 (in terms of transfection 
titer) and 4A-H∆24 (in terms of the duration of production of 
viral particles), the largest transfection titers were achieved 
using a plasmid ratio of 8 : 8 : 7 : 1. The resulting preparations 
of H/F-pseudotyped lentiviral particles had 15–20 times lower 
transfection titer, compared with VSV-G-pseudotyped, while in 
the transduction of NK-92 cells the difference in titers was ~ 
5 : 1 towards for H/F-pseudotyped virus vectors. The optimal 
concentration of the inhibitor TBK1/IKKɛ BX795 was 3 µM, the 
use of BX795 allowed to increase the transduction efficiency 
by ~ 3 times. Transduced CAR-NK-92 cells were successfully 
isolated by magnetic separation and were highly capable of 
inhibiting the proliferation of CD20-positive Raji cells.
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MODERN ANEURYSM SURGERY: A PRO-OPEN SURGERY VIEW

Modern management of intracranial aneurysms is matter of great debate between supporters of “traditional” microsurgical 
treatment and those of relatively new endovascular management. This paper briefly reports the experience of two experienced 
microvascular “traditional” neurosurgeons who shares the same management philosophy favouring open microsurgery in 
the modern era in which endovascular management is becoming fashionable. Difficult posterior circulation aneurysms are 
nowadays as a rule managed endovascularly, whilst anterior circulation aneurysms can be treated with both techniques, and 
MCA as well as distal ACA aneurysms are better treated microsurgically. Technical refinement and — hopefully- lower cost of 
endovascular devices will favour a trend of prevailing use of endovascular method in the future. However the need for well-
prepared microvascular surgeon will always be there, and proper training of future generations of microvascular surgeons 
in a setting of decreasing number of patients and open surgical casuistics represents a big challenge for the neurosurgical 
community, to which an answer should be given.
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Optimal management of intracranial aneurysm is still matter of 
debate. The introduction in the clinical practice of endovascular 
techniques following the pioneer work of Serbinenko [1] and 
his group [2–5] has stimulated both researchers and industry 
to develop increasingly sophisticated technological items, 
coils [6] and more recently flow diverters [7–9] with the aim of 
excluding the aneurysm from the circulation and/or promoting 
its thrombosis while potentially reducing the stress to the 
patient and the invasiveness of the procedure.

However, debate is still going on and despite several large 
clinical trials no definitive conclusion has been reached [6, 10–
18]. As a matter of fact the experience of the treating surgeon, 

whether “classical” neurovascular surgeon or endovascular 
surgeon, seems to be the best discriminating factor for choosing 
the management strategy in each individual case nowadays.

Actually personal “traditional, hands-on” experience with 
difficult neurovascular surgery appears to be the prerequisite for 
competing with the “rising endovascular stars”. This scenario 
may change in the future if the number of openly operated 
patients will decrease stepwise and consequently it would 
become difficult to give adequate training to future “open” 
neurovascular surgeons, and this will create a vicious circle 
following which open aneurysms surgery will progressively 
come to the end. 

А. В. Дубовой1, А. В. Бервицкий1,2, А. Спаллоне3

СОВРЕМЕННОЕ СОСТОЯНИЕ ХИРУРГИИ АНЕВРИЗМ: 
«ПРОМИКРОХИРУРГИЧЕСКИЙ» ВЗГЛЯД

Современные способы лечения пациентов с внутричерепными аневризмами являются предметом дискуссий между 
сторонниками традиционной микрохирургической техники и относительно нового эндоваскулярного лечения. В статье 
представлен опыт нейрохирургов — сторонников открытой микрохирургии. Сложные аневризмы задней циркуляции 
в настоящее время, как правило, оперируются эндоваскулярно, в то время как аневризмы переднего бассейна могут 
быть вылечены обоими методами, а для аневризм средней мозговой артерии и дистальных аневризм передней 
мозговой артерии лучше подходит микрохирургия. Техническое усовершенствование и, вероятно, снижение стоимости 
эндоваскулярных устройств будут способствовать тенденции к использованию эндоваскулярного метода. Однако 
потребность в хорошо подготовленных микрососудистых хирургах, на наш взгляд, останется, и надлежащая подготовка 
будущих поколений таких специалистов в условиях снижения числа пациентов и случаев открытых хирургических 
вмешательств представляет собой серьезную проблему для нейрохирургического сообщества, решение которой 
предстоит найти.
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Table 1. Summarizes the main demographic data of the treated series

Note: SAH — subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Age (years) 58.1 (1–84 years)

Sex (male/female) 312 (33.7%) / 613 (66.3%)

History of SAH 286 (30.9%)

No history of SAH 640 (69.1%)

Acute SAH patients 64 (6.9%)

However this would be not necessary so. The senior author 
(AS) has been fellow of Cooperative Study on aneurysm surgery 
in the 80’s [19] and continued to believe that open surgery 
should keep a role in the management of aneurysm patients. 
He met recently an extremely interesting and highly qualified 
neurosurgical realty in Novosibirsk, Russia. In this setting he 
could verify and analyse the results of a management protocol 
which privileges open surgery for aneurysm patients, quite 
similar to the one used in Rome.

This paper reports the results of this management philosophy 
in a large series of aneurysms treated during a 3,5-year period. 

Results of the philosophy of treatment 
of a large series of aneurysms

In 3,5-year time span starting in January 2014, 925 patients 
were managed by the authors. Due to the different referral 
characteristics, the overwhelming majority of the studied patients 
were treated in Novosibirsk. All surgeries were performed by 
either the first (AD) or the senior (AS) authors. Тable 1 presents 
the main demographic data of patients.

The management protocol was quite similar in both 
Institutions and privileged open surgery. Ruptured aneurysms 
were operated on in the early stage whenever possible. 
Endovascular treatment, either by balloon or stent assisted 
coiling and, most recently, flow diverters was performed by 
experienced endovascular specialists who has been routinely 
involved in the management planning, on a-consultant ship 
base (in Rome) or as a staff member (in Novosibirsk). 

Endovascular treatment was basically reserved to almost 
all posterior fossa aneurysms. As exception of this rule PICA 
aneurysms were operated microsurgically, although occasionally 
(6 cases) they were treated endovascularly. Anterior circulation 
aneurysms were as a rule treated with craniotomy unless the 
general clinical conditions of the patient contraindicated open 
surgery. Fusiform and giant aneurysms were subjected to wise 
case-by-case evaluation, and treated with flow diverters if 
trapping preceded by selective blood flow augmentation via a 
bypass, as well as direct clipping, were considered unfeasible. 
In particular giant cavernous ICA aneurysms were treated with 
carotid occlusion and ECIC bypass if there were signs of a 
intracavernous nerves compression (in order to avoid the risk 
of functional worsening due to aneurysm compaction and/or 
enlargement) and by flow diverters if they were asymptomatic, 
and CoA aneurysms were treated endovascularly only if close 
anatomical relationships with optic nerves were not the case. 
As far the bypasses, if the STA was of adequate size, a STA-
to-M3 bypass in the deep of the sylvian fissure was performed. 
Otherwise a high-flow bypass using a radial artery graft to 
either the MCA (28 cases) or the PCA (1 case) was performed. 
In four patients a A2 cross-link was performed, and in one 
patient a PICA-to-PICA anastomosis was confectioned. As 
a rule bypasses were performed prior to either main artery 
occlusion, aneurysm trapping or for blood augmentation in 
case of expected prolonged temporary clamping.

The use of flow diverters in the cases of difficult lesions of 
the basilar artery was indicated after a thoughtful discussion of 
all alternative management possibilities, due to the well-known 
risk of perforators compromise with using this technique in 
arteries which give off several, functionally very important, 
perforating branches. Figure 1 summarizes the management 
algorithm used in the present patient.

As a rule endovascular treatment was considered feasible 
only if the dome-to-neck ratio was less than 2 : 1. Otherwise, 
open treatment was considered mandatory. Obviously other 

hemodynamic and geometric factors were thoughtfully taken 
into consideration when deciding which type of management 
was the best for the patient. 

Patient characteristics and final outcome

Among the patients there were 312 (33.7%) men and 
613 (66.3%) women. Age ranged from 1 to 84 years and  
averaged  58 years. 286 patients (30.9%) presented with 
SAH 64 of which (6.9%) were operated in the acute stage. 
184 patients (19.9%) had multiple aneurysms, thus a total of 
1162 aneurysms were operated. 119 (12.8%) of them were 
large and giant. Aneurysms were localized on the internal 
carotid artery (ICA) in 480 cases (41.3%), on the anterior 
cerebral-anterior communicating complex (ACA–AcoA) 
in 231 cases (19.8%), on middle cerebral artery (MCA) in 
290 cases (24.9%), on the posterior cerebral artery (PCA) 
in 20 cases (1.7%), on the basilar artery (BA) in 95 cases 
(8.1%), on the superior cerebellar artery (SCA) in 23 cases 
(2%), on the anterior inferior cerebellar artery (AICA) in 4 cases 
(0.5%), and on the  posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA)  
in 19 cases (1.7%). 417 aneurysms (36%) were operated 
by the endovascular method, 740 (63.6%) microsurgically, 
5 (0.4%) had a combined therapy (endovascular occlusion + 
revascularization). Exclusion of the aneurysm in 99 (10.7%) 
cases was supplemented by revascularization via 106 different 
anastomoses: in 15 cases intracranial micro anastomoses 
were performed, in 60 cases a STA-to-M3 by-passes, was 
confectioned, 2 patients had a bypass between maxillary 
artery and MCA with radial graft and 29 had a high-flow 
bypass using an interposed arterial segment 

The results of surgery were evaluated 1 year after the 
operation. Among the 861 patients without SAH 842 (97.8%) 
patients retained independent status, 17 (2%) patients had 
severe disability, 2 (0.2%) patient died. Out of the 64 patients 
operated in the acute period of SAH, a good outcome was 
achieved in 51 (79.6%) cases, 9 patients (14%) were left 
disabled and 4 (6.4%) patients died.

Main aneurysms characteristics, data of treatment modalities 
and results are summarized in Table 2.

Disussion

The debate between endovascular and open surgery as which 
would be the best method for treating intracranial aneurysms 
has characterized the last decade of neurovascular surgery. 
Refinement of technology together with increased experience 
[7–9] has shifted significantly the opinion of the general 
neurosurgical audience towards the idea that open aneurysms 
surgery would be close to its end. This brings two obvious 
consequences: increasing shortage of craniotomy-operated 
cases; consequent reduced capacity for adequately training 
the new generations in open neurovascular surgery. On the 
other hand careful evaluation of the results of endovascular 
surgery, even when using the most updated technology shows 
that this is not the panacea, and that other alternative methods 
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Fig. 1. Decision-making algorithm based on aneurysm location. * — except cases of general contraindications to open surgery, or patient individual choice; ** — except 
cases of allergic reactions for contrast
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for treating aneurysms, in particular difficult aneurysms, are 
possibly still to be considered.

The main authors of this paper (AD and AS) met by 
chance and shared completely their personal opinion on 
this controversial issue. Both are aware that endovascular 
management can be in the future the management of choice 
for this pathology but this will require further technological 
advancement in the construction of the devices as well as, a 
very critical issue, significant lowering of the costs.

On the other hand in the nowadays scenario, open surgery 
still seems to play a significant, possibly a leading, role at 
least for treating anterior circulation aneurysms [20–23] and 
consequently adequate training of future generations, possibly 
uniformation of training criteria between different countries 
together with proper selection of the trainees who should 
be enough gifted and versed to difficult microsurgery, is an 
obligation for the present neurosurgical community.

It is out of the scope of the present paper to discuss in 
detail the specific aspects of the management protocol used in 
the present patients. Simply, we want to stress that it is based 
on the available clinical incidence and guidelines, whilst giving 
conceptual priority to microsurgery and all its available technical 
resources — including different methods of revascularization — 
however utilising properly endovascular technique when 
considered more indicated on the basis of a thoughtful team-
based discussion. 

Present results

The present results were quite comparable to the largest 
series of intracranial aneurysm, reported in the recent 
literature, in which both methods, either microsurgical or 
endovascular approach, had been used, and match well with 
the results of a large series of intracranial aneurysm treated 
microsurgically, a significant number of which were also of large 
to giant size [24], reported less than a decade ago, in which 
surgical revascularization was considered a milestone in the 

management of technically demanding aneurysms. A main point 
is a sort of “cultural” integration between microsurgery experts 
and endovascular fellows which recognizes the proper, main 
role of direct surgery in the management of such a demanding 
lesions. In our environments there was an agreement on the 
fact that endovascular treatment was reserved to patients with 
unfavourable geometry, in which the placement of a by-pass 
could not guarantee from the later occurrence of ischemic 
complications should a major artery had to be closed for 
obliterating the aneurysm, and to technically formidable lesions 
of the posterior circulation.

One may argue that the particular type of referral of patients 
led to treating a relative minority of ruptured aneurysms, 
particularly in the acute stage. However, if this group of patients 
is analysed separately, the results are still very good. Again, 
we cannot under-consider the major role of properly used 
revascularisation techniques in the management of complex 
aneurysm, a fact already stressed by Cantore et al. [24] and 
reworked also very recently [25]. This in our view allowed us 
concretely to obtain good results in some very demanding 
cases. Again, the crucial importance of a proper hands-on 
training of microsurgical specialists cannot be overemphasized.

In a recently published critical review of modern aneurysms 
treatment, Rahal and Malek [26] suggested — wisely — that 
“a balance (should) be maintained between technical virtuosity 
and procedural safety of either (open or endovascular treatment 
modalities)”. The problem remains has how to offer good quality 
training with enough large case material  in order to prepare 
well a new generation of specialists if the significant stepwise 
decrease of patients managed with microsurgery observed in 
the last years  will continue. The present experience suggests 
that well-prepared neurovascular surgeons can achieve good 
results, comparable to the published series of aneurysms 
patients, even if privileging open ”traditional” neurovascular 
approach. In this respect an age–related limitation is maybe to 
be considered in order to keep the required technical standard 
for performing these demanding procedures. 
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Table 2. Aneurysms and treatment characteristics. Results

Total number of aneurysms 1162

Large and Giant 119 (12.8%)

Localization Total Endovascular Microsurgery Combined

ICA 480 (41.3%) 251 228 1

ACA-AcomA 231 (19.8%) 16 215

MCA 290 (24.9%) 23 264 3

PCA 20 (1.7%) 18 2

BA 95 (8.1%) 84 10 1

SCA 23 (2%) 15 8

AICA 4 (0.4%) 4

PICA 19 (1.7%) 6 13

Revascularization

Intracranial 15

STA-to-M3 60

Maxillary to MCA with graft 2

High-flow bypass 29

Results Total Unruptured (n = 861) Acute SAH (n = 64)

Independent 893 842 51

Dependent 26 17 9

Death 6 2 4

Future guidelines

Age-related changes affecting manual ability are physiological 
but also individual ones, so technical ability with demanding 
microsurgery can be maintained until different age in different 
individuals. The senior author (AS,) born 1952, decided himself 
to stop doing microsurgical by-passes a couple of years ago. 
Maybe a sort of “self-controlling tremor evaluation” using 
available sophisticated technology could be considered for 
objectively checking the technical capacity of each individual 
surgeon to perform safely delicate microvascular procedures, 
but this suggestion would not achieve easily wide acceptance. 
Also, as far as training in general, it should be noted that the 
first author achieved an objectively high degree of technical skill 
by long exercising with animal models and cadaver dissections 
even without making a specific clinical neurovascular fellowship 
in reputed institutions. In the selection of possible candidates 
for this difficult job, the individual characteristics (firm hand, 
calmness, strong emotional control — of fundamental importance 
in managing emergent situation during surgery) should be 
considered very carefully before let him/her spending long time 
in a difficult training program, and this concepts should have 
possibly serious consideration by the Committees in charge for 

establishing trainings guidelines. Also, the possibility to introduce 
a dual figure of both open and endovascular surgeon as the 
neurovascular expert in the future must also be considered, 
with its pros and contras. But again, sufficient case material 
of open neurovascular surgery would still be necessary, also 
because, apart from microvascular laboratory exercises with 
animal models, no other model possibly simulating the real 
clinical scenario of aneurysm surgery appears to be available 
nowadays. 

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, open “traditional” neurovascular surgery, if 
performed with wise indications and management strategy 
by well-prepared neurovascular surgeons is still far from its 
end. The training of future generation is a challenge. Whether 
the future, in which significant technical improvement of 
endovascular devices is to be expected, will still give space to 
open neurovascular surgeons, or a dual figure of both open —
and endo–vascular expert will be the recommended solution, 
is likely to be matter of debate to be addressed to high- ranked  
training Committees. A strong recommendation to lower devices 
costs should come from the neurosurgical community.
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Breast cancer (BC) is one of the most widespread forms of 
malignant neoplasms, next only to lung cancer and colorectal 
cancer. BC incidence has been growing in many parts of the 
world [1–4]. Early detection of the pathology and screening for 
BC is therefore a key task.

Suppressor genes BRCA1 and BRCA2 are important 
actors in regulating the signaling pathways associated with the 
functioning of DNA repair systems. Mutations in these genes 
entail an elevated risk of developing BC and some other forms 
of malignant tumors.
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Рак молочной железы (РМЖ) является одной из наиболее распространенных форм солидных опухолей. Анализ 
особенностей патогенеза РМЖ на молекулярном уровне с применением современных методов генетического анализа 
и на разных стадиях заболевания позволяет получить новые данные для их дальнейшего применения в клинической 
практике. Молекулярное профилирование с применением технологий высокопроизводительного секвенирования 
все чаще применяют в качестве клинического теста при подборе таргетных препаратов для лечения пациентов с 
высокорезистентными к терапии опухолями при РМЖ. Целью работы было провести таргетное секвенирование генов 
BRCA1 и BRCA2 в составе панели онкогенов. Из 66 образцов ДНК пациентов с опухолями молочной железы, мутации 
BRCA1/2 обнаружены у 39 пацентов. Найдено 78 уникальных генетических вариантов, из них 30 мутаций в гене BRCA1 
и 48 мутаций в гене BRCA2. Идентифицировано 33 мутации, оказывающие влияние на сайты посттрансляционной 
модификации белков (PMT-мутации).
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IDENTIFICATION OF BRCA1/2 MUTATIONS IN BREAST CANCER 
PATIENTS BY NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING

Breast cancer is one of the most widespread forms of solid tumors. By analyzing the traits of breast cancer pathogenesis at 
the molecular level using modern genetic analysis techniques and at different stages of the disease new data can be obtained 
to be further utilized in clinical practice. Molecular profiling based on next-generation sequencing is being increasingly applied 
as a clinical test to select target drugs for treating breast cancer patients with tumors highly resistant to therapy. In this study, 
we performed targeted sequencing of BRCA1 and BRCA2 oncogenes. In the total of 66 DNA samples from patients with 
breast tumors, BRCA1/2 mutations were found in 39 patients. There were 78 unique genetic variants, including 30 mutations in 
BRCA1 and 48 mutations in BRCA2. We identified 33 mutations affecting the sites of post-translational modification in proteins 
(PMT mutations).
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of women with breast cancer (n = 66)

Note: the values are in M ± SD or % form; Т 1–3 — tumor stages according to TNM classification; ER — estrogen receptor expression; PR — progesterone receptor 
expression; HER2/neu (Cerb-B2) — expression of the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

Parameter Value, abs. no (%)

Age (years) 52.5 ± 9.7

Principal diagnosis:

Left breast cancer 32 (48.5)

Right breast cancer 32 (48.5)

Bilateral cancer 2 (3)

Tumor Т-stage (TNM classification):

Т1 36 (54.5)

Т2 29 (43.9)

Т3 1 (1.5)

Metastases in lymph nodes:

without metastases, М0 56 (84.8)

with metastases, M1 10 (15.2)

Expression of estrogen receptors (ER):

ER+ 53 (80.3)

ER– 13(19.7)

Expression of progesterone receptors (PR):

PR+ 50 (75.8)

PR– 16 (24.2)

Expression of HER2/neu (Cerb-B2):

Her2+ 38 (57.6)

Her2– 28 (42.4)

A substantial proportion of the mutations in tumors are somatic 
mutations, playing an important role both in the pathogenesis 
of sporadic BC and in the development of de novo resistance 
to anticancer drugs. Sporadic forms of cancer constitute, on
average, 70–80% of BC cases, whereas only 10% of all the patients 
carry inherited mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes [5].

The actual task of oncogenetics today is the development and 
improvement of approaches to the effective selection of anticancer 
drugs, taking into account the molecular-genetic features of 
tumor development.

The aim of this study was to identify the spectrum of 
mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes in patients with BC 
by Illumina next-generation sequencing.

METHODS

Material for the study. Clinical characteristics 
of the patients

The collection of tumor samples for the study was taken from 66 
patients with malignant breast neoplasms in hospital care at NN 
Blokhin National Medical Research Centre of Oncology of the 
Russian Health Ministry and Russian Scientific Center for X-ray 
Radiology of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation, 
(Moscow). The average age of the patients was 52.5 ± 9.7 years. 
The criteria for being included in the study were: age of 18 to 
70, female, clinically verified BC diagnosis. Exclusion criteria: 
history of other forms of neoplasms, pregnancy. BC was 
staged according to TNM classification [6]. The study involved 
patients with stages T1–3N0–3M0–1. The study adhered to 
the principles of voluntariness and confidentiality. All patients 
provided informed consent to the study. The principal clinical 
characteristics of the patients are given in Table 1.

DNA isolation and quality control. Oncogene 
panel sequencing

Genomic DNA was isolated from tumor tissue samples by 
using DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen; USA) as instructed 
by the manufacturer. The concentration of the extracted DNA 
specimens was measured with a Qubit 3.0 fluorometer (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific; USA). The quality of the DNA samples was 
additionally tested by electorphoresis in 1% agarose gel with 
ethidium bromide.

DNA fragment libraries were prepared using NEBNext Ultra 
DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs; USA). 
The libraries were barcoded by PCR using two reagent kits: 
NEBNext Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina and NEBNext 
Multiplex Oligos for Illumina (Dual Index Primers Set 1, New 
England Biolabs; USA). DNA library quality control was done 
by measurements with Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent 
Technologies; USA) using High Sensitivity Kit as instructed by 
the manufacturer.

Coding regions of the tumor genome were enriched 
using MYbaits Onconome KL v1.5 Panel (Mycroarray; USA). 
The analysis was performed with a high-throughput genome 
sequencing system HiSeq 2500 (Illumina; USA) using paired 
100-nucleotide reads. The samples were prepared and initiated 
according to Illumina protocols.

Bioinformatic processing of NGS data

Bioinformatic processing of the resultant NGS data was carried 
out using a previously developed algorithm [7, 8]. At first, the 
quality of the reads from DNA sequencing was assessed by 
Cutadapt software, and they were mapped to the reference 
genome hg19 (GRCh37.p13) by using the BWA tool (Burrows-
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Fig. 1. The spectrum of mutations* affecting post-translational modification sites of proteins (PMT-mutations) in the genes BRCA1 (А) and BRCA2 (B), in patients with 
breast cancer (n = 39). * — based on mutation effect prediction according to ActiveDriverDB

А

B

Wheeler Aligner). Paired reads were removed by running 
the specialized rmdup command in the SAMtools software 
package. Mutations in the NGS dataset were detected by 
MuTect, and DNA sequences covered by at least 12 readswere 
considered the most significant.

The mutation abundance was defined as the proportion 
(%) of mutation-supporing reads at a position. The functional 
effect of the mutations was assessed relying on ActiveDriverDB 
database [9]. The mutations affecting the coded protein were 
visualized using the ProteinPaint application [10].

RESULTS

We analyzed DNA samples from breast tumors (n = 66) for the 
presence of mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes by 
Illumina next-generation sequencing. Bioinformatic processing 
of the NGS data revealed mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 

genes in 39 (59.1%) out of the 66 BC patients. Altogether 78 
unique genetic variants were detected in the study, including 
30 mutations in BRCA1 and 48 mutations in BRCA2. Among 
all these mutations, 70 of the detected variants were identified 
as new mutations (89.7%). All the detected genetic variants are 
listed in the Table 2.

The highest frequency in the analysis was demonstrated 
by the mutations 17:41246746:T>C in BRCA1 gene (52%) 
and 13:32914688:G>T in BRCA2 gene (47%). The mutation 
13:32910800:A>C in BRCA2 gene occurred the most 
frequently among all samples, being identified in 10.7% 
(n = 3/28) of tumors with BRCA2 mutations. Mutations in both 
BRCA1 and BRCA2 were found in 11 patients with BC 
(16.7%; n = 66). 

Annotation against databases revealed 33 mutations 
(42.3%) influencing the sequence of the coded protein, 
including 16 in BRCA1 gene and 17 in BRCA2 gene. The 
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Gene
Sample 

ID
BC 

Stage

The proportion 
of cancer cells 

in the 
sample1, %

Variant allele 
frequency, %

Coverage 
at the 
point

PTM-
mutation

Effect2 Reference number2 Canonical 
designation

BRCA1

1 IIIA 20 52 235 No None Novel 17:41246746:T>C

2 IIA 9 30 117 No None rs1800744 17:41226488:C>A

3 IA 70

4 106 No None Novel 17:41251858:T>G

3 115 Yes distal Novel 17:41223236:T>G

2 267 Yes proximal Novel 17:41243968:T>G

1 439 No None Novel 17:41245560:C>A

4 I 30
4 116 Yes proximal rs80357088 (dbSNP) 17:41247872:C>A

1 685 Yes proximal rs80357192 (dbSNP) 17:41245428:C>T

5 IIA 8 4 230 Yes
network-rewiring - 

motif loss
Novel 17:41244256:G>C

6 I 90 2 169 Yes direct Novel 17:41244246:C>A

7 IIA 21 2 250 No None Novel 17:41244207:T>C

8 IA 8 2 306 No None Novel 17:41246576:A>C

9 IA 6 2 270 Yes distal Novel 17:41243724:A>C

10 IA 32

2 142 Yes proximal Novel 17:41256210:T>G

2 142 Yes distal Novel 17:41256225:T>G

1 333 Yes direct Novel 17:41246341:A>C

11 IIB 95
2 166 Yes proximal BRCA (TCGA MC3) 17:41243518:C>G

1 467 No None Novel 17:41245516:C>A

12 IA 98 1 202 Yes distal Novel 17:41247883:C>A

13 IA 15 1 660 Yes
network-rewiring - 

motif loss
Novel 17:41244951:C>A

14 IIB 35 1 444 No None Novel 17:41245785:C>A

15 I 12 1 569 No None Novel 17:41245228:C>T

16 IIB 12 1 351 No None Novel 17:41245832:T>G

17 IIA 57 1 413 No None Novel 17:41245859:C>A

18 IA 12 1 211 Yes proximal Novel 17:41226400:C>A

19 IIA 38 1 342 Yes distal rs786202665 (dbSNP) 17:41244544:T>C

20 IIA 32 1 307 No None Novel 17:41246752:C>A

21 IA 35
1 336 Yes distal Novel 17:41219637:C>A

1 379 No None Novel 17:41246125:T>A

22 IIA 10 1 390 No None Novel 17:41245026:C>A

BRCA2

9 IA 6
47 189 Yes distal Novel 13:32914688:G>T

2 210 Yes distal Novel 13:32905164:C>A

12 IA 98
6 471 No None rs28897716 (dbSNP) 13:32911295:G>A

1 434 Yes proximal Novel 13:32893381:A>C

23 IA 15 4 100 No None Novel 13:32906550:T>C

24 I 50 3 63 No None rs55924966 (dbSNP) 13:32929408:G>A

19 IIA 38
3 152 No None Novel 13:32912843:G>T

2 276 No None Novel 13:32912258:C>A

25 IA 65 2 319 No None Novel 13:32910800:A>C

14 IIB 35 2 316 Yes direct rs864622305 (dbSNP) 13:32900697:C>T

7 IIA 21 2 251 No None Novel 13:32944694:G>T

26 IA 10
2 255 No None Novel 13:32911260:A>T

1 537 No None Novel 13:32910800:A>C

27 IIA 11
2 87 Yes proximal Novel 13:32918761:C>A

2 238 No None Novel 13:32930703:C>A

28 IIA 70
2 130 No None Novel 13:32931930:G>T

1 307 Yes distal Novel 13:32914451:C>A

29 I 1 2 262 No None Novel 13:32910800:A>C

Table 2. BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations identified in patients with BC
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30 IIA 55

2 200 No None Novel 13:32911499:C>A

2 237 No None Novel 13:32913030:A>C

1 274 Yes distal Novel 13:32914261:C>A

10 IA 32

2 99 Yes distal Novel 13:32893444:A>C

2 179 No None Novel 13:32907009:T>G

2 188 Yes proximal Novel 13:32911946:T>G

4 I 30

2 807 No None Novel 13:32914484:C>A

1 323 No None Novel 13:32899216:G>A

1 747 No None Novel 13:32915036:A>T

1 279 No None Novel 13:32930596:T>A

1 285 No None Novel 13:32930604:A>G

21 IA 35
2 332 No None Novel 13:32914234:C>A

1 440 No None Novel 13:32907309:C>A

22 IIA 10

2 164 No None Novel 13:32912375:C>A

1 298 No None Novel 13:32907051:A>T

1 358 Yes distal Novel 13:32914844:G>A

2 IIA 9 2 165 No None Novel 13:32968849:T>C

31 IIIС 18
1 405 No None Novel 13:32913099:A>C

1 266 No None Novel 13:32929173:C>A

32 IIA 9
1 526 Yes proximal Novel 13:32913143:C>A

1 399 No None Novel 13:32968988:C>A

33 IIIA 10 1 233 Yes distal Novel 13:32911786:T>A

14 IA 15 1 362 No None Novel 13:32936764:C>A

34 IIA 14 1 371 Yes distal Novel 13:32912147:T>A

35 IB 5
1 246 No None Novel 13:32913558:C>T

1 434 Yes distal Novel 13:32914792:A>T

36 IIB 25 1 344 Yes distal Novel 13:32914433:G>A

37 IIB 80
1 569 Yes distal rs374326934 (dbSNP) 13:32914123:C>A

1 275 No None Novel 13:32937605:G>A

1 IIIA 20 1 320 Yes distal Novel 13:32906966:A>G

38 I 10 1 439 No None Novel 13:32913444:C>A

39 IIA 18
1 262 No None Novel 13:32930600:C>A

1 363 No None Novel 13:32936793:C>A

End of Table 2

Note: 1 — based on histological data; 2 — based on ActiveDriverDB data (https://www.activedriverdb.org/).

mutations affecting the sites of post-translational modification 
in proteins (PMT mutations) are shown in the Fig. 1.

DISCUSSION

Personalized targeted therapy is gaining ground in modern 
oncology. The development of a highly sensitive and cost-
efficient approach to affordable routine diagnosis of tumors is 
therefore a priority task.

The “gold standard” for mutation detection today is Sanger 
sequencing, but its diagnostic capabilities are limited compared 
to next-generation genetic analysis systems. Tumor cells are 
histologically and genetically heterogeneous, contributing to the 
advantage of NGS-based techniques, which allow developing 
efficient bioinformatics pipelines for detecting genetic variants 
both in pairs of tumor and normal tissues samples and within 
individual biopsies containing a fraction of normal cell DNA.

Mutations in the key BC oncogenes BRCA1 and BRCA2 
are among the most frequent and significant molecular 
aberrations, whose analysis can help in assessing the risk of 
tumor development, clinical prediction for BC patients, and in 
predicting the effectivenesss of anticancer drug therapy.

The BRCA1 gene was identified by Y. Miki et al. in 1994 
by positional cloning on the long arm of chromosome 17. 
The second gene — BRCA2, was mapped and isolated on 
chromosome 13q. BRCA1 and BRCA2 are suppressor genes, 
characterized by the autosomal dominant inheritance pattern 
and high penetrance. Recent molecular studies of BRCA1 and 
BRCA2 have demonstrated a wide spectrum of mutations 
present in these genes [5].

The international COSMIC database [11] contains over 900 
somatic coding mutations of the BRCA1 gene and over 1400 
coding mutations of the BRCA2 gene. A substantial part of 
these mutations result in structural transformations modifying 
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the function of protein products, thus undermining the capacity 
of repair systems to effectively fix DNA lesions. Many of the 
mutations in BRCA1/BRCA2 are missence mutations, where 
the coding sequence is altered and one functional codon is 
changed to another.

Having analyzed the NGS data for the BC tumors in our study 
by bioinformatics techniques, we identified 78 unique mutations 
in the genes BRCA1 and BRCA2. A majority of the mutations 
were found in BRCA2. According to the literature, the frequency 
of mutations differs notably between the genes BRCA1 and 
BRCA2 [5].

Further analysis using ActiveDriverDB showed that a large 
part of the genetic variants produce a functional effect on post-
translational modification sites of the coded proteins (Fig. 1). 
Our study revealed 33 PMT-mutations, many of them previously 
unannotated. To confirm the pathogenic variants detected in the

study and the status of the mutations, the research results need to 
be verified by Sanger sequencing using normal tissue samples.

CONCLUSIONS

Targeted next-generation sequencing appears to be the most 
promising approach for molecular profiling of tumors for clinical 
application. An integrated NGS-based analysis of mutations 
in the genes BRCA1 and BRCA2 in BC patients enables the 
identification of a greater number of mutations, including 
low mutant allele frequency variants, as well as genetic 
variants in biopsy samples with low tumor cell content. NGS-
based approaches revealing mutations in the entire BRCA1 
and BRCA2 coding sequence will enable a more effective 
identification of the patients to whom an adequate therapy with 
targeted anticancer drugs can be administered.


